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USE SUITABILITY AND MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
SOILS OF THE WARN SPRINGS INDIAN RESERVATION
by C. T. Youngberg, Ph.D.

Introduction
The soils of the Warm Springs Indian Reservation are an important basic
resource on which agricultural, forage and timber crops are produced. An
understanding of the soil resources and their proper use and management are
prerequisites to increasing and maintaining production at a high level.
Good soil management is also very important from the standpoint of the efficient use of water on cropland and the increase of water yields on upland
watersheds.
The soils of the Warm Springs Area generally are similar to the soils
in the surrounding areas. This is true with regard to the agricultural,
range, and forest soils.
Soil and crop management practices from the Madras
area and from the Noro Branch Experiment Station, for example, can be used
to advantage on the arable soils of the Warm Springs Area. These soils have
developed on several geological formations, but from the standpoint of crop
production those soils developed on The Dalles formation are the most important.
This is true not only with regard to total area but also from the
standpoint of soil quality. The moderately deep to deep, well drained
medium textured soils on Schoolie Flat, the Island and Sidwalder Flat are
examples of some of the better quality agricultural soils. The soils developed on the John Day and Clarno geological formations are generally very
fine textured and not suitable for cultivation with the exception of some
alluvial soils.
The soils developed on the Columbia River Basalt formation
are generally shallow and rocky and along with the soils from the John Day
Some forest soils
and Clarno formations are most suitable for range use.
have developed on the Clarno formation in the Mutton Mountains. The Cascan
formation, situated in the western portion of the Reservation, is covered by
deposits of pumice and glacial till and most of the soils are developed in
the mantle that covers the andesite and basalt rock. Many of these soils
are very productive from the standpoint of timber growth and, together with
the forest soils developed on the Dalles formation, form the backbone of the
timber producing area.

Capability Groups of Soils
Capability grouping is a system of classification to show the relative
suitability of soils for crops, grazing, forestry, or wildlife. It is a
practical grouping based on: (1) the needs and limitation of the soils,
(2) the risks of damage to them, and, (3) their response to management.
the class, the subclass and the treatment.
Soils are grouped on three levels:
All
The broadest grouping, the class, is identified by Roman numerals.
the soils in one class have limitations and management problems of about the
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same degree, but of different kinds. There are eight general classes in
this system.
All the classes except class I may have one or more subclasses.

The next broader grouping, the subclass, indicates the dominant kind
of limitation. The letter symbol "e" means that the main limiting factor
is risk of erosion if the plant cover is not maintained. The symbol 'W"
means that excess water retards plant growth or interferes with cultivation.
The symbol "s" means that the soils are shallow, droughty, or low in fertility.
The symbol "c" means that climate (temperature and lack of moisture)
is the only major hazard or limitation.
The treatment unit, which is also called a management group of soils,
is the lowest level of capability grouping. A. treatment unit is made up of
soils similar in management needs, in risk of damage, and in general suitability for use.
In class I, II, and III are soils that are suitable for annual or
periodic cultivation of annual or short-lived crops.
Class I soils are those that have the widest range of use and the least
risk of damage.
They are level or nearly level, productive, well drained,
and easy to work.
They can be cultivated with almost no risk of erosion
and will remain productive if managed with normal care.

Class Ilsoils can be cultivated regularly, but they do not have quite
so wide a range of suitability as class I soils. Some class II soils are
gently sloping, and consequently need moderate care to prevent erosion.
Other soils in class .11 may be slightly droughty, slightly wet, somewhat
limited in depth, or may occur under conditions of limited precipitation or
short growing seasons.
Class III soils can be cropped regularly, but they have a narrower
range of use.
They need more careful management than the soils of class II.
In class IV are soils that should be cultivated only under very careful
management; on many soils this means only occasionally, in a system that
includes several years of hay or other protective crops.
In classes V, VI, and VII are soils that normally should not be cultivated for annual or short-lived crops, but that can be used for pasture,
for woodland, or for plants that shelter wildlife.
Class V soils are nearly level and gently sloping, but they are droughty,
wet, low in fertility, or otherwise unsuitable for cultivation.
Class VI soils are not suitable for crops because they are steep or
Some
droughty or otherwise limited, but they give fair yields of forage.
soils in class VI can, without damage, be cultivated enough so that pasture
crops can be seeded.
Class VII soils provide only poor to fair yields of forage.
have characteristics that severely limit their use for pasture.

The soils
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In class VIII are soils that have practically no agricultural use.
Some soils have value for watershed protection, wildlife shelter, or scenery.
The soils in the areas surveyed on the Warm Springs Reservation have
been placed into these various capability groups. None of the soils were
placed in groups IV or VIII. The group VIII soils are restricted to the steep
canyon slopes in the non-timbered area and steep mountain and canyon slopes
in the forest land. These kinds of land were not included in the soil survey.
Table 1 summarizes the important characteristics of the soils by capaThe total acreages occurring in the various capability classes
are summarized in Table 2.

bility units.Y

The class II and III lands are those that should receive the most intensive management.
The land suitable for irrigation with slight exception
(some possible irrigated pastures), are included in these classes. The discussion following treats the capability units with regard to dryland farming.

Capability Unit

lid

Deep, nearly level to gently sloping loam soils
These soils occupy the nearly level and gently sloping tops of plateau
areas and alluvial bottoms. Drainage is good and permeability is moderate.
There is a slight water erosion
Slopes are gentle and runoff is medium.
hazard and no wind erosion hazard.
These soils have a moderate moisture
Soils included in this unit
supplying capacity. The workability is good.
are:

6S13 (Agency/) loam, deep, O-87 slopes
6Xl/ loam, deep, O-37 slopes
6X7/ loam, deep, O-37 slopes

Use suitability and management
These soils are moderately well suited to legume and grass forage J'
crops for hay and pasture. They are moderately well suited for dryland wheat
production and should be summer fallowed to obtain maximum yields. Lack of
moisture due to low rainfall makes summer fallow essential for dryland wheat
production.

1/
2/
3/
4/
5/

This information summarized from data furnished by Land Operations
Department, Bureau of Indian Affairs.
Established Soil Series.
Except on Schoolie Flat.
Except on Sidwalder Flat.
For specific varieties refer to Cropping Program Report.

Table 1.

Characteristics of Land Capability Units.

Non-Irrigated Lands - Warm Springs

Capability Units

Characteristics

II cl

IIsl

hId

111c2

hhlel

III e4

Slope

A, B

A, B

A, B

A, B, C

B, C

A, B

Depth

Deep

Deep to
Moderate

Deep to
Moderate

Deep to
Moderate

Deep to
Moderate

Deep

Texture

Medium

Medium

Coarse
to Medium

Medium

Medium

Coarse
to Medium

Permeability

Moderate

Slow to
Moderate

Moderate
to Rapid

Rapid

Slow

Moderate
to Slow

Reaction

Neutral to
Moderately
Alkaline

Si ightly

Neutral to
Moderately
Alkaline

Slightly
Acid to
Neutral

Slightly
Acid to
Moderately
Alkaline

Neutral to
Moderately
Alkaline

Acid to
Moderately
Alkaline

0. M. Content

Low to
Moderate

Low to
Moderate

Low

Low to
Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Inherent Fertility

Low to
Moderate

Low to
High

Low

Low

Moderate
to High

Mod era t e

Wind

None

None

Moderate

Slight

None

Moderate

Water

Slight

Slight

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Slight to
Moderate

to High

Wetness
Erodabil ity:

Table 1. Continued, page 2

Capability Units
Characteristics

II Iwl

Si op e

Ilisi

111s2

111s3

IVel

IVe2

IVwl

A, B

A

A, B

B, C, D

A, B, C

A

Depth

Deep to
Moderate

Moderate
to Deep

Deep

Deep to
Moderate

Moderate
to Deep

Deep to
Moderate

Moderate
to Deep

Texture

Fine

Medium to
Medium
Gravelly

Medium to
Coarser
Medium

Fine to
Medium

Fine to
Medium
Gravelly

Coarser to
Medium

Fine

Permeability

Slow

Slow to

Moderate

Slow

Slow to

Rapid

Slow

Slightly
Acid to
Neutral

very slow

very slow

Slightly
Acid to
Neutral

Neutral to
Moderately
Alkaline

Very
Strongly
Alkaline

0. M. Content

High

Low to
Moderate

Inherent Fertility

High

Wetness

Slight

Erodability:
Wind

Reaction

Water

Neutral to

Alkaline

Alkaline

Mildly to
Moderately
Alkaline

Moderate

Moderate
to High

Low

Low

High

Low to
Moderate

Moderate

Moderate
to High

Low to
Moderate

Low

High

None

None

None to
Sligit

None

None

High

None

None

Slight

Si ight

Slight

Slight to
Moderate

Moderate
to Slight

None

Neutral to

Moderately Moderately

Table 1, Continued, page 3

Capability Units
Characteristics

IVsl

IVs2

IVs3

VIel

Vilsi

Slope

A, B, C

A, B

A

A, ABb,
B, C, D

A, ABb, ACb,
ACc, B, C, D, E

Depth

Moderate
to deep

Moderate

Shallow

Shallow to
deep

Very shallow

Texture

Fine

Medium

Medium

Coarse to
Fine

Fine to coarser
med. stony and
gravelly

Permeability

Very slow

Slow

Rapid to
Moderate

Very slow
to Rapid

Very slow
to Rapid

Reaction

Mildly to
Moderately
Alkaline

Strongly to
Moderately
Alkaline

Slightly
Acid to
Neutral

Slightly
Acid to
Strongly
Alkaline

Slightly
Acid to
M derately
Alkaline

0. M. Content

Low

Low to
High

Low to
Moderate

Low to
High

Low to
Moderate

Inherent Fertility

Low to
Moderate

Low to
High

Low

Low to
High

Low to
High

None to
Moderate

Wetness

Erodability:
Wind

Water

to deep

None to
Slight

None

None

None to
High

None to
High

Slight to
Moderate

Slight to
Moderate

None

None to
High

Slight to
High

Table 2.

Total Acreage, by Geographical Area, of the Capability Classes for Soils on the Warm Springs
Indian Reservation.

Capability classification acreage
Geographic Area

1.

Schoolie Flat

2.

VI

IV

III

II

4,158.1

905.3

The Island

614.5

37.5

3.

Miller Flat

484.9

4.

Sidwalder Flat

5.

276.4

Ponds, cemeteries,
agency, etc.

Vu

327.0

6,077.7

41.5

Total mapped
acreage
11,786.0

1,944.3

2,596.3

9.8

2,265.5

2,760.2

---

1,569.1

500.4

470.7

744.3

6,305.5

31.3

9,621.3

Dry Creek

117.5

711.4

431.1

190.8

1,422.2

--

2,873.0

6.

Metolius Bench

801.0

633.9

629.1

213.8

7,463.8

--

9,741.6

7.

Tenino Creek and
Lower Shitike Creek

259.9

671.6

443.2

85.2

721.4

Upper Shitike Creek

107.1

199.6

29.7

26.6

267.0

Lower Warm Spring River

70.3

509.0

301.3

197.0

1,404.7

10.

Deschutes River

97.4

152.7

52.4

469.4

348.1

11.

Simnasho-Mutton Mtn.

417.7

808.0

1,001.3

1,158.3

2,655.5

6,040.8

12.

Dry Hollow

448.6

592.1

---

1,323.3

2,364.0

13.

Seekseequa Creek

68.1

106.5

121.3

219.8

520.7

14.

Tenino Bench

---

232.7

10.7

157.4

400.8

Total Mapped

9,214.2

6,060.7

3,767.2

9.

5.0

---

3,427.2

32,576.2

183.2
--

2,364.5
630.0

2,482.3
2.6

258.6

1,122.6

55,304.1
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Moisture conservation practices such as stubble mulch tillage, cross
slope tillage on log slopes and weed control are essential on these soils.
Sulfur and phosphate fertilization is necessary for maximum production
/
of legumes.
Nitrogen fertilization is necessary on wheat except after
legumes in rotation.

Capability Unit Ilsi

Deep, and moderately deep, nearly level to gently sloping loam soils
These soils occur on the nearly level plateaus as well as in alluvial
fan and bottom positions. Drainage is good to moderately good and perineability is slow to moderate, Slopes are gentle and runoff is medium. There
is a slight water erosion hazard.
These soils have good water holding
capacity.
Workability is good.
Soils included in this unit are:
6Xl loam, deep, 0-37. slopes
5S1 (Kuckup)L/ loam, deep, 0-87. slopes
6S6 (Kuckup)
17S1 (Kuckup) Loam, moderately deep, 0-87. slopes
U
18S6 (Kuckup)
5516 (Kuckup over Clarno clays) loam, deep, 0-87. slopes
17S16 (Kuckup over Clarno clays) loam, moderately deep, 0-87. slopes
5X14 silt loam, deep, 3-87. slopes
5Zl loam, deep, 0-87. slopes
17Z1 loam, moderately deep, 0-37. slopes
5Z2 silt loam, deep, 0-87. slopes
1

Use suitability and management

These soils are well suited to legume and grass forage crops for hay
and pasture. They are among the better soils for winter wheat production
and should be summer fallowed to obtain maximum yields. It should follow
in rotation a 5 year grass-legume forage crop.
Prior to wheat in rotation a heavy residue of the grass-legume cover
should be plowed under to maintain organic matter content and favorable soil
structure.
Stubble mulch tillage following wheat will slow the rate of surface runoff, increase moisture intake and minimize soil and moisture losses.
Cross slope tillage should be used on log slopes to prevent erosion.
Legumes need sulfur and phosphate fertilization. Wheat immediately
following legumes needs no nitrogen. Nitrogen fertilization is necessary
where wheat is produced not in rotation with legumes.

Weed control will conserve moisture during fallow and result in higher
quality forage yields.
6/
7/

For rates refer to Appendix I
Proposed Series
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Capability Unit hId
Moderately deep and deep, nearly level to gently sloping loam soils
These soils are sandy loam to loam textured and occur on plateau tops
and along stream bottoms. Drainage is good to rapid and permeability is
moderate to rapid. Water holding capacity is moderate to low. Both wind
and water erosion hazards are moderate. Workability is good.
Soils included
in this unit are:
C6S13 (Era) deep, fine sandy loam, 0-87. slopes
C18S13 (Era) moderately deep, fine sandy loam, 0-87. slopes
C7X8 deep, fine sandy loam, 0-87. slopes
C19X8 moderately deep, fine sandy loam, 0-87. slopes
7X8 deep, loam, 0-37. slopes
l9X8 moderately deep, loam, 0-37. slopes
l8Sl3 (Agency) loam, moderately deep, 0-87. slopes
l7SlO silt loam, moderately deep, 0-87. slopes
l7B5 silt loam2 moderately deep, 0-87. slopes
17Xl5 (Kaskela/) silt loam, moderately deep, 0-87. slopes
l7R2 loam, moderately deep, 0-87. slopes
Use suitability and management
These soils are moderately well suited for legume and grass forage
crops for hay and pasture.
Due to low moisture supplying capacity and low
rainfall they are not suited for wheat production. Due to moderate erosion
hazard these soils are better left in permanent grass and legume cover.

When re-establishing grass-legume cover, heavy crop residues should be
turned under and cross slope tillage practices used.
Other practices similar to capability unit hlsi.

Capability Unit 111c2
Deep to moderately deep, nearly level to moderately sloping loam soils
These soils occur on nearly level to moderately sloping plateau tops
and associated stream bottoms. Drainage is good and permeability is moderate
to rapid.
Runoff is moderate to rapid and the water erosion hazard moderate.
Soils included
Moisture supplying capacity is moderate and workability good.
in this unit are:
6X7/ loam, deep, 0-37. slopes
18X7 loam, moderately deep, 0-37. slopes
7S9 loam, deep, 0-157. slopes
1959 loam, moderately deep, 0-37. slopes
C6D1 (Kuckup) find sandy loam, 3-87 slopes
18X5 loam, moderately deep, 0-37. slopes
8/
9/

Tentative Series
On Sidwalder Flat; in other areas this soil in capability Unit hIsl.
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Use suitability and management
These soils are best suited for permanent grass-legume forage crops
for hay and pasture.
Short growing seasons makes them unsuitable for wheat
production.

When re-establishing grass-legume cover use tillage practices similar

to capability unit hId.
Other practices similar to capability unit hIsl.

Capability Unit Lhlel

Moderately deep and deep, moderately sloping loam soils
These soils are similar to those in capability unit hlsi except that
they occur on stronger slopes. Runoff is rapid and the water erosion hazard is moderate. Drainage is moderately good and permeability is slow.
These soils have good water supplying capacity. Workability is good.
Soils
included in this unit are:,
5Sl (Kuckup) loam, deep, 8-15% slope
l7Sl6 (Kuckup) loam over Clarno clays, moderately deep, 8-15% slope
Use suitability and management
These soils are moderately well suited for legume and grass c'rops for
hay and pasture.
They are moderately well suited for dryland wheat using
a summer fallow system.

Contour strip farming and cross slope tillage practices are essential to
minimize erosion on the stronger slopes. Other tillage practices similar to
capability unit IIsl.
Other practices are also similar to capability unit IIsl.

Capability Unit 111e2
Deep, nearly level to gently sloping fine sandy loam soils

These soils occur on the higher portions of the plateaus (Sidwalder
and Schoolie Flats). Drainage is moderately good to good and permeability
is slow.
Slopes are gentle and runoff is medium.
Wind erosion hazard is
moderate and water erosion hazard slight to moderate. Water supplying
capacity is moderate. The only soil in this unit is:
C5S1 (Kuckup) fine sandy loam, deep, 0-8% slopes
Use suitability and management

This soil is well suited to legume and grass forage crops for hay and
pasture and moderately well suited to dryland wheat using a summer fallow
system.
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Tillage practices similar to capability unit Ilsi are applicable.
In addition cross wind tillage and strip cropping is essential to minimize
wind erosion.
Other management practices are similar to capability unit Ilsi.

Capability Unit Iliwl

Moderately deep and deep, nearly level, poorly drained clay loam soils
These soils occur in low wet bottoms with high water tables. Drainage
is poor and permeability slow.
Runoff is slow and there is no erosion
hazard.
Water supplying capacity is good to high. Workability is fair.
Soils included in this unit are:
14slX3 clay loam, moderately deep, slightly wet, 0-37. slopes
2w1X4 silty clay loam, deep, slightly wet, 0-37. slopes
Use suitability and management
These soils are moderately well suited to legume and grass crops for
hay and pastures.
Wet soil conditions in the spring normally delay operation on these
Tillage practices favoring drying and warming in soils earlier in
the spring are desirable.
Rough tillage and incorporating crop residues,
plus additional mulching materials in the soils will help accomplish this.
soils.

Delay use on this land until itdrys out to avoid soil compaction
and stand deterioration.
Other practices similar to capability unit IIsl.

Capability Unit IIIsl

Moderately deep and deep, nearly level to gently sloping loam soils over
basalt, hardpan, clay or gravels
These soils occur on tops and slopes of high plateaus, slopes above
and below the plateaus and in alluvial fan and bottom positions. Drainage
is moderately good to imperfect and permeability slow to very slow. Slopes
are gentle and runoff is medium.
Water erosion hazard is slight. These soils
have moderate water supplying capacity. Soils included in this unit are:
l6S2 loam, moderately deep, over silicous hardpan, 0-87. slopes
l6S5 (Day overlay phase) loam, moderately deep, over clay,
0-87. slopes

4S5 (Day overlay phase) loam, deep, over clay, 0-87. slopes
4Xl2 (Simnasho)Q/ loam, deep, over clay, 0-37. slopes
l6X12 (Simnasho) loam, moderately deep, over clay, 0-37. slopes
4X16 loam, deep, over clay, 0-37. slopes

10/

Proposed Series
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Use suitability and management
These soils are moderately well suited for legume and grass forage
crops for hay and pasture. Slowly to very slowly permeable subsoils limit
root penetration and moisture supply. Most of the soils in this unit,
including the deep ones, have slowly to very slowly permeable subsoils
above the layers that ultimately restrict root penetration, which makes
them not too well suited dryland wheat production.
Rough tillage and incorporating of crop residues are desirable for
improving soil structure and water intake on the finer textured soils.
Other practices similar to capability unit IIsl.

Capability Unit 111s2
Deep, nearly level, loam soils
These soils are slightly saline alluvial soils occurring in well
drained positions along stream bottoms.
Permeability is moderate. Wind and
water erosion hazards are slight. Water supplying power is low to moderate.
Workability is good.
Soils included in this unit are:
6slX2, loam, deep, slightly saline, O-37 slopes
C6s1X2, fine sandy loam, deep, slightly saline, 0-37. slopes
Use suitability and management

These soils are suitable to moderately salt tolerant grass-legume
forage crops for hay and pasture. They are unsuited to dryland wheat.
At time of re-establishment of grass-legume crops turn under heavy
crop residues to improve soil structure and water intake.
Other practices similar to capability unit IIsl.

Capability Unit 111s3
Moderately deep and deep, nearly level to gently sloping clay loam soils

These soils occur in alluvial fan and bottom positions and are moderately
well to imperfectly drained and permeability is slow.
Slopes are gentle and
water erosion hazards slight. Water supplying capacity is moderate. Workability is fair.
Soils included in this unit are:
2X6 (Cram)J clay loam, deep, 0-87. slopes
l4X6 (Cram) clay loam, moderately deep, 0-87. slopes
2Xll silty clay loam, deep, 0-37. slopes
5Xll silt loam, deep, 0-37. slopes
2X1 silty clay loam, deep, 0-87. slopes
11/

Tentative Series
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Use suitability and management

These soils are fairly well suited to legume and grass crops for hay
and pasture.
Dryland winter wheat should follow grass and legumes in rotation for one year only.
Tillage practices should include the incorporation of heavy crop residues and other organic matter to improve structure, tilth and moisture
relations in the fine textured soils.
Other practices similar to capability unit IIsl.

Capability Unit IVel

Moderately deep and deep, moderately to strong sloping loam soils
These soils occur on moderate to strong slopes and in alluvial fan
positions. They are generally fine textured soil with moderately good to
imperfect drainage and are slow to very slowly permeable. There is no wind
erosion hazard, however, the water erosion hazard is moderate. Moisture
supplying capacity is moderate. Workability is fair to poor. Soils included
in this unit are:

14B4 (Sorefoot)/ silty clay loam, moderately deep, 3-l57 slopes
4S5 (Day, overlay phase)1/ loam, deep, 8-257. slopes
5X14 silt loam, deep, 8-257. slopes
l7dZ2 gravelly loam, moderately deep, 8-257. slopes
Use suitability and management
These soils are not suited to dryland wheat. They are only fairly well
suited to grass and legume crops for hay. Permanent grass-legume pasture is
the best use for these soils.
Tillage is difficult due to strong slope, fine texture and stoniness.
The stronger slopes should definitely be in permanent pasture to prevent
erosion.

Grass-legume crops should get annual applications of phosphate and sulfur
for maximum production of forage.

Capability Unit IVs2

Moderately deep and deep, nearly level to moderately sloping fine sandy
loam soils
These soils occur on nearly level to moderately sloping land at elevaLions between 1200 to 2500 feet, generally below the higher plateau tops.
Drainage is good to moderately fast and permeability is rapid. Wind erosion
12/

Tentative Series.
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hazard is high and water erosion hazard moderate to high. Water supplying
capacity is low.
Workability is good.
Soils included in this unit are:
C7S12 (Era) fine sandy loam., deep, 0-157. slopes
C19S12 (Era) fine sandy loam, moderately deep, 0-157. slopes
Use suitability and management
These soils are fairly well suited to grass crops for pasture.
are unsuited to dryland wheat.
Best use is permanent pasture.

They

Tillage practices should be such as to minimize erosion. This inc1ides
turning under heavy crop residues with cross wind tillage when re-establishing
grass forage crops.
Grass forage crops should be fertilized with nitrogen.

Capability Unit IVwl

Moderately deep and deep, nearly level, poorly drained, clay loam soils
These soils occur in low wet bottoms with high water tables. Drainage
is poor and permeability is slow.
Wetness is a limiting factor during the
growing season.
Water supplying capacity is good to high. There are no
erosion hazards. Workability is poor.
Soils included in this unit are:
14w2X3 clay loam, moderately deep, moderately wet, 0-37. slopes
2w2X4 silty clay loam, deep, moderately wet, 0-37. slopes
Use suitability and management
These soils are poorly suited to grass-legume crops and unsuited to
wheat production.
it is well suited to native grasses and legumes for
hay and pasture. Hay and pasture management should consist of fertilizing
and restricting grazing in spring.

Capability Unit IVsl

Moderately deep and deep, nearly level to moderately sloping clay soils
These soils occur on the rolling hills and ridges above the high
Drainage is poor and
permeability is very slow.
Runoff is moderate to rapid and water erosion
hazard is slight to moderate. Workability is poor.
Soils included in this
unit are:
13S3 clay, moderately deep, 0-157 slopes
1S5 clay loam, deep, 0-157. slopes
13S5 silty clay loam, moderately deep, 0-l57 slopes

plateaus/ and in the adjacent alluvial bottoms.

1S15 clay, deep, 3-157. slopes
1X12 clay, deep, 0-37. slopes
13X12 clay, moderately deep, 0-37. slopes
lXl6 clay, deep, 0-37. slopes
13/

Between Schoolie Flat and the Mutton Mountains.
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Use suitability and management
These soils are best suited for grass forage crops for hay and pasture.
They are unsuited to dryland wheat

Rough tillage and incorporating heavy crop residues are desirable for
improving soil structure and water intake. This should be done in spring
Cross seed legumes
prior to fall seedbed preparation and grass seeding.
the following spring where feasible.
Fertilize grass forage crops with nitrogen.

Capability Unit IVs2

Moderately deep, nearly level to gently sloping, gravelly loam soils
They are
These soils occur in alluvial bottom and fan positions.
Runoff is slow to modermoderately well drained and permeability is slow.
ately rapid and thewater erosion hazard is slight to moderate. Workability
is fair.
Soils included in this unit are:
l7dZl, gravelly loam, moderately deep, 0-87. slopes
l7dZ2, gravelly loam, moderately deep, 0-87. slopes

Use suitability and management

These soils are best suited to permanent grass forage crops for hay
and pasture. They are not suited to dryland wheat.
Tillage practices similar to capability unit IIsl but are more difficult to apply due to gravels.
Fertilize grass forage crops with nitrogen.

Capability Unit IVs3
Shallow, nearly level loam soils

These soils occur in alluvial bottom positions in Sidwalder Flat and
Drainage is good
occasionally along Shitike, Tenino and Seekseequa Creeks.
to moderately slow and permeability is moderate. Workability is good.
Soils included in this unit are:
30X5 loam, shallow, 0-37. slopes
30X7 loam, shallow, 0-37. slopes
Use suitability and management

These soils are best suited to permanent grass forage crops for pasture
with possible cutting for hay. They are unsuited to legumes or dryland wheat
due to shallowness.
Fertilize grass forage crops with nitrogen.
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Capability Unit VI
This unit includes soils that are not suited for crops because they are
steep, shallow, wet or droughty.
They are best suited to native range
vegetation.
These soils are not stony and some can, with care, be culti-.
vated so that pasture crops can be seeded. Range reseeding is also possible.
Wind and water erosion hazards on some soils in this unit are high and
maintenance of a vigorous plant cover is essential to prevent erosion.
Maintenance of a good plant cover, through proper grazing management, is
essential to maintain the productivity of these soils.

Capability Unit VII
The soils in this unit are suited only to native range vegetation.
Due to rockiness range reseeding is not feasible. Maintenance of a good
plant cover, through proper grazing management, is essential to maintain
the productivity of these soils.
The foregoing land capability classification and management recommendations are based on dryland farming.
In instances where low rainfall is
a limiting climatic factor (capability units lid
and hId) it will be possible with irrigation to introduce legumes into the cropping program. Use
suitability for these two units would become similar to units hisi and
hilsi respectively. Irrigation will also make it possible to reclaim some
of the alkali soils (capability unit I11s2). This of course will be dependent upon the development of irrigation systems in areas where alkali soils
occur.
The feasibility of this is beyond the scope of this report.

Appendix I.
Crop

Nutrient
Sulfur
Phosphate (P205)

Irrigated legumes

Non-irrigated legumes

Wheat - dryland
Fall wheat /
Spring wheat
Grass
1/
2/
3/

Fertilizer rates for Warm Springs Reservation

/

Sulfur
Phosphate

Nitrogen
Nitrogen
Nitrogen

Rate-Annual
40 lbs/acre
40 lbs/acre
80 lbs/acre at establishment
20 lbs/acre
40 lbs/acre 1/

V

20-30 lbs/acre
20-30 1bs/acre../

20 lbs/acre

200 lbs/acre per year of single superphosphate will supply these amounts
of sulfur and phosphate.
No nitrogen needed if wheat follows legumes in rotation
If seeded early

These rates are only suggested approximate levels.
For more precise
determination of fertility needs periodic soil tests are recommended.
The
Oregon State College Agricultural Extension Service is equipped to offer
assistance with soil testing programs. The need for minor elements, such
as boron and molybdenum, may be ascertained through soil testing or research
datafrom comparable soils and cropping systems.
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Appendix

II.

SOIL MAPPING SYMBOL LEGEND

The mapping legend is based on the Bureau of Indian Affairs
"Standard
Symbols for Making Soil Surveys." Some modifications were made to meet
the immediate needs for the Warm Springs Reservation.
Short descriptive names of the profile units are as follows:
Deep, fine textured very slowly permeable soils.
Deep, fine textured slowly permeable soils.
Deep, fine textured, moderately permeable soils.
Deep, medium textured, very slowly permeable soils.
Deep, medium textured, slowly permeable soils.
Deep, medium textured, moderately permeable soils.
Deep, medium textured, rapidly and very rapidly permeable soils.
Deep, coarse, textured, very slowly permeable soils.
Deep, coarse textured, slowly permeable soils.
Deep, coarse textured, moderately permeable soils.
Deep, coarse textured, rapidly permeable soils.
Deep, coarse textured, very rapidly permeable soils.
Moderately deep, fine textured, very slowly permeable soils.
Moderately deep, fine textured, slowly permeable soils.
Moderately deep, fine textured, moderately permeable soils.
Moderately deep, medium textured, very slowly permeable soils.
Moderately deep, medium textured, slowly permeable soils.
Moderately deep, medium textured, moderately permeable soils.

Moderately deep, medium textured, rapidly and very rapidly permeable
soils.
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Moderately deep, coarse textured, very slowly
permeable soils.
Moderately deep, coarse textured, slowly
permeable soils.
Moderately deep, coarse textured, moderately
permeable soils.

Moderately deep, coarse textured, rapidly
permeable soils.
Moderately deep, coarse textured, very rapidly
permeable soils.
Shallow, fine textured, very slowly
permeable soils.
Shallow, fine textured, slowly
permeable soils.
Shallow, fine textured, moderately
permeable soils.

Shallow, medium textured, very slowly
permeable soils.
Shallow, medium textured, slowly
permeable soils.
Shallow, medium textured, moderately
permeable soils.
Shallow, medium textured, rapidly and
very rapidly permeable soils.
Shallow, coarse textured, very slowly
permeable soils.

Shallow, coarse textured, slowly
permeable soils.
Shallow, coarse textured, moderately
permeable soils.
Shallow, coarse textured, rapidly and
very rapidly permeable soils.

Very shallow, fine textured soils.
Very shallow, medium textured soils.

Very shallow, coarse textured soils.
Deep, organic soils.
Moderately deep, organic soils.
Shallow, organic soils.

Very shallow, organic soils.
Rough, broken or stony lands.
Gullied lands.

Soils less than 5" thick.
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Badlands.

Barren lands.

Active sand dunes.

DEPTH
Deep
Moderately Deep
Shallow
Very Shallow

Over 36"
20" - 36"
10" - 20"
5" - 10"
Less than 5"

PERMEABILITY
Very slowly permeable
Slowly permeable
Moderately permeable
Rapidly permeable
Very rapidly permeable

Less than 0.2" per hour
0.2" - 0.63" per hour
0.63" - 2.0" per hour
2.0" - 6.3" per hour
More than 6.3" per hour

Fine:

Heavy clay (60% 2 micron)
Clay
Silty clay
Sandy clay
Silty clay loam
Clay loam
Sandy clay loam

TEXTURES

(Grouped for purposes
of this survey)

Medium:

Silt loam
Loam
Very fine sandy loam

Coarser Medium:
("C" preceeds the
profile number)

Fine sandy loam
Sandy loam

Coarse:

Loamy fine sand
Loamy sand
Sand
Coarse sand
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INHIBITORY FACTORS
c

d

ai
a

S2
Wi

W2
W3

Stoniness
Gravelly or cherty
Slight alkali
Severe alkali
Slight salinity
Severe salinity
Slightly wet
Moderately wet
Wet

SLOPE
A
B
C

D
E
F

G

Nearly level
Gently sloping
Moderately sloping
Strongly sloping
Moderately steep
Steep
Very steep

o to
3 to
8 to
15 to
25 to
45 to
65% +

3%
8%
15%
25%
45%
65%

MODIFIERS OF SLOPE
b
c

Moundy slopes
Undulating slopes

LAND USE
L

L1x
L2
L2x
P

PT

Dryland
Cropland
Abandoned (Formerly dryland cropland)
Irrigated cropland
Abandoned (Formerly Irrigated)
Native vegetation or Rangeland
Native vegetation or Rangeland under timber

SPECIAL FEATURE UNITS
B

X

Basic Igneous Rocks
Loess
Hardpan
Semi-consolidated Geological Formations
Recent Alluvium

Z

Gravel

D
R
S

A number follows the letter in the special feature
unit to separate
different soils having similar origin.
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EROS ION

0 - 257 original cover removed

1

SEQUENCE OF SYMBOL
Modifier of Profile Unit
Profile Unit
Inhibitory Factor
Special Feature Unit

IT

C6s1X2
Ab-1

[Erosion Class
Slope Modifier
Slope Class

I
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S?MBOL LEGEND

Survey Area Boundary

Soil Mapping Unit Boundary

Land Use Boundary

Paved Roads

Improved Gravel Roads

Unimproved Roads

Perennial Streams

Intermittent Streams

Lake

0

Springs

>

Wet Spot

Natural Barrier

_v

V

Rock Outcrop

00
000

Local Stony or Gravelly Spot

Soil Mapping Unit Tie
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Cr

Corral

R

Building

r

i

-

+
±
+

j

Cemetery

Located Corner

Probable Corner (Not positively identified)

Approximate (Searched for - not found)

Estimated

(Not searched for)

Fence

Canal or ditch

Dam and reservoir

0

Well

Windmill
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SUGGESTED CROPpING PROGRAM FOR
THE WARM SPRINGS INDIAN RESERVATION

by D. D. Hill, Ph.D.

Introduction

The following suggestions for a cropping
program are based on (1) a
visit to all of the cropping areas on the
Reservation,
(2) a detailed
study of the soil maps, and (3) visits with
a
number
of
people associated
with the program.
These include George Schneiter, extension
agent on the
Warm Springs Project, Delbert Frank, Indian
representative
on
the ASC
Committee, County Agents in Jefferson County
and
others
who
are
familiar
with the program.
In making the following recommendations
no attempt has been made
to make recommendations based upon specific
soil types.
Rather, soil types
have been grouped Into comparable units
and the cropping program has been
considered from the general adaptation of the soils for
specific crops.
This program is based on results that have been
obtained
under comparable
conditions in Oregon.
It should be kept in mind that there are
many possible variations of the suggested program and there are
many specific questions
which will need to be answered
as a result of experience in the area.
Many
of the recommendations
are based upon the results of experiments at the
Moro Station, as many of the environmental
conditions in the Sherman County
area are comparable to those which exist on the Reservation.
In applying
the results from the Moro Station,
consideration must be given to the variations in environment which exist in different
parts of the Reservation.
In making the crop suggestions for the
assumed that the agricultural economy of the Reservation area, it has been
Reservation will be based primarily on livestock.
Therefore, major consideration Is given to the establishment and maintenance of forage
resources on the crop land to supplement
the range area.
Some consideration is given to wheat production,
but the
consideration here is largely on the use of wheat as a rotation
crop
and not
as a major use of the land for cash crop
purposes.

General Comments on Crops to be Grown
1.

Crass.

The most important grass to be grown in the
area is in the
wheat-grass group. This will represent
variations in species from Crested
wheatgrass through Intermediate wheatgrass,
Pubescent wheatgrass and Tall
wheatgrass.
The one to be grown will depend primarily
upon the moisture
available. Generally, Crested
wheatgrass should be grown in areas with less
than 12 inches annual precipitation
Where rainfall will exceed 12 inches
or where some limited
irrigation water is available, both Intermediate and
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Generally the local people
Pubescent wheatgrass would have possibilities.
prefer to plant Intermediate or Pubescent rather than Crested, so there is
likelihood of these grasses being planted in areas where the rainfall is too
Care should be taken to discourage
low to support the stand adequately.
this practice. In areas where there is an accummulation of alkali, Tall
On poorly drained soils both Meadow foxtail
wheatgrass should be considered.
and Reed canary grass offer a good possibility.

Where there is some likelihood of additional irrigation water, such
grasses as Smooth bromegrass, Tall fescue and orchardgrass are also distinct
possibilities for planting in association with a legume
Legumes. For most of the area there is only one major legume which needs
However, in considering the alfalfa
to be considered, and this is alfalfa.
Here
to use, attention must be given to the use of the correct variety.
Alagain this will be dependent on moisture supplies and soil conditions.
falfa should not be planted on poorly drained sites, nor on some of the shallow
soils and scab-land conditions.

Of the varieties that are adapted to the area, Ranger is the only one
Consideration should be given to the poswhich has been used extensively.
sible use of the variety Ladak, particularly where moisture supplies are
limiting. This variety makes most of its growth in the first cutting and
appears to have the ability to then withstand extended periods of drought
This variety also withstands grazing reasonably
following the one cutting.
well.
Of the so-called hay varieties, Ladak is probably best adapted to the
Where there is sufficient water,
conditions where moisture is limiting.
both the Ranger and the Vernal varieties should be excellent ones.

While there is no history of the grazing varieties in this region, they
These grazing types are especially
should be given careful trial and study.
important where the alfalfa is to be grazed during a considerable portion
The variety Nomad has given excellent results in many sites
of the year.
comparable to the Warm Springs Area and has proved to be a useful addition
Some of the newer grazing types which have not been
to the range resources.
tested extensively in Oregon, varieties such as Rambler, offer distinct
possibilities. It should be pointed out, however, that when the grazing
types are used the management of them may be somewhat different than the
management of an exclusive hay type. For example, the variety Nomad normally
does not spread when used for hay, but when pastured, particularly at certain
seasons of the year, will spread rather vigorously. Heavy grazing at certain
periods of the year, therefore, may be necessary for best results with the
grazing types.
Wheat production methods in the Warm Springs Area differs someWheat.
The
what from the general wheat production in the Columbia Basin Area.
basic pattern of wheat production under comparable conditions in most of
the Columbia Basin section of Oregon is to suliuuer fallow one year and plant
winter wheat the next year. Success by this method requires that the operator have adequate equipment for the cultivation of fallow and that he be
On the
prepared to cultivate the fallow at the time when it is needed.
Reservatio,n the general pattern is away from the fallow method because they
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do not have the type of equipment necessary and because the
operators are
prone to delay fallow cultivation in order to do other things.
The general
pattern on the Reservation, therefore, is to annual crop with spring wheat
and consequently, the resultant yields are generally very low. No yield
data on wheat production are available.
If wheat is to be grown on an annual
crop basis and if the maximum yields are to be obtained, it is necessary
to add additional nitrogen fertilizer. On deep soils and when sufficient
moisture is available in the subsoil, annual cropping may give yields which
exceed those obtained from the fallow system; but unless sufficient
moisture
is available the annual crop system will not give comparable yields with
those obtained from a fallow system.

Area Considerations
As a general comment to the development of cropping recommendations
for the different areas, it is recognized that there
may be considerable
duplication because of the similarity in soils and environment between
given
areas.
For convenience, however, it appears to be desirable to consider
certain areas separately.
Some of these areas will be designated by township and range and others will be designated by local designations
such as
Schoolie Flat, Sidwalder Flat, Tenino Creek and so forth.
Crop land in townships 6 and 7 across the north end of the Reservation.
In this area there are a few scattered farms still attempting to
grow wheat,
oats and barley, but there are many other areas that formerly were farmed
and probably could be farmed again. Because of soil depth, limited rainfall
and topography these areas must be considered generally as fairly
marginal
in character.
The best usage that could be made of such areas is to reseed
the crop land and establish permanent hay meadows.
For much of the area
this will mean Crested wheatgrass either alone or with alfalfa.
Whether the
hay or the grazing types of alfalfa are used will depend largely
upon the
grazing management practices which develop for the area.
Certainly if livestock is to be kept in the area on a 12-month basis much of this land should
then be utilized for hay production and should be used for grazing
only to
supplement the range area in the development of the best range management
practices.
Certain exceptions to the general recommendations here are considered
in subsequent paragraphs.
The Badger Corral - Nellie prings Area toward the east end of Township 7 and extending down into Township 8 is an area where
there is a considerable area of crop land, some of which receives irrigation water from
Mill Creek.
It is estimated that considerably more water could be diverted
to this area and if so, of course, the crop production should be
intensified.
The hay meadows here probably should be grown in rotation with wheat.
The
length of the rotation will depend largely upon how well stands
can be maintained and on what water is available. Generally speaking, where there is
supplemental irrigation water, the alfalfa grass stands should be down for
at least five or six years.
Following the breaking up of these hay meadows,
then the land should be in wheat for a period of from one to three years.
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The time to be devoted to wheat production will depend upon first the need
for forage supplies and second, upon the economic production from the wheat
enterprise.
General recommendations will be made upon wheat culture in a
later section of this report.
Log Springs - Simnasho Area. This is an area somewhat higher than
much of the Reservation and an area where formerly there was a considerable
agricultural production.
The topography is suitable for farming, but only
a few farms are now being operated for grain production. This is an area
which logically should fit into the range management program either for the
production of grazing land to supplement the range resources of the area
or in the production of hay meadows to maintain a winter feed supply. It
is possib1e that because of the higher elevation and the isolation from the
settled areas, these lands may best be utilized for grazing purposes rather
than for hay production.
Schoolie Flat. This is the major wheat growing area of the Reservation.
This is along toward the east side of the Reservation, east of the highway
and ranging southward from Simnasho.
For the most part, the soils in this
area are loam to silt loam with variations in the sandy area. They are
moderately deep and the topography is suitable for general agricultural production.
The rainfall generally is in the ten to twelve inch range. The
soils are neutral to slightly alkaline, calcareous in nature with some lime
cemented gravel and in some areas a well developed B horizon. Except in
limited local areas there is little irrigation water.

Most of this area could grow alfalfa in association with grass.
In
the drier portions of the area it may be necessary to seed the alfalfa
and grass at a light rate of seeding and in alternate rows. Forage production here is extremely limited at the present time and the development
of forage plantings will depend in large part upon an improved livestock
management practice. As these practices develop a need for winter feed
the hay production could be increased accordingly
Yields of three-quarters
of a ton up to a ton and one-quarter per acre could be expected from dry
land production.
In addition there should also be available a considerable
amount of, fall grazing.

This area would lend itself admirably to a summer fallow method of
wheat production. The topography is such that erosion could be kept at a
minimum with approved cultural practice in which stubble mulch was used.
The use of nitrogenous fertilizer would add materially to the wheat production of the region. Wheat is now the major crop of the region, but in my
opinion it should be developed eventually as a rotation crop to utilize the
accummulated organic matter and fertility resulting from the forage program.
Certain modifications in culture will be necessary if wheat is to be
grown in rotation with the grass-alfalfa mixtures. Results at Moro indicate
that when this type of planting is to be broken up, plowing should be done
at least one year before the crop is seeded. If winter wheat is to be
planted then the crop should be plowed the fall before and adequate summer
fallow practiced the following season.
In this area where spring wheat is
commonly used, I would suggest plowing in the fall, leaving rough over
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winter and cultivating only enough the
following season to keep the weeds
under control. A limited seedbed
preparation the following spring would
put the land in good shape for spring seeding.
Wheat then might be grown
for a period of two to four years following
the
plowing up of the grass.
It will be necessary to develop special
cultural
practices and methods to
meet the needs of the farmers in this
area together with the economic

return.

Within this area there are many outcroppings of the
so-called biscuit
scab land which are composed of shallow
stony
soils
with
interspersed
mounds
of deeper soils.
Due to the nature of this land,these lands
are
difficult
to farm.
They should be taken out of the farming
area permanently and planted
to long-lived
grasses,preferably something like Crested wheatgrass and
grazing
alfalfa.
Where possible these should be thrown into the
range areas and out
of the farming area.
Tenino Creek.
This creek area extends westward from the Warm
Springs
Agency.
Limited irrigation water is available from Tenino
Creek
but
there
is probably not sufficient water to irrigate
the entire area. Mostly the
soil is satisfactory and can grow good alfalfa
and grass. There is a possibility that additional irrigation water may be
obtained
from Shitike Creek
and brought to the lower end of Tenino.
The Tenino Creek Area should be

confined largely to forage production with only enough
grain to be grown in
rotation.

Warm Spring River.
The land along the lower Warm Springs is deep
alluvial soil and is well suited to alfalfa
production.
There is adequate
water in the Warm Spring River, however, it
may
need
to
be
pumped and distributed by sprinkler irrigation.
With irrigation this land should produce
five tons of hay or more per acre each
year.
Where irrigation is available
it may be possible to utilize some of the
other grain crops in rotation.
Such crops as barley and oats where feed
grains are needed.

Southern Warm Springs Reservation Area.
In this region there are only
limited acreages available for cultivation.
Because of the isolation and
the difficulty of obtaining adequate tillage
and harvest equipment, grain
production here should be kept at a minimum
or eliminated all together.
Basically, this area should be producing forage
either through hay meadows
or on a grazing land operation.
Forage production properly carried on would
be much more profitable than the
very meager grain production now prevalent
in the area.

General Comments
There is no basic recommendation for any grain production
other than
The current practice of attempting to
grow
oats
and
barley
on dry
land is the least productive of any
enterprise.
it is my opinion that a
good forage production in any of these
areas would produce more total return
than any grain except wheat.
i would recommend no production of oats or
barley except in rotation and under
conditions of adequate irrigation.
Adequate supplies of oats and other feed grains
are
available
in
the
area
at
reasonable prices.
wheat.
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Forage production should be geared to the livestock needs of the area
and on occasion should include improved pastures where adequate irrigation
water is available.
Such areas could be used advantageously to supplement
the range resources and to materially improve the market quality of cattle.
This practice is probably some distance in the future, but there are many
areas where irrigation water would permit the establishment of improved
irrigated pastures for this purpose.
Effective use of irrigated pastures
requires a high degree of managerial skill. Until the operators are able
to manage improved pastures properly, the expense of establishing them is
not justified and they should not be recommended.
However, there is a potential here which should be kept in mind for future development.
In the preceding paragraphs mention has been made of possible yields
under certain conditions.
Because yields are so dependent on moisture and
on cultural practices any yield estimate may be misleading.
Dry land hay
production may range from one-half ton to one and one-half tons.
With
adequate irrigation water, yields of five to six tons are possible.
No
estimate of wheat yields is made because currently it is not feasible to
apply recommended practices.

Weed control practices need to be developed, especially in the establishment of new forage stands. Also, there needs to be particular care in
the development of those cultural practices that, will permit establishment
of good forage stands. Generally, this will involve careful tillage, a
period of fallow before seeding, and a compact seedbed, hacking these careful
preparations, many forage seedings will result in partial or complete failure.
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MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE RANGE RESOURCE
OF THE
WARN SPRINGS INDIAN RESERVATION1
by

R. S. Driscoll, M.S.2
and

C. E. Poulton, Ph.D.

Introduction

The general purpose of this report is to provide recommendations by which the livestock operators of the Reservation can derive
continuing and profitable returns from their range resource. Basically,
it deals with ways and means of improving the forage resource while
maintaining or improving the economic stability of the livestock ranching industry on the Reservation.
Effective range mana'gement is a complex undertaking. It is both
a science and an art. It is a science since it draws on scientific
principles and an art in the sense of the application of these principles.
By definition, range management is the science and the art of procuring
maximum sustained use of the forage crop in balance with other resource
uses and the capability of the land.
This definition implies carefully
integrated management of the total resource. In this case, it means
management of the range and its livestock throughout the year in a manner balanced with other feed resources and competing land uses. The
basic premise is that management is geared to that period of the year
when, the forage or feed crop is available in least quantity. For example, winter feed supplies may not be adequate to maintain the numbers of
animals that could otherwise be cared for during the remainder of the
year.
Thus, two alternatives are available:
(1) Let the present winter
feed supply determine livestock numbers; or (2) Increase winter feed supply to the point that the spring range capacity determines the operating
level.

1Dr. D. W. Hedrick, Associate Professor of RAnge Management, Oregon State

College, was on sabbatical leave during preparation of this report, but
his assistance with the field work and advice on thepreliminary drafts
of the report is acknowledged.
2The senior author was on educational leave from the U. S. Forest Service, Pacific Northwest Forest and Range Experiment Station, with an

appointment as Instructor of Range Management at Oregon State College
during the period of this study.
The junior author isProfessor of'
Range Management and leader of the program at Oregon State College.
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As a science, range management principles are drawn from such
plant sciences as plant ecology--the relationship between plants and
their environment; plant physiology--the study of growth processes of
plants; and soil science--the study of soil characteristics influencing
growth and distribution of plants.
Range management also draws on
knowledge from the animal sciences of breeding and nutrition Only
well-bred and properly fed animals can do their best for you. This
goes for range forage too. Different kinds of grazing animals have
preferences for various forages. Cattle prefer grasses, although they
often make good use of forbs and shrubs.
Given a preference, sheep
will graze primarily on forbs and shrubs. Horses are almost exclusively
grass eaters. Since the forage crop is converted to marketable products
through animal selection and use, the quantity and quality of the available forages and the genetic qualities of the animals determine both the
amount and quality of the livestock products. Hence, direct relationships are apparent among the sciences of animal nutrition, animal breeding and production, plant ecology, plant physiology, and soil science.
An understanding of these holds the key to success in range management.
Generally, plants which occur on relatively undisturbed range
areas, areas not grazed heavily for long periods of time, help us to
learn about the best forage plants. Such areas tell us which are the
highest producing species from the standpoint of nueritional quality
and amount of forage. Grazed too heavily or at the wrong season of
the year, the good forage plants soon loose vigor and die.
They are
replaced by plants which are less productive or more erratic in production and less desirable nutritionally. Also, heavy grazing may
result in soil erosion which reduces the productive potential of the
area.
Consequently, animal production suffers a permanent, incurable
loss if the basic resource is allowed to deteriorate.
As an art, range management may be likened to an old proverb,
the eye of the master fattens his cattle." This is particularly
true with respect to the ability of the individual to obtain the greatest yield of marketable products through livestock use. This art involves the use of both livestock and range resources to derive the
greatest benefit from each. It cannot be dissociated from the previously
mentioned sciences. As an art, range management requires considerable
skill in matching animal use patterns to plant growth and soil characteristics, in determining when to begin and to end the grazing, in handling
the grazing animal to achieve even use of the forage throughout each
range area.
Many range management objectives can thus be achieved by
applying such management practices as range improvement, salting, water
development, fencing and range riding, together with the selection of
rapid and efficiently gaining animals as forage harvesters and converters.
It is seen, then, why range management is both a science and an
None of the sciences or arts discussed will, when taken alone,
improve any range unit. They must be Integrated into a well-planned
management program in order to realize the most efficient, sustained
use of the range by the grazing animal. Subsequent discussions will
show how this can be accomplished.
art.
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Other land resources cannot be ignored when applying range manForestry, watershed management, recreation, and big game
management objectives must be correlated in the rangemanagement plans
to realize fullest production of all land resources commensurate with
the needs of the people or person immediately concerned.
Generally,
if management of forage-producing areas is carefully planned and applied to its fullest extent, other resources will not suffer.
agement.

Referring to the previous definition of range management- - the
science and art of procuring maximum sustained use of the forage crop
in balance with other resource uses and the capability of the land--a
thorough familiarity with the resources and condition of the grazing
area is essential to success. No single practice will necessarily be
equally effective in all areas; thus, the characteristics and limitations of each kind of range must be understood.
The reference to sustained forage yield implies, among other things, needed adjustments in
the grazing use of individual range units and the adoption of conservative grazing practices at all times. Reference to other resources or
uses calls attention to due consideration of watershed, timber, soil,
fisheries, game animals, and other esthetic values.

Objectives and Scope

The objectives of the range resource study and of this report
(1) to provide information concerning the currently available
range resources;
(2) to evaluate the results of present management
practices and the problems that they may create; and (3) to provide
the initial recommendations for an action program to strengthen the
range livestock industry while maintaining a balance with other physical resources on the Reservation.
are:

No attempt has been made to place monetary values on the range
The value of the resource depends upon many intangibles
as well as the kind of animal using the range and how well they are
managed.
Also, forage production varies enough from year to year
that a good value one year might be a poor value the next year.
Many
years of observation and study must precede monetary evaluation of
the resource. Fundamentally, its value is a function of what the
resource produces and this, in turn, is dependent upon the quality
of management.
resource.

This report is based on:
(1) personal visits to the range areas
on the Reservation;
(2) a detailed study of the 1939 range survey report;
(3) personal visits with users of Reservation range lands and
others associated with the program, including personnel of the Bureau
of Indian Affairs; and (4) results of studies made on similar lands
adjacent to the Reservation.

An initial step in the improvement of range management is to
provide an estimate of the carrying capacity of the range, or the
number of animals that can safely graze the area. This permits a
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comparison between present range forage demand and the capability of
the land to meet it. Only under very limited circumstances and excellent management can present stocking levels be used as an index to
range carrying capacity. Carrying capacities will vary according to
management of the area, to variations in seasonal use, to evenness of
distribution of livestock, the quality of forages present, and in some
degree to quality of the animals grazed. The range survey provides,
theref ore, a preliminary estimate concerning numbers of animals to be
grazed on an area as a starting point. Once this estimate is available,
decisions can easily be made as to how animal needs can be balanced
against forage and feed production and the maintenance requirements
of the good forage plants. The initial carrying capacity estimates
can be further checked and refined from livestock use records when
considered along with periodic forage utilization and range condition
and trend surveys.

The Resource

The Reservation includes approximately 570,000 acres of various
kinds of land.
The topography is rather broken.
There are abrupt
rises from the Deschutes and Metolious River canyons to a gentle,
easterly sloping plateau.
Then there is another rise into the foothills region fringing the summit of the Cascade Mountains. The drainages are all in an easterly directiou.
The climate generally is hot and dry in the summer and cool to
cold and moist in the winter. Approximately 75 per cent of the yearly
precipitation falls in the form of snow during the late fall, winter,
and early spring months. The remainder of the precipitation occurs
as rain generally in the late spring and early fall. It is not uncommon to have little or no precipitation during the summer months. The
amount of precipitation varies with elevation and topography. At the
Agency headquarters, which represents generally the nontimbered areas,
an average of approximately 9 inches per year is typical. Precipitation near the summit of the Cascade Range probably exceeds 30 inches.
Of the total area, approximately 560,000 acres can be considered
grazing land. The remainder of the Reservation area consists of barren
and nonforage-producing land unsuited for livestock grazing and cultivation.
The grazable land acreage includes what has previously been considered "waste" range.
These areas are located in the higher elevations
and consist predominantly of dense forests with limited undergrowth.
Reasons for the inclusion of such land in the "range" acreage will be
pointed out later.
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The Grazing Resource

Table 1 shows a composite summary of the kinds of range on the
Reservation and their best seasons of use.
These data are based primarily on the 1939 range survey report. A map is included at the end
of this report to show location and distribution of the range types
(Appendix3). Time did not permit a field check on all range type location according to the 1939 survey, but any discrepancies will be
minor and should not affect the recommendations in this report.

TABLE 1.

Summary of range areas on the Warm Springs Indian Reservation
by type and recommended seasons of grazing use.

Type

Acreage

1-Grassland

Recommended Season of Use

71,193

Spring
Fall

April-May
October-November

676

Summer

July-September

30,266

Spring
Fall

April-May
October-November

Fall

October-November

260,576

Summer

June-September

7-Dense Timber

75,888

Summer

July-September

9-Juniper

55,934

Spring
Fall

April-May
October-November

18-Annuals

47,710

Spring

April-May

2-Mountain Meadow
4-Sagebrush

5-Browse-Shrub
6-Open Timber

1DTAL FOR AREA

19,704

561,887

Following are the important characteristics of each type of
rangR:

Type 1.
Grassland, includes those areas where native vegetation
should primarily be bunch-type grasses such as bluebunch wheatgrass
and Idaho fescue. This range type occurs in a drier zone than its associated timber type.
In general, this type shows evidence of abuse
through too heavy grazing at the wrong season. Spring-fall grazing is
recommended because of the growth pattern of the forages.
They begin
growth and mature earlier than forage plants in the timbered areas,
making regrowth when fall rains occur. Grazing is done most advantageously

3See Appendix Volume containing range and soils maps.
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when the plants are actively growing since the nutrient quality is
high.
However, spring grazing should be deferred until leaf lengths
of the bunch grasses are at least 4 to 6 inches long (or until the
good forage plants are growing fast enough and with enough herbage
produced to stay well ahead of the animals). Spring grazing use
should be stopped while the plants are still actively growing and
soil moisture is available to allow for regrowth, seed formation,
and restoration of needed plant food in the roots.
Some good range
seeding opportunities can be found in this type.
Type 2.

Mountain Meadow, includes the naturally occurring
grassland openings along streams or in restricted drainage areas
within the timber types. This type supports vegetation indicating
moist conditions or relatively high water tables. Presently, the
meadows are in good to excellent condition, but they must be managed
carefully since the livestock will tend naturally to concentrate on
these areas - - - they owe their good condition to the fact that Reser-

vation livestock have used the timber type, and consequently the
meadows, very lightly or not at all in past years.
Summer grazing
is recommended in this type because of its close proximity to the
timbered summer range.
Type 4.
Sagebrush, is located at the lower elevations near
the natural grassland types.
The dominant grasses found in the grasslands also occur in the sagebrush type, but here big sagebrush becomes
abundant. As with the grasslands, this type shows evidence of abuse
through too heavy grazing at the wrong season.
Spring-falI grazing
is recommended for the same reasons as were given for the grasslands.
Range improvement opportunities through brush control and seeding
exist in this type.
Type 5. Browse-Shrub, is located in close association with the
grassland and sagebrush types. The vegetation is similar, except
bitterbrush is more important than big sagebrush. Again, forage conditions are poor because of poor grazing management. Fall grazing
only is recommended in this type to allow for as much improvement as
possible, particularly with reference to bitterbrush.
This plant is
nutritionally superior to other shrubby forages and livestock will
make good use of it in the fall when grasses and f orbs have declined
in nutrient quality and palatability.

Type 6. Open Timber or Conifer, represents that portion of the
range where ponderosa pine dominates the aspect.
It is found throughout the western and northern portions of the Reservation. The per
acre production of range forage is generally less in this type, even
under good conditions, than in other range types. An entirely different group of plants provides the forage here.

In general, range condition is rated good in the conifer type
due to little or no livestock use in past years. Because of the
season of best growing conditions, this type should be used for
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summer grazing. Forage plants are later maturing and soils are wet
longer in the spring (two major factors determining season of range
Also, Type 6 fits well
use) than in associated vegetation types.
into a natural grazing pattern of moving from the lower elevation
ranges in the spring and back to them in the fall.

While logging actually results in an immediate decrease in forage
density of as much as 33 to 47 per cent resulting from soil disturbance
and slashings, there are possibilities of increased grazing capacity in
this range type as logging is continued. According to current plans,
(1) to
logged-over areas will be seeded to grass for three purposes
(2) to control soil erocontrol undesirable brush and tree species;
sion; and (3) to provide additional forage for livestock. Such objectives have been attained by seeding adopted species on lands adjacent
to the Reservation. These seedings must be protected from livestock
grazing for at least two years. Such protection can come through management practices such as salting and range riding and fencing, which
will be discussed later in the report.

Type7; Dense Timber, is sq designated because of inaccessibility,
lack of forage, or both. The cutover areas in this type will become
forage-producing areas as logging is carried out, but they will again
be closed to grazing as the new forest trees attain larger stature.
The type is located at elevations above the ponderosa pine or open
timber type and on north-facing slopes within the latter type.
Future logging plans call for clear-cutting in blocks of 50 acres
at the rate of 500 acres per year. These areas should be seeded to
grass for the same reasons presented for seeding in the ponderosa pine
type.
As yearly logged areas are seeded, livestock carrying capacities
will increase to approximately 625 additional animals after about 10
years.
Seedings older than 10 years should not be expected to produce
much forage because of re-establishment of less palatable, natural vegetation and growth of trees. Because of continued logging, new areas
will be opened to grazing each year after this plan becomes operative;
and, as an old seeding goes out of forage production, a new one will replace it.
These areas must be used in the summer in conjunction with
the ponderosa pine type. Adequate protection from grazing needs to be
given to the seedings until they are established.
Type 9.
Juniper Type, consists of those areas where juniper
dominates the aspect.
Associated forage plants should include bluebunch wheatgrass and Idaho fescue. Past grazing practices (too early
grazing and too heavy grazing) have deteriorated this type to a low
fair and predominantly poor condition.

This type is similar to its associated grassland, sagebrush,
and browse types with respect to seasonal grazing.
It is best suited
for spring-fall grazing, beginning grazing in the spring when forage
plants (grasses) are about 4 to 6 inches high and grazing again in the
fall after leaving the summer range.
Great care is needed in management here, as in other low-elevation types, to promote range improvement.
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Type 18, Annual Plant Type, includes deteriorated ranges where
practically all perennial forage plants have been eliminated by overgrazing.
Remaining perennial forages exist under, protection of brush
or in very rocky areas where livestock normally do not graze. Included within this type description are Types 3 and 10, perennial forb
and deciduous forest types, which were mapped separatelyin the 1939
range survey report.
These types have been consolidated because none
of them produce appreciable perennial forage.
Present vegetation in the annual plant type includes worthless
forbs and annual grasses. The only forage available in the type is
provided by these erratic, undependable performers. A decision to continue a management program which would perpetuate these annuals in the
stand is not in the best Interest of the people or the resource.
Replacement by more dependable perennial grasses is mandatory. For these
reasons, we have minimized the present grazing capacity of this type.
Grazing in the annual type should, for the immediate future, be limited
to the early spring, after soils are firm, in order to reduce the grazing load on the more productive associated types--grassland, sagebrush,
browse-shrub, and juniper. This will, permit maximum utilization of the
annuals until they can be replaced by range seeding. As this is done,
the grazing pattern for the annual plant type will have to shift to
essentially no use for a minimum 2-year period as each suitable area
is progressively seeded to adapted perennial forages. After seeding,
this type can become one of the most productive areas on the Reservation if it is effectively managed. A substantial amount of the increased capacity of the Reservation can be expected here. This type
contains many acres of land that must be improved through range seeding.

For more detailed descriptions and discussions of the range types,
reference can be made to the 1938-39 range survey report compiled by the
Soil Conservation Service.

Physical Resources

The physical resources of the Reservation fall into two categories:
(1) the land upon which all production depends; and (2) the
physical improvements added to the land.
The first category is adequately covered in the report on the soils prepared by C. L Youngberg.
We would merely reiterate here the importance of knowing the inherent
productivity characteristics and limitations of the land as an essential step in improvement and intensive range, forestry, wildlife, and
watershed management. This knowledge comes from the combined study of
soil and the vegetation it produces- -from knowing the ecology of the
lands to be managed.
The second category of physical resources are
those added to the land for the purpose of bringing about better grazing management.
These physical resources already in place include 56
miles of fence, 12 cattle guards, 17 corrals, 10 range sample plots,
58 developed springs, 15 reservoirs, and 7 wells. Most of the fence
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exists along the U. S. Highway No. 26 right-of-way and around cultivated lands.
Cattle guards are located on access roads to the highway.
Most of the developed springs and reservoirs have been excessively concentrated on spring-fall ranges (Appendix Volume, Physical
Facilities Overlay). The number of improvements on the low range area
is not necessarily excessive. The problem is one of improving the
distribution of water and other facilities on summer range to effect
better livestock use of the high range and a more equitable seasonal
distribution of grazing throughout the Reservation.

The Animal Resource
The animal resource of the reservation also falls into two cate(1) the wild game population; and (2) domestic livestock.
Usable figures on the population of either kind of animal are not
available.
gories:

These studies did not indicate, however, that a particularly
critical problem now exists because of the big game population on the
Reservation.
It is highly probable that the magnitude of the domestic
livestock forage problem together with the game harvesting practices
of the Indians is minimizing the problems which would normally be expected to develop in the management of the wild game resources. It
is important to recognize, however, that the solution of most big
game management problems requires effective management, by population control, of the forage resource upon which the animals depend
and that game management and range management cannot, therefore, be
separated.
It is entirely possible that big game management problems will
become apparent as the domestic livestock grazing problem is solved.
Responsible parties must, therefore, be ever alert and ready to act
lest they merely trade a domestic livestock range management problem
for a game range management problem.
This has happened elsewhere.
In considering the animal resources of the Reservation, the impact
of range and forest management decisions on the wild game populations
must be given as much consideration as their impact on domestic livestock feed resources.
The opening of forest areas through cutting,
particularly in the fir type, can be expected to result in an increase
in browse for big game. This in turn draws them to the areas and often
creates problems in forest regeneration.
The additional browse often
results in more healthy game animals and, other things being equal, an
increase in their numbers can be expected.
This must be met by carefully planned countermeasures to maintain a sound balance between
interests of forestry, range, game and domestic livestock, and watershed management needs.
This latter cannot only influence the agriculture
of the Reservation but the game fish populations, to mention another
important animal resource requiring careful planning and management.
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An adequate attempt was not made to appraise the upland game
bird and waterfowl habitat possibilities on the Reservation, but their
potential importance in the total economy of the area should not be
overlooked.
The interrelationship between range management decisions-particularly in range improvement- -and the habitat for such game birds
should not be overlooked in detailed planning. Habitat conditions for
these wild populations could be improved as a part of the range rehabilitation program. No conflict of interest should develop, but it would be
possible to pursue a range improvement program, in disregard for wildlife
interests, which would not improve and possibly even deteriorate habitat
conditions for many kinds of wildlife; this is both unnecessary and
undesirable.

It has been impossible, despite repeated and diligentattempts,
to obtain concrete information concerning total numbers of domestic
livestock using the Reservation area. Numbers quoted in this report
have been obtained by visiting with Indian stock growers and with
Bureau of Indian Affairs personnel.
The best estimates available suggest a minimum of 3,500 head of breeding cows and heifers and at least
2,000 head of horses on the Reservation.
Many horses are unbranded-born and reared on the range without care. It must be emphasized
again that numbers of livestock are only rough estimates based on a
minimum of factual information.

Recommendations
Inventory Recommendations

Before effective management can be applied on the range lands
of the Warm Springs Indian Reservation, an absolute tally of the numbers
of domestic animals (cattle and horses) must be obtained, preferably by
age classes (Recommendation No. 1).
This is an extremely high priority
job that should be done during the late winter of 1960-61 or 1961-62.
Animals that are gathered and on feed should be counted by age classes
in the feed lot.
Animals ranging out should be rounded up by range
riding at a time when they are naturally congregated to a maximum. As
each animal is counted, it should be paint-branded (squirt guns can be
used from horseback) as a check against accuracy and so that animals
missed in the first roundup can be tallied later and added to the
count.
These count records must be made separately by proposed management units (Appendix Volume, Proposed Range Units Overlay), but it is not
mandatory that they be kept separate by livestock ownership at this
time. For subsequent management purposes, particularly as substantial
progress is made in range improvement, as well as for general range
unit organizational purposes, it will be necessary to maintain counts
by individual owners. As management improves and adequate winter feed
supplies become available, it will be increasingly easy to obtain
records of actual livestock numbers by ownership. This detail may,
therefore, be deferred in the initial tally unless the Council feels
that the information will be needed in effecting an organization to
control and manage the grazing.
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thile it is not essential at this time, provision should be
made to keep trend count tallies on the changes in big game populations on the Reservation. As mentioned earlier, the number of these
game animals can be expected to increase as systematic logging and
range improvement programs get under way.
It will be imperative
that some check be established so that the game population can be
effectively managed.
The easiest way to make these checks is with
an annual trend count tally on fixed routes of travel and at about
the same season each year.
It is expected that the cooperation of
the State Game Commission may be obtained on this work as well as in
an advisory capacity on the subsequent management of the game populations.
It is suggested that a trend count tally be initiated not
later than the early spring of 1963 and earlier if possible.
Numerous inventories of the natural resources of the Reservation have been made in the past, and it is not recommended that
these be repeated in the near future. Tremendous progress can be
made in stabilizing and improving the range, forest, wildlife,,and
watershed resources of the Reservation area based on available inventories and this combined report. For range management purposes,
the 1939 range survey made by the Soil Conservation Service, when
considered together with the Soils and Forestry sections of this
report, will provide an adequate working base for at least the next
5-year period.
In many instances, field checks will be required to
bring details up to date, but this should suffice. A time will come,
however, when a more up-to-date inventory of the vegetation and soil
resources will be needed. For maximum utility value, this must be a
combined soil-vegetation survey which reflects the true ecological
characteristics of the land.
Such a survey will be adequate as a
management planning base for all forms of land use--range, forestry,
wildlife habitat, watershed, recreation, and agricultural expansion.
The actual field work on such a soil-vegetation survey could be performed by the .Bureau of Indian Affairs since their organization includes a division already involved in resource inventories. Oregon
State College has been involved in surveys of the required type in
recent years and has developed a background of contributing research
knowledge.
The guidance of the Range Management and Soils Departments should again be sought when this new inventory is in the planfling stages.

Grazing and Range Recommendations
Effective range management must consider the total feed needed
to maintain a healthy herd of animals for the entire year.
Thus, the
availability of range forage, pasturage, and crop feeds must all be
considered together in developing a program for the range. Doing
otherwise, one is apt to get seasonal feed supplies badly out of
balance. Full and proper use of the range resource is dependent upon
having a balanced feed supply for the animals during the remainder of
the year when they are not--or should not be--on the range. Even
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though soiie cured, unused native forage may be left on the ground, it
is needed to sustain the soil organic matter and productivity. In addition, nutritive quality of the forage is so low In winter that cattle
cannot thrive on it and thus cannot be expected to perform their best.
If supplemental feeding on the range is attempted under such conditions,
the animals are apt to shift to the grazing of otherwise unpalatable shrubs
or forest seedlings or to overbrowse the desirable shrubs. One cannot
afford- -within the limits of good range and livestock husbandry--to
abuse the spring-fall ranges in order to avoid feeding the animals an
adequate maintenance ration of hay in winter.
Therefore, in order to
inipr'ove and make best use of all range on the Reservation, something
must be done to increase the feed supply for the critical winter period.
Winter feed is the key to the first door that must be opened on the way
to a general improvement program.

Winter feed supplies may best be increased by growing or buying
For the early winter period, it may later be feasible to defer
some seedings in the spring-fall range area especially for late fall
grazing (November and December) when weather conditions permit. In
the initial phases of the range improvement program, however, the
latter alternative is not feasible. Until a rather large acreage of
spring-fall range is seeded, the increasedproduction will all be
needed for the regular spring-fall period in order to realize a better
balance with the summer range.
hay.

The Crops section of the main report advocates using much of the
arable land for grass-legume forage and hay production. The Agricultural
Economics report further indicates the feasibility of substantial increases in hay production on the Reservation.
Considering these points
and the critical need for hay, no range seeding should be done until
ample hay production is realized to provide for all the domestic livestock on the Reservation (cattle and necessary horses) for a 4-month
winter feeding period (Recomraendation No. 2). Under present circumstances, range eedings could not be properly managed, and money spent
in their establishment would likely be lost through rapid deterioration
of the stands, although there may be local exceptions to this general
statement.
Where these exceptions do exist, opportunities for improvement through range seeding should be followed up
It is recognized that this change will probably have to be realized
There are logical steps through which Recommendation No. 2 can
be realized; and, in the initial years of the program, alternatives which
will help to alleviate the winter and early spring feed problem should be
investigated. First of all, an attempt should be made immediately to
bring about adjustments in cropping which will permit removal of the livestock from the range for an absolute minimum period of 2 months (preferably in February and March).
By the grazing of winter cereal crops
before range readiness in early spring, it may be possible to move this
short hay-feeding period back from 2 to 4 weeks into January. Research
has indicated that light early spring grazing of grain crops does not
significantly reduce yields, but it has to be carefully timed. The
in steps.
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situation in the fall may be alleviated some by making more effective
use of the aftermath on both old and newly developed hay lands as
The mistaken impression should not be developed that since
pasturage.
a 2-month feeding period represents a possible first step it is adequate
As rapidly as possible, adjustments must be made
as an end objective.
in the cropping system to provide a 4-month feeding period for all livestock, including horses.
After the resources of the Reservation are
well developed and a range seeding program well under way, it may not
be necessary to feed this long each year, but this goal will have to
be attained as a second step and before extensive range seedings could
be advised.
When the livestock inventory is completed, it will likely be
found that the Reservation is carrying far more animals than are truly
productive or than the resource can reasonably support. Even if this
should not be the case, it is certain that the productivity of the
herds is far below standard.
An additional alternative to immediately
alleviate the winter feed problem is, therefore, a rigorous culling
program to remove from the herds all nonproducing animals. This
point will be more fully discussed in the section on animal recommendations.

With adequate winter feed supplies available, the next important
problem can be effectively attacked--namely, proper seasonal adjustments in the range grazing program. Grazing use must, as well, be
balanced among seasonal ranges, recognizing that initial stocking is
controlled by the season in which forage or feed is available in shortest supply.
One can no more afford to abuse and deteriorate the early
season ranges in order to make full use of the late summer ranges than
one can to avoid winter feeding. Management must take into account
the growth requirements and limitations of the key forage plants.
is currently estimated that there are about 45,000 animal unit
months of feed available on the Reservation ranges (Table 2).
Theoretically, this would carry 5,62O aflimal units if they could use
the area uniformly for an 8-month season, making no allowances or big
game use.
In practical management, this is impossible because plant development varies among range types and some types cannot be grazed when it is
desirable to graze others (Table 1). In addition, the balance of available season grazing varies among management units (Table 2) so that full
use of summer range is limited by the present capacity of the spring-fall

4For purposes of this report, one animal unit month is considered to

be the amount of feed required for one cow and her calf for one
month, or the equivalent. An animal unit is taken as one cow and
her calf.

TABLE 2.

Seasonal carrying capacities by proposed range units expressed in animal unit months.

RANGE UNIT

Grazing
Season

Log
Springs

Mutton

SpringFall

3,756

3,044

967

Summer

5,204

2,145

6,264

8,960

5,189

7,231

TOTAL

Un-

Sid-

walder

Boulder

Tenlno

Metolius

assigned

Total

2,851

1,328

2,851

1,153

15,950

4,687

5,331

6,015

8,182

8,244

29,024

1,153

44,974
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ranges in most cases. Consequently, seasonal use patterns must be
developed for grazing of the Reservation. It lends itself well to
a spring-fall, summer grazing pattern (Appendix Volume, Proposed
Range Units Overlay).

Proper seasonal use of ranges is essential if they are to be
used to capacity and maintained or improved. In fact, seasonal use
and stocking levels are strongly interdependent- -one affects the
other.
This is true whether ranges are used under simple or complex
management systems.
It is essential, therefore, to establish and
maintain a seasonal use pattern and stocking level which is consistent
with the growth and maturity characteristics of the key forage plants
and their production of available forage (Recommendation No. 3).
Not later than 3 years after a constructive program is initiated,
the objective should be to use spring-fall ranges only for the months of
April and May and October and November and to use the summer ranges only
for the months of June through September. It should be recognized, however, that plant development and thus grazing seasons can be expected to
vary as much as 15 to 20 days with differences in the weather. These adjustments are usually made in well-managed herds by varying the winter
feeding or early pasturage program.
This can easily be done if a reasonable small surplus of winter feed and early spring pasture is definitely
planned for.
It is, in fact, feasible to designate some small range
areas on good, loamy soil and gentle, warm slopes as early spring pasture.
These can be seeded to early maturing grasses such as crested wheatgrass,
grazed as heavily as necessary to avoid damage to the remaining range
land, and renovated or reseeded as necessary to maintain high production.
These are goals of flexibility that should be strived for. In the meantime, it will be important to adhere to certain biological limitations
in working toward the ultimate goals.
Reasonable seasons of use for the different kinds of range are
indicated in Table 1. The spring-fall range includes Types 1, 4, 5,
9, and 18--all the area below the timbered lands. Regardless of the
amount of hay produced for winter feeding, spring ranges should not
be grazed until April 1 at the earliest.
This should allow the soil
to firm up and the plants to get some growth (4 to 6 inches of leaf
height on grasses) ahead of the animal needs. Since these same ranges
must be grazed again in the fall, it is imperative that grazing on the
low ranges be terminated early enough that growing conditions and soil
moisture will permit adequate regrowth and seed set on the perennial
forages.
This means that the grazing on spring ranges must terminate
not later than May 31, at which time the summer ranges should be ready
for grazing
If animals are not kept out of the spring-fall range during
the summer grazing period, the more available grazing areas will not
produce adequate regrowth for the fall season. Fall grazing on these
areas will start when the animals leave the higher summer range areas
about October 1.
The length of the fall grazing period will depend
on the availability of aftermath pasture and hay. A concerted effort
should be made to terminate the fall grazing season not later than
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November 30 by actually rounding up the animals and placing them on
better feed- -either crop aftermath, seeded range deferred especially
for late fall and early winter grazing, or fed hay.
Summer grazing, June through September, must be confined to the
timbered areas and mountain meadows - Types 2, 6, and 7. Grazing
should not, in general, be allowed in these areas before June. This
will ordinarily allow the vegetation to develop ahead of animal needs and
thus to withstand grazing. Access into the summer range will be made
over existing roads and new roads built for logging. The ponderosa
pine ranges are sufficiently free of dense vegetation to allow relatively free movement or driving of livestock.
Examination of Table 2 shows that, if the ranges were properly
stocked to the limitations of the spring-fall range, a relative surplus of feed may exist on the summer ranges of all management units
except the Mutton Mountains.
These estimatbs of carrying capacity
assume perfect livestock distribution. Under good management, it
would be safe to expect some surplus of feed on the summer ranges.
During the interim adjustment period, the fall and winter feed problem
may be alleviated in part by holding cattle on the summer ranges a bit
longer than normally advisable.
In general, however, the objective
should be to move cattle back to fall range very shortly after the end
of September.

At present, the summer range areas are about the only range
land on the Reservation that is not in very poor condition. The main
key to keeping these ranges in good condition and maintaining high
productivity is the proper adjustment of grazing season and stocking
level so that an adequate reserve of herbage is left to protect the
basic resource.
In general, this will mean that about half of the key
forage plants should be left ungrazed at the close of the summer
season. Use levels above this will cause restriction of the root
system of the plants, reduced accumulation of carbohydrate reserves
to live over winter and start growth next season, and reduced seed
set.
A rapid and marked loss of productivity will be the quick result
of trying to harvest too much forage from the summer ranges.
Table 3 shows, by proposed management units, the best available
estimates of the number of stock that could be supported on the
seasonal ranges for each unit. In addition, our recommendations for
the initial stocking levels for each management unit are shown on
Line 3 of this table. In Line 4, the number of head of cows with
their calves, or equivalent other stock, that might be run after the
program of improvement is well along is also shown. This suggests
that an approximate doubling over the present capacity appears possible.
In moving in this direction, however, extreme care should be
exercised to insure that feed and forage production increases are
realized well ahead of increases in numbers of stock. Another important point to recognize is that for every horse run on the range,
these estimates of cattle grazing capacity must be reduced by one
and one-fourth.

TABLE 3.

Seasonal carrying capacities by proposed range units in numbers of mature cows with
their calves for the recommended seasons.
Figures assume good livestock distribution
and management on both spring-fall and summer ranges.

Grazing
Season

Log
Springs

Mutton

walder

Boulder

Tenino

SpringFall

939

761

242

713

332

713

1,301

536

1,566

1,348

1,172

1,333

939

536

242

713

332

713

288

3,763

Total to
run with
improvement of
low range
& winter
feeding 1,301

536

1,566

1,348

1,172

1,333

288

7,544

RANGE UNIT

Summer

Sid-

Un-

Metolius

assigned

288

Total

3,988
7,256

Total to

runat
present
time
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The relative shortage of spring-fall forage which is evident in
Table 3 suggests the ultimate value of a range improvement program
that could include range seeding and brush control- -provided it is
coupled with good management of the livestock and game animals. The
greatest potential for range improvement and ultimately for increasing yield of animal product exists in seeding and brush control opportunities on the spring-fall ranges. This is definitely not recommended at this time because good management must come ahead of or concurrently with these improvement investments. If, however, isolated
instances exist within any of the management units to both improve
range and manage it properly, the residents should not necessarily
wait until the Reservation as a whole is ready for a general range
improvement program
Following are some suggestions to consider
wherever these opportunities occur.

Where seedings for spring-fall forage are possible, either
crested, desert, intermediate, or pubescent wheatgrass should be
used.
Crested and desert wheatgrass are adapted to drier situations,
start growth earlier in the spring, and also have a long green period.
Based on recent unpublished research results from the Squaw Butte
Experiment Station, it is now possible to manage these latter two
grasses especially for a spring-fall grazing pattern. Where the
site will permit, a grazing alfalfa should be considered for inclusion in the seeding.
Specific areas for seeding will have to be
determined by field examination on each management unit after the
absolute need for the seeding and opportunities for good management
are known. Careful examination of the Soils section of this report
should figure in any range seeding program. Only the best sites
should be seeded in the initial projects.
They, furthermore, should
not be undertaken until each seeding can be given two years of protection from grazing. This will usually require fencing; therefore,
itis important to plan the seedings so that permanent fences with
lasting value in management can be built to effect protection of the
seedings wherever possible.
While sagebrush is particularly susceptible to control by chemical spraying, it is doubtful if many areas exist on the Reservation
where a sufficient stand of native perennial grasses remain to make
brush spraying a feasible practice. It should be possible to easily
step from one perennial bunchgrass to another in an area suitable for
improvement by spraying.
These areas must also have two years' protection from grazing after treatment. Without management subsequent
to both seeding and brush control, the eventual losses through continued deterioration are sure to wipe out all the gains made and set
the resource back farther than it was to start with.
Remember, management and improvement must go hand in hand.

The recent invasion of medusahead (an unpalatable Mediterranean
annual grass) into the Reservation spring-fall ranges--replacing the
presently dominant cheatgrass- -makes rapid progress toward attainment
of the ultimate objectives of this report even more urgent. The only
successful defense against medusahead is replacement by good perennial
grasses and their subsequent good management.
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As was intimated above, another equally important feature of good
management involves livestock distribution. Improvement in livestock
distribution is one of the most direct and rapid ways to increase available forage, range carrying capacity, and thus animal production. Forage
producing areas which the livestock do not graze cannot be counted toward the carrying capacity of the range. Their only values are for game
forage and for watershed and soil protection. Areas on which animals
naturally tend to concentrate excessively lose their value- -and even
their soil- -through range deterioration. Furthermore, these critical
areas do not get smaller; they grow in the absence of careful attention
to management of the animals.
Range utilization records indicate that very little or no use is
presently being obtained from the forested range types while the low
ranges are being severely abused.
This is one example of the largescale livestock distribution problem on the Reservation. Nearly all
such imbalances can be corrected by proper attention to livestock distribution.
A concerted effort must be made to move and distribute livestock into each seasonal range as well as to distribute them evenly
within each unit if forage improvement is to be realized (Recommendation No. 4).
This can be done by the combination of salting, fencing, water
development, distribution trail construction, and by distributional
riding. The proper use of these management tools can quickly change
a poorly managed range to a well managed one. But, none of these tools
used alone can provide the best kind of management. They must be integrated with one another into a well-thought-out plan to bring about effective management through proper distribution of livestock and proper
regulation of forage use.
Thus, the key to control of forage use on
the Reservation is control of the livestock.
The total number of animals
must be known, they must be moved to the respective seasonal ranges when
each is ready for grazing, they must continually be distributed to avoid
concentrated use, and their whereabouts must, at all times, conform to
the detailed plan for each management unit.

A good salting plan is one of the most useful tools for bringing
about distribution of livestock and forage use. The salt requirements
of livestock will vary according to season. When forage is green and
succulent, their requirements will be around 2 to 2.5 pounds per head
per month.
When the forage is dry and mature, salt requirements drop
to l..5 to 2 pounds per head per month. Salt is one of the most common
mineral deficiencies on livestock range; therefore, it should be used
to draw cattle into areas of unused feed and to discourage, by its removal, livestock use in areas where proper grazing has been attained
(Recommendation No. 5). This will require a definite but flexible salting plan for each management unit.
There is no need to establish and
maintain permanent salt grounds. To use salting as a tool in controlling livestock use and distribution, temporary salt grounds are most
effective.
This can easily be done if salt blocks are used. A spike
can be driven into a stump or log, and this can be used to hold the
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salt block by placing the hole in the block over the spike. In nontimbered areas, salt may be placed directly on the ground or on small
rock outcrops.
If cattle are using the area at all, they will find the
salt.

If the cattle are not in the habit of grazing in the particular
area salted, it is desirable to combine distributional riding with effective salting by gathering a small group of cattle from an excessively
used area, mothering them up, moving them into the new grazing area,
drifting them to the new salt locations, and herding them in the vicinity
until they make their fill and shade up. By this combination of salting
and distributional riding, cattle can actually be trained to new patterns
of grazing with a minimum of fencing.
When livestock use is adequate in a particular area, the salt
should be removed and taken to some other area where livestock use Is
lighter than desired.
Salting must notbe done near or adjacent to
water holes. The distance salt should be placed from water will vary
according to topography, feed abundance, and the distribution of shading
or timbered areas. On the spring-fall ranges, salt should be placed at
considerable distances from water- -up to one mile or more.
On the
rougher summer range, salt will ordinarily have to be placed less than
a mile from water. The best principle to follow is "salt the good,
lightly used feed."
Five hundred thousand acres is much too large an area to provide
effective management as a single unit. Such a large area includes so
many different kinds of land and has so many different problems that it
is not possible to control livestock use adequately on the entire area
as a unit. Consequently, the Reservation should be divided into definite
range management units (Recommendation No. 6). The number of livestock
using these units depends on the grazing capacity of each (Table 3). By
creating separate rangeunits, management plans can be developed for
each unit, and more effective control of intensity and season of grazing will result. Such a system should create more interest among the
livestock raisers in their basic range resource and in making their
operation a sound and profitable business.
Tentatively, range units can be set up on the basis of the way
livestock operators now use the land. This would involve less disturbance in the general pattern of existing use and provide maximum opportunity for effective management by people who are already accustomed to
running together. Under such an arrangement, the Reservation can be
divided into six units with one segment of the lower spring-fall range
temporarily unassigned (see Appendix Volume, Proposed Range Units Overlay).
Each of these range units is quite large and needs further subdivision for intensive management. Once the unit system is set up and
working, smaller Units can be established in line with needs as indicated
by the accumulating experience in each separate area.
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Each range unit must be represented by a livestock association
composed of users of the management unit (Recommendation No. 7). The
general purpose of these associations is to control both range and
livestock management. The association should consist of a president,
a vice-president, a secretary-treasurer, and a board of directors to
be elected by all members of the association. This group of people
will outline various policies with regard to livestock management on
their range unit and will consider, decide on feasibility of, and
activate as appropriate the changes in management suggested by range
technicians.
Each association should draw up a constitution and/or set of
bylaws which will outline policies and procedures governing use of
the range unit.
Policies on such things as (1) general pattern for
grazing seasonal ranges, (2) salt buying and distribution, (3) fencing,
(4) water development, (5) number and grade of bulls and breeding
season, (6) range seeding and brush control, (7) range riding should
be included in the bylaws, and (8) the delegation of authority of
supervision.

Problems are anticipated and some will arise as the associations
are first set up--but none are unsurmountable.
It is also going to
take money to operate the association if it is effective in putting
good range management on the land.
For example, it is much easier for
the association to buy salt for all the cattle when they are running
together on the range unit than for each individual owner to buy salt
separately.
This is particularly true for the small operators with
only a few head of cattle. To bring about proper distribution of
stock on seasonal ranges, it is much better to hire one or two men
as range riders and delegate them the authority to do the job rather
than depend on each individual to distribute his own stock. Water
developments and fencing benefit all users and are, therefore, more
fairly handled as an association. To meet these expenses, each association should set up a per head of stock assessment based on the quantity
of salt needed, the expenses for hiring a range rider, and otheritems
as budgeted for each year. Under such a system, all people running
livestock on a range unit would be equitably assessed as per their
share of the benefits.
It will be to the advantage of the people if the association
controls kinds, grades, and numbers of bulls as well as breeding
seasons.
Individuals not complying with established regulations
should be restricted in their use of the range. The problem of the
small operator is again present. A possible solution would be for
the association to buy bulls and assess equitable fees to all livestock operators on the basis of the number of cows they own. Such
fees could be based on the average cost larger operators pay for
bulls or on the actual cost of comparable animals needed to service
cows belonging to the smaller owners.
To insure uniform breeding of
all animals, it would even be possible for the Tribal Council to buy
bulls and assess all range users equitable breeding fees based on
the total number of cows they own or control.
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An association for a range unit can be a powerful tool in bringing about proper range management and maximum income from livestock.
Since all individuals running stock in a particular range unit are
members of the association, each has the right to express his opinions
and vote on important questions.
The organization needs to be operated
in a democratic manner whereby the majority rules in decisions to accept or reject particular recommendations.

Animal Recommendations

The estimate of 3,500 head of cattle now on the Reservation is
very rough.
Similarly, from the best information that can be obtained,
it Is estimated that the marketable calf crop averages no better than
30 to 40 per cent.
This, of course, varies quite widely among individual
livestock growers, Some individuals obtain calf crops as high or higher
than 60 per cent, but even this is not sufficient to insure an economical
livestock program and efficient conversion of forage resources. As compared to the average calf crop for the State of Oregon (over 80 per cent),
much progress would seem possible in putting the Reservation livestock
business on a sound economic basis
To make the most efficient use of the forage from the standpoint
of economic return, good livestock management principles must be followed.
Some of the factors contributing toward the low calf crop include too few
bulls, too long a breeding season; the shortage of winter feed, and poor
condition of cows at breeding time. Estimates of the bull-cow ratio are
in the vicinity of from 60 to 70 cows per bull. Under normal range grazing conditions, this is not an adequate ratio. A breeding ratio of 1 bull
to 25 cows is the minimum that can be expected to produce adequate calf
crops.
When selecting bulls for breeding service, they must be Grade "Be'
or better and should be performance-tested for rapid, efficient gaining
ability (Recommendation No. 8).
Good bulls pay since they so strongly
determine the characteristics of the calf and provide a way of upgrading
the herds by starting from the cows on hand.
The present breeding season is too long and uncontrolled as shown
by the wide spread in ages of calves represented in some herds. This is
not desirable. Advantage cannot be taken of uniform lots of calves or
of that period of the year when prices are right to bring optimum returns.
Therefore, the breeding season must be reduced and carried out
at such a time as to produce an even-aged calf crop for a good market
(Recommendation No.9). The breeding season should start just prior to
turning onto the summer range. The bulls can run with the cows during
the summer, but upon removal from the summer range they should be
separated from the cows to avoid late spring and early summer calves.
In this manner, a reasonably uniform drop of calves will be obtained to
realize the greatest benefit from marketing when prices are right.
Marketing will depend upon the needs of the operator. The best marketing practice would probably be to sell calves in the fall after weaning.
Enough good heifer calves, 10 to 15 per cent of the herd number, must
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be retained for replacements. In general, cows older than 9 years
should be culled from the herd unless they are outstanding producers.
Cows failing to conceive 2 years in a row should be sold. Heifers
should be bred to calve when 30 months of age. Breeding the animals
at a younger age will result in a reduction of total production for
the life of the cow.
Replacement heifers must be kept out of the
breeding herd and away from bulls until they are ready for breeding.
Bulls must be replaced in the herds for each management unit or rotated among management units every 2 years to prevent inbreeding.
The Reservation stockgrowers will not be ready for a more elaborate
animal breeding program until they have solved some of their range
management problems and provided more feed. When some of these objectives have been attained, however, they should seek additional
technical advice in setting up a specific livestock improvement program for each management unit on the Reservation.

Horses tend to be much harder on a range than do cattle. One
mature horse is equivalent to 1-1/4 animal units. Thus, if present
estimates of horse numbers are somewhere near correct, they are using
up 2,500 animal units of feed. This leaves only about 1,263 animal
units for cattle if the range resources of the Reservation are to be
used so they will improve. Horses are not sufficiently productive
to allow continuation of this kind of wasteful grazing. The majority
of the horses now on the Reservation are using forage which could
otherwise be used by cattle and converted to a much more profitable
animal product. The number of horses on the Reservation must, therefore) be reduced to those required for efficient operation of the
livestock enterprise (Recommendation No. 10).
Specific recommendations regarding management of the game
population are not necessary at this time. The general range resource and livestock improvement problems must be solved first.
It should be realized, however, that great opportunities exist to
improve game conditions and harvestable yield, on the Reservation.
As the range improvement program is undertaken, plans should also
include definite steps for improvement in food and cover for game
animals and birds. Logging and other activities should be planned
to minimize damage to streams, lakes, and fish.
Eventually, it will
be possible to stimulate great improvement in the game resource of
the Reservation through intensive management, habitat improvement,
and controlled but adequate harvests.

Physical Resource Recommendations
Most of the physical improvements needed on the Reservation
are for the purpose of improving livestock distribution and effecting seasonal control of the grazing.
Most important of these is water
development. All possible water holes must be developed either as
permanent developments consisting of headboxes with piping to a trough
or a tank or as small catchment basins which store water for varying
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periods of time (Recommendation No. 11). Small catchment basins, or
potholes, dug out in moist or seep spots by a bulldozer will aid
greatly in distribution of livestock on seasonal ranges. Some of
these small water holes may contain sufficient water for only 15 or
20 head of livestock, and they may hold water for only a short period
of time.
They will draw livestock into the area so they can make use
of the available forage. Undue concentration of water developments
should be avoided. The water holes should be as evenly distributed as
possible throughout all seasonal ranges. The more evenly scattered
the water developments are, the better will distribution of livestock
and subsequent forage use tend to be.
Costsof water developments
will vary from $15 or $20 for bulldozer holes to hundreds of dollars
on larger reservoirs.
encing is another improvement that can greatly aid in the
distribution and seasonal control of livestock. An eventual goal
should be to have each range unit completely surrounded by either
fences or natural barriers. This will avoid overlap of use between
range units and will assure better control of the livestock on each
unit to permit the best kind of grazing use for the area. An immediate goal should be to install division fences between all springfall and summer ranges (Recommendation No. 12). This is necessary to
eliminate too early use on the forested summer ranges. After interior
fences between spring-fall and summer ranges are constructed and range
unit boundary fences have been built, fencing should be done to establish a rotational pattern of use within each seasonal range- -particularly on the spring-fall grazing areas.
These seasonal ranges need
to be subdivided so that part of the area can be deferred from grazing
each year during the critical growing season for the forage plants.
This includes the period of active plant growth and reproduction.
Under such a grazing system, plant vigor will be increased and subsequent improvement of the range speeded up. In addition, a rotational
grazing pattern may make it feasible to further concentrate the bulk of
the breeding season into a part of the year when cows are somewhat concentrated and on excellent feed.
Fencing should take advantage of topographic features. In general,
fences should not run in stream bottoms unless it is necessary to divide
available water and they should not cross drainages at right angles except in dividing two seasonal use ranges. Poorly located fences can
create livestock concentration areas and result in range abuse. Division fencing should follow ridgetops as much as possible. If it is
necessary to cross drainages with these fences, it should be done in
a diagonal manner. Fencing costs are high- -approximately $700 to $800
per mile, but they are necessary to good management and perpetuation
of the forage resource.
As grazing use of the summer range improves, opportunities may
be found to build livestock distribution trails. These are trails constructed with the primary objective of opening up areas surrounded by
dense timber, rim rocks, etc., to the grazing animals. These will have
to be individually planned as it is seen how the cattle graze each area
under improved management.
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All of these physical resource improvements, proper adjustment
of seasonal use, and even turning out the right number of animals will
not get good range management on the land if the animals are turned
out and forgotten about. The final link in the chain of good management lies in the ability of the people who handle the stock on the
range, plan the management and improvements, and coordinate the
various land uses into a well-rounded program of wise natural resource use and management.

Personnel Recommendations
These recommendations lie in three important areas:
(1) range
(2) technical assistance,
(3) and the training of Indians
to gradually take over all the functions of resource management.
riding,

The ultimate success of all the above proposals rests almost entirely upon the performance of a good range rider.
The old term, "the
eye of the master fattens his cattle," can be said of a good range
rider.
It is his eye and ability that fattens the association's livestock and brings about efficient use of each range area.
A good range
rider is one who knows the habits of livestock, knows the country that
the livestock use, and how they use it. He is one who is not afraid
to put in long hours at all seasons. He is an individual who also
knows where the best feed is located and how to tell when proper use
of each range area or of individual forage species has been attained.
He is the one who makes salting, fencing, water development, etc., work
in bringing about proper distribution of livestock.
A good range rider
is the key man in any range or livestock management program.
This indicates that the range rider's job is varied. He is the
one who is charged with recognizing proper use in each area and moving
excess salt out of these areas and into those where more livestock feed
is available. He prevents livestock from concentrating
in large numbers
in particular areas of the range and keeps the bulls distributed.
When
new water holes are developed, he drives cattle to the water holes so
they know where they are. He moves cattle to new salt ground locations
so they spend a minimum of time looking for them. He knows where the
cattle are at all times and moves the stragglers from one seasonal
range to another at the proper time. The range rider is an indispensable
man when it comes to making roundups or bringing the cattle off summer
range.
Each livestock association must hire a competent range rider to
do these jobs on each range management unit (Recommendation
No. 13).
This is an excellent job for a diligent and capable Indian who would
like to learn the art of modern range management.

Some of this discussion has indicated how complex effective range
management is and how technical some of the considerations are that go
into management planning. Adequate technical evaluation of the
results
of current practices can be done only by an individual trained
experienced in range management procedures. Such periodic evaluation
is needed to recommend corrective action in maintainingor improving
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the forage resource.
The Tribal Council should carefully consider employment of a well-trained and experienced range management technician
(1) assist them in getting proper
in whom they have confidence to:
management practices started, (2) assist with the evaluation of especially
(3) recommend
difficult or highly technical problems in range management,
(4) counsel with the
changes needed to bring about better management,
livestock operators and others on the importance of good range management and the place it has in establishing a sound local economy, and
(5) assist and advise in the coordination of range management and other
land uses (Recommendation No. 14). The Council should expect to pay
between $8,000 and $10,000 per year for a qualified individual. He
should not be associated with any other range management organization.
The Range Management staff at Oregon State College will gladly assist
the Council by recommending competent persons for consideration should
the Council decide to make such a move.

Detailed Management and Follow-Up Recommendations
The three most important range management areas in which techni(1) planning the
cal assistance will be needed by the Indians are:
(2) working out dedetailed management program for each range unit,
tails for each range improvement project, and (3) providing technical
follow-up information on the adequacy of range and livestock management
and the rate of improvement realized. The critical need for Item (1)
will not develop until the livestock associations are organized for
each of the range management units. Needs under Item (2) will be
evident as these groups of stockmen are ready to begin a serious
program of improved management. Early in the activation of the recommendations of this report, however, the needs under Item (3) will become apparent. Any kind of management requires follow-up, anck it is
important to determine more adequately the range conditions at the
beginning of improved management so that progress can be more accurately
charted and plans modified as needed.
The effectiveness of any range
management plan or program can be measured most satisfactorily by its
In order
effects on the resource and on livestock products marketed.
to document the effects of management on the all-important forage resource, condition and trend and utilization studies should be undertaken in each individual range unit of the Reservation (Recommendation
No. 15).
Condition and trend studies show, through periodic measurement, the current range condition or range health as compared to what
it should be under optimum conditions. They also show trend in condition, the direction of change of condition--whether the range is holding its own or becoming more or less productive. Utilization studies
can effectively document seasonal and yearly use of the various fenced
or management units, aid in making adjustments in grazing plans, and
also in evaluating results obtained from the companion condition and
trend studies.

Various methods for measuring range condition and trend can be
The method selection should be left to the discretion of the
technical range management people available to the Reservation.
used.
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Wherever condition and trend studies are carried out, they must be
located in key areas that are most likely to show change in range
condition under expected management. Extreme care must be exercised
to make sure that each study location represents only one specific
range site or kind of range vegetation and land. Failure to limit
single groups of observations to one range site is the most common
error in condition and trend studies.
The results of condition and trend measurement in any one year
cannot be used to effect changes in range management practices. They
must be evaluated over a period of years because yearly weather fluctuations greatly affect the character of the vegetation being measured.
Most generally, condition and trend measurements are repeated at intervals of 3 to 5 years. If these studies are located with care so that
the data represent the bulk of the range unit, they can be effectively
used to evaluate the success and adequacy of the new range management
program.

Utilization studies should be set out in the same areas where
These studies will be
the condition and trend studies are located.
located in what might be termed "key areas,' or areas that reflect the
Utilization of range forage
general use pattern of the range unit.
should be determined each year, although one year's data is ordinarily
not sufficient to justify major changes in livestock management. Yearly
fluctuations in forage production often mask the results of management
for brief periods. A background of annual estimates of forage utilization is valuable, however, when interpreting the results from remeasureYearly utilization surveys can also be
ment of condition and trend.
used to predict future changes in the vegetation by noting trends in
forage utilization level and plant vigor. In addition to these "key
area" utilization studies, supplemental measurements and notes on range
forage use in other areas are required in planning salt distribution,
new water development, and the general betterment of management.

Educational Recommendations
This report will be of value only in terms of the action that
This action cannot be done for the Indians; it must be
follows it.
done
them. All the people working with the Indians must, therefore,
rapidly prepare them to shoulder the responsibility of Reservation

management and then shift the authority to do this to them at every
opportunity- -beginning now!

We can hardly expect adequate interest in educational and selfThe Tribal Council already
improvement programs without incentives.
has the authority to take the first step in this direction. It is
the objective evaluation of the per capita payment program followed by
modifications.
The changes should increase the incentive of the
average Indian to accept his responsibility for the resources which
are his blessing and to improve himself as an individual. The latter
can be done through education and contributions to the life and stature
of the Indian community.
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With development of incentives for betterment of personal and
general welfare, the residents of the Reservation should be ready
for the kind of accelerated educational program that full activation
of this report requires. Such a program must include both adult and
youth education- -extension and formal- - in those facets of knowledge
and the skills important to the natural resources and life of the
Reservation (Recommendation No. 16).
Considering the resources, this means that major emphasis
should first be given to range and livestock management because the
Indians themselves will be depended upon to manage the range resource.
This resource is, furthermore, basic to both the livestock economy and
the wildlife populations. It has a profound impact on soil stabilization, watershed qualities, and forest regeneration. Range is truly in
a key position. An educational area of second emphasis is agronomy- crops and soils--which must be understood if the livestock, range,
and farming programs of the Reservation are to be effectively coordinated.
Forestry is also an important resource of the Reservation, but the immediate need of the Indians for detailed knowledge of forestry is less
urgent. Forest management will largely be effected through timber sale
contractual arrangements which specify important management considerations and which are largely divorced from the present decision-making
activity of the Indians themselves.
Thus, forestry educational emphasis
should perhaps be placed in third priority. It is desirable, eventually,
to develop the capacity among the Indians themselves for wise forest land
use and management decisions.
In fourth priority would be the training
of Indians in the principles of agricultural economics and business and
in decision-making from the standpoint of business management. This is
in fourth place because these decisions must be based on an understanding of resource limitations and requirements which the people now lack.
Premature emphasis on economics without an understanding of its biological
basis may function to the disadvantage of the resources of the Reservation.
The initial educational activity should emphasize an on-the-ground
program to acquaint the Indians themselves with the need, for more adequate resource management and the principles and practices involved in
this new program.
In spite of the interest of the Tribal Council in
activating this and other plans of management, it will not succeed unless the majority of the Indians are in sympathy and understand the objectives and necessary procedures. This will require increasing their
familiarity with the true nature of the problems they face, with the
alternatives available in an action program, with the principles upon
which choices are made, with the essential points in the application
of successful management practices, and, finally, with the future which
such a program holds for the residents of the Reservation. This need
can be effectively met by an active extension program under the leadership of an imaginative, well-trained, and sincere specialist who has
the best interest of the Indians at heart.
Finally, it is suggested that the Tribal Council seriously consider encouraging qualified young people to seek college educations
through scholarships and other means.
The emphasis on these could
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follow the priorities for educational needs as stated above. Such a
program would develop a nucleus of tribal leaders who, as a group,
would be competent in all areas of knowledge important in Reservation
management.
They could, in this manner, train their own technical and
business management staff to eventually replace most or all of the
technicians and advisors now required.
In conclusion, it I re-emphasized that the recommendations of
this report are only a starting point in the range management job ahead.
Important facts remain to be determined and detailed plans developed on an
individual management unit basis. From the start, which can be provided
by acting on the recommendations of this report, the Warm Springs Reservation can move ahead to become one of the best managed land areas of the
nation.
It will require hard and diligent work, but it is economically
within the grasp of the people dependent upon the Reservation. Constructive action is now the determinant of success.
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Abstract and Summary

Abstract of Recommendations
The following recommendations are suggested in an effort to
stabilize the range resource and to establish an efficient and
economical range livestock industry for the Reservation livestock
growers.
It must be recognized that many important facts remain
to be determined.
Many detailed decisions cannot be made with
respect to range management on the Reservation until some preliminary objectives have been accomplished.
These facts and decisions
are of such nature as to require field level examination on an
individual management unit, or even ranch basis, if the best determination is to be realized. Many good alternatives are available to residents of the Reservation in solving their problems.
These alternatives vary from place to place. For this reason, it
is considered unwise to attempt further expansion and development
of the ideas at this time. Following are the proposals which we
feel constitute the urgent starting points in a program that will
have to be re-evaluated and matured as the work gets under way and
progresses.
A complete inventory of all livestock (cattle and horses)
using Reservation ranges must be obtained. Without this
inventory, it is impossible to allocate the correct numbers
of animals to specific range units or to effectively plan
other management practices. This can and should be done
immediately.
Provide for adequate winter feed supplies. This must be
done to remove existing grazing pressure on native ranges
and to insure healthy, productive herds of livestock. Securing winter feed supplies is a top priority recommendation.

Establish seasonal grazing use patterns among range types
that are consistent with the growth characteristics and
production of the key forages. In the past, use at the
wrong season and lack of consideration for the amount
that could be harvested by the grazing animals each year
has contributed markedly to range deterioration.
Get good distribution of livestock over seasonal ranges by
proper use of salt, water development, fencing and range
riding to avoid livestock concentrations and unseasonal use
patterns.
Provide adequate salt at all seasons, using salt to assist
in distribution of livestock. Use temporary salt grounds,
away from water, moving salt as forage in its vicinity is
adequately utilized.
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Divide the Reservation into six specific range units in an
effort to get reasonable land areas to work with where livestock management and range management can be controlled.
Organize livestock associations for each range unit to provide local control and an organization through which use
and management problems on the range can be worked out.
Obtain enough bulls for a bull/cow ratio of 1:25, using
Grade "B" or better bulls to increase the calf crop and
improve beef quality.
Establish a uniform breeding season to get evenly aged
calves and thus create a marketing advantage. Do not breed
heifers until they are 2 years old.
Reduce the horse population to the minimum necessary for efficient range management. They are using forage which could
otherwise be used by cattle to give a marketable product.

Develop all possible water, including small springs and
seeps.
Attempt to establish good distribution of water developments throughout the range to improve livestock distribution.
Initially, fence between seasonal ranges.
Ultimately, fence
all range units and subdivide the units to begin rotateddeferred grazing, especially on spring-fall ranges.

Hire at least one good range rider for each range unit. The
rider can most effectively promote proper range use by wise
salting, maintenance or closure of water holes, and distributional riding. Other important duties include keeping bulls
distributed during the breeding season and looking after the
general health and welfare of the animals.
Hire a trained, experienced range technician. Such a man is
needed to assist in getting proper management started, to
recommend management changes needed for efficient operations,
and to counsel with livestock operators on the needs and place
of proper range and livestock management in the local economy.
Establish condition and trend and utilization studies. Results
of such studies will be used to evaluate the effectiveness of
current management practices.
An accelerated program of education in range and livestock
management commensurate with other resource uses is urgently
needed on the Reservation. This should include adult education among the range users, a public relations program among
the other Indians, an expanded 4-H and FFA program among the
youngsters, and the encouragement of qualified young people to
avail themselves, and thus the tribe, of the advantages of a
college education.
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Summary

Discussions are presented concerning the grazing resource, the
animal resource, and the physical resources on the Warm Spring Indian
Reservation with reference to their place in an economically sound
range livestock industry.
Based on estimates, spring-fall ranges
(April 1 to May 31 and October 1 to November 30) have sufficient forage
for the minimum maintenance of nearly 4,000 head of livestock for the
4-month period.
Forage is available for slightly over 7,000 head of
livestock for a 4-month summer grazing season (June 1 to September 30),
assuming an optimum management program on these summer ranges. With
substandard management, the capacity of the summer range would be proportionately decreased.
It is easily seen that there is an imbalance
of forage supplies between seasonal ranges. Initial stocking rates should,
therefore, be based on feed grown or otherwise secured for a 4-month
winter feeding period.
This objective can be attained in steps, striving immediately for a 2-month feeding period.
When adequate winter feed
supplies are secured, the livestock numbers will then be limited by the
capacity of the spring-fall ranges.
The increase of livestock numbers
beyond this point will depend on the success of range improvement programs and the quality of management- -both of the latter must come first.
A report is only as good as the action which follows. This statement applies particularly to this document. It will be of no use or
particular value if it is just read, or even studied, and then put aside.
The main recommendatJons of this report should be kept before the individuals involved in range livestock operations on the Reservatn. They
should carefully review these suggestions, make such proposals for modif ication as can be substantiated, and proceed to put the revised program
into effect. This report cannot be considered as a cure-all to the
range problems existing on the Reservation. Its primary function is to
point out needed changes of management in order to realize the fullest
possible, continuing return from the range forage resource.
Sufficient
time has not been available to study thoroughly all of the factors involved
in the range and livestock program on the Reservation.
However, this report will constitute a good starting point, and consideration of the
recommendations presented herein should go a long way In helping to establish a sound, economical range livestock industry on the Warm Springs
Reservation.
It is difficult to assign priorities to our recommendations. The
first three need to be done initially and simultaneously since all three
go together as the first step in the improvement of range management.
Obtaining winter feed supplies, Recommendation No. 2, is the key step in
this initial group, and It should, therefore, be given immediate attention.
Most other management practices cannot become effective until hay is available for at least a 2-month feeding period- -and preferably a 4-month period.
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With one exception, the remaining recommendations must be worked
out simultaneously to bring about proper range management. The one exception is Recommendation No. 14, which can be decided more or less independently of the rest. The employment by the Tribal Council of a wellqualified range technician could justifiably rest in second priority. A
skilled, experienced range technician would earn much more than his salary
through the contribution he could make in keeping plans current and
actually getting needed management on the land and keeping it effective.
Adequate technical assistance and guidance can easily make the
difference between success and failure of this new management undertaking.
It can make the difference between a profitable and stable
range livestock industry and a declining range resource which could
become a liability for the Reservation and cost hundreds of thousands
of dollars to rehabilitate and return to productiveness.
Above all else, however, the Tribal Council and others concerned
should recognize that effective range management requires a wellbalanced undertaking of all that has been discussed in this report.
Piecemeal or half-hearted attempts at trying just a few of the recommendations is predestined to failure. It takes them all to do the job
that the resource and the best interest of the Reservation require.
The only basis on which any of these recommendations should be omitted
is on their being replaced by another which is more workable or better
suited to the solution of specific local problems. In suggesting such
modifications, the contributions of the Tribal Council can be substantial
and cannot only improve upon these recommendations but insure their
eventual success. The benefits will accrue to all the residents of the
Reservation in direct proportion to how diligently each person works to
improve the Reservation range and other resources through their personal
contributions to wise use and effective management.
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AN ANALYSIS OF RESERVATION CREDIT FACILITIES

by
Alexander N. Davidson, M.B.A.., LL.B.
(C.P.A. State of Oregon)

Introduction

This report describes and analyzes the credit facilities currently
available to members of the Confederated Tribes. Several alternative programs are recommended as ways by which shortcomings in the present program
may be overcome.
Other aspects of credit and financing are discussed elsewhere in connection with agriculture (see Volume III, The Agricultural
Economy, Chapter III) and housing (see Volume I, Introduction and Survey
of Human Resources, Survey of Housing on the Reservation).

Description of the Lending Activities
Background

Credit facilities have been available to Tribal members on the Reservation since 1938.
A.t that time,the Bureau of Indian A.f fairs, which offers
other banking services at Warm Springs, made credit available and it was
conducted according to the Bureau of Indian Affairs Credit Manual.
Early
in 1955 the Credit Code of the Confederated Tribes was approved and put into
effect.
From that time lending operations have been conducted by the Confederated Tribes in place of the Bureau of Indian Affairs' program. No
gap in time or effect was created when the credit operation was shifted from
the Bureau of Indian Affairs to the Confederated Tribes; under both programs
the actual business of borrowing and lending has been conducted at the Agency.

Purpose

A.s in the economy generally, there was, and is on the Reservation, a
need and a use for credit and financing. Considering the situation on the
Reservation in 1938: i8olation, poor roads, virtually no business, unfamiliarity with practices of banking and finance, etc., it was quite unlikely
that a commercial bank would have been willing to conduct credit, operations
on the Reservation.

The offering of credit by the Bureau of Indian Affairs was a logical
answer to a need that existed.
Specifically, there were several reasons for
the entry of the Bureau of Indian A.f fairs, and subsequently the Confederated
Tribes, into credit activities.
One was to make financing available to
those who otherwise might find it extremely difficult to obtain. Prior to
the relatively large per capita distributions of recent years it is almost
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certain that, were existing commercial standards of financing applied,
the great majority of Tribal members could not have qualified for loans.
Another reason was to make available a convenience of borrowing for
those who would find typical banking facilities hard to get to, strange,
and unfamiliar.
A, third reason was to make available funds for purposes,
e.g., education, not found either presently or in the past in Oregon banking.
There were, and still are, needs which were met first by the Bureau of
Indian Affairs and, latterly, by the Confederated Tribes. Later in the
report there will be a discussion of how these needs may be met in some
other fashion.
It is sufficent to say here that, for a number of reasons,
the current program has become inadequate.
This is not to say that either
the current or the proceeding program were haphazard responses to requirements that existed. They were not. Rather, changing conditions on the
Reservation have been such that new methods and techniques are now appropriate.

Procedures and Salient Features of the Code
Operationally, borrowing procedures under the existing Tribal Credit
Code are quite institutionalized.
Application is first made to the Loan
Committee, the membership of which is appointed by,but not from,the Tribal
Council. Loans approved by the Committee are then forwarded to the Bureau
of Indian Affairs Superintendent at Warm Springs whose approval is final in
all loans not exceeding $3,000.00.
Those that exceed $3,000.00 are forwarded
to the Area Director in Portland who may further approve loans up to, depending on their purpose, $10,000.00 or $25,000.00. Eligibility for loans
is restricted to enrolled members of the Tribes or to their business ventures.
In terms of maturity, the Credit Code permits two types of loans to be
made: one-year loans and fifteen-year loans. Fifteen-year loans are restricted
to real property improvements and educational purposes. All other approved
borrowings have a one-year maturity which may be extended if the borrower is
in good standing.
The interest rate on any loan, regardless of term or purpose, is 37. per year.
Educational loans have a delayed payment feature both
as to principle and interest; the rate is the same as other loans. The only
risk specifically excluded is a loan for the purchase of a pleasure automobile.
The usual reasons for not granting credit, such as undue risk, lack of security, etc., are also found. Apart from these exclusions,loans may be granted
for any bona fide personal or business purposes.
Security provisions found in the code allow for the taking of collateral.
However, the Confederated Tribes are not prevented from making loans where
an applicant overcomes his lack of security by demonstrating a reasonable
assurance that the loan will be repaid. Loan documents are to be filed and
recorded with the appropriate county or federal office. The Code is silent
on the question of taking up secured property in case of default.
However,
repossession and the subsequent procedures that go along with repossession
are available to the Tribes without being explicitly provided for since they
are legal measures available for debt repayment without the necessity for
express provision.
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Present Situation
A summary account of the credit fund at 30 June 1960 is as follows:
Cash

$140,585

Loans to individuals active and dormant
Less - allowance for
doubtful loans

$441,727

29,420

412,307
$552,892

Deduct - note payable to U.S.
Tribal investment

40,000

$512 892

The Tribal investment includes $50,753 of retained earnings that have
been left in the fund. Loans outstanding include $351,324 of accounts
classified as active, and $90,403 classified as dormant. Active accounts
are those which are being repaid according to schedule; dormant accounts
are loans which are non-current so far as repayment goes. As shown, pro-n
vision has been made for complete default with respect to some of the
dormant loans.
The dormant loan
at 30 June 1956 - and
gent procedures which
are apparently having

situation is improving - it totalled some $155,000
in time few, if any, losses should result. More strinhave been instituted for collection of these loans
the desired effect.

But, while there has been improvement, the dormant loan situation has
caused the Bureau of Indian Affairs to curtail loan operations. This curtailment, according to the Bureau of Indian Affairs, will not be revoked
until two changes are made. One of these - the reduction of the delinquent
accounts - is in process now.
The other change required is a thorough revision of the Tribes'Credjt Code.
While the curtailment of loan operations has been in effect for several
years,it has not stopped new loan operations completely. Loans which can
be regarded as having an "emergency status" (as defined and determined by
the Bureau of Indian Affairs) are being made. Perhaps the real effect of
the curtailment has been to exclude the higher risk loans with credit still
being offered to those who properly qualify.

Use of Other Credit Sources

A survey was made of the type and extent of Indian borrowings from
off-Reservation sources.
Seven banks in six cities between the Dalles and
None of
Bend were contacted for information about their Indian customers.
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the bankers who were queried responded in specific terms so the following
comments are couched in general terms.
It was found that there was limited but definite Indian use of credit
from commercial banks.
By far the bulk of the credit was consumer credit,
e.g., installment loans for the purchase of appliances and automobiles.
Only in two cases was mention made of farm credit, and it could not be
ascertained whether it was intermediate or short term. There was no indication whatsoever that credit was being used for business (non-farm) purposes.
Also, there was little indication of use of home mortgage financing. None
of the bankers questioned indicated that their accounts included Indians
as borrowers on personal, unsecured loans. In this connection, however, it
was admitted that requests had been made and refused.
From what was said, it appeared that Indian borrowers had a knowledge
only of the credit which was granted - specifically, secured, short-term,
consumer installment loans. They seemingly had little knowledge of any other
type of borrowing.
Reasons advanced by bankers for this lack of knowledge were: (1) they
were not aware of other forms of credit or, (2) they had been rebuffed in
their attempts to obtain other kinds of credit.
The effect of being rebuffed
would certainly be to exclude the experience that leads to understanding.
In addition to a lack of knowledge about the functions and uses of credit,
it was reported also that there was little knowledge of banking generally.
Bankers reported that the Indians knew little beyond that which they gained
from direct experience.
In general, the bankers were satisfied by the Indians' credit record.
Were jL to be characterized by a credit phrase, it would be called "good
but slow pay." This satisfaction with the Indians as borrowers stems, of
course, from the fact that thebanks were dealing with selected risks.
As a matter of fact, almost without exception the seller of the appliance
or automobile was required to unconditionally guarantee the commercial paper
which he, the dealer, had gotten from the Indian and was discounting at the
bank.

A number of inferential conclusions can be drawn from this survey.
First, Indian use of normal, off-Reservation financing facilities is limited
in use and restricted in application.
Second, Indian access to such credit
facilities is extremely limited without credit safeguards, e.g., the cosigner.
Third, they need much more knowledge of the functions and uses of
credit.
Fourth, they need much more knowledge of the varied sources of
credit.
Fifth, they should have access to credit facilities off the Reservation.
Sixth, commercial bankers welcome knowledgeable Indian customers.

Exposition of the Lending Activities
The Credit Function Generally
This exposition of the lending activities will be better understood if
it is preceeded by a brief discussion of credit and its functions.
In a money
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economy such as ours, it is currently unnecessary to delay the achievement
of an economic objective until all the cash for payment is at hand. where
the need exists for cash in excess of an immediate ability to pay, it can
be met in exchange for a promise to repay in the future. This is the basic
working of credit and it is found in both personal (non-business) and business transactions.
( A note: while most of these remarks can be applied
to farm credit, this discussion excludes farm credit as it is being treated
elsewhere as noted earlier.)
A further division of credit is made according to the length of time
involved: short-term - to three years; intermediate-term - three to ten
years; long-term - more than ten years.
The difference between business
and personal credit is that,in business credit,repayment is often generated
by the economic factor which is financed.
This is exemplified by the merchant who pays for goods purchased on credit out of the receipts from the
sale of these goods.
On the other hand personal credit which is largely for the consumption
of goods negates the idea of regenerative payment. Repayment of personal
credit is made from earnings without any particular regard to the thing which
is financed.
Either type of credit may involve one of the three periods of
time mentioned above.
Short-term, personal credit is "consumer credit." Examples include
charge accounts, personal loans, and automobile loans. There is very little
intermediate term personal credit.
The home improvement loan is one example
and, actually, it is often called short-term credit. Long-term personal
credit is easily exemplified by the home mortgage note.
An example of short-term business credit was given in the case of the
merchant above.
A business mants purchase on time of a small truck is a
representative example of intermediate business credit. Long-term business
credit is used for the purchase of land, buildings and equipment.
All credit, whether business or personal, involves common factors.
The
first of these is that trust and confidence must underlie the debtor-creditor
relationship. The second is that the use of borrowed money must be paid
for in addition to the repayment of the borrowed amount itself. A third is
that both the interest and principle amount must be repaid according to the
schedule contained in the agreement between borrower and lender; in the case
of non-compliance with this repayment schedule another portion of the agreement - enforced collection - will be brought into action.
These basic factors are involved in all of the various types of credit.
But they are involved in different proportions depending upon the particular
type of credit.
It is generally assumed that an unsecured short-term personal loan made to a borrower to pay the cost of a forthcoming major surgical
operation has a great element of risk. Contrast this with a loan made to
a homeowner to mortgage his home which has been well built, is located in a
good residential district and has as one of its features mortgage insurance.
These two examples have the same basic factor but they differ sharply. The
former loan involves much greater risk.
Enforced collection procedures in
the latter loan have a much better chance of succeeding. Lengths of time
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involved in each will differ.
Purposes are different.
To a credit grantor,
costs and conditions for one of these loans would be very much different
than the costs and conditions under which, the other would be
granted.

Inadequacies of the Credit Code Provisions
Basically, the Tribes' credit program has been incorrectly established.
Sound financing principles and practices have not been formulated
in the
Credit Code. For example, little
or no distinction is found in the code
between the two types of credit discussed above, personal and business.
This distinction should be recognized in the code.
It should be explicitly
stated whether one, the other or both shall be granted, what conditions
or
requirements shall attach to either, whether one loan examiner can be considered as skillful in both areas.
Little or no distinction had been made between the terms (time) for
which credit may be granted. The provisions in the code for
one year and
fifteen year loans find no parallel elsewhere in financial
matters.
The length of time for which credit is granted is determined in part by
the amount of risk involved, the income of the borrower and the
controls
which can be placed over the borrowed funds or their uses.
Commercial banking
institutions set their time limits relative to these factors. Time limits
in the Credit Code seem artificial by comparison.

An example may suffice to show this. Assume a family with a gross income
of $300 a month wishes to buy a television set costing $240.
If the seller
adds an $18 carrying charge and demands a $30 down payment, the buyer
must
pay $19 a month to complete the purchase in twelve months.
Assume further
that the family can apply $10 each month toward the purchase
of this set.
A
twelve-month limit will cause a family to do one of three things: (1)
buy a
cheaper set; (2) save for two years and pay cash; (3)
agree to pay $19 a
month and either skimp on family necessity or go into default shortly.
Yet
to buy the same set on time over a two-year period will cost
no more than
$10 a month with a very slight increase in down
payment than that required
for the one-year period. The above situation calls for
a two-year credit
period rather than a one-year period with a renewal permitted.
It is not necessary to cite a lengthy example in connection with
a
fifteen-year loan except to point out that to finance a home built to last
30 years in fifteen is to cause a number of prospective homeowners to pause
and perhaps continue to be among the ill-housed.

Inadequacies of Administration of the Credit Program
First, considering the relationship between the two entities, it is
unwise to have the Bureau of Indian Af fairs (a trustee,
a government agency)
administer a program financed by the Confederated Tribes (the beneficiary,
the administered). A trustee's responsibility includes
the maintenance and
preservation of the assets entrusted to his care; as a result he enters only
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those situations which offer a minimum of risk. Any credit program for the
Confederated Tribes must perforce consider all sorts of risks ranging from
the very safe to the quite risky.
These two points of view become contradictory as soon as a position of minimum risk is passed. Either one or the
other should handle the program totally.
While the credit aims of both the Tribes and the Bureau of Indian Affairs
should be similar, the responsibilities that should have been the Tribes are
not the responsibilities which have been assumed by the Bureau of Indian
Affairs in its administration of the program. The Bureau of Indian Affairs
and the Tribes would both have been in a much better position had the Bureau
of Indian A,f fairs aided initially in the formulation of a sound credit code,
and subsequently, exercised control through audit and review (anterior) procedures.
Secondly, the surplus amount referred to above in connection with the
summary account is misleading. The financial reporting with respect to the
credit fund takes only part of the incomes and expenses into account. Other
incomes and expenses are accounted for but only in connection with other
Tribal operations. Over the past five years (ending with 30 June 1960), for
example, the surplus has increased by $24,233.00 according to the present
method of accounting.
If all cost and expense were to be taken into account
the surplus should have been decreased by $53,954.00. While the data are
accurately kept, their method of presentation is misleading, and is a hindrance rather than a help to sound administration.
Also, only lately apparently, has serious consideration been given to
enforced collection procedures.
It is doubtful that at present they are
rigorously employed.
It is not in doubt, however, that they should have been
employed rigorously in the past.
These procedures are an integral part of
any credit program. They buttress the trust and confidence relationship that
underlies credit.
If the promises on neither side of the borrower-lender
relationship are kept, the program becomes undermined, and, as is the case
here, some of the Tribal members are benefitting at the expense of the many.
If credit is to be granted by reason of relationship rather than according
to standards applicable to all, then it is no longer credit, but subsidy.

Recommendations and Conclusions
Change

The credit program has undergone a number of changes since its inception.
Whereas it had once included in-kind (barter) loans, it is now completely on
a money basis.
It has increased in size.
It has changed from Bureau of Indian
Affairs sponsorship to Tribal sponsorship. Its users have been becoming more
educated to and experienced in credit financing. However, these changes have
come about as responses and reactions. Further change is necessary and,
basically, it should be based upon control by the Confederated Tribes of a
program that fits present needs of Tribal borrowers and which is elastic enough
to meet future needs.
Control rather than response, elasticity rather than
rigidity, meeting of needs rather than the satisfaction of desires should
characterize an adequate Tribal credit program. Different courses of action
with respect to change are discussed below.
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Courses of Action
The first course of action is to continue the program as is. This is,
at best, an interim solution for, if the progam is to continue, the revisions requested by the Bureau of Indian Affairs will have to be made. The
proposed revisions are concerned more with effect than with cause, since
they would not eliminate the basic inadequacies Of the program
At best
their effect would be to limit oans to crédit-users who would be the least
troublesome both as to risk and repayment.
Such a curtailment of the cr.dit
program would be so drastic as to negate its basic and necessary purposes.
This course of action is not recommended.
A. second course of action would be to discontinue the loan program completely.
Loans presently outstanding could be serviced by the Tribes until

repaid, but any new borrowers would be referred to commercial banking facilities off of the Reservation. This alternative has much to commend it.
Tribal members are no longer entirely unfamiliar with credit methods.
Commercial facilities are not inconvenient. The objectives set forth in the
Credit Code can largely be achieved without any artificial aid. However, it
is to be noted that such a sharp, drastic transition as would be entailed
might well be too severe for members of the Tribes to accomplish without
serious disruption of their lives and activities.
The third and fourth courses of action are variants of the second.
These involve the same cessation of lending activities as they are now conducted but would aid the worthy borrower who could not obtain off-Reservation
financing. There are two accepted practices in this regard. One, the third
course, would be for the Tribes to continue their credit program for extreme
or unusual risks only. Of course, leniency, not subsidy is implied here.
It is not a part of this alternative that loans made under these circumstances
would become gifts. The other variant, the fourth course, would be for the
Tribe to guarantee in whole or in part marginal and special (educational)
loans.
Again, this would be occasioned only by the refusal of commercial
credit grantors to make such a loan on any other terms.
A fifth course of action would be for the Tribes to thoroughly investigate all sources of credit available to members. This investigation should
cover the whole range of credit: business and personal, short-term to longterm, farm and non-farm.
It would involve gaining familiarity with small
loan companies and banks, with state and federal loan programs for veterans,
with state and federal loan programs for agriculture, with federal programs
for small business, etc. With a knowledge of these credit devices and agencies a referral office could be set up and prospective Tribal borrowers sent
to the appropriate source of credit.
A, sixth course of action would be for the Confederated Tribes to fund
a program to be administered by a commercial bank, wholly or almost so, according to its normal lending practices.
Once the terms of such a contract
were agreed to, the administration of this fund by the bank would have to be
free of interference by the Tribe. This is an alternative which should be
given serious consideration.
it would be complementary to the recommendations
about farm credit and planning discussed in the Agricultural Economics report.
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It is feasible and practical. Certainly it should overcome the conditions
which lead to the charge that the current credit program is inadequately
formulated and poorly administered.

A seventh course of action would be the establishment on the Reservation
of credit organizations, formed and operated in compliance with acceptable
procedures, whose operations would be subject to audit and review. These
would include among other, credit unions, savings and loan associations, small
business investment corporations. This type of organization permits of a
small beginning and a limitation in size ,well within foreseeable Tribal requisites.
Of extreme importance is the fact that the procedures of these organizations must be uniformly applied to all borrowers regardless of the risk or
relationship. One of the shortcomings of the present credit program has come
about from a reluctance to deal properly with a loan which has had, as one
of its intangible factors, a kinship problem. This would be obviatedif the
type of credit organization proposed here were operative. Not only w6uld the
procedures forbid it but the operational reviews would bring to light any
non-compliance of this sort. Assistance is available in beginning tlese organizations.
It is available in sufficient variety and it would answer a
variety of credit needs.
Such programs invite participation by individuals
rather than groups. They permit employment of professional financiers, and
would provide jobs for Tribal members. They permit a group organization that
is not Tribal in nature. They are not hard to form or operate.
They overcome the awkwardness, the inefficiencies and the kinship problems of the
current program.
it is recommended that this final alternative be given the
greatest consideration.

Inconclusion, it is perhaps in order to proffer here advice on several
Information and business-seeking requests about programs discussed
above should be addressed to that company or organization which is in a position to consider the situation and give a definitive answer. Where, for
example, a Tribal credit program involving home financing requiring several
millions of dollars might, because of its size or complexity, be strange and
unfamiliar to a small local bank, the Tribes should then seek out financial
institutions of a size and reputation commensurate with the task. If this
means dealing with organizations outside the immediate vicinity, even outside
of Oregon, then it should be done.
points.

Another point has to do with the legal requirements that are part-andparcel of any borrower-lender relationship. The legalities of a loan are
usually available to ensure or enforce eventual payment. One legal means
should be as good as any other if both achieve the same end.
More specifically, a problem found in connection with Indian borrowers
where allotted land is involved is the fact that a default can cause title
and fee to go over to the bank. The land in question then becomes taxable
by the state and could be transferred to a non-Indian by the bank. This provision allows the bank, through foreclosure and sale, to recoup the amount
lent in the case of default.
Essentially, it is a security device. However,
it can be offset by another security device which would not have as a result
the transfer of land into fee land.
Quite simply, the Tribes could guarantee
(act as co-signer) loans where the fee-title situation would be a possibility
and thus prevent Reservation lands from becoming alienated.
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Another legality which should be seriously considered is the long-term,
e.g., ninety-nine year, lease. The present land tenure situation on the
Reservation has a number of draw-backs, not the least of which involves
credit.
Present regulations are designed to inhibit the transfer of land
to non-enrolled Indians or non-Indians.
In particular, land assignments
cause difficulty when the land is to be used as collateral for a debt, i.e.,
mortgaged.
Experience elsewhere has shown that a long-term lease can be
considered for all practical purposes the equivalent of a title in fee, at
least for credit security purposes. It also suffices to keep the title within
the eventual control of the lessor.
Especially in the case of homes the
long-term lease as a substitute for a home assignment may well offer real
advantages to Tribal members in securing credit.
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INDUSTRIAL AND BUSINESS LOCATION
by

Alexander N. Davidson, M.B.A., LL.B.

Introduction

The attraction of new business to the Reservation would essentially
serve two goals: (1) an increase in the goods and services available
locally, and (2) an increase in the number of jobs available. Generally,
these can be accomplished by a more intensive, more productive, and more
varied use of both the human and the physical resources now found on
the Reservation than is now the case.
It will, however, require an
increase in technical knowledge and ability on the part of the Reservation' s population.

An increase in goods and services may well have to be financed,
and this, therefore, could be a mechanism for transforming excess Tribal
monies into economic facilities. While the cutting of more timber could
provide more jobs and a larger income for the Tribes, this is not necessarily the most economic way of achieving those ends. Wherever possible,
the Reservation economy should be developed so as to make use of new
processes, produce new products, and supply better services rather than
intensifying the present situation by a more profligate exploitation of
the timber resource.

Particular Considerations

There are several factors which will determine and themselves be
enhanced by the Reservation's future economic growth. The first of these
is business leadership.
Given training and motivation, the leadership
will be found increasingly within the Reservation -- a dividend, so to
speak, of economic growth. To the extent that local talent is not sufficient or adequate, leadership can be recruited elsewhere. Where this is
necessary, it should be planned to use outside leadership as much as a
training mechanism for potential local leaders as for control and direction.
The second factor is a recognition of the effect of social and
political conditions upon an economy. Economic growth is fostered in
beneficial fashion by social (community) harmony and political stability.
Neither of these should be confused with complacency and acquiescence.
The third factor is a definite recognition of what economic growth
is to be encouraged, and to what degree it is to be encouraged. For
example, should the primary concern be the cutting and sale of logs?
Should complete conversion from the tree in the forest to finishedwall
paneling be the primary concern? How much consideration should be given
to small service and retail establishments?
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The fourth of these is the understanding that economic growth does
not continue indefinitely, and therefore., a planned, controlled rate of
economic activity is to be preferred over an artificial or forced rate
of change.
Two other factors related to those above should be mentioned. The
first is the requirement that a program for economic change will have a
much better chance of success if the change is controlled. By control
is meant organization and direction, not inelastic guidance and rigid
administration. Economic change that is based on factual knowledge of
resources, efficient methods, and reasonable goals is much better than
an economy that is either too rigid or too pliable. The former will
accomplish more with much less waste in resources, both human and natural,
than can the latter.
The second related factor is a realization of the importance of the
long-term point of view. The long-term approach is based on a moderate
but continuing growth rather than on intermittent spurts of ostentatious
activity.
The consideration and application of the above factors will permit
stability -- stable growth, stable investment, stable employment of men
and materials. These are desirable for they produce social as well as
monetary dividends. Among these dividends will be the training of
leaders, the development of skills and crafts, and the recognition of
these leaders and skills. Stable growth is sustained growth; it is not
necessarily slow growth but is the sort that allows for changes to be
met without undue disruption or alarm.

Business Location Requirements
General

There are both major and minor factors to be accounted for in the
selection of a business location. These will vary in importance according
to whether the business is manufacturing or non-manufacturing, service or
retail, and according to the volume of business activity. Data with
respect to these factors should be gathered by the Confederated Tribes
and maintained in current condition for they apply in attracting enterprises
to locate on the Reservation as well as financing Indian-owned businesses.
The factors include criteria that are applicable in either case.
Factors in Business Locations
The following factors will not in and of themselves result in the
location of business on the Reservation or elsewhere. It is rather a
question of whether a particular and required combination will be attractive to a particular business.
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Materials:
Types, sites and distances from the place of
use are basic location factors. The condition in which they
are available, i.e., raw, semi-processed, finished, is of
importance to the potential user.
Labor: The supply of labor is another basic factor.
The
character, the skills, the mobility, the dependability of labor,
are just as important as a statement of the numbers available.

Transportation:
The proximity of the prospective location
to rail, water, highway and air transportation must be known.
The rate structure, not in detail but in general, is very
important. The quality of service available, i.e., the
frequency and capacity, must be known.
Market:
The marketing area and ease of access to it are
essential data. Kinds of marketing channels and character
of purchasers are two questions that should be anticipated.

Fuel, Power and Water: The types of fuel and power should
be classified as to volume available, the quality available,
and the rate structure. Water should be classified as to
quality, quantity, and delivered cost.

Additional location factors, usually of lesser importance than those
above, are:
Climate:

suitability, effect on costs;

State and Local Tax Structure:
State and Local Laws:

reasonableness, trend;

zoning, building codes;

Living Conditions: availability and types of housing,
recreation facilities, schools and hospitals, services;
Site Conditions:

acreage, foundation, pollution, cost;

Local Inducements:
Local Services:

low-cost land;

banking, repair, supply.

An industrial firm would very likely require information on all the
factors listed above. A non-industrial firm presents much less of a
problem in site location. The wholesale or retail firm typically involves
a much smaller investment, a smaller payroll, and has much more of a
local character. Some of the same points apply, however. Nearness to
supply and nearness to markets are applicable, as is adequate transportation. The requirements for power, fuel and water differ sharply from
industrial considerations.
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Some points peculiar to the distributive businesses are different.
These would include the nature of customer traffic, character of the
neighborhood served, nearness to competitors, and location of service
establishments. Regardless of the type of business and regardless of
its origin, these points in combination must be considered.
Business Location Factors on the Reservation

It issuggested above that the Reservation area has certain assets
which should be cataloged in detail as a condition precedent to business
location.
Some of these will be discussed below. It is not the object
of this particular section to serve as this catalog, but to discuss
these assets in a general way to serve as background for the conclusions
that will be drawn.
Materials: There are three significant raw materials
available. The first, and by far the most important, is
the timber. The second is cattle, and the third is the
crops currently produced.
Labor:
The supply of labor as would be expected from the
size of the population has several limitations. One of
these is size, approximately 420 at the time of this
writing, including both men and women.
In general, this
labor force would be classified as largely unskilled.
Another lack is undependability (see Employment Report).

Transportation:
U. S. Highway 26 traverses the Reservation
and any location near to it would be well served by truck
transportation.
There is a deficiency in rail transportation
as the nearest rail head is at Madras. The nearest airport,
also at Madras, does not have scheduled service.
There is
no water transportation nearer than the Columbia River.
Market: Fortunately, the largest resource, the timber, once
converted into boards is not limited to a local market.

Fuel, Power and Water: There are no fuels such as coal or
natural gas available on the Reservation. There are numerous
water sources and their quality, quantity, and point of delivery
are discussed elsewhere (see Volume IV: Water Resources).
Electric power is available in part with a preference from the
Portland General Electric Company generating stations on the
Reservation periphery.
Climate: No undue hazard or undue effect on cost would be
anticipated from the local weather.

State and Local Tax Structure: The Oregon state tax structure
is reputedly a deterrent to business. The local tax structure
at present is nonexistent.
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State and Local Laws: State laws in areas other than taxation
are reputed to be fair and up-to-date. Local laws as with the
local tax structure are an unknown quantity.
Living Conditions: For the present, a plant employing labor
not already residing on the Reservation would have to consider
a commuting labor force.

Vacant land is certainly available but there
Site Conditions:
is no knowledge of the technical problems such as foundation
soils.
Local Inducements: What could or would be desired or offered
as an inducement is unknown. At the least, low-cost sites
could be important.
Local Services: The nearest local services would be found
at Madras and would be somewhat limited.

The Present Situation

The businesses presently on the Reservation are as follows, according
to location.
At Agency

One service station, and one grocerygeneral mercantile retail store.

Near Simnasho

One pine sawmill with a two-shift
capacity of some 22,000MBF. This mill
is not a complete conversion mill, and
may be described as a "green-.end" mill.

At the junction
of The Deschutes
River and U. S.
Highway 26

On the Reservation there may be found a
service station, a restaurant, and an
This mill has
integrated pine sawmill.
a two-shift capacity of some 36,000MBF,
and can carry its operations into a planer
mill and dry kilns. Just across the river
(not on Reservation land), there is a small
complex consisting of a service station, a
cafe, a grocery store, a motel, and a trailer
court.

Additionally, the Confederated Tribes now offer services which could
be commercialized, and which illustrate a point that will be made later.
These services,which are really subsidized conveniences, include a selfoperated laundry and auto repairs (at the Tribal garage).
It could be said of any one of the above that it was started in response
Inasto an indicated need rather than in fulfillment of a planned program.
much as the situation changes very slowly, a reasonable conclusion is that
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the indicated needs, particularly the short-run needs, are being met.
Therefore, any future changes should be programmed and not based on
desire or vague wants.
Of f the Reservation, there are no industries that have any direct
effect on the resident Tribal population due largely to the lack of
nearby industry. There are one or two exceptions to this remark but
they are of minimal account.

The off-Reservation consumer trading area which takes in the PortlandThe Dalles-Bend triangle does have an effect. As transportation is no
problem, buying trips off the Reservation are common, and may have set a
pattern that could be hard to change. The most used retail area is the
city of Madras. All the standard consumer suppliers and services are
located there. There are no data to measure the effect of Reservation
business on and within the trading area. It is no doubt substantial,
particularly nearby, but probably not determinative. The withdrawal of
Indians as customers would undoubtedly affect volume but probably would
not affect the continued existence of any but those that are marginal
anyway.
If these conjectures are correct, then similar businesses
attracted to the Reservation would be marginal within the present
parameters.

Prospects and Conclusions
General

No great change in business prospects seems likely in the near
Nor does it seem likely that any immediate change which will
take place will vary much from what is currently found. None the less,
planning for the business future should continue in the same farsighted,
intelligent spirit that prompted the present survey. As a starting
point the Reservation's business values, both negative and positive,
both tangible and intangible, should be cataloged with special attention
paid to those factors referred to above. This may help heighten an
awareness of the advantages and disadvantages of increased business
activity. It may help Tribal leaders in their efforts to point out to
Tribal members the shortcomings in the superficial notion that any business
venture successful elsewhere will achieve success on the Reservation.
future.

Planning in this area should also make the authorities aware of
developments which should take place whether or not business activity is
immediately involved. Consideration should be given presently to local
zoning and platting laws to insure that they are adequate, up-to-date,
coordinated, and comprehensive.
It is essential that correct patterns
for land utilization be concerned with residential and public areas as
well as industrial and commercial.
Possible Directions

Future planning for business location can ignore wholesaling and
warehousing functions and, probably, many of the various types of
retailing operations. As of now, local population seems adequately
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served by the Madras retailer and the local general store. However, a
Reservation shopping center is distinctly a future possibility as the
result of population growth (see Population Report, Volume I). No great
immediate change is predicted due to the currently small population and
the somewhat limited range of consumer demand.

However, there are several lines of business which should be given
consideration as distinct and reasonable possibilities for the immediate
future, First of these was just mentioned: substitution of a private
business for the services now offered by the Tribe. The second of these
could take in any one of service-retailing businesses: barber shop,
laundry, dry cleaning and pressing shop, etc. The shops might make use
of skills acquired under vocational training programs. The Confederated
Tribes could aid the establishment of the small businesses and gradually
withdraw its aid as circumstances permitted. The aid could take the
form of a low-cost site, freedom from fees, or even take the form of an
interest-free loan.
Another line of business could be the formation of a group purchasing
arrangement. This would require more investigation and more business
knowledge and acumen than that required for the service retailers, but
In effect, a "discount house"
probably would not require much investment.
operating with no inventory but from catalogs. It could serve as an
introduction to a purchasing cooperative, and subsequently, to a marketing
cooperative. It might well be run, in its early stages, under the sponsorship of or in conjunction with a local merchant.
A third line of business could be the formation of banking services
such as a savings and loan association or a credit union. These would
require a much more sophisticated level of knowledge and experience but
certainly would fill a need that is presently enmeshed in the Tribal
credit program.
It is highly unlikely in the foreseeable future that light industry
which has no connection with either forestry, ranching, or some other
Reservation resource will locate on the Reservation. This is so even
It cannot offer
though the Reservation can offer sites, water, and power.
But, a particular cira market, a labor force, or heavy transportation.
cumstance such as defense plant dispersal or a change of circumstance,
such as a railroad spur extension,might cause light industry to locate.
The only other likely reason that might cause unconnected, light
The use
industry to locate would be the inducement of Tribal financing.
of Tribal funds to finance enterprises is desirable but industry that is
attracted largely for that reason is very apt to be speculative, high-risk
This is not a
industry that is not able to get financed elsewhere.
prospect that is easily commended.
Light industry that complements current activities should be given
every consideration. A fairly large feed and grain business offering
other agricultural products could be a distinct asset. Activities peri(These latter are
pheral to the major logging effort are quite feasible.
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discussed in detail in the Forestry Reports.) It is not likely that heavy
industry different from that now operating will locate on the Reservation.
Need for Caution
It cannot be emphasized too heavily that any business effort must be
based on facts and knowledge. A condition precedent to business establishment is an investigation of the need for the business, its proposed
mode of operation and its prospects for the future.
In short, an investigation of the reasons why the business is necessary. The haste that seems
prevalent in American business usually turns out on investigation to be in
connection with minor matters; this haste is part of the aura and form
rather than being substantive.
Inquiries were made by the Survey into three separate kinds of business
situations.
Two were based primarily on wishes voiced by various of the
Tribal members. These three taken together involved three levels of
activity in three different areas: retailing, service, and industrial.

The first was an inquiry into the feasibility of constructing complete
motel accommodations within the confines of the Reservation, somewhere
along Highway 26. Opinions were sought from two experts, both of whom
were familiar with the area. Neither predicted any success for this type
of operation, pointing out that travelers move from community point to
community point. For example, travelers leaving from Portland would be
more likely to stay at Bend where there are alternate accommodations,
stores, and recreation. A Reservation motel would be useful in the opinion
of these experts only (1) as an emergency stopping place, or (2) as an
accommodation in connection with some other attraction (e.g., the hot
springs), or (3) if it fitted the travel pattern, which it does not, It was
also pointed out that an adequate motel in the Northwest would cost a
minimum to construct of $6,000 per unit with a more likely figure being
$10,000.
It was also pointed out that the bulk of the tourist traffic
on Highway 26 is summertime traffic, leaving an expensive installation such
as this an extreme liability during the off-tourist season.
The second was an inquiry into the feasibility of constructing and
locating a service station somewhere along Highway 26, perhaps, but not
necessarily, in conjunction with the proposed motel.
Inquiries were made
of the service station location executive at the northwest regional office
of a major oil marketing company. The executive questioned was quite
familiar with the Reservation situation, present locations with service
stations in the area, highway traffic pattern and the potential. He
considered any new service station at best a marginal operation, pointing
out that neither the present population nor the traffic pattern could
support another gasoline and lubricant retailer.
In short, some of the
reasons that applied to the motel situation also applied to the service
station.
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A third type of inquiry was made with respect to industrial developFirst, a large integrated forest products corporation was contacted
for their viewpoint on participation with the Confederated Tribes in
various stages of the forest products industry. The general results are
contained in the Forest Utilization Report.
ment.

Second, several privates state and federal agencies were contacted
for information and opinions about the possibilities for attracting new
(See the Appendix for a list of these
industry to the Reservation.
That is, nothing could be taken
agencies.) The results were negative.
from any of the discussions that would indicate a significant probability
of industry locating on the Reservation. Furthermore, the State of
Oregon is itself competing quite vigorously for new industry. Therefore,
exceptional inducements would likely be necessary to attract new industry
to the Reservation. These would likely have to be disproportionate, and
thus especially subject to the warnings expressed earlier.
Aid Available

The agencies listed in the appendix to this report will be extremely
helpful in planning business and industrial location. A central note
In almost
in this report has been the need for knowledge and planning.
any aspect in which there is unfamiliarity or lack of knowledge, Tribal
officials will find aid available from one or more of various sources.
In addition to making use of the groups mentioned in the appendix, Tribal
officials could also make use of the Office of Area Development, U. S.
Department of Commerce.
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APPENDIX
SOURCES CONTACTED DURING SURVEY

Industrial developmentdepartments of the following:
First National Bank of Oregon
United States National Bank of Portland
Portland General Electric Company
Pacific Power and Light Company
Crown Zellerbach Corporation
Tidewater Oil Corporation

Portland Chamber of Commerce
Oregon State Motor Association
Oregon Motor Court Association
Oregon Planning and Development Commission
Small Business Administration
Bureau of Indian Affairs - Portland Area Office
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The Present Situation
The Regional Economy

The economy in and around the Reservation is comprised almost wholly
of agriculture and forestry. Measured by dollar return, the emphasis on
the Reservation is primarily on forestry. Agriculturally, the emphasis
is largely on cattle raising with crop raising being secondary. While there
are two sawmills on the Reservation and a plywood mill at Madras, there
are practically no other manufacturing or wholesale distribution activities
taking place within an employment-commuting distance of the Reservation
communities. Madras is the nearest locality offering employment in other
than forestry and agriculture, specifically local retailing, and the
service functions necessary to supply the area. The only other source of
employment found in the area is in government or Tribal service.
Tribal Service

Job patterns mirror the regional economy: Tribal members are employed
in forestry operations, in agriculture, and in government or Tribal service.
Forestry operations provide both mill and logging employment, agriculture
provides both farm and ranch employment, and government service can be had
both with the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Tribal administrative unit.
A small proportion of jobs in the regional economy could be classified as
skilled. At best, most are semiskilled. Types of jobs available are those
which would be expected. Logging jobs range from choker-setter to heavy
equipment operators. Jobs in log conversion plants range from janitor to
sawyer.
Commercial enterprises have varied jobs involving clerical help,
store clerks, service men, etc. Government service is largely clericaladministrative.
Available Labor Force
The Reservation's labor force in the spring of 1960 totalled 419
employed, 230 men and 189 women. In age none were less than "young adult."
The majority were filling jobs which would be classed as unskilled to
semiskilled. Only a few exhibited skills comparable to journeyman in a
craft. At that time, the hourly wage rates ranged from $1.55 for unskilled
males to $2.29 for skilled males. These in themselves are indicative of
the skill-levels of the jobs. The majority of these people were grade and
high school educated with only a few having received any education, including
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vocational training, beyond these levels.
time were:

The major employers at that

Warm Springs Lumber Company
Dahi Pine, Inc.
Jefferson Plywood Company
Confederated Tribes
Bureau of Indian Affairs, U.S. Department of the Interior
An informal survey of jobs held by Tribal members was made in the
late summer of 1960 (see Table I).
With the exception of the self-employed,
and with the exception of some of the Tribal administrative employees, none
of the jobs were managerial in character or responsibility.
Attitudes

In general employers found Tribal members quite acceptable employees
in terms of the level of the skill required, most of their job attitudes,
and their ability to get along with fellow employees. One repeated criticism by employers was thatTribal members were undependable in job attendance, as a group, and had a higher rate of absenteeism than other groups.
Two of the employers contacted found the Indians to be the equal of other
groups in all respects. One employer indicated a definite preference for
Indian personnel.
Both said that job absenteeism was a problem but that
it could be corrected and had been.
It may well be that differences in
the attitudes of employers affects the performance of their Indian employees.
It would appear that given the proper spur and a commensurate reward, the
Indian worker will earn his money.

No inquiries were made of Indian employees in connection with their
attitudes.
It might be suggested inferentially that the Indian worker
going into an unfamiliar situation would be shy, uncertain of himself,
and quick to remove himself from the job if he felt unequal to it. It can
also be suggested that the Indian attitude will change if the employer
attitude is one of respect and high expectation.

Suggestions for the Future
Changes

It is doubtful that the regional economy will undergo any major
changes in the foreseeable future. More likely the changes will be those
of degree, that is, more intensive use of timber lands, more complete onsite conversion of forest products, more suitable land uses. Along with
these will go the advances in technology that have been prevalent throughout the U.S. economy. The most immediate change in the laborforce will
be a great increase in numbers.
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TABLE

I

JOBS HELD BY TRIBAL MEMBERS, SUMMER 1960

Total

Employees:
Agriculture (ranching)3/
Forestry (logging and mill)1/
Administrative and misc.2/

Self-employed:
Agriculture3/

Male

Female

5

5

--

24

85

24
51

34

114

80

34

290

145

145

Additional data bearing on the employment situation follow below.
These give the estimated number of enrolled male tribal members in the
20-64 age group (the available labor force) sited on the Reservation:
Year

Number on Reservation

1965
1970
1975

242
300
370

1/ Total forestry jobs available in the local economy approximate
275 on a conservative basis as follows:
Foremen
Semiskilled
Unskilled

15
35
225
275

2/ Any calculation as to administrative and miscellaneous jobs available
is extremely tentative.
3/ The 290 job total is based on 97 farms engaged in agriculture at
present.
The number of farms in the future, as a recommended figure,
will range from 67 to 89 with consequent decrease in employment required.
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In a limited sense, the employment problem for Tribal members in
the future will not greatly differ from what it is today. There are at
present more jobs in the regional economy than there are Warm Springs
males in the labor force. This imbalance will probably hold true for
some time to come. The mere matching of numbers is in no way related
to the matching of man and job.
It cannot be assumed that employers
will offer every available job to an Indian or that the jobs available
will be satisfactory to or sought after by the Indian. To the greatest
extent possible, Tribal members will have to be provided with requisite
and motivations if they are to be able to get and hold jobs in
the local economy and elsewhere.

skills

Recommendations

Increased employment will be grounded in education, not only education for its own sake, but education to provide the
that are
needed locally and to provide skills that can be used anywhere. Education
can also bring with it an uplift in spirit and a change in attitude that
will count for as much as betterment of skills. The Confederated Tribes
will have as their responsibility the job of determining the various skills
that will be needed to maintain and improve the Reservation economy.
Further, the Tribes will have to make these needs known to the enrolled
members and wherever possible, provide the proper guidance so that these
are attained by the Tribal members.
It will be the responsibility
of the members, on the other hand, if they believe that maintenance of
the Reservation is worthwhile, to fit themselves with the skills required.

skills

skills

In addition, it might be well if the Tribes were to conduct an
inquiry into the potential employment situations that exist in the Reservation area. It is quite reasonable, for example, to assume that the
Madras bank would consider an Indian applicant for any job openings it
may have. The Tribes could perform a valuable service in acting as an
employment agency for jobs off the Reservation. This would relate very
closely to educational planning (see Volume II: Education) because job
inquiries will certainly indicate the necessity for particular skills.
Inasmuch as the Tribes make a great contribution to the regional
economy, it should be reasonable to assume that they can share in some of
the benefits they help to create. As a matter of fact, the Tribes could
well afford to go beyond a survey of available employment.
Consideration
should be given to the inclusion in the Tribal administration of a
Placement Office. This office could combine the functions of an employment agency with those of job counselling and job training. Some of
these functions could be correlated with those of the proposed educational
director (see Volume II:
Education).

None of the recommendations made above will really be of much force
and effect unless the per capita payments are handled in a fashion different
from the present fashion.
If it is thought that gainful employment has any
benefits,it must be realized that none of these will be obtained so long as
there is an alternate way to provide for subsistence. Without attempting
to discuss the benefits flowing from the per capita system, suffice it to
say that the effect on employment is deadly and enervating. The choice
between the two should recognize the inadequacy over the long run of the
per capita system.
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MANAGEMENT OF TRIBAL AFFAIRS

by

Alexander N. Davidson, M.B.A., LLB.

Present Control Over Indian Affairs
Introduction

This report is a discussion of some of the administrative mechanisms by which the Confederated Tribes govern and manage their affairs
on the Reservation. It is based on the assumption which underlies
the survey as a whole, namely that the Confederated Tribes want to
and will in the future assume greater control of their affairs.
Accordingly, shortcomings in the existing system are noted and discussed
and recommendations are made for changes which should strengthen Tribal
administration to make it more adequate for the tasks it will face.
Traditional Situation

Historically, the internal organization and administration of an
Indian community was quite loose and indistinct when judged by contemporary standards. There was very little the Indian could do to
control his physical environment or the forces, real and imaginary,
which he dealt with in his normal activity. In the main, he could
but adapt to them. and normally he was responsive to the environmental
controls which were ever present. By such accounts as exist, group
management usually resided in a council of Tribal leaders. Age,
bringing with it experience and knowledge, was often considered a major
factor in determining leadership.
But, by and large, the individual
Indian was not subject to a formal, codified system of law, order, or
government.
The Current Situation

A mixture of controls involving powers of government and control
of property yet exists on the Reservation. It is a mixture in the
sense that it is composed of an external control, viz., the Bureau of
Indian Affairs and an internal control, viz., the Confederated Tribes
of the Warm Springs Reservation of Oregon. This latter is a federal
corporation chartered in 1938 under the provisions of the WheelerHoward Act of 1934 (the so-called Indian Reorganization Act). It
constitutes both a body politic and corporate, and gives to the Confederated Tribes a large measure of self-control, permitting them to
exercise functions not previously performed or performed by the Department of the Interior and permits them also to secure "assured economic
independence". The management of this corporation was vested in a
Tribal Council which was charged with the exercise of certain powers
enumerated in the corporate charter, the Tribal constitution and bylaws.
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The granted powers can be divided broadly into two areas: selfgovernment and economic self-determination. Regarding self-government,
little power was provided for social services such as health, education,
welfare, social security, etc. Power was provided over such matters in
this realm as the admission to Tribal membership, domestic relations,
disposition of property at death, the limited administration of law and
order, etc.
The economic powers granted permit the Tribal Council, in something
of a one-sided fashion, to manage Indian properties, both real and
personal. For example, acquisition and continued management of real
property is permissible but the power to sell, mortgage, or lease is
either non-existent or sharply restricted.
While some very real powers were granted to the Confederated Tribes
and to the Tribal Council, they were not the powers that would permit or
allow for total self-government and total economic self-determination.
The external control is still quite strong because the responsibilities
borne by the Bureau of Indian Affairs in its administration of Indian
reservations are, under law, both grave and important.

An individual member of the Confederated Tribes presently can
manage his own affairs but with distinct limitations.
This is a
generalization to which a great many exceptions must be made, but it is
still more real than apparent. One reason for this is that there is
still much reaction itt the form of a response to outside influences
rather than control of them. This is so because in many respects, the
individual Indian cannot control, but must respond. In many ways, the
federal government is still paramount over the individual Indian, the
Confederated Tribes and communally-held property. This dominance
springs from, or has as a corollary, the government's responsibility
for the Indian, the Tribe, and the property. These responsibilities stem
from relationships between the federal government and the Confederated
Tribes and its members.
In some ways, the situation is analogous to the
guardian-ward relationship (which does not exist), and in other ways it
develops from the trustee-beneficiary relationship (which does exist).
With these responsibilities there is liability for improper discharge of
the duties concomitant with them.
A direct consequence of this liability is a reluctance to transfer
responsibility and a reluctance to permit untrained persons to undertake
the duties.
The Indian, therefore, is foreclosed to an extent from
developing an ability to manage his affairs. In the main, this is a
self-defeating process and a very expensive one. The reservation system
is itself expensive to maintain. Where, in some recent instances, the
federal government has ended the system, it has resulted in very expensive consequences for the Indians involved. Another consequence has been
the dearth of managerial talent to succeed federal officials. Were it
necessary at Warm Springs Reservation to replace government managers with
Indian managers on short notice, it could not be done.
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There are a few members of the Tribes who have proven their
managerial abilities but there is not a pool of available talent behind
them.
Neither is there in existence any organized plan to train and
produce administrative leaders and managers.

Management Requisites
Functions of Management
Essentially, management functions are decision-making and the
implementation of decisions. The first of these involves not only the
formulation of broad objectives and goals for the organization, but as
well, the basic planning necessary to carry out the objectives. The
second of these functions carries the planning stage to achievement by
indicating the specific work that has to be done. These functions are
the basic responsibilities of the leader of an organization.
Attributes of Management
Among the talents required of a successful manager are these:
the ability to conceive ideas; the ability to translate these ideas
into plans; and the skills to draft orders from these plans which are
clear and comprehensive to those who must execute the orders. At this
last stage a manager must have the ability to direct others in the
execution of orders, and the ability to assure himself that the execution
is properly carried out. Another sometimes overlooked function of management which requires talent of a manager is the training of others for
managerial posts.
Successful managers generally have the following qualifications.
First, a strong desire to be a manager. Second, a higher than average
intelligence accompanied by a degree of competence acquired through
either formal education or experience, and preferably both. Intellectual
and emotional maturity are necessary, for the manager must be able to
reason on the merits of a situation without regard to peripheral matters,
including personal and kin relationships. This maturity is also necessary so that the manager can accept proper criticism and benefit from it.
He must be a person of integrity and reliability and one who can
express himself clearly, orally and in writing. Along with this, he
must be able to recognize and bring out the same traits in others and
bring to the whole scene of operations a spirit of competence that is
contagious. Few managers have all these attributes completely, but
most have them in varying degrees.
Lack of Managerial Talent
These attributes are not now recognizable in sufficiency on the
Reservation. Undoubtedly, there are Tribal members who could meet these
requirements were the managerial environment such that they could be
encouraged and utilized.
(This situation is understandable in the light
of the cultural background and current environment of the Reservation's
peoples.)
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Traits exhibited by Tribal members seem at times almost contrary
to the necessary managerial characteristics discussed above. This
seems to be more evident in the execution stage than in the planning
stage. Tribal members are not without ability in formulation of ideas
and goals, but definite shortcomings are seen in the implementation of
these ideas. One significant shortcoming is laxity in translating
plans into action; often, they are dilatory to a marked degree. On
frequent occasion, it is because of an inability to reach a decision.
As a result, decisions are often forced by circumstance.
(Notice the
responsiveness, rather than the control.)

Another managerial inadequacy is the reluctance to disagree
formally at the managerial level.
In this connection, it is noteworthy that almost every decision of the Tribal Council is announced
as having been unanimous. This belies the situation and taxes credulity.
Although the policy-making process demonstrates marked inadequacies, the current process of implementation of policy is absolutely
contrary to sound managerial practice. Implementation of a decision is
rarely a thorough process. Methods are not thoroughly thought out.
Often they do not follow the original plan. Direction is rarely
forceful.
If the result is not what was planned, no one is brought to
account. Given this, organization to complete the job could not bring
out the best efforts of the people involved.

Again, while the reasons for this situation can be explained and
understood, it is definitely not adequate for acceptable levels of
managerial efficiency.

Suggestions for Future Control Over Indian Affairs
General

Basic to any change in control over Indian affairs are (1) education, and (2) the removal of some of the pressures that now inhibit
effective action. Unless education and training are instituted in
regard to management and the development of managers, none of the recommendations to be made herein will be of any use.
One of the causes of
the present situation is the fear of failure which the untrained person
very often has. Development of skills and talents does more than
transform an untrained person into a trained one; it transforms him
into an effective person.

Also there is much indication among the Tribal members that certain
pressures, e.g., the consequences of the system of per capita payments,
have effects which obscure and inhibit simple and effective plans to
relieve these and other pressures. For example, there seems to be great
reluctance to invest Tribal revenue in maintenance and improvement of
capital resources because of anticipated criticism from Tribal members
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who would view such investments not as an appreciation of the capital
asset, but simply as deductions from their per capita payments. This
reluctance seems to have spread to other aspects, many of which are
The net effect, of course, is that
in dire need of sound management.
virtually all of the revenue produced by the capital asset is consumed
by per capita payments.
Very little remains to be used either to
maintain those resources or to create new assets. From the standpoint
of sound management principles this does not make sense.
This does not portend an education and training program by which
every Tribal member would become a skilled executive. It does, however,
suggest that a program, formal or informal, of continuing evaluation be
instituted so that the inherent skills and abilities of each Tribal
member will be appreciated and amplified. By such a program, those who
exhibit managerial talent can be offered the opportunity to exercise
it on behalf of the Confederated Tribes.

Neither does this portend that Tribal members should be arbitrarily
cut off from the benefits which they now receive. It does mean, however,
that there are better ways to distribute the Tribal income than on the
present basis. The effects of the pressures of the present system have
very little to recommend it. What is needed is a system which achieves
agreed-upon objectives of revenue distribudon without the debilitating
results and pressures of the present per capita system.
These points are the beginnings of the changes which will be
necessary if effective management is to be instituted on the Reservation.
An educational program alone would, in time, bring with it some of the
other changes that should be made. However, it likely would not, by
itself, do so at a pace rapid enough to meet the growing needs on the
Reservation. The suggestions that follow could, if adopted and implemented, improve the Reservation management and bring it to desired
levels and standards.

No attempt will be made in this discussion to deal specifically with
the subject of education since this is done elsewhere (see Volume II:
Education). The discussion on suggested management changes that follows
will be divided into three parts: removal of pressures; short-run solutions;
It will be pointed out here and again later that
and long-run solutions.
short and long-run alternatives can be combined in several ways. It is
also pointed out that whatever combination will best serve the intended
purpose should be used. The division between the two which is made in
this report is merely for purposes of clarity and exposition.
Removal of Pressures
It is doubtful that any management plan would work smoothly and
efficiently on the Reservation if it were abruptly introduced in the near
future. Even the best of plans will fail unless there are prior preparations aimed toward the removal of untoward impediments.
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The most important of these obstacles is the present system of per
capita distribution of Tribal revenue. It is well understood that when
simply stated per capita payments are hard to criticize. When all that
is said of per capita distribution is that it is a method of returning
a share of the unrestricted net income of the Confederated Tribes to
enrolled members, it seems to be a perfectly reasonable system.
Yet, these payments are a source of concern which will become more
pressing with the passage of time. On examination the deliterious
effects of per capita payments become evident. One of these is a
disquieting lack of incentive to change the status quo which, when
critically examined, is not in itself very attractive for a majority
of Tribal members, Why change the status quo when an acceptable level
of income is achieved by forming a family unit and increasing it? There
seems to be not enough striving by not enough persons to increase their
incomes by earning the increase.
The kinds of self-reliance 'and ambition which will be increasingly needed on the Reservation will not be
developed under the, present system.
Consider, too, these facts. There is avery definite ceiling on
the amount of income that will be produced by Tribal assets. Population increase in coming years will cause each enrolled member to get
a smaller and smaller share of this income. A foreseeable consequence
when per capita incomes reach a low level is 'the demand that the Tribal
If division
assets be divided and distributed among those qualified.
comes to be thought of by a large number of people as the eventual
result, self-interest might well dictate division now when each person
would receive a larger share.

An alternative to this is to defer payment of this so-called
income, with the deferral to be accomplished by the investment of
current funds for a planned return in the future. To be equitable the
plan should include all presently enrolled Tribal members with allowance
being made for the expected population increase which, as pointed out
above, is not likely going to be matched by an equivalent increase in
assets. The plan should envision a degree of freedom for those in it,
permitting them to withdraw under stated conditions. It should also
envision a variation in the amounts of income to be deferred and a
setting of these variations within maximum and minimum limits. Differences in age and time of entry into such a plan should be taken into
account.

Payments under this plan would be made when the Tribal member had
reached a certain age, e.g., retirement as under an annuity plan, or
according to some other predetermined schedule. Provision should also be
made, however, to permit payment for other reasons such as hardship,
disability, and other pressing needs. A major benefit would be the
certainty with which the income received under the plan could be contemplated. Unlike per capita payments, deferred amounts are calculable.
An added advantage would be that the funds which would support a program
such as this could be invested in Tribal ventures, thus adding to the
Tribal assets.
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Actual handling of the plan could be done in any of several ways.
It could be turned over to a financial institution with experience in
these matters, such as a bank or an insurance company. It could be
operated by a board of Tribal members with the advice and guidance of
specialists in the deferred income field. It could be operated by a
combination of these two methods. Initially, the funds for this program could be taken from the Tribal funds that are now considered
restricted.
It would be added to, of course, by income from future
Tribal operations and by income from the invested assets themselves.
The form of the investment could be any one of several.
It might be
an annuity form. It might be in the form of the Tribal ventures referred
to above.
It could again be a combination.

In short, it is suggested that payments of Tribal income be deferred
and repaid according to a plan. The present system, a dividend system,
has almost nothing to commend it. Some form of delayed payment will
have financial benefit and social benefit, not the least of which will
be to relieve management of this persistent problem.
Another foreseeable obstacle or impediment to sound management is
the problem of ownership interests. The assets which produce the revenue
which is now distributed as per capita payments to enrolled members are
spoken of as "Tribal assets".
This is not strictly in accord with the facts
which are that the legal title to the timberlands, for example, is still
vested in the federal government, and probably will remain so as long
as governmental supervision continues. Regardless of the present or
future state of ownership, it is reasonable to consider that each enrolled
member has a pro rata interest in these assets without further defining
that interest.
Therefore, every change in population changes the interest of each
enrolled member. Elsewhere in this report, population forecasts are
made (see Population Report, Volume I). Under the present membershipcorporation concept, the interest of each person will vary inversely
with the population increase. It was remarked above that a very likely
effect of this relationship will be pressure to divide Tribal resources
before the individual shares become too small. Note that the pressure to
apportion the Tribal assets can come from a diminishing share in assets
(the principal) as well as a diminishing share in income.
Immediate consideration should be given to this and to the per capita
problem. A suggested solution is to limit the membership interests to
some number that is agreeable to the Tribal members. Each of these
interests could, in turn, be subdivided into some agreed-upon number
including no limit at all.
In the near future (probably within six to
eight years) the number of enrolled members will reach 2,000. Assuming
that the limitation take place at that point, each member would own (or
have as an interest) 1/2,000th of the Tribal assets. Any new addition

past that point would take his or her share from one or more of the
existing 2,000.
It might be well to consider more share units than the
number of enrolled members; in this way, a new enrollment could be brought
in equitably, up to a certain point.
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Voting on Tribal problems would take place on two levels. One level
would be within the unit itself, permitting fractional shareholders to
determine how the unit vote is to be cast. The other level would be with
respect to the units themselves, each of which should have a vote. Easy
transfer of fractional and whole units between enrolled members should
be permitted; the Tribes should also be permitted to acquire units to
settle heirship problems, buy out disgruntled members, etc. Some limitations might be placed on the number of units that could be acquired
by one member; also, some limitations might be placed on the total
number of votes that could be cast by one member.
These are not the only obstacles to sound management on the Reservation but they represent pressures that cause management to pause in
These are pressures that can be
its control of more important matters.
understood, can be recognized, and can be controlled. Unwillingness to
meet these problems reflects, at the least, an inability to manage in
general.

A Proposal for

Interim Management - The Action Committee

At time of writing no wholesale termination of Indian reservations
seems forthcoming in the near future but it is always best in planning
for the future to allow for any and all eventualities. In the meantime,
there
no reason why those aspects of the Reservation that give good
promise of becoming self-controlling should not be made so. In many
ways, the Confederated Tribes have made much progress toward self-control.
The people are alert, they are becoming educated and they are aware of the
course that events have taken. Add to this the fact that, as a people,
they are wealthy, plus the fact that they have taken steps to determine
what their resources are and can be, and it would seem reasonable to
expect that they can assume greater control over their own affairs with
the passage of time.
However, to do so, more exercise in the art of managing must be
undertaken soon. As an interim step it Is proposed that the management.
of the Confederated Tribes be divided into two levels. The first of
these, the Tribal Council, would be a contemplative, deliberating group
that would set goals and formulate the policies by which these goals
would be reached. Accompanying these tasks, the Council would have a
review function to determine that the goals it sets were being reached
and that the policies were being followed.
No change in the formation of makeup of the present Council is
suggested here. Neither is it suggested that the present method of
Council selection be changed.
what is suggested is that the Council change from a policyexecutive group to a purely policy-making group. As a purely policy
group, invested with ultimate control, it should restrict itself to the
determination of objectives and the setting of the courses of action
to be followed in achieving these objectives.
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The Council should not be concerned with the mundane performance
of duties and functions assigned to the administrative and operating
departments which execute the courses of action decided upon by the
Council. This will necessitate that the Council learn to use a device
which so far has been conspicuous by its absence; it must learn to
couple authority with responsibility and then not to interfere. The
Council must learn how to demand and read reports upon which it can
depend.
It must permit mistakes to be made and to realize that unanimity
is not synonomous with success.
Immediately below the Council in this suggested management change
Each
would be a group of committees, each consisting of three members.
committee would have a functional point of view; that is, each would
be concerned with one of the several Tribal functions, such as timber,
roads, education rather than, by contrast, activities that would cut
across all or a number of these functional areas. Note, too, that these
committees would resemble various of the currently standing committees,
a fact which should lend to an easy transition.
Within its functional area each committee would have the responsibility for short-term policy and the successful and decisive execution
of that policy. Decisions reached by the committees should be majority
decisions rather than unanimous decisions, for effective and vigorous
opposition is needed to maintain successful management. These committees
would be the highest level of executive management; that is, at this
point activity in the operation and administration of Tribal affairs
would begin to take place. Again, it is to be noted that the Council
would be a deliberative, policy-making, rather than an executive, body.
If all the committee members were also Council members, the whole
point of this two-level management scheme would be lost. To do so would
be to negate the distinction between policy and execution which must be
On the other hand, it is often awkward and difficult to
maintained.
describe an objective or a policy without a discussion of the reasons
that lie behind the objective or the policy. To link the action
committee with the policy group to forestall this difficulty, it is
suggested that one member of each committee be a Tribal Council member.
Another member should be a Tribal member who is not on the Council but
who has an interest in, knowledge of, or experience with the particular
committee's sphere of action, If nothing else, this person should
receive training while a committee member.
It has been pointed out elsewhere that there is a lack of technical
experience which militates against effectiveness. To overcome this, it
is suggested that the third member of the committee be a non-Tribal
The persons best fitted at present are employees of the
specialist.
flowever, if Bureau policy should prevent its
Bureau of Indian Affairs.
employees from such participation they should at the least be ex officio
members of such committees serving, in effect, as technical consultants.
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Too, with this committee structure Bureau members could, were it so
desired, be replaced by trained, Indian specialists as they become
available, or by other Tribally-hired specialists. In time, these
committees could be replaced by a single executive for each of the
committee areas; that is, the plural executive concept would turn into
the single executive usually found at this level of management.
This discussion about action committees comes under the heading of
an Interim mechanism. They should also be considered as a transitional
mechanism. One transition should be from the plural executive to the
single executive. However, from the outset only the major functional
areas should have three-member committees. In several minor areas, the
executive capacity would best be filled by one person. The definition
of "majox"and'fninor" rests, of course, with the Tribal Council; certainly timber, education and SMOCO are examples of the former. The
current Fish Committee Is, perhaps, minor. But, in time all the
executive functions should be handled by one individual.
Another transitional effort should be in the separation of business
(or economic) from governmental (or political) affairs. In time, local
self-government will be a commonplace reality on the Reservation. The
Agency area will, for example, assume rather rapidly the proportions of
a small city as a consequence of the projected population growth.
Training in self-government should begin now. Law and order affords a
good example. It is very definitely a governmental service. Similarly,
others such as welfare, health and the like, are governmental functions
which should be separated from the business activities of the Confederated Tribes.
No attempt will be made here to specify further the committees
that should function under the Tribal Council, just as no attempt has
been made to specify the goals and policies to be set by the Council.
However, once the senior level of management has formulated objectives
and plans, the execution of these should be undertaken by committees
formed on a functional basis, i.e., committees charged specifically with
accomplishment of the objectives set by the Council.
At the beginning of each planning or governmental period, which
could but does not have to coincide with the fiscal year, each committee,
should plan its own activities within the broad outlines set by the Council.
The responsibility for this planning must be that of the committee, for
in no fashion should the Tribal Counil 'et goals or plans within a
short-run, functional area, although the proposed activities would be
reported to the Council. Within its area, each committee should have
full freedom of executive action. Anything less would render them
ineffective, since freedom of executive action means freedom t- choose
personnel, freedom to decide on methods tobe employed and freedom to
make mistakes. In short, freedom to act as a senior executive. At the
end of this governmental period, the action committee should submit a
report to the Council indicating the extent to which the short-run
activities had been successful.
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Both the committee's report of proposed operations and its report of
completed operations should go to an executive review committee which
could be either a subcommittee of the Tribal Council or a separate committee. The function of this committee would be to review, examine,
and report on the action committee to the Tribal Council without fear or
favor.
In only the gravest of situations would it be recommended that
the Tribal Council override a proposed operation, but commonly it would
criticize and commend completed operations. From the beginning, all of
this calls for careful consideration of committee areas. It calls for
a give-and-take attitude that is not evasive. At no time should these
committees, their makeup, their areas of function, be considered static.
It goes without saying that they will be formed and chosen by the Tribal
Council. The Tribal Council will have to recognize this as a great
responsibility, for once the committees are operating, the Council,
except in the case of grievious default, should not interfere.
Several examples of what has been discussed follows. One of the
functional committees could be the Heavy Equipment Committee, It,
having been apprised of the needs for the coming period, of say, the
Roads Committee and, for example, the Salvage Logging Committee, would
make a determination of the adequacy of heavy equipment to be used during
the coming period. It then would arrange in ways it best saw fit, to have
available at the proper time and place, the proper equipment in the proper
It
state of readiness required by either of the other two committees.
would need only to inform the Budget Committee of its financial needs
because it would only ask for what was actually needed. The Budget
Committee would then appropriate the money for purchases to be ordered
by a Purchasing Committee.

A second example is in connection with the secretarial and treasury
functions of the Tribes. These could be taken care of by an administrative
unit which would service all the committees in their administrative needs.
Inasmuch as this would be a service organization, it would best be under
the control of one trained person rather than under a committee. This
person in his own sphere should be given the same degree of control and
discretion that committees must be given. The administrative unit,
through the chief administrator, would also set short-run goals in its
area and report on how well they have been met.
Not being an executive group, however, its goals and reports would differ in character
from those of the action committees. It would be well that the executive
examining committee include the administrative unit in its examinations.
A Proposal for Continuing Management - General
The proposals to be discussed in this section will involve first,
governmental responsibilities, and second, economic responsibilities.
In both these areas, recognition is made of the fact that the assumption
by the Confederated Tribes of control of their affairs, whether it is
done gradually or not, will at some point necessitate the release by
the federal government of some of its trustee functions and responsibilities.
This should be recognized and planned for even though it
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likely may not be an issue for some time to come. Furthermore, both
aspects of the process - i.e., release by the government and assumption of
responsibility by the Tribes - should be planned and deliberately so,
such that it takes place over a period of time according to the needs of
the situation. Therefore, the following suggestions aim at providing the
Confederated Tribes and the government with the mechanisms by which the
change can be accomplished in an orderly way.
Below is an outline of the proposals.
I.

Transfer of responsibilities from the federal
government to:

Local governmental units with Indian
constituencies.
The Tribal Council to handle
problems peculiarly Indian.
economic problems affecting the Tribes.
II.

Transfer of properties now held in trust for
the Confederated Tribes to:
1.

III.

A Tribal corporation free of the U.S. trust
but making the Tribal corporation the
replacement trustee.

Transfer of the resource management and use to:
Large, well-established, successful,
integrated corporations.
Using, if necessary, a transitional development corporation.

A Proposal for Continuing Management - Governmental
The northern half of the Reservation is in Wasco County, the
southern half is in Jefferson County and small portions to the west are in
Linn, Marion and Clackamas Counties. Politically, the area seems to
be inert with little or no feeling of local government on either the
county or municipal level. This is probably the feeling on the part of
both the Indians and the county administrations.
This feeling of political inertia is not unlikely but on the contrary is a situation to be expected froth the existing state of affairs.
Politically, the area is not within the control of the counties due to
its federal status, Little or no call is made on the counties for
services nor, since there is almost no real property tax revenue, is
it likely that they would be offered.
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But the area is not without governmental services. The Bureau of
Indian Affairs provides administrative, banking, welfare, resource
management, and other services. The U.S. Public Health Service provides
health services, Education is gradually changing from BIA supervision
to local school district control.
The level, extent, and quality of
these provided services are not within the control of Tribal members as
county services are within control of voters elsewhere. State courts
can consider neither the Indian when on the Reservation nor his property
thereon, to be within their jurisdiction.
Judicially, the Indian is
taken care of by a Tribal police force and by a Tribal court which
together handle minor crimes, domestic relations, and the probate of
personal property.

Major crimes are matters for the FBI and the Federal District
Heirship problems caused by the land tenure system are taken
care of by a Department of Interior civil official. Rather than being
under a dual juridical and governmental system - state and federal - the
Indian is under a fragmented system.
These governmental services are
not provided as a matter of public welfare in the charity sense. They
flow from treaty rights dating back to the formation of the Warm Springs
Reservation,
Court.

The Tribal Council is at once legislative and executive, both
political and economic as currently constituted. Its powers, which
are almost all enumerated, are contained by two checks, one express,
one implied. In some instances, express approval of the Secretary of
the Interior is needed before the Council can act. In any instance,
the actions of the Council are subject to recall by a popular referendum
of the Tribal members. One result of all these combinations and checks
is that the Council is an anomalous body. Public dissension is abhored.
Delegation of substantial areas of power is not the rule, but the
exception. The Council and those who elect it are ineffectual in the
practice of government.
On the local level, this has precluded the
development of citizenship, i.e., participation in governmental affairs
leading to a sense of responsibility and achievement, The form of
government now in use is not an acceptable system.
Its continued use
will result, in great measure, in the continued disassociation of the
Tribal members from community responsibility and privileges. Unfortunately, it provides grounds for the continuance of the present method
of providing services.
Retention of the Reservation area, not as a reservation but as a
setting for the Indian community, could be accomplished by the formation
of a political unit coterminouswith the Indian community. For example,
the Warm Springs Reservation (including the disputed areas) could be
made a county. Additionally, municipal status for built-up areas, such
as the Agency area, should be considered. Additionally, school districts, public utility districts, irrigation districts, etc., should be
formed as these become necessary and feasible.
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The frameworks within which the county government and these other
governments would operate is prescribedby the state constitution and
statutes. The procedures are explicit and should cause no hesitation
whatsoever because of unfamiliarity. Choice is even provided, for
example, in the form of county government; it may be formed along the
lines of commission government or along the lines of a county manager.
The latter is strongly recommended.
Services which are immediately
beyond the scope of the Indian community could be contracted for with
the surrounding counties or the state.
Forexample, the assistance of
Wasco and Jefferson County could be asked for in the matter of roads.
The state's assistance could be asked for in the matter of property
taxation assessment.
Some of the three-man committees mentioned above could be cast
into a governmental role. The members of these committees could
familiarize themselves with governmental practices and procedures by
visiting surrounding counties and the state capital. Exercise in a
municipal government could be had simply by treating the Warm Springs
community as a municipality. This could be initiated with the adoption
of boundaries followed by the platting of streets and blocks. Zoning
into the various residential and commercial zones would follow next.
Planning and layout of utility, water and sewage lines according to the
latest and best of practices would give invaluable experience to those
who later might do it on an actual basis. A strong recommendation
here is for the formation of a study group to give thought and action
to just such problems as these: government on a county and municipal
level. The study group should also give thought to the implementation
of these suggestions by investigating the type and time-table of the
necessary legislative action. It should be understood that both the
state and federal government would be involved. Both should be called
upon for information, guidance and assistance.
A Proposal for Continuing Manajement

Economic

The logical end to the process of transferring responsibilities
from the federal government to the Confederated Tribes will be the transfer of the legal title to the Reservation property to the latter.
Control of this property, which is mostly real property, would, in
conjunction with a county-status, provide the means for control of the
community.
Control of the property by the Confederated Tribes would
permit them to determine the uses, including limitations, to which the
property could be put. It would also permit the Tribes to determine the
methods by which ownership of the property could be transferred which,
in effect, gives the Tribes some degree of power with respect to whom
it could be transferred. If a clear understanding of this power were
given to them, the Tribal members could recognize their responsibility
to adopt a long-term perspective in regard to use and exploitation.
One of the provisions of the transfer might be to delay any transfer
until Tribal leaders evidence this clear understanding. This is not
to suggest that they should be made aware of their legal duties only.
Standards and responsibilities should be made known to them, too.
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The paragraph immediately above spoke basically of ownership.
One of the features of ownership is use. The following are the major
current uses of Indian resources: timber, stock raising, and farming.
The timber is well-managed presently because of the direction afforded
by the professional foresters of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Range
management practices leave much to be desired (see the Range Report),
and if transfer of property ownership to the Tribes would result in
timber management approximating that of range management, it is not
hard to anticipate a similar deterioration of that resource. Kiowledge of conditions on the Reservation underlines the fact that good
management is possible to secure when the following two conditions are
present. First, that persons with adequate knowledge be in control, and
second, that these controls be shielded from itinerant interference by
Tribal members.
In the short-run, the action committees discussed above is a step
in this direction. In the long-run, corporations could be formed to
operate the various resources. Either one corporation for all the resources, or, say, three corporations for each of the three main resources.
When formed, the corporate charters should be given as much authority as
possible to corporate management, with the directorate and stockholders
limited to policy decisions. Management and executive powers should be
vested in officials who would be competent, trained, judged on results,
and paid adequately. Stock could be held either totally by the Tribal
corporation or issued to enrolled members as a participation device.
The results or rewards of good management need not be measured by dollar
profits. As a matter of fact, it might be best to operate these corporations on a non-profit basis.

A corporation is not requisite, but it is a device to centralize
authority in a manner palatable to Tribal members.
It can result in
an operational device that diverts or blunts individual desires to
meander aimlessly when a decision is necessary.
The corporation discussed above need not be a permanent management
structure, but can be used in a transitional manner. Reluctance to
permit Indians a complete degree of control in any one of the segments
into which Indian affairs could be divided is warranted. This is
based on evidence that handling of certain affairs has not been up to
the standards which, in a sense, the Indians have expected from the
federal government. This has lead to a situation which inhibits the
accumulation of the necessary experience by the Indians. There well
might be a reluctance on the part of the Indian to entrust their affairs
to professionals with the amount of control, almost complete, that has
been suggested above.
One way out of this impasse is to consider the corporation a
transitional or development device. This corporation would have two
purposes. The first of these would be the operation for a specified
and limited time of Indian property. The second would be the training
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of Indians to take over the corporation or its functions.
These
purposes would have to be accomplished with the corporation being
burdened with nothing more than a management responsibility, that is,
no trust relationship of any form would be part of the arrangement.
This transitional corporation would not be an Indian resource-owning
enterprise, but it would be an Indian resource-operating enterprise.
Ownership of the corporation could be accomplished in any one of
several ways. The one likely to be most effective would be the issuance
of one class of stock to the Tribal corporation or to enrolled Tribal
members as individuals to be placed in a voting trust. Stock held in
the voting trust would be voted by the development corporation executives
who would then be subject to the legal obligations which are irtherant in
the trust status. The stock would revert to Indian control at the end
of the specified period of time.
No matter how the stock ownership is arranged, the financing would
have to come from the Tribal corporation. And, no matter how the stock
ownership is arranged the essence of it should be to control and manage
for the length of the development period, all the assets that inure or
that belong, either now or in the future, to the Confederated Tribes.
These assets would be operated for Indian benefit, using modern-day
business practices. It might, for example, take over the lumber mills
now on the Reservation and add further integration units for forestry
use.
It might set up an animal products processing plant. No matter
what else it did, the training of Indian personnel would be its end
result.
It would be empowered to do whatever was economically feasible
and beneficial.
The management of this enterprise would consist of experts in
various fields, each of whom would be expected to operate at a high
level of proficiency and be adequately compensated. Because of the
expressly limited period of existence, the compensation should include
both present and deferred aspects in order to secure persons of high
caliber.
It is emphasized again that these experts would have to have
complete operational control, and be held responsible for end results.
This corporation could operate by itself or set up other corporations.
It could operate very easily with cooperation of federal authorities,
legal and otherwise, and in the absence of governmental control. It
could operate with the Reservation as a separate county or with the
present four-county status. It would fit the Indian idea of corporate
and associate control. It would permit the delegation of operational
control.
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Conclusion

There are two objectives in the management area. The first is to
make members of the Confederated Tribes capable of discharging the
burdens of management. The second is to transfer these burdens to
them as soon as they are capable.
In either event, success or failure
wi].l depend largely on the individual and somewhat on the methods
employed. First, Tribal members must be educated to a knowledge of their
problems. Second, they must be educated to an acceptance of responsibility coupled with authority. Third, they must be educated in the
techniques, tools, and processes of management. Fourth, this must take
place in an atmosphere which is free from strains and pressures. That
is why the methods chosen of making the Indian capable are so important.
Any method chosen must be based on an awareness of Indian ownership and
management. It must be chosen on basis of knowledge of Indian failures
The method itself is not quite
in the past and the reasons therefore.
as important as the manner. That is why several transitional management
devices were discussed.
In each case it should be noticed, however,
that the method permitted a gradual change that did not sharply differentiate the old from the new and fitted the new into the existing
environment.
The transitional management is perhaps more important than the
long-run management, for without the first, there will not be a second.
The concept should be one of transfer and of flexibility in the transfer.
In time, all the economic and political functions should be made Indian
responsibilities. The time-table for achieiving this must be elastic
rather than taut but must not depend on an Indian vagary as to when the
burden is to be shifted. Part of the education process is to impress
Indians themselves with the desire to be ready to accept the management.
If they do not come to have that desire, no organizational form will
itself lead to the state wherein they eventually control their own affairs.

CHART OF ORGANIZATION FOR TRANSITIONAL STAGE

DESCRIPTION

Tribal
Council

Policy making group

Executive
Review

Reviews performance
Administrative Unit

Law and
Order

Roads

Budget

Forestry

Performs financial,
administrative,
clerical functions, etc.

Major function committees
(examples only)

'0

Fishing
Permits

Note:

This chart is not intended to be complete; it is for illustrative purposes
only. Similarity of size of boxes does not indicate similarity of degree
of responsibility.

Minor function cormiittees
(examples only)
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THE RESERVATION' S RECREATIONAL RESOURCE ANI)
SUGGESTIONS FOR ITS DEVELOPMENT

by
Paul B.. Tschirley, M.S.

A summary of findings of the recreation section of the Oregon State College
Warm Springs Survey of Physical and Human Resources.

INTRODUCTION

The recreation study has uncovered some surprising resources which
have excellent potential for commercial development. The assessment of
every knowledgeable person involved is that the Warm Springs Confederated
Tribes have a rare and attractive physical resource base for developing a
profitable outdoor recreation industry -- and an opportunity to set a new
precedent in the proper conservation and commercialization of scenic and
vacation Indian lands.
Basic data for this study were collected primarily in the field as
little information on this subject is available for the Reservation. All
areas were appraised either by foot, automobile or plane. The greatest
attractions are conceatre in the southern and western portionsof the
Reservation, although there are scattered features of interest elsewhere
'?fof the territory of the Jefferson region was covered by foot to obtam detailed knowledge.
Several specialists were contacted during the course of the year's
study of recreation. David B.. Simons, who took most of the photographs,
seemed to immediately comprehend the economic significance of this area.
David R. Brower, Executive Director of the Sierra Club, who took a short
ride to Bald Peter in August, 1959, said, "This vista is one of the finest
in the Oregon Cascades." Individuals and agencies in the Portland area
who were consulted provided little encouragement for development, however.
The most significant outside influence to date was the contact Brower
made between the Study and Bidridge T. Spencer, of Spencer and Lee, an
architectural firm in San Francisco experienced in recreation planning and
development. The reception of Spencer was enthusiastic
.
. his keen
insight into heretofore unseen assets, problems and issues has resulted in
significant contributions to the preparation of this report.
.

Brower has awakened the Sierra Club (16,000 members) and many others
to the Reservation's assets through letters, publication of photographs,
articles and postcards. As a result, serious thought is being given to the
possibility of aiding the Warm Springs Indians in more detailed recreation
studies and in promoting commercial development.
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PHYSICAL AND CULTURAL ATTRACTIONS FOR RECREATION

The Reservation possesses a variety of attractions that tourists
and vacationers would pay to enjoy even without development improvements. For the benefit of the recreationist, however, the construction
of facih(tie will result in a substantial increase in use and associated
income.
Some of the more obvious aspects of the natural assets are
listed below:
Geologic features are widespread throughout the Reservation.
Much evidence of recent volcanism is an outstanding example, vacationers
might also be interested in rock details and collecting ("rockhounding,"
which results in considerable income In "known" areas)
The hot mineral
springs are also a natural wonder; and living glaciers, within 30 miles
of the desert, are an intriguing sight from afar and may be closely
examined, walked and climbed on with no real danger.
The surface.watars, mainly lakes, are practically unknown.
Under a specially designed management program, these waters could offer
the most attractive trout and charr fishing, both in variety and abundance,
in the Pacific Northwest, or even the natione Some lakes are also welladapred for swimming, boating, skiing, etc.
3

An interesting wildlife complex still radiates wildness
In
certain areas populations of both birds and mammals seem abundant. The
rarely invaded area from Jeffer5on Creek to Long Lake -- in the heart of
Oregons Cascades -- serves as a semi-sanctuary for game.

Wilderness conditions are intact, both on the Reservation and
adjoining it along the western border. The Mt. Jefferson Primitive Area,
under the jurisdiction of the U. S. Forest Service, is a fairly permanent
fixture. Therefore, any additional Indian land adjoining this area that
is retained in a wild state essentially increases the primeval size. The
distinction of ownership lies in the fact that Indians and guests are
free to roam the area under U. S. Forest Service control; whereas, the
Indians may be highly selective in whom they allow in their section,
The Alpine Landscape ranks as the most important asset for it
provides the setting and framework for recreation attractions mentioned
above.
More important, however, is its special value as a primeval
mountain environment of the scenic calibre. Great diversity is found
here. The most impressive sights include
(1) the redoubtable east face
of Himalayan-like Mt. Jefferson; (2) rolling, flowering aipland that is
seldom equalled; (3) sub-alpine parks consisting of scattered high-altitude
trees and an occasional large meadow opening;. (4) virgin forests that surround the higher elevations for miles; (5) the unusual clustering and
abundance of cold, clear lakes ard streams that retain considerable flow
throughout the summer; and (6) the encompassing state of wilderness -which is both unusual and valuable.
Because of the diversity of the areas presently under consideration,
each section wIll be appraised as a unit. This essentially involves a
discussion of the factors pointing up the commercial opportunities.
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INDIVIDUAL AREA ASSESSMENT

Papoose Lakes-Harvey Meadows-Kuckup Park Complex
It would be difficult to excel, in the entire Cascades, the scenic,
natural and cultural attractions found here.
This section is the core
of the Reservation 's recreational potential.
It has the attractions
that distinguish the Indian landscape as a unique one.
This Complex (as the total will be referred to hereafter) is situated at a near average of 5000 feet (see Map #1).
Papoose Lakes nestle
between Campbell Butte and the Shitike River. More than 12 non-f luctueting, deep bodies of water, these lakes range in size from 2 to 35 acres.
The most striking feature, however, is the one-mile radius in which they
occur.
The intervening area is park-like, sub-alpine, with plateau-like
terrain.
There are many large and attractive meadow openings on the
rise found west of Harvey. Sizable, permanent streams flow through
these heather-covered fields resulting in an outstanding setting.

Kuckup Park is largely alpine with only an occasional clump of
stunted timberline species to break the rolling terrain of almost constantly blooming flowers, heather and huckleberry. This bowl-shaped
area is located just below the crest of the Cascades and several hundred
feet above the Shitike's main valley.
Streams cross the meadows from the
permanent snowfields above; and numerous falls occur as the water moves
towards the Shitike.
This is undoubtedly one of Oregon's (the West's)
most attractive and least known alpine parks.
Besides exceptional natural beauty, many other assets contribute
to this area's uniquE commercial recreational potential.
Accessibility (and Remoteness)
Although somewhat remote, there are no great problems of summer
season access (June 15 through September 15). If opened to public
use, the attraction of new country alone should prove to be a considerable drawing factor; (new country in the sense that few:persons are
aware of its attractions because of the "closed doort policy of the Reservation).
Its remote character, however, cannot be attributed to
distance or terrain. The farthest point is only two miles from the
Skyline Drive; Kuckup and Jefferson Parks are separated by less than one
mile; and the Shitike Basin lies only one-fourth mile from the Skyline
Trail. The lack of trails, however, has discouraged visitation.

Road and trail construction appears to have no outstanding physical
handicaps imposed by relief nor does the forest present any major
clearing problem. Four miles of road would open the country from Breitenbush Lake to the southern end of Kuckup Park.
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Land Ownership
Public ownership prevails in the Cascades. The U. S. Forest Service
controls the major part of Cascade land use from the Canadian border to
California. The prime resort potentials are found within this public
domain. Resort permits may be obtained for developing a recreation
enterprise on most of the national forest lands, providing they meet
service specifications and are for public benefit.

Resort development on national forest lands ranks third in four
descending priority use permit categories established by the Service.
Although quite a number of Northwest resorts are found on National Forest
land, permits are not particularly easy to obtain. Certain areas
throughout the Cascades are closed to development of any sort, except
trails and rustic campgrounds. These are termed Dedicated Areas of
Region 6 (USFS) and are often the most scenicly attractive. All of the
major, ice-covered volcanic peaks, except St. Helens and Baker, are
classified under Wild, Wilderness or Primitive protection. Thus, there
is little opportunity to develop a commercial enterprise near or around
some of the most attractive mountain land in the Pacific Northwest; and
nearly all of the existing opportunities are subject to Forest Service
controls.

The eastern half of Mt. Jefferson is a significant exception to
this pattern of public ownership, however.
This is the only major Cascade
mountain that is extensively* in private ownership; the only ice-covered
peak in excess of 10,000 feet that is open to unlimited development. The
combination of a Himalayan-like peak, the variety and number of lakes,
extensive parkiand and ease of accessibility flavored with remoteness
create a unique setting for a highly imaginative resort area.
Skyline Drive

The Forest Service maintains a summer road that passes Breitenbush
Although it is a narrow, unimproved route, plans for the near
future include widening, gravel surfacing (eventual oiling) and some
relocation.
(See Appendix I)
Lake.

The Study area is roughly 100 miles from Portland via the Mt. Hood
Loop Highway (US 26) and the Skyline Drive. Approximately 35 miles of
this distance is covered by the crest road. It is also possible to enter
from the south by following Oregon 22 and branching off at Detroit. Both
routes are scenic. With the prospect of improvements, the overland
access problem is essentially solved.
Summer Season Weather

Little climatic data is available for the Cascades at this elevation.
However, a station at Odell Lake has many environmental similarities.
It
is not unreasonable to expect corresponding summer weather conditions in
the two areas, the Reservation Study area and Odell Lake.
*

Part of Mt. Adams is also under Indian ownership and the only other
section of the Cascades where a semblance of the Mt. Jefferson situation

exists.
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Odell Lake, located 80 miles south of Mt. Jefferson, lies at 4788
feet on the east side of the crest. Their records indicate that:
A resort operating season will average at least three months -latter part of June, July, August and first part of September.
A.

The last two weeks of September are possible, but unpredictable.

Snow is essentially gone before the end of June and does not
accumulate again until October.
The operating season has many pleasant weather features.
A.

Temperatures are beneficially modified by elevation.
(1)

Average, monthly, mean maximum and highest temperatures
are significantly lower than surrounding lowlands (and
most of the rest of the continental United States).

Average Temp.
June
50.3°F.
July
58.5°F.
August
56.8°F.
September
51.8°F.

Mean Max.
58.4°F.
73.1°F.
71.9°F.
63.4°F.

Highest Temp.
88°F.
89°F.
85°F.
88°F.

Averages based on records from 1931 through 1952 - U. S. Weather Bureau,
Division of Climate and Crop Weather.
Minimum nighttime temperatuzes may drop below freezing
any summer evening (in 1948 there were only 10 continuous days without frost).
The consistency of pleasantly warm days and cool nights
is especially advantageous.
B.

Although a considerable volume of precipitation falls
annually (59.30"), it occurs in only minor amounts during
the summer resort season.
Precip. in inches
June
July
August
September

1.70
.23

.40
1.69

Precipitation figures are based on records cited
above under 3.A.(l)
C.

Sunshine is abundant and dependable; only one year's statistics (1946) are presented, due to lack of data.
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(1)

It is doubtful that much variation occurs from the
following weather pattern, particularly in view of the
precipitation averages.

Clear Days

Partly Cloudy

7. of total days

with sunshine
June
July
August
September

14

12

27
22

4

19

7

9

85
100
100
85

Based on 1946, from:
Climatological data, July, Oregon section, Dept. of
Commerce, U. S.. Weather Bureau.

Some consideration should be given to an elevation difference of 300
to 700 feet in the Jefferson area. This is likely to affect temperatures
slightly and shorten the snow-free season by a few days.

A pleasing recreation climate definitely exists -- cool nights, warm
days and clear skies. Although winds may at times be distractive, a
characteristic of all mountain areas, there are a number of natural windbreaks in the Reservation Study area.
Suitable Development Sites
The plateau area has an abundance of level terrain next to or
near all of the lakes.
The Kuckup Park region is equally
favorable as installation sites could be chosen from a variety of
openings. The amphitheater surrounding the Shitike Basin shows a few instances of minor slides in old talus slopes, but fresh scars are lacking.
There are a number of areas on the rise between Harvey and Kuckup that
have park-like qualities with level or gently sloping terrain, some
exposure protection and are far removed from slopes that may present
possible slide threats.
The country rock is predominantly sound and resistant. The soil
mantle is thin.
Low-lying pockets, or small basins have collected alluvial fill from spring run-off. Elsewhere, a thin mantle of soil covers
most of the slopes in the park area.
Surface and Subsurface Waters

Throughout there appears to be a generous, constant and readily
accessible supply of water. On the plateau the only source is the lakes
because most of the short waterways are dry by July. The lakes, however,
seem to have a subsurface supply (probably provided by a constant and
high water table*). Observations in late August, 1959 revealed that there
had been only an 8 to 14 inch drop from the high water mark. Furthermore,
the water was extremely clear (secchi disk at 38 feet in Hazel)** and
cool (surface temperatures at Marie and Hazel slightly over 60°F. in late
August)***.
*

Elmon Yoder, Water Survey of the Warm Springs Reservation.
** Mark Morton (USFWS limnological studies of selected lakes, Sept. 1959.
Field notes only.
*** Mark Morton, Ibid.
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Since there is no visible outlet (rare exceptions at Hilda and
Harvey) during most of the summer, evaporation is responsible for most
of the drawdown. Although it is a realistic assumption that most lakes
can be an important source of domestic water, effective use of those under
three to four acres is doubtful. These lakes, however, should not be
ruled out completely until hydrographic studies are completed.
There are a number of larger lakes that have enough volume to offer
virtually unlimited siphoning (for local recreation demands). Specifically, the southern lakes in this category would include Harvey (60
acres), Hilda (c. 15 acres), Sarah (c. 15 acres) and a few others that
are unnamed.
Running surface waters are not as well distributed as the lakes,
but there are some sizeable, permanent streams in the Kuckup Park area.
Several brooks, formed by melting snows and subterranean reservoirs,
retain considerable volume throughout the summer and offer a reliable
domestic source.
Overdraft is possible on all.
Natural Swimming Facilities
Most of the lakes have adequate depths for swimming and diving.
Shore areas are rocky, for the most part, and not well-suited to bathing
without modification. Harvey Lake is an exception, however.
Fishing Possibilities
This subject is considered in more detail in the planning section,
but a few points on the natural attractions should be made at the outset.
It is obvious that such an abundance and variety of lakes offer excellent fishing potential if they are properly managed. Presently these
lakes contain limited fish populations*, but the depth and size of most
of them indicates that a planting and harvest program could be initiated
with satisfactory results.**
The immediate vicinity, however, lacks streams which may rule out a
certain class of clientele. Even here, the situation is not impossible
though, because access to the lower Shitike is feasible and it may be
economically justifiable to channel and screen short stretches of the
surface run-off in Kuckup Park.

Mt. Jefferson Primitive Area

The Mt. Jefferson Primitive Area -- some86,700 dedicated acres -borders the Reservation from Breitenbush Lake south. No commercial
development or roads are allowed. Thus, virtually all local competition
for equal adjacent sights is eliminated.
*

Mark Morton, Ibid.; with the exception of Harvey and the readily accessible ones including Long Park, Island and Trout).
** Mark Morton, Ibid.
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Because the Primitive Area borders the proposed development area,
any recreation enterprise on this part of the Reservation lands will
have a true (and permanent) wilderness setting. This added attraction
is significant for the many persons who highly regard the aesthetic
values of wilderness but are unable or unwilling to penetrate via the
required mode of travel. Thus, guests at the proposed resort could be
living very near the wilderness and "enter1' it with little effort.

Any great pressures that mount on the Reservation for recreational
use could be relieved by promoting guest use of the Primitive Area, in
guided outings on foot or horseback.
This area comprises an important part of the Reservation attractions
and is an integral part of the recreation resource. Another advantageous
association involves guests' use that will never be restricted nor
limited in numbers according to current Forest Service policy. The
added variety of recreation activities that the Mt. Jefferson Primitive
Area contributes tothe western Reservation distinguishes the potential
as truly unique.
Abundance of Game

Within the western portion of the Reservation game seems to be
varied and abundant. Grouse, hawks and quail are often seen as are vultures, crows and many songbirds. Elk, bear and deer are also prevalent.
This area
These animals are literally wild and unacequainted with man.
represents a kind of refuge from suimner tourists and radiates an awesome
feeling of wildness in its present state.
Resort development, however, may disrupt portions of the environment
and change the wildlife picture.
In the future, it may not contain the
same degree of aesthetic attraction. Depending on management and use of
this resource, large blocks of land could retain their wild and untrammeled character and offer some unusual sights and opportunities to the
camera hunter.
On the other hand, it may be desirable to offer hunting in the fall
for deer, elk and bear. Deer and bear often flourish under altered conditions and may present a significant commercial attraction. Furthermore,
the entire wild area is open to those who wish to hunt. A centrally
located facility would serve as headquarters for a wide range of hunting
areas.

Topographic Features for Sightseeing
Lionshead Ridge, although somewhat undesirable because it blocks
nearly all of the Jefferson view in Kuckup Park, compensates by offering
one of the finest panoramic sights of easy access in Oregon. The ridge
connects with the north rise above Jefferson Park and requires only a
1000 to 1500 foot rise to reach from Kuckup. From this point the ridge
can easily be followed into the Primitive Area which affords one of the
most scenic hikes in the Cascades; the entire distance covering no more
than two miles.
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Directly west of Kuckup lies a lower ridge with comparable scenic
qualities. This summit is only 500 to 800 feet in elevation and onehalf mile distant. The Skyline Trail is just across the divide; and
parkland covers this Primitive Area region. Snowfields that last
through August are found on both sides. Some of them are quite long and
sloped Co offer ideal conditions for glissading or "shoe skiing.'t
Except for the basin of Harvey Lake and meadows of Kuckup Park, the
high country of Jefferson is visible from practically any point, along
with the broad expanse of the Cascades to the west and the wheat land to
the east.
The vistas from these ridges are among the most spectacular
in Oregon; and, in-their own right, are unmatched in the Pacific
Northwest.
Value of Indian Ownership
Recreation on Indian property appears to have a number of values.
It offers many attractive publicity and advertisement possibilities.
The psychological factor of "identification" -- many persons will

find a certain attraction in the opportunity to vacation on land that
belongs to the Indian and property that has served the aborigini for
thousands of years.
(3) The resident Indian population could be employed to enhance the atmosphere by presenting programs (i.e. dancing)
and in various other ways,

Strong consideration should be given to the creation of an Indian
theme in the development of a recreation enterprise at the Complex sites.
If detrimental factors do exist, the most important one would be
the lack of knowledge. that prevails concerning the rare beauty of the
Cascades. Although they are becoming increasingly more well-known throughout the nation, the education or publicity element will require sincere
effort.
Thus far, the efforts of organizations such as the Sierra Club,
rather than local or regional Chambers of Commerce, have been instrumental in publicizing this area's potential as a popular vacation spot.
It is apparent, in the writer's judgment, that conditions appear
favorable for the development of a recreation industry in the Complex area,
but discretion must be exercised -- only superior facilities will match
this natural creation.

Breitenbush Lake and Meadows
Handsome meadows, extensive and level, abut Breitenbush Lake on the
east shore.
The landscape is characterized by clumps of alpine fir and
hemlock, wildflowers and a small stream. In some respects this Reservation area resembles the opposite lake shore that has been developed into
one of the finest campgrounds in the Cascades by the U. S. Forest Service.
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In spite of the public cost-free Forest Service campground, however,
development possibilities are reasonable. Approximately 60 to 70 acres
of level terrain appear suitable, the basic attractions of which include:
Access provided by the Skyline Drive which passes just 500
feet to the west and an abandoned logging road leading aluxst
directly to the site.

The scenic aspects of the setting -- Breitenbush Lake, the
sub-alpine landscape and Mt Jefferson in the background
Breitenbush Lake which offers fair fishing and is planted by the
Oregon State Game Commission.
The lake 8lopes down gradually
and would provide desirable swimming as the water is fairly warm.
Its proximity to the Papoose Lake Complex
of add$tional attractions.

thus providing a number

Although this area seems worthy of development, it is perhaps subsequent to installing facilities and promoting the Papoose Complex.

Long Lake-Trout Lake Area
This is perhaps the only area on the Reservation, in the Cascade
portion, that is well-known to outsiders. Five sizeable lakes -- Long,
Island, Dark, Trout and Boulder -- plus six smaller ones on a nearby
plateau form a chain from west to east. Only Trout Lake is served by
road, but the greatest distance is four miles between the farthest
The
points and less than an hour's walk over relatively easy terrain,
lakes are set near the south base of 011alie Butte amid an attractive
surrounding landscape.
A number of factors favor development:
I.

Skyline Drive is only one-quarter to one-half mile from Long Lake.

2.

Foot or horse travel from lake to lake is accomplished with relative ease, even by the tenderfoot.
All the lakes are planted, but most of them are underfished.
Some of them have sizeable Eastern brook trout which are easily
caught and can support a considerable increase in use.

This area is three to four miles from the Papoose Complex and the
Breitenbush area and would serve as a diversion to relieve pressures if they mount in the southern part of the Reservation.
The nearby cluster of small lakes can increase the potential if
They are sLmilar in
put under a special management program
physical make-up to the Papoose group; and easy access is possible
from Long Lake.
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Blue Lake

Blue Lake, a body of water 80 to 100 acres in size, is located on
the east side of 011alie Butte.
It is accessible by Reservation road8
only. At the present, its attractiveness is limited by its isolation.
Its remoteness, however, may itself be an attraction.
The fish population is stunted -- although easily caught.
The forest setting and its location at the base of 011alie
Butters most rugged face are scenicly attractive.

Mt. Jefferson
Mt. Jefferson marks the southwest corner of the Reservation. Although the eastern half falls into Indian ownership, it is not accessible
by road or trail from the east. The only means of marked access is a
Forest Service trail that leaves the Skyline Drive at Breitenbush Lake
and winds for six miles down into Jefferson Park.
Even faced with access problems, there are some exceptional values
in owning the eastern half of this extinct volcano.
The mountain provides an important excursion area for accommodations that might be developed in the Papoose-Harvey-Kuckup Complex.
At present, there are relatively few persons who climb Jefferson,
but the number is increasing. The Indian-owned side of Jefferson presents
a formidable and interesting climb from a technical and professional
climber' s standpoint.

Fishing Camp on the Netolius and Deschutes
The Metolius and Deschutes Rivers are well-known for sport fishing.
Both rivers border the Reservation for considerable distances along which the
Tribes
possess fishing rights.
Little use of this resource is made,
however, other than Lake Simtustus.
Some opportunities exist here that
offer potential income.
The lower Netolius i8 virtually undeveloped. Access problems have
hindered commercialization. Forest Service lands offer no road network.
The Reservation, however, has a road along the Metolius bench and several
arteries leading near the river.
Some of these offer fishing camp potential.
Developments would attract angling enthusiasts throughout the summer.
Fishing fees could be levied along with service charges. The exercise
of fishing rights enhances potential use by restricting use of the opposite bank.
Before any facilities are planned, though, it is important
that the carrying capacity of the stream be determined and use be adjusted
and limited accordingly.
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Development of Metolius and Deschutes fisheries would offer added
variety to Reservation guests -- as this area compliments the Hot
Springs and the Compex developments. Although these areas are far
removed from one another, long-staying guests may desire to try a
variety of fishing environments. Transportation problems will exist,
but they are not insurmountable.
Special provisions, however, would
be necessary for the Kuckup Park area.
Assuming that Indian ownership is reestablished on the Kah-Ne-Ta
Hot Springs, the inclusion of angling In the attractions will be invaluable. This seems to be the logical location for Deschutes fishing
despite the eight-mile distance from the river. Also, certain advantages exist along the Deschutes not found on the Metolius.
Boat fishing, currently prohibited by the State Game Commission,
could possibly be offered by the tribe
The attraction of productive
waters plus a virgin boating area has tangible drawing powers

Hot Mineral Springs on the Warm Springs River - Developed and Undeveloped
Ownership of the Hot Springs Resort falls logically into the hands of
the Tribes.
Current use seems steady and Indian sponsorship could
provide significant income and employment. (See Map #2 for location.)
If management is undertaken by the tribe, considerable improvement
of the facilities would be necessary.
Existing elements of the physical
plant are shabby and unattractive and used mainly by those who are
firmly convinced of the curative power contained in mineral waters. In
addition to a significant reconstruction program, Indian ownership would
allow fishing in waters now restricted to guests. The promotion of
angling in the Warm Springs and Deschutes Rivers would result in a considerable increase in use,
It is imperative that the tribe acquire the Hot Springs land if
full utilization of the recreation base is to be realized. Both the Warm
Springs and Deschutes Rivers present considerable potential to attract
fishermen. However, a fishing resort in the general vicinity is a
dubious scheme. The environment is harsh -- and aridity, heat and dust
are also problems.
If, however, a combination of swimming, mineral bath and fishing
attractions were available, some of the distracting aspects might be
overlooked.
Such an arrangement could only be offered if Tribal ownership prevailed, since they control fishing rights and access.
The promotion of fishing here would compliment programs elsewhere.
All the schemes presented will demand planting, but each plan helps to
compensate for another and provides reason for an integrated program
which includes fishery and stream maintenance.
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Roughly 20 undeveloped flowing hot springs can be found about one
mile upstream from the existing health resort. Topographically, they
well-situated although level terrain is relatively restricted compared with the Kah-Ne-Ta Resort. The area is characterized by a level
flood plain backed by vertical bluffs and sharp slopes; bench land is
restricted. The springs are concentrated within a quarter-mile area,
all of them ejecting near the Warm Springs River.
Although the environment is harsh, arid and hot, as mentioned
above, the locale is interesting, for rock formations and stream-side
vegetation alleviate the desert surroundings to some extent. There are
possibilities for development in conjunction with the existing facility,
but many factors detract from the construction of a single and competitive resort.
The best possibility lies in the realm of expansion. Distance from
Kah-Ne-Ta favors the use of these springs for additional facilities if
pressure mounts.
By tribal control of the established resort and promotion of the angling attraction, a substantial use increase could be
expected.
If, however, ownership remains status quo, commercial use of
the undeveloped springs is restricted. The competition is keen with a
neighboring resort and another on the Breitenbush River. Further detractions are provided by a relatively inferior site.

Pelton Reservoir Park
Opposite the Portland
tuslus and about two miles
considerable proportions.
that a similar development

General Electric development on Lake Simupstream lies a new lake level bench of
The success of the POE park would suggest
on the Reservation side is needed.

Although the size of the proposed park area would be advantageous,
the location presents a significant disadvantage. It is remote in comparison to the two-mile drive to PGE's development from State Highway
50.
Facilities are extensive and free-of-charge at Pelton Park including modern rest rooms, kitchens, electricity and hot water, boat
launching facilities, fire places and tables.
Competition would be keen for a similar development on the Reservation side.
Consideration of a luxury development is dubious for the
physical base is somewhat lacking.
The opportunity for commercial
development, therefore, appears marginal in spite of the physical campground qualities.
Possibilities exist for domestic recreational use. Assuming that
Tribal living standards will climb, the increasing outside influences
could conceivably affect Indian recreation habits such as the boating
fad.
Launching, docking and picnic facilities would serve the local
needs; little else is immediately necessary for access is provided by
road.
Presently, there is nothing on the Reservation to serve resident
boating desires except the reservoir site. Round Butte Dam, however,
may create some attractive alternatives.
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Jefferson Park Area
A small part of Jefferson Park is located within the Reservation
boundaries. The total amount of this incomparable aipland is small less than one-tenth. This small portion is of great value, however.
Jefferson Park is the "camping climax" of the Primitive Area; it is
heavily used and well-known. Commercial development is tempting, but
dubious for several reasons.
The physical location is awkward. It is isolated by Lionshead
Ridge and Mt. Jefferson. The nearest roads are the Skyline Drive, some
five to six miles distant, and the Reservation fire road extension on
Lionshead presently dead-ending about three to four miles away. Feasible
road construction from the Skyline is blocked by the Primitive Area, although the Kuckup Park route could be extended across the ridge and into
the Whitewater Basin at high cost. Alternant access could be gained by
dropping from the Lionshead fire road into the Whitewater area - once
again at considerable cost - or by building along the Whitewater from
existing Reservation roads
Both of these eastern entrances are a significant detraction due to
distance and terrain. However, it is difficult to judge the potential
popularity of a resort within the park (i e whether the attraction is
significant enough to attract added numbers to compensate for increased
costs)
The location has many scenic advantages - the park has lakes,
the area is large and Jefferson rises dramatically
There is little
doubt that considerable interest could be expected if high quality facilities were constructed.
There is an important intangible to be considered before making any
recommendations - one that until now has had little effect on any development proposals. Commercialization in Jefferson Park would perhaps
upset the present values found there. The park is one of the main cores
of the Primitive Area. No physical buffer exists such as is found in
Kuckup. The conflicting environment of a resort facility in one small
section would desecrate the entire park; its dedicated status would be
ruined. The park would become a resort playground, many existing
campers would not re-enter, and the resort area would be bothered by nonpaying sightseers. Trespass and use of facilities would be difficult to
control.
This intangible, however, emphasizes the land value - the Forest
Service, avid wilderness consumers and those who occasionally use and
enjoy this area would be distressed at the thought of commercialization
in Jefferson Park.
Thus, the Tribes have unique bargaining power due
to an excellent opportunity for equal or higher returns through sale or
trade.

By offering the land for an open sale, several reactions could be
expected.
Private commercial interests may investigate and express some
desire to purchase; outdoor clubs may organize for acquisition or urge
the Forest Service to obtain the area. The Forest Service would undoubtedly express unaided concern but their bargaining position would likely
be one of trade rather than outright purchase.
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Trade of the Jefferson Park area for productive lands elsewhere
seems lucrative. For instance, the value of 15 to 40 acres of Jefferson
Park is equal to triple amounts or more elsewhere.
Types of 'productivity
desired in exchange is not in the scope of this report, for timber or
range land may adequately substitute. It,should be emphasized, however,
that generally the Jefferson Park parcel is worth considerably more than
equal area elsewhere.

McQuinn Strip Lands
Timber is not the only important value found within the McQuinn
The area from Jefferson Park to 011alie Lake is heavily used for
camping and fishing and one of. the more popular sections of the Oregon
Cascades.
Bargaining power exists here, as with Jefferson Park. The
threat of attempting to acquire total control of this area may gain
valuable concessions elsewhere. This appears to be its greatest value.
Strip.

Conclusion of the Inventory and Appraisal
Recreation values cannot be immediately measured in dollars as they
are based largely on intangible values. Whereas the worth of forests
can be easily seen from a lumberman's standpoint, and the value stated
in dollars and cents, a recreation industry, dependent on the same trees,
cannot state their worth. But, without the alpine and surrounding
forests the attraction has vanished.
The recreation industry is speculative; the investments may be high
initially and returns slow in comparison to logging. How slow will be
up to the Warm Springs Indians -- key factors are enthusiasm and conviction that they possess some of the finest vacation lands in the
Northwest.
This inventory discussion has not been a measurement that can
be assessed by technicians.
It is essentially a comparison of Tribal
recreation resources with what might be fouwi elsewhere -- the Rockies,
Sierra Nevadas or other sections of the Cascade Range. it is simply
geographic analysis.

The Reservation ha
wivartety--"of 'recreation environment. These
range from the forested, the Alpine, the mountain, the scenic attraction
which is of exceptionally high value, to the more arid land on the east
that contains interest points such as the Hot Mineral Springs. The total
and integrated development of all potentials is a sizeable task.
It also
presents the best possibility of lucrative returns.

DEVELOPMENT SUGGESTIONS
The role of this report is to only generally suggest the type, class,
and, in some cases, size of facilities that might fit the environment. To
determine specifically what structures and other cultural features are
best suited to each particular locale requires the technology of architects
especially those who have a special sense for conforming and blending with
the natural landscape. This profession can provide the blueprints, maintenance and investment costs.

-
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There are a number of basic considerations that preclude any detailed thought or plan. Most important is the integration of all
rccreatio assets rather than independent development, Consideration
of the whole is essential if this industry is to succeed. This does not
mean that all areas arc to be developed simultaneously -- but rather, a
master plan prepared prior to the driving of a single nail -- and the
adoption of future-looking, intelligent principles and the creation of
special checks to insure their adherence.
Integration, or coordination of developments offers the best means
of approaching a sound and reputable recreation program. One clashing,
tll-managed facility (such as a contemporary highway motel) could
seriously damage the income potenttal. A master development plan offers
several outstanding advantages: multiple support, an insurance policy;
a variety of vacation offerings, thus tempting longer stays and higher
return visits; and the highest possible degree of recreation resource
utilization,
Eldridge Spencer, summing up the value of integration of developments, said, "In the National Parks, the secret of a successful service
to the public often lies in the fact that management accepts variable
profit margth in order to run a successful total operation. Often the
element most appreciated by the guest is of very little cost to the
operator and, conversely, a more costly phase of the operation may not
be apparent to the guest. A judgment exercised in choosing and deve]oping a balance of servtes which will attract visitors will, also help
the Tribes to develop their own particular traits, The latter factor
could well be the most important calculation of such a program."
(Appendix IV)
Some broad considerations with reference to particular types of
development and facilittes that would best fit certain areas Include

Full uttlization of contemporary and IndIan culture
Special care to avoid placing the facilities in competition
with the ordinary hotel-motel operations.
Long-range planning so that separate developments ate wellsuited to the overall plan and for the highest possible
returns immediately and in the future.
40

To insure that developments occur so that the core of the
area - the main attraction of Jefferson and its surrounding
Alpine wiiderness - is preservicd intact as much as possible.

5,

The consideration of only tasteful, quality facilities,
since the lands are of exceptional quality.

Some of the areas are obviously suited for particular developments.
An attempt will be made to suggest some of the general detail that might
be involved in the necessary physical modifications and other data pertinent to the sibJect,
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The Complex Area
A chateau-like facility, based on local design and culture, should
be the dominant feature and theme.
The style, or exact location, is
beyond the scope of this report, but great care should be exercised to
avoid a vivid clash of cultural and natural features. There are any
number of potential sites, but those in the Harvey Meadows area seem to
be best-suited from the standpoint of vista, water and central location.
Both the southwest and northeast slopes of the rise between Harvey
Lake and Kuckup Park have a number of assets -- there are nearby surface
streams that meander through several level meadows; Harvey Lake and
Kuckup Park are short distances in either direction; the Plateau Lakes
are close by (the most distant one only one and one-half miles away);
and the view of Jefferson is excellent from several nearby vistas.
A second vicinity is equally feasible -- in Kuckup Park. This area
is highly desirable from the aspect of vast, open meadows; running surface waters; and possibly a degree of wind protection not available
elsewhere.
Jefferson, however, is not in sight and a considerable climb
or walk is necessary to reach an adequate viewpoint. The lakes are some
distance away. Some degree of slide danger is also present.
The Plateau lakes area contains a number of sites for lodge and
cabin installation, but generally lacks the attractiveness associated with
other park lands.
Physical Plant Considerations
A centrally located, fashionable lodge is the main consideration.
A structure of 50 to 80 rooms may be adequate considering this would mean
a capacity of 100 to 160 persons.
A number of cabins would be desirable
for the less gregarious clientele.
Cabins could number between 5 and
10,
without housekeeping accommodations.
A number of basic facilities should be associated with the main plant,
to provide various leisure pursuits,
the range of which, however, is
limited to some degree by topography and economics.
Minor sport programs such as shuffleboard, badminton courts, etc.
present few problems. But recreation facilities requiring expansive area
may be handicapped by terrain. The most significant limitation may concern adequate golfing space (an expensive, but commonly associated installation at fashionable resorts). At the expense of the natural scene, a
chip-and-put course might be considered to provide a compensatory attraction.
Tennis courts, if desired, could be constructed from the standpoint
of terrain.
Swimming and sunbathing facilities are also essential. Mere, however,
it seems best to capitalize on the natural waters rather than install a
plunge.
(This is somewhat dependent on the central facility location.)
Harvey Lake offers good possibilities for development. The. southwest bank
has a gradual slope and a level shore area. Some clearing and a combination dock-diving-sunbathing installation are basic considerations.
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Boats and associated equipment are also desirable for Harvey Lake,
for the proximity and size of this water will undoubtedly result in
heavy use by guests - for fishing primarily. Since angling provides one
of the more significant attractions, boats and accommodations will be
needed at each of the lakes, the number provided depending on the size
and productivity of the individual pool.
Trails that lead to lakes and viewpoints are essential. A network
covering the Papoose Lakes is basic; then trail construction throughout
Kuckup Park and leading to the Primitive Area and Lionshead Ridge seems
to offer the most desirable walks or routes to vista points.
Riding animals, with an adequate bridle path system, are also an
integral part of a mountain resort program.
Besides the regular attractions, some unique facilities might be considered and prove very worthwhile, A sightseeing chair lift is difficult
to justify economically, but seems to be an eventual addition in view of
the terrain and potential clientele. A 1500-foot rise would be required
to lift guests from Kuckup to Lionshead - one of the most spectacular
viewpoints in the Oregon Cascades. The cost of this single facility may
run in excess of $350,000 which can hardly be justified by guest use only,
but its presence could have considerable bearing on trade as well as providing additional income by attracting paying tourists from the normal
flow of traffic on the Skyline Drive.
Consideration of this facility
should be kept in mind for a possible future date. Factors point to a
mushrooming of recreation activity and use on the Reservation site and a
sightseeing chair lift is part of a logical expansion plan.
Access Roads
Road construction presents few problems. The most feasible point
of entry, presently, is from the Skyline Drive at the north end of
Breitenbush Lake. A Forest Service right-of-way is needed for not more
than 400 to 500 yards. (This is through the McQuinri Strip.) A roadway
has already been cleared to the Reservation (see maps) that leads to the
north base of Campbell Butte.
From here a road is needed around the east
side of Campbell, through the lake area, down the saddle east of Harvey
and around the east and south of Harvey and over the rise into Kuckup.
This would entail the construction of not more than three to four miles
of roadway.
Recreation Program Essentials
Many resorts fail due to a lack of organized entertainment. This
is especially vital to the proposed development, since it is anticipated
that expensive rates will prevail. Paying guests will expect an availability of organized diversity.
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Along with the more standard recreation offerings,, such as tennis,
chip-and-put golf, swimming, tennis, hiking, etc. ,
guided horse trips
to vista points through the nearby Primitive Area and excursions to the
lower slopes of Jefferson would be desirable.
It is reasonable to expect
interest in climbing Jefferson; thus qualified guide service should be
available.
The popularity of guided climbs among guests should be given
full consideration for this aspect could feasibly provide a significantly
attractive activity.
It is difficult to overemphasize fishing as a drawing factor. Studies
thus far suggest that most of the waters are barren*,
with the exception
of Breitenbush, Long, Dark, Island, Trout, Bouldex and Harvey Lakes. The
remainder, however, have shown no signs of fish populations. Thus a
planting program is necessary and advantageous for several reasons.
It has been suggested that the management of the Reservation's high
mountain lakes will probably require a "put and take" program (i.e. a
planting each year under normal fishing pressure). This is desirable with
the eastern brook although this charr has reproduction characteristics
that often enable himito perpetuate his existence in small, high altitude
lakes that lack perennial surface inlets.
It seems improbable, however,
that natural reproduction will provide enough carry-over for summer
harvests.
Since stocking is inevitable, a nurner of other varieties might
be planted rather than specializing in the eastern brook, thus significantly increasing the fishing attraction. Each lake might offer a
separate population. A diversity of four to five trouts and charrs is a
unique offering.

An equally significant fishing factor involves Indjan "fishing
rights." It is theoretically possible to establish any limit deemed feasible by the owners (i.e. the Indians).
If exceptionally high limits are
considered essential by the promoters, it may entail a rearing facility
owned and operated by the enterprise, at a site convenient for quick
planting.
Fishing possibilities appear as one of the biggest drawing factors.
To offer guests a choice of lakes, trouts (and charrs) and above average
limits presents reasonable assurance of high capacity use throughout the
summer.

The value of a location next to the Mt. Jefferson Primitive Area
should be fully appraised and appreciated.
A program of guided excursions
into "wild America" will be an effective publicity agent. The most distinct advantage lies in the lack of comparable situation. There are
few spots where one is able to vacation in a highly fashionable manner
and take a short walk (or ride) into a primitive area before breakfast.
Any number of comparable advantages are possible and should be fully exploited.

* Mark Morton F & WS field trip.
and Alice for 24 hours.

July 27 to 30, 1959. Gill nets in Hazel
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The idea of recreation on Indian land opens an important concept.
It would be desirable to take advantage of an "aboriginal America"
theme in the facility design, general plan and entertainment programs.
Pseudo-Indian architecture and design of the buildings and artificial
landscaping is highly compatible with the grounds and location
The
theme of an Indian-style lodge with artfully dressed aboriginal labor
would heighten the effect of strange contrast -- primitive and modern,
past and present American literally side by side. Indian guides to
escort guests into the Primitive Area and various lakes or exploration
on Jefferson are remunerative possibilities. Occasional evening programs
with tribal dancing will add to the primitive and appealing illusion.
The cultural resource is ready and immediately available for such development. To bypass
the obvious advantages of the cultural resource base
would be a waste of a rarely found advantage.
Organization Promotion and Finance for Total Development
There are a number of advantages associated with each type of financing.
Some are more remunerative, while others relieve the responsibilities of financing and organization. Only general ideas are presented
here.
Lease or Concession Grantin
Long-term leasing offers remuneration with little responsibility
Few financial risks are involved, although the opportunities for profit
are limited. Certain clauses, for tribal advantage, should be inserted
into the lease contract, such as minimal construction costs, quality of
the physical plant and program and a 40 percent minimum Indian labor
force.

Percentage Returns

An approach similar to that of the Forest Service may be desirable.
Service recreation sites are leased to commercial developments for a
small gross profit percentage. It is conceivable that higher percentages
could be asked for Indian land of this quality calibre. While the
Forest Service varies from one to three percent of the gross, an Indian
lease may request 10 to 15 percent, for $20,000 to $30,000 annual lease
profit is not an unreasonable estimate for the proposed resort. Although
this is more speculative than a straight lease, the lack of responsibility advantages still exist and there is greater opportunity for increasing profits.

Draw and Sale of Securities
The hiring of financial advice to organize "Kuckup Lodge Inc." (for
example) offers many advantages.
The Indians have the opportunity to
invest whatever amount they choose and of ear the remainder of the investment for sale in the form of securities. The resident population could
also exercise control through the purchase of 51 percent or more of the
securities, thus formulating a tribal venture.
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Hypothetically, consider for a moment this financing plan in money
value. The plan calls for working capital of 1.5 million dollars. The
Tribes invest $800,000 and offers 7000 $100 shares for subscription. The
Tribes are thus able to control the type of development, amount of Indian
labor (with the aid of considerable counsel) and gain a respectable
profit. The sale of remaining securities offers some insurance or buffer
advantages and reduces the risk involved in a local sponsorship while
retaining development control.
Resident Finance
If Celilo monies are made available for such an investment, it may
be desirable to make the entire enterprise a tribal undertaking. This
would offer the greatest potential for tribal recreation profit; but,
also presents the greatest risk.

Lake - Trout Lake Area
Whereas the Complex would cater to high-income vacationers, the
lakes around Olallie Butte seem suited for a mass-type use.
"Roadside
recreation," as it is commonly called, could provide camping and lowcost cabin facilities for hundreds of. weekenders at both Long and Trout
Lakes.
It may also be desirable to extend a road into Dark or Island,
but at least one or two of this group should be accessible only by
trail.
However, if pressures mounted, the cluster on the south could
serve this purpose.

Although not spectacular, the environment is a pleasant one of
high altitude forest. Returns would not be necessarily great, but they
should be steady. Undoubtedly, the greatest attraction will be fishing,
but other water sports will eventually enter the pattern as development
takes place.

Some consideration may be given to orgaizations who wish to construct and maintain camps for members and guests. Space is adequate
for this type of use as well as for a limited number of summer home
developments.
Attractive as the environment is, it will warrant the construction
of quality facilities as suggested for the Complex area.
It would seem that financing could be easily managed by the tribe
with the low initial investment which would bring highest possible
returns.

Blue Lake

Because of its isolation, Blue Lake is perhaps best suited presently for camping grounds, or at best, an area that compliments the
Trout Lake-Long Lake attraction.
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Mt. Jefferson
Although Mt. Jefferson is really an adjunct to the Complex, it does
have some possibilities for separate facilities. Mobile camps, suggested
by Spencer,
have worked successfully elsewhere and are a unique
attraction. This service, however, would probably serve those persons
who use the developments in the Complex areas,

Hot Mineral Springs of the Warm Springs River

The free-flowing hot mineral springs, particularly the developed
ones, warrant serious attention.
The first problem is to acquire them;
then an entire revamping of the whole resort, area is necessary.
Upgrading of the facilities and publicity is the most apparent remedy to
increase trade and collect additional monies. Other pasttimes, especially fishing as has been suggested, should also be promoted. This
would attract a significant number of vacationers who are not health
addicts plus drawing mineral water users that enjoy excellent fishing
between treatments. Here, as elsewhere, an Indian cultural theme should
be followed as closely as possible. Once the reputation of the developed
area is established, the upstream springs may have possibilities.

Pelton Reservoir Site
As suggested earlier, this area has good qualifications for a resident picnic and boating area. In reality, It seems to be physically
better than the PGE site, but the excellent, cost-free accommodations
available there are too competitive for commercialization of the Indian
site.
An exclusive recreation area for residents and guests alone seems
not only logical, but gratifying.

Breitenbush Lake and Meadows
On the east side of the lake, there would seemingly be a demand for
A
medium-price cabins, well-kept and harmonious with the environment.
section set aside for trailer and tent camping might also be desirable,
but it is essential that the two facilities are separated by an adequate
buffer zone.
The only other nearby cabin resort is at 011alie Lake. The
buildings are rustic, without conveniences and few in number. The setting of Breitenbush is equal to that of the Olallie camp and could well
compete, although it would seem possible to find enough trade to support
both. The area does not warrant campground development as the property
is too valuable; and its value
will increase rapidly within the near
future.
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Development Suggestions Conclusion
Much of the detail discussed here s presented merely to provoke
thought.
This report urges only that the basic concepts outlined at
the start be adopted. Any master plan for integrated development will
have to be weighed piece by piece, revisions made and finally each
segment passed by a majority approval. Members of the tribe who serve
on a Recreation Advisory Council (the first essential step in this
program) will need to diligently study the history and current situation
of this industry . . . and ask for counsel and guidance from dedicated
persons and organizations. Only by looking some distance into the
future can success be realized.

POTENTIAL USE

The values of recreation resources are impossible to measure. Even
a comparative analysis may be misleading. Because a chateau in a remote
mountain locale is successful in British Columbia or ALaska does not
provide any guarantee of a high degree of financial response to development on the Warm Springs Reservation.
There are a number of basic concepts, however, that strongly suggest
certain developments that will bring substantial profit. It is also
worth noting that recreation resources are inexhaustible and will provide
indefinite income -- if properly schemed and managed.
Since the Complex area demands quality facilities, and greatest
costs in both planning and development will be incurred here, the main
emphasis involves this area. There are many practical justifications
for limiting use through high quality resort features besides the
aesthetic ones mentioned thus far.
Furthermore, there are several
examples that can be drawn from developments having similar physical and
cultural environments that will aid in defining the potential. (See
Appendix VI) Before concentrating on this particular aspect of use and
development, the regional and national demand for outdoor recreation
should be considered.
One of the most favorable characteristics of the recreation industry
involves its reliability once it is established. Marion Clawson points
this out in a recent publication:
"Use does not decline sharply during depression, and in some
minor depressions and for some types of area it as actually
continued to increase, though at a slower rate."
He also has summed up the current outdoor recreation picture by
stating:

"The major factors behind the persistent, steady, relatively
rapid rise in use of outdoor recreation areas have been
1.
Clawson, Marion; Methods of Measuring the Demand for and Value of
Outdoor Recreation, Resources for the Future, Reprint #10, Feb. 1959, p. 1.
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increased total population, higher real incomes per capita,
greater leisure and more travel.
Since each of these
factors is expected to show higher value,for the future
than today, the trend toward still greater use of outdoor
recreation areas presumably will continue. Thus far, there
is no evidence at all of a slackening in the rate of
growth; at some future date, presumably the growth curve
will begin to flatten out, but there is no sign of that now."2
There is little doubt that public and low-cost facilities will continue to be over-taxed in the Pacific Northwest. The rising tide of
campers has initiated expansion programs both by the Forest Service and
the Park Service.
For the past few years public accommodations have been
constructed at an unprecedented rate, yet what seemed visionary five
years ago has proved inadequate.
Use predictions have been far too low
and crowded conditions prevail.
There is considerable opportunity and merit in catering to the lowbudget vacationers. Fees will become increasingly common for use of
Federal facilities so that even campgrounds, at Long Lake for instance,
could soon be highly competitive and profitable. The case for mass
facilities needs no defense; rather, the factors favoring an exclusive
trade require some explanation. Recent trends an patterns are of utmost
concern.

There are two basic reasons for emphasizing restricted use through
a fashionable resort in the Complex area. Prospects for greater profit
seem best by drawing an exclusive trade; and meadow land at this elevation is fragile, easily trampled and often ruined by mass usage. Therefore, the potential is measured here in terms of the high-income market
with no regard for low-cost public use or facilities.
Before listing
some of the factors, it is important to understand recreation concepts
of the Pacific Northwest.
The use of the Pacific Northwest as a national recreation ground is
rapidly expanding. The majority of use, however is concentrated on public
facilities; this is where the greatest expansion is taking place. There
seems to be a vacuum in the development of large, commercial facilities.
Interest is mounting as evidenced by the Crystal Mountain enterprise and
the Holden, Washington scheme and also the building of motels, hotels, etc.
But on the whole, little is being done to attract the so-called "big
spenders." True, they have their traditional vacation grounds in Vermont,
Florida and the Bahamas. Presently, there is little to attract them to
the "upstart and pioneer" West except for a few scattered, semi-exclusive
Rocky Mountain resorts.
The Pacific Northwest, however, has the nation's
outstanding natural attractions, but is practically devoid of any comparable recreation facility to match them. It is reasonable to conclude
that a portion of the upper income group could be convinced that a northwest mountain vacation is fashionable -- especially if the surroundings
are exciting, enjoyable and rewarding.
2

Ibid., p.

1.
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Factors Favoring High-Cost Development
Nothing similar to what is being proposed in the previous section
exists in the Pacific Northwest.
The combination of a fully integrated
luxury facility combined with the superb natural qualities will provide
an offering not commonly associated with this section of the country.
Furthermore, a similar combination of natural locative factors is
lacking so that duplication will be difficult.
It would be unwise to install mass recreational facilities here
because of their competitive nature both on and off the Reservation.
Public campgrounds, free or only nominal in cost are found throughout
the Cascades. In all cases, there is little profit motive, but rather a
public service inspiration that accounts for them.
Power development
and private forest companies have installed non-fee camps in nearby
areas.
There are numerous resorts with camp, cabin and lodge facilities
available at low cost within 50 miles of the proposed area. Although
most of these are filled on the weekend, weekday use is low. An additional low-cost facility would undoubtedly attract local populations
in respectable numbers, but minimum prices would be necessary. A weekend
trade would probably still prevail.
By offering a high-cost package plan, some assurance of higher capacity usage could be expected.
This would attract an income group that
has the time and money to spend in blocks. The cost of transportaion
(air) would also suggest Chat the users intend to make the trip worthwhile by week lông reservations or more.

Low-cost mass use does not necessarily mean more income than highcost selectivity.
Clawson's study supports this concept, to some extent.
In his study ofNationa]. Park usage (quite removed from commercial
recreation, but applicable in the sense of price paid for recreation
goods), he found that the curve for the estimated effect of entrance
fees on visits to selected National Parks was inelastic; that as the fee
was raised the use did not drop proportionately; that a greater income
could be obtained through higher fees and less numbers than low fees and
great numbers. Increased fees have the greatest effect on local populations and the least on distant ones. Clawson cautions that the results
of these curves do not necessarily apply to other areas and his point is
well-taken.
In evaluating his pilot study in relationship to future
Warm Springs recreation projects, two values are pertinent:
(1) It is
the only tangible study available on a supply and demand basis for recreational goods, and (2) it points out an inelastic demand curve.
ASTA (American Society of Travel Agencies) reports that in 1959 the
"travel happy Americans .
.
are preparing to spend a huge chunk of a
record $17 billion or higher travel budget on an impressive westward trek.
Discarding the prudent, almost miserly saving of a generation ago, they
are ready to spend large sums if this will lead them to new places."1
.

1.

.

"U. S. Tourists Take New Paths;" Business Week, May 23, 1959, p. 34.
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The organization further states that the "sophisticate"* (an ASTA
tourist category) is as busy as the travel agent trying to dream up new
places to go
and when he finds them, the crowds follow.2
.

.

.

An increasing number of expense-account tourists is placing a larger
amount of luxury pasttimes within the reach of an increasing population.
Convention meetings, also, are tending to hold more and more sessions at
resort hotels, which is proving profitable both to consumer and provider.
Clientele that falls in the high-income bracket has more funds available
for "extra" spending, such as the cocktail lounge and gaming room, etc.
Oftentimes the "extra" spending may near equal the income received by
providing the basic vacation services.
Several publications, including those only briefly mentioned, also
substantiate the notion that an exclusive clientele would provide higher
income and that there is a significant percentage of the entire vacation
market in the high-income bracket. Clawson's study of Resources for the
Future has already been cited. He has essentially established that in
spite of increasing costs associated with consumption of recreation resources, returns to proprietors are not slacking due to smaller numbers.
A research department of the Curtiss Publishing Company has printed
results
of its findings in a nation-wide survey between April 1952 and
March 1953 entitled, "The Travel Market of the United States." They have
established five income groups, the lowest being $2000 and under, the
highest being $7500 and over. It is the latter one we will re'fer to and
be concerned with.

The high-income group ($7500 and over) took the most vacation trips
in this study period on a percentage basis. The upper income segment
also depended upon commercialservices for lodging, food and beverages,
etc. to a much greater extent than those on a lower scale, i.n fact, more
than 74 percent of the upper group relied on these services almost entirely. A definite point is made that not until families are in a $7500
and above income category do they depend more than 50 percent (of the
total group) on commercial accommodations. "This is perhaps the most
profitable segment of the travel market."
During this period, some eight years ago, the average annual family
expenditure for vacation travel in the $10,000 and above income category
amounted to $527.00 per person.
Although the Pacific Northwest is receiving a fair share of summer
tourists, most of them come to this region to enjoy the public low-cost
mass facilities. During the phase of study of the publication's survey
mentioned above, the Pacific region (including three coastal states)
received 12.3 percent of the entire vacation market, or this amounted to
slightly more than
million vacationers.
2.

*

Ibid., p. 34.
ASTA classification indicating wealthy person and big spender.
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The least pretentious type of development and also lower cost services
available to a larger number of people need little justification. The
Forest Service and National Park Service are attempting to meet the increasing demand at the present time; it seems certain that this trend will
continue into the future.
In addition there should be a substantial market
for camping and low-cost cabin facilities, etc.
By developing this type
of facility in areas adjacent to the Complex, it presents some sort of insurance as far as the core region is concerned. Lean years here may well
be taken up by profitable ones in other Reservation developments.
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CONC l.US ION

During the course of this survey members of the Tribal Council have
seen first hand much of the area dealt with by the report. Also, they
have had the opportunity to discuss the Reservation's recreational potential with Messrs. Brower, Spencer and Stewart, all of whom are experienced
in the field of recreational development. Initial responses by all concerned have been most favorable. It is hoped, therefore, that the
Confederated Tribes will follow, generally, the recommendations of the
report proper and of this section.

Most important is the need for comprehensive planning. Nothing
should be built until a master plan has been prepared for the entire Reservation. Reasons for this, such as the need for integration and coordination of vacation and tourist facilities, have been set forth earlier.
One needs only to look at existing recreational areas in the West to see
what lack of planning can bring. A program on the Reservation, especially
in the Mt. Jefferson area, will start from a virgin base and mistakes of
other operations can be studied and eliminated. The signal importance of
forethought and diligence for formulating and implementing a master plan
is heightened by the fact that this area is the oily undisturbed mountain
environment in the Cascades remaining within quasi-private ownership.
This study has presented plans and ideas for the development of a
number of areas on the Reservation0 Likely there are other areas which
have potential that have not been treated of. However, the planning and
development of the assets which have been examined is a massive undertaking, one which will require exceptionally well-qualified persons.
Certainly, the Confederated Tribes should, in embarking upon such a program, seek such services wherever they can be found, within or without
the state of Oregon. To date contact has been made with persons who are
exceptionally qualified to assist in the development of the Reservation's
valuable recreational resources. Assuredly there are others equally
qualified. But, association with David R. Brower (Sierra Club) and
Eldridge T. Spencer has already produced concrete avenues of assistance
and guidance to which the Tribes might well turn. Therefore this report
suggests that the following objectives can be pursued with the Sierra
Club and with Eldridge T. Spencer, of Spencer and Lee, Architects.

Sierra Club

Request the Sierra Club to provide direction and
partial financing (50 percent suggested) of the cost
of further planning and development, including
architectural design of facilities, of the kind
discussed by Spencer in his proposed plan (see
Appendix IV).
Agreement on study purpose principles which involve,
essentially, the presentation:
a detailed analysis
of all recreational sites; architectural plans that
meet with Tribal approval.; and enlistment of persons
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and/or foundations to aid in the underwriting of the
development of conservation of the Warm Springs Reservation recreation resources.
Requeat of the Sierra Club, besides financial aid,
that they provide guidance to insure proper land use
for recreation lands through an advisory council
selected from its membership, provide for adequate
Indian representation in all matters pertaining to it,
and keep future Indian welfare uppermost through
effective educational and publicity guidelines.

Eldridge T. Spencer
To consider his proposed study plan (see Appendix V),
requesting modifications if they are warranted, and
concur in a final proposal.
To cooperate fully by providing information, talents,
and other efforts that will aid in expediting such work.

Time is of some importance in creating and carrying out a basic plan.
To insure that the future quality of the recreational base is assured, it
is suggested that the following resolutions be considered and passed:
To allow no construction of facilities of a vacation or
tourist type in the study areas until a master plan
for their development has been agreed upon.
To establish some type of protection for the Mt. Jefferson to Olallie Butte area with an adequate buffer
zone to the east in order to insure that these lands
retain their high quality character.
This is of even
greater importance for preservation of the asset
should the members of the Confederated Tribes decide
not tQ pursue development of their recreational potential in the immediate future.

These recreational lands of the Reservation are highly valuable.
Their worth will continue to increase - more rapidly than ever - providing
they always retain an air of pristine wilderness, with or without development.
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APPENDIX I

December 21, 1959

Mr. Paul R. Tschirley
Department of Natural Resources
School of Science
Oregon State College
Corvallis, Oregon
Dear Mr. Tschirley:

This letter is in reply to your recent inquiry about our plans for
improvement of the Skyline Road.
The Skyline Road (Forest Service #s42) is now improved from State
Highway #26 to Clackamas Lake to a two-lane standard with crushed rock
surfacing. We plan to continue this betterment on or near the present
location to 011allie Lake. At Olallie Lake, the road will eventually
be completely relocated around the east side of the lake and through a
low Cascade Pass just west of Breitenbush Lake, to connect on west to
the Breitenbush road to Detroit. All of this work will be to a twoland standard with crushed rock surfacing. While an oiled surfacing is
desirable, it probably is not in the foreseeable future.
Much of the work betweeen Clackamas Lake and Olallie Lake will be done
by timber sale operators through our standard timber sale procedure.
However, the betterment in the Olallie Lake area will have to be done
with appropriated funds and this again is not in the foreseeable future.
Another route which will effect the Indian Reservation are roads #S649
and #S650. These roads utilize the low elevation Cascade Mountain Pass
at the heads of Pinhead Creek and the Warm Springs River. Present
timber sale plans put the road close to the Indian Boundary within the
next three years. This road will be on an east-west highway location,
but will be initially built to a one-lane logging road standard.
Attached for your information is a copy of our proposed road map for
the area. This shows the roads diagrammatically which will eventually
be built to facilitate our multiple use plans.
Please advise if this office can be of further assistance to you.
Very truly yours,

PAUL E. NEFF, Forest Supervisor
SI R. E. Worthington
By:

Attachment

R. E. WORTHINGTON, Acting
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APPENDIX II

PORTLAND GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
Electric Building
621 S.W. Alder Street
Portland 5, Oregon
February 5, 1960

Professor Paul R. Tschirley
Department of Natural Resources
Oregon State College
Corvallis, Oregon
Dear Professor Tschirley:

Enclosed is a copy of a map showing two proposed locations
of our Round Butte-Bethel 230-Mv transmission line on the Warm
Springs Indian ieservation. This is the map which you requested
during our telephone conversation this afternoon. As was discussed
during our conversation, it is not at this time possible to state
which of these two routes will ultimately be used.

You will also find enclosed a copy of our drawing number
EE-1l77 which describes the clearing requirements about which
you asked.
We trust that this information will be of use to you in your
studies of the resources of the Warm Springs Indian Reservation.
Yours very truly,

/s/ L. E.

Hodel

L. E. Hodel
Asst. Chief Struct. Engineer

LE}I:gc

Enclos.
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APPENDIX III

April 6, 1960

Mr. Eldridge T. Spencer
Spencer & Lee, Architects
251 Kearny Street
San Francisco 8, California
Dear Mr. Spencer:

Here are the main points which we discussed with you.

Your evaluation of the area's attractions and
commercial potential.
The need for quality development from the
standpoints of area beauty and commercial success.
The need for careful analysis for the planning
and development of a totally integrated recreation
program.

Basic considerations of a planning program.
The advantages of Indian residents as a labor
force and a means to enhance the primitive
atmosphere.

Value of an advisory committee and persons who
might serve.
Any other point you feel worth emphasizing in
the preparation of a grant prospectus.
A copy of the notes taken while discussing the situation with you
and Zack Stewart is also included.
Many thanks for your interest in helping.
information will be cleared through you.

Use of any requested

Sincerely yours,

PRT: cw

End.
cc: Norman McKown

Paul R. Tachirley
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SUBJECT:

DATE:
I.

Discussions concerning the potentials and feasibility
commercial recreation development on the Warm Springs
Reservation with Mr. Eldridge T. Spencer and Mr. Zack
Spencer and Lee, Arch., 251 Kearny St., San Francisco

of
Indian
Stewart,
8, Calif.

March 3 and 4, 1960.

It was obvious to Mr. Spencer, after studying the preliminary information and the expansion of a few points, that the area had:
Excellent natural and cultural conditions for recreation;
A unique opportunity for a much needed, regionally lacking,
development.

He strongly urged that detailed planning and development be
carried out.
lie also observed that a commercial venture has an excellent
chance of financial success, providing high quality planning
results are closely adhered to in physical plant development.
II.

Specific data concerning investment costs and projected returns of
a development program was requested, but it was decided that this
information was premature for the following reasons:
A.

The use of data for seemingly similar areas and applying it
to Reservation development would be misleading since, in
reality, there are no existing similarities;
That only by careful study and analysis can the correct
architectual developments be successfully molded into the
landscape, upon which financial success will be heavily
dependent.

III.

The main subject of the meetings then revolved around bringing out
hidden and additional advantages for development and converting the
seeming disadvantage into a significant attraction. A number of
new and valuable concepts were introduced. These added points are
especially important in:
building a stronger case for development;
aiding in seeking funds for additional study; and interesting investment possibilities.
Some of the possibilities discussed are
listed below.
The recreation program wants to be integrated with all feasible potentials developed - even those that have been considered insignificant to this time suchas the Hot Springs
Resort and Pelton Reservoir site.
1.

Such a program would serve a wide variety of vacation
types, attract larger numbers and more income opportunity.
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2.

B.

If all recreation development types are planned so as to
be inter-dependent, the potential supporting insurance
presented by each would allow greater flexibility.

A winter-summer operation is of utmost importance. Any
natural winter attractions should be capitalized and enhanced by cultural facilities.
One example is the efficient operation of the Hot Springs
resort after considerable improvements have been made providing the Tribe can regain title.

Another basic consideration is the continued operation of
facilities in the Papoose Lakes area during the winter
months, emphasizing the terrain and snow conditions for
cross country skiing, and developing other winter attractions.
C.

The advantages associated with nearby Indian residents overshadows any distraction that might be presented by a nearby
residence, and as possible transactors in future development.

They are an excellent source of summer labor in that they
are not especially dependent on steady employment.
They would lend to the primitive atmosphere.

They have valuable entertainmnt talents.
They are good, peaceful, industrious people.
D.

It is not advisable - in reality dangerous to suggest anything other than quality development in the Kuckup-Harvey
Park-Papoose Lakes area.
This area offers the greatest natural attraction.
It deserves only the best in development, - anything less
would be derogatory.

There are opportunities for low cost, mass facilities
elsewhere - best exemplified by the Long Lake area.
E.

It is essential that a contemporary resort pattern not be
installed in the Kuckup-Harvey Park-Papoose Lakes area.
1.

F.

Full advantage should be taken of an Indian theme.

Travel to the resort areas and on the Reservation are potentially strong attractions.
1.

Perhaps most significant consideration is the potential
high profit aspect of transportation of a recreational
development situation - especially if integrated.
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2.

G.

An example of a transportation attraction would be the
fly-in possibility making loops of Mt. Hood and Jefferson.

Other advantageous points needing careful exploration include:

Use of the resident herd of wild horses as a curiosity
attraction;
The development of a Dude Ranch in the total recreation
facility;

A mobile camp for Mt. Jefferson;

Horseback travel throughout the Reservation area as a
means of moving to various attractions;
Informing the Indians that there are many intangible
benefits associated with the presence of quality consumers.

Paul R. Tschirley
March 10, 1960
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APPENDIX IV

May 23, 1960
NOTES ON THE WARM SPRINGS INDIAN RESERVATION
Prepared for the Warm Springs Foundation at Oregon State College by
Eldridge T. Spencer, Architeèt, 251 Kearny Street, San Francisco, Calif.
c Copyright, March 1960.

American culture is reaching the limits of its explosive move
westward, and the cycle of consolidation of peoples and ideas is well
underway. The extreme variation in the geography of the western states
is an irresistable influence on this consolidation, and one which can
contribute greatly to the success of planning for use. The search by
the Warm Springs Tribes for guidance in their future is an indication of
their awareness of this general movement. An accelerated rate of change
now with us seems all too short for the problem ahead and is a critical
one for the populations involved and the various geographical areas they
occupy.
It is now well-recognized that strength - moral and intellectual,
as well as physical - results from a previous period of cross-fertilization. This hybridization becomes with time complex in its expression
and at intervals results in stabilized periods of long duration in man's
existence.

Looking at our West Coast a while, the best interests of all will
be greatly furthered if the two strong, seemingly opposing forces now
acting upon us can be wedded. The one is that of creating a unity of
peoples and the second that of preserving the individual characteristics
of varied races in their environments so as to provide a needed vitality
for the future.
Applying this principle to the Warm Springs Indian Tribes and their
land, it would seem wise to consider only projects that are based on
tribal participation in the philosophy of development and practical
management. Desire for short-term income and the assimilations of the
extrovertive expressions of today should not take precedence over the
development of the Indian people in the directions of their own characteristics. Their land should be subjected to change governed by a
balance of decisions which recognizes use-conservation as well as
financial controls. The highest form of cultural and financial results
which might be anticipated for the Indians and their lands may be found
if the development is directed toward the existing natural environment
and cultural possibilities of the Indian Tribes based on their past and
present.
The best approach to the use of land and to the facilities needed
is from the aspect of highest human use. In this case, it would seem
that concern should be for the value the Indians will derive from their
land. This value in its most inunediate form could be the outright sale
or lease of the land to a concessionaire who would produce income to the
Indians by operating a resort or recreation business. This presumably
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would generate current funds, but it would not involve the Indians, or
produce a result in which they had concern. Since the profit margin in
recreation-resort operations is usually low, and favorable long-term
financing is difficult, the return to the tribes would not justify the
risks inherent with absentee ownership. Culturally, although the land
is very beautiful, a standardized recreation-resort operation would not
have the kind of unique appeal to visitors that the land and people are
capable of and that some of the Indians of the southwest have created by
their development of activities for which they are suited. After long
years of trial and error they have, during the last 100 years, been able
to preserve their land, language and way of living and to find ways to
survive and thrive in the economic framework imposed upon them.
As a more valuable program, one could work with the Indians and
their lands and develop accommodations for visitors which would have a
varied appeal on a year-round basis. Starting with the name - Warm
Springs - I wonder if there are not warm springs on the Reservation which
would interest the public and provide a vacation goal for people who have
or would develop an interest in the Reservation.
If the springs happen
to be located close to the Indian community, accommodations could be
provided and guests made a part of the community and its activities
This
would influence the quality of the visitors and their interest in the
Indians
If attracted on a regional or national basis, visitors would
contribute knowledge and experience to the tribes as well as income. The
special abilities of the Indians and the character of their land would
avoid placing the facilities in competition with the typical hotel-motel
operation which is becoming stereotyped and destructive to the variety
of 'experience the public prefers.
Accommodations near Warm Springs might have the second objective of
attracting impulse visits from travelers on the Madras-Mt. Hood Highway.
The river setting is an appealing vista for travelers, free of heavilysigned roadside accommodations.
In general, uses which are so concentrated that they develop congestion and overload conditions become destructive to the visitor's enjoyment and to the scenic resources being used. The most fragile vegetation
on the Reservation land as well as the least explored, seems to be in the
vicinity of Mt. Jefferson. In a study of Mt. Rainier two years ago, we
found that the sub-alpine parks at the timberline level of the mountain
are easily damaged, recover slowly, and once destroyed, the character of
the area is lost. Placement of guest accommodations, utilities and roads
a protective distance from areas of high natural intensity puts the visitor in a position to enjoy the reason for the visit without obliterating it.
Fortunately, use patterns can be adjusted to the durability of the
land, and visitors will respond to a variety of landscapes and accommodations. Different uses should become self-evident from the environment.
Some form of accommodation in the vicinity of Mt. Jefferson could
become a part of a many-faceted use program for the Indians' land.
I would
approach this land thoughtfully and with respect.
Guest accommodations here
would evolve to directed use, becoming the specific goal of the visitor,
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rather than a wayside stop. The guest's attitude and appreciation of
the wilderness area to the south will be influenced by his accomodations. One might choose a site located,a respectful distance from the
alpine meadowland, perhaps in the vicinity of the lakes near Breitenbush
Butte or Olallie Butte.
In order to insure the most favorable long-term
value for the Indians, treatment of this boundary land should be harmonized with the use plan of the Mt. Hood National Forest.
As another example, the horse, still present on the'ReserVatiofl,
seems to have diminished in economic value because of limited use.
Early use of the horse by the Indians is legendary, although it was a
late introduction to their culture. Through its use, they developed a
high degree of mobility in their shelter and living patterns, similar
to that which we are through other means experiencing today. This preference of the public for movement and travel and the traditional love
of the Indian for life based on mobility derived from the use of the
Such an idea might take the form of a mobile
horse might be combined.
visit which offers the guest a two- or three-stop stay in different
parts of the Reservation, traveling by horseback from camp to camp.
The appeal of a simple outdoor environment of this sort and contact
with the Indians, who have a natural ability to entertain, would contribute to the overall satisfaction of the paying guest.

If this analysis and premise seems interesting, a series of
mobile camps could be considered, so located that they serve as takeoff points across a stretch of wild land and at the same time are
served by roads outside the wilderness to insure supply,- and access
for the convenience of guests who wish to enter the trip from different
points. This simple diagram illustrates the idea.

A similar problem and solution has been very successfully worked
The same public which warmly supout in the Yosemite National Park.
ports this operation could be expected to support a similar one on the
Warm Springs Reservation. The natural components, while not the same,
are close enough for comparison. The main difference would be in the
area of policy forming and management. Stated in these terms a solution to a set of conditions becomes tangible and would, I believe, attract
the support of the tribal organization and also that of far-seeing foundations and educational groups. A system can surely be designed to
recognize and protect areas of great natural intensity by serving as a
pre-arranged buffer to the valuable scenic resources.
Recreation possibilities for the winter,spring and fall seasons
should not be overlooked. Guest facilities used for one purpose during
the summer may assume an entirely different character with a change of
climate and be suitable for other uses. For example, in one case a
highly-used ski area at the 7,000-foot elevation has also developed the
best concentration of wildflowers, which summer guests enjoy.
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In the National Parks, the secret of a successful service to the
public often lies in the fact that management accepts a variable profit
margin in order to run a successful total operation.
Often the element
most appreciated by the guest is of very little cost to the operator;
and conversely, a most costly phase of operation may not be apparent to
the guest. The judgment exercised in choosing and developing a balance
of services which will attract visitors will also help the tribes to
develop their own particular traits. The latter factor could well be
the most important contribution of such a program.
Some discussion of values is pertinent to plans for future use of
When this land was assigned to the Indian tribes as a reservation, it was considered to be of little value because it was remote
to the good farmlands and its timber was small in comparison with the
Douglas Fir stands on the coastal scarp of the Cascades and the Coast
Range. As the pressure for land has slowly increased over the last 80
years and our ways of using land have changed, the Warm Springs Indians
have found their lands have increased in economic value. Phoenix,
Arizona has followed this pattern at an accelerated pace. What was
once considered arid wasteland is now the scene of a land boom because
of changed use.
the land.

This kind of value increase is largely due to human preference,
which, in fact, is usually the sole factor in establishing land values.
A classic example of a premature relinquishment of land which, because
of changing human use became of great value, is Manhattan Island.
The
owner of the King Ranch in Texas, on the other hand, found great reward
in heeding the advice of his riverboat captain friend, who suggested
he 'buy land and never sell." I would strongly recommend that the
tribes jealously guard what they have and develop an equally strong capacity to participate in its management.

It would be my suggestion that the Warm Springs Indians act upon
the knowledge they receive from Oregon State College by outlining and
discussing a program which brings their own cultural heritage in active
contact with the best elements of Western culture through the medium
of their own participation in their land holdings.
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API'ENDIX V

Copy

Eldridge T. Spencer, Architect FA1A
251 Kearny Street, San Francisco 8
DOuglas 2-5840

July 11, 1960

Mr. Paul R. Tschirley
Department of Geography
Portland State College
Portland, Oregon
Dear Paul:

A conservation-use study of the Warm Springs Tribal Lands will offer
the Tribes a chance to gain an understanding of the future value of their
land and to originate and review a number of practical ways to enhance
its value. The Study can be pointed toward bringing the tribes in contact
with the best ideas in Western Culture; and in particular, those ifidividuals and institutions capable of supporting the wise use of natural
environment and cultural characteristics.
I would suggest an approach generally following the notes which were
prepared after your visit to San Francisco in March. The land would be
evaluated for possible functional uses in terms of: (a) Conservation of
the natural components on the land, (b) Financial support for a way of
life for the Tribes and (c) Recreation for the public. For accomplishment,
the study could be divided into two parts covering a period of nine months
and commencing after the first of September, with a third "follow-up"
phase for continuity.
The first part, about two-fifths of the total, would consist of a
directed effort to prepare written and graphic material based on all
available information including an on-the-site study of the land.
It
would not be limited to research material, but might also include the contibutions of an outstanding photographer such as Ansel Adams or Philip
Hyde who have a demonstrated ability to interpret landscape.
Consistent with the idea expressed in the notes, we would suggest
that three or four Americans whose presence would stimulate thought and
who would he able to contribute to overall results should visit the reservation. For example in the past we have asked Edgar Anderson* of the
Missouri Botanical Gardens to contribute. His broad knowledge of ecology
and botany has given an insight into the nature of the land being studied
and he has written valuable notes and articles for local use and for general circulation.
It would also seem important to prepare and submit for
discussion and reference an outline of some of the successful concessioner
operations in National Parks and other recreation areas.
It may even be advisable to encourage tribal leaders to visit some successful concessions
which serve the public well and maintain a stable financial position.

*

See "Who's Who of 1960"
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By working with the material collected from field trips and from
the contributions of individuals, we would expect a number of ideas to
be ready for documentation, discussion and testing. The by-products of
the study - the charts, notes, and photography - will prepare the way to
obtain moral and financial support of our objectives from foundations and
public bodies who become interested in the project.
The second part of the study, equal in length to the first, would
consist of preparing and testing through discussion, writing, and drawings..
a number of possible directions the tribes might follow. Using a scatter
technique, a number of these could be developed which would be carried
forward in increasing detail as long as they seemed to lead to practical
results.
In the most refined form, a study would contain.a good analysis
of benefits and operation of the idea and a preliminary estimate of the
cost of accomplishment.
If, as an example, the series of mobile camps
suggested in our ItNotes survives the testing process, it would be in a
form that would permit conversion into trails, camps and buildings. The
sum of these studies would be the conservation-use plan for the Warm
Springs Tribal Lands.
Finally, we have allowed one fifth of the study as a bridge to the
Indians practical application of the work. Arrangements for architectural work and the animation of the material in the form of displays,
commercial art work, and articles on the Warm Springs Indians would be a
pait of this phase of the work, although the finished products would be
done by separate contract. This might consume as much as six months or a
year of occasional study and consultation
With respect to the particular manner in which we would work with the
Indians, I have no strong recommendations. Some personal contact will be
necessary although it may be desirable to handle the testing and discussion
of ideas in Part Two of the study through Director McKown of the Warm
Springs Foundation, who has au eady established effective communication
with the tribes. It would be important to give individuals such as Edgar
Anderson, or members of the Board of Directors of the Jackson Hole Preserve,
an opportunity for direct contact with the Indians and a stay on the
reservation.
This type of study is usually undertaken on the basis of labor cost
with a one and one-half times markup for office expense and overhead, plus
the direct costs of consultants, materials, travel and reproduction. My
personal time is included in the markup on labor costs with the exception
of time in travelling and in the field which is based on a per diem chaige
After a preliminary study of the Warm Springs Lands I believe we can spend
enough time to ensure good results within a maximum allowance of $10,000.
each for the first two parts of the study, and $5,000. for the follow-up
work.

I am enclosing two copies of the notes on the Warm Springs Tribal
Lands for you since they outline an approach to the work under discussion.
Sincerely,

s/ Ted

ETS:eb
Enc losures

Eldridge T. Spencer, Architect
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APPENDIX VI

COPY

NOTES ON THE ECONOMICS OF RECREATION - RESORT OPERATIONS
Prepared for the Warm Springs Foundation at Oregon State College by
Eldridge T. Spencer, Architect, 251 Kearny Street, San Francisco, Calif.

Concessioners in the National Parks represent a good example of
stable long term business adaptable to Indian Land ownership and financial
structure. This type of business exists on leased public land entirely at
the pleasure of the public, and their representatives - the National Park
Service.
The character of the business is closely controlled and the rate
of return on capital investment is reviewed periodically by the National
Park Service.
The concessioner is required to provide some services to the public
which are not directly profitable.
Investment does not yield the immediate return one might get from other forms of investment. As a result
of the conditions under which recreation resort business must operate in
the parks, the concessioners become stable organizations with highly
diversified operations.
It is this kind of operation which would seem ideal for establishment of Indian lands, offering opportunity for active Indian management,
and investment experience and employment for a number of Indians, as well
as contact with a selected part of the American public.
As an example of this kind of business, one such operation provides
three general standards of guest accommodations with a great diversity in
each. There is a large resort hotel, with a high standard of personal
service and food. There are cabin accommodations with bath and sometimes
cooking facilities which are somewhat comparable in organization to motel
accommodations except for the diversity of activity and recreation offered
in the National Park. Finally, there are simple out-of-door accommodations tents with and without cooking facilities which keep the visitor close to
the park and its environment.
In addition, this company provides horse and
bicycle rentals, commercial and gift sales, food service, and several
smaller lodges at some distance to the main operation. The company has been
in operation for sixty years, in various forms, and the secret to their
success seems to be in the diversity and quality of the services offered.
On some of their concessions a net loss is sustained, while on others a good
return is realized. The diversity in the operation gives an overall adequate return and offers a wide enough and flexible enough base to absorb
the shocks of a changing national economy.
Investment possibilities in recreation - resort operations on the tJarm
Springs lands can be defined by making a series of case studies of possible
concessions and making a preliminary pricing on each. These studies can
then be evaluated by the tribal council in terms of its value to the tribes,
its appropriateness on the tribal lands, and its income value. As an example, assume that a sum of one million dollars was made available over a
period of five years pro-rated as follows: Capital investment in physical
facilities at the rate of $300,000 the first year, and $200,000 in two
succeeding years; operating expenses at the rate of $50,000 annually for
five years; with the balance of the money placed in advertising of a kind
consistent with the quality of the facilities.
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With these assumptions, and a knowledge of the character of the Warm
Springs lands, one might assume that in the first years there would be
enough people interested in the Warm Springs Indians and their lands to
justify seventy (70) guest rooms averaging four pillows each and offered
at three different standards of character, lodging, price, and food. One
hundred pillows might be arranged in the form of a hospitality house at
Warm Springs designed to provide a high standard of service and offer
the outsider a chance to visit the Reservation. Another eighty pillows
might be placed in the vicinity of the wilderness area in a cabin-type
accommodation serving as a base for people wanting to enter the wilderness
and finally one-hundred pillows might be divided into two camps of fifty
serving simple food, offering inexpensive shelter and located in areas of
high natural intensity such as the Canyon of the Deschutes River, near
the existing Warm Springs, or in the Lake Country. Capital cost of these
accommodations might vary from $5,000 to $15,000 per rOom. ($1,250 to
$3,750 rer pillow) including furnishings and activation.
Part of the value of this kind of business to the Tribes would come
not from the profits, but from the fact they own and operate it. Care
should be taken in establishing the framework in which to do business.
There might be advantages, for instance, in establishing a Tribal Foundation concerned with the enhancement nd perpetuation of the productive use
of the lands to absorb the profit from recreation operations. The benefits to the tribe might be a fuller use of income than a directly taxed
business enterprise.
It would alsO seem that the value of certain visitors to the tribal
would greatly exceed the cost of entertaning An advisory board
organized to consult on various aspects of the management of the Warm
Springs Recreation Investment might develop value far in excess of their
stated purpose.
lands

The economics of recreation - resort operations are quite different
from the competitive highway motel business. The diversity of services
offered as well as their character and appropriateness become the basis
of attraction for the guest, rather than the convenience and economy of
an overnight room rental along the open road.
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UTILIZATION POTENTIALS OF THE WARN SPRINGS FOREST
by
Milford D. McKimmy, PhD.

CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

This report discusses and analyzes current utilization of the Warm
Springs forest and suggests future possibility for the marketing and
utilization of forest products on the Reservation. Since it is the
Confederated Tribes' most valuable single resource, optimum and efficient
utilization of the forest is obviously of central importance to the
economy and well-being of the Reservation, both now and in the future.
Various programs and methods are recommended by which the Confederated
Tribes may achieve greater participation in the utilization of their
forest resources.
It is suggested that these recommendations be implemented by phases so that the Confederated Tribes may pursue an orderly
sequence of steps at a pace commensurate with their desires, needs and
abilities, toward the accomplishment of the goals suggested in the report.
The presuppositions which underlie this report should be stated at
the outset. They are that the Confederated Tribes: (1) Can start working
toward assumption of the basic responsibilities of their forest resource;
(2) should be made aware of the present value and the possibilities for
future development of the Reservation's forest resource; (3) can use
their forest resource as an instrument in their future economic development;
(4) recognize that any major course of action will have its share of shortcomings and disadvantages. In essence, the successful fulfillment of any
program on which they embark will depend to a large extent upon how willing
they are, collectively, to work for it.
Finally, it should be emphasized that forest utilization can involve
several approaches. At one extreme the forest resource can be utilized
for maximum short-term income. On the other hand it can provide for
maximum long-term employment, training opportunities, and a stable income
for the Warm Springs people.

Purpose of Report.
summarized as follows:
1.

The specific objectives of this report may be

To recommend ways by which better utilization of the
Reservation's forest resource may be achieved. As will
be suggested, immediate, closer utilization of Reservation
timber seems feasible with only minor changes of an
administrative nature. Long-range improvements in
utilization of the forest resources appear very promising;
however, implementation of such developments will require
careful planning.
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To suggest ways by which the Confederated Tribes may
realize a greater financial return from their forest
resource. At present they receive only stumpage values
for their timber. In appraisal techniques, stumpage
values are considered to be the residual value after
the final product has been marketed and a "fair" amount
has been deducted for logging, manufacturing, profit
and risk. These appraisal techniques consider an
operation of average efficiency, grade recovery and
Since profit and risk for the
merchandising costs.
operator is usually assumed to be about 10-15 percent
after taxes and considering the 52 percent corporation
tax private operators pay on all income over $25,000,
it seems reasonable that the Confederated Ttibes could
realize more money from their forest resource than at
present.
To promote better forest management procedures. As
will be indicated, the timber stand would immediately
benefit silviculturally from small-scale salvage logging,
a pole operation and a well-planned Christmas tree
project. As more intensive utilization develops in
the future, more intensive forest management can be
practiced as a simple matter of economics.

To incorporate the multiple use concept more fully
in the management of the Reservation timber.
Grazing, fish and game, water, and recreational
use should also be considered. The human use of
land must be planned so it is in coordination with
the program of timber and wood production.
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CHAPTER

II

DISCUSSION OF EXISTING SITUATION

(The reader's attention is directed to Appendix A for a comparison of timber utilization practices on the Reservation
and those found on the surrounding national forest areas.)
Conversion. All of the pine cut on the Reservation is converted
into lumber at the Warm Springs Lumber Company located on the Reservation;
the Douglas-fir is converted into plywood or studs at the Mt. Jefferson
Plywood Company near Madras.

The Warm Springs Lumber Company is a primary convertor, i.e., only
lumber is manufactured and sold.
No effort is made toward secondary
conversion such as cut stock, end and edge gluing, etc., although wrapped
paneling has been pioneered at the mill which does have equipment for
the manufacture of various tnouldings and patterns. This mill does not
produce chips, and dry planer shavings are burned as fuel or in the waste
burner. The mill generates its own electricity and steam for operation
of the sawmill and dry kilns. Great quantities of hog fuel are used in
the powerhouse.
The Warm Springs mill is well designed and does an efficient job
of sawing pine.
It is not readily adapted to the sawing of Douglas-fir
since a 20-foot log is the maximum length that may be sawed and the mill
is not designed to handle timbers.
The premium priced material of
Douglas-fir is dimension items (2 - 4 inches thick, 4 inches or more
wide) 24 feet and longer. A versatile Douglas-fir sawmill should be
able to handle logs up to 36-feet long at the least.
If possible a
42-foot log should be able to be sawed.
Also, pine sawmills such as the Warm Springs Lumber Company are
not designed to handle timbers. Timbers are items 5 inches and greater
in width and 5 inches or greater in thickness. For example, a typical
timber would be a 6-inch by 12-inch member 30-feet long.
The Warm Springs Lumber Company fulfills a need relative to the
Reservation timber. The Confederated Tribes benefit from having an
efficient convertor at that location since the better is the convertor
the greater is the stumpage price which can be paid.
There does not appear to have been a large capital investment made
in this mill in recent years; however, maintenance seems to be proper
and the equipment is in good repair. It is unlikely there will be any
significant investment until management is more certain of their future.
As long as small timber sales and sealed bids continue it is likely the
present situation will prevail.

A small sawmill (Dahl Pine) is located on highway 26 near the
northern edge of the Reservation. At present it is sawing logs from
the Mt. Hood National Forest.
It is a green mill and was temporarily
built. The rough green lumber it produces is trucked to Redmond where
it is dried and finished.
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Employment Opportunities. At the present time about 275 jobs are
created by timber removed from the Reservation. This includes the jobs
at Mt. Jefferson Plywood Company which can be attributed to Reservation
timber and the total employment of both the Warm Springs Lumber Company
and the Cascade Eastern Logging Company. The jobs range from supervisory and skilled down to common labor.

About 12 to 15 of these jobs are of a supervisory natures foremen,
superintendents, etc. Around 45 of these jobs are classified as skilled
where a period of apprenticeship is required, such as mechanics, machinists,
electricians, plumbers, millwrights, filers, etc. Another 20 to 25 of
the top jobs in the sawmill, plywood plant and woods require considerable
training and experience. These include the sawyer, edgerman, resaw
operator, trimmerman, lathe operator, clipper operators, planer operators,
lumber graders, fallers and buckers and certain equipment operators.
Therefore, Reservation timber creates around 200 jobs which could be
rather quickly learned by any conscientious and competent worker.
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CHAPTER

III

SHORT-RUN UTILIZATION

These are three kinds of relatively small-scale methods for
increasing the utilization of the Reservation's forest resources which
could be initiated at the present time. They could be started either
as individual enterprises or under the auspices of the Confederated
Tribes.
These enterprises are considered from the following standpoints:
(1) Personnel required; (2) equipment needed; (3) its cost; (4) job
descriptions; (5) cost of operations; and, (6) profit. All estimates
quoted are tentative. A great variation in the cost of any venture
can be caused by size, type of equipment, design, capacity, and efficiency
of operation.
Christmas Trees. Activity of this type already is underway. Last
year (1959) the Confederated Tribes sold about 18,000 Christmas trees at
a price ranging from around $1.00 to $1.50 per tree.

If the existing arrangment can be expanded so as to utilize the
total Christmas tree production from the rights-of-way under the power
lines on the Reservation and from the timber stand, it would add to
Tribal income and possibly improve the timber stand. Cutting on the
rights-of-way should be desirable for both the Confederated Tribes and
the B.P.A. since such a program would prevent such trees from getting
large enough to interfere with the power lines. Trees cut from the
timber stand should be carefully marked or selected. Some Tribal
members already have been taught by foresters to se1ectproper trees in
the timber stand.
The personnel needed for this operation would depend, of course,
upon the number of trees that were to be taken out any given year.
It
would utilize 30 men or more for a short period of time.
The different
jobs can be broken down into the following categories:
Markers. Persons to select the trees in terms of maximum
production capacity on the rights-of-way, and in terms of
maximum stand improvement in the timber stand. If personnel
are limited the markers could also cut the trees. The
markers should have training by professional foresters in
proper techniques of selection.
Cutters.
The job of cutting the trees could, as noted,
be either combined with or separate from the marking of
trees.
Pullers.
Pullers take the cut trees to the roadside for
grading and loading onto trucks for shipment. This job
requires little skill; however, some species of Christmas
trees, namely, the valuable true firs, have brittle
branches and must be handled carefully.
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Christmas trees are sold on the basis of grades
Graders.
which depend upon spacing of branch whorls, leader
length, etc. Grade separation should take place before
the trees are loaded for shipment. Again, the grading
operation could be combined with other jobs, e.g.,
pulling. A limited amount of training would be required
for a person to become familiar with the different
Christmas tree grades.
Loaders. The loaders load the graded Christmas trees
Sometimes a separate, interon trucks for shipment.
mediate operation is performed called packing which
entails merely the packing of graded trees into bundles
for shipment. This operation can be combined with
loading. As indicated earlier, some species must be
very carefully packed for shipment since they have
brittle branches. Fortunately, Douglas-fir, the main
species of Christmas tree, can be handled rather roughly.

For the size of operation the Reservation
Foreman.
could support a foreman is needed to coordinate the
various activities of the operation. He should be
responsible for filling the orders with the proper
number and grades of trees and species. He should also
oversee the flow of production to note if the cutters
were getting ahead or behind, The foreman would also
be responsible for a certain amount of bookkeeping and
record keeping necessary for proper paying and production
scheduling. Other records for the venture would be
maintained in the Tribal offices as is now done.
The amount of equipment needed for this operation is nominal but
it would depend upon the degree to which the Tribe wished to market
the trees. Axes and grading facilities are about the only initial
Since sales are made at the roadside no trucks are needed,
needs.
The cost of this operation would be very low. Most of the income
from sale would be profits. The present enterprise pays the various
workers straight wages with profits accruing to the Confederated Tribes.
In conclusion, this operation is seasonal and rather profitable.
Although the benefits accruing to the timber stand cannot be accurately
estimated they should be considerable. If, in the future, it were
desired to make the operation less seasonal, a pruning program could
be initiated. This is done successfully by the more intensive Christmas
tree growers. Pruners would need a certain amount of training, but it
would create additional job opportunities and it could possibly increase
the profits from this venture.

Additional considerations for sometime in the future would be the
establishment of warehouses and marketing facilities and the establishment
Such
of Christmas tree plantations on suitable areas of the Reservation.
plantations presumably would be the highest economic use of the land on
those areas involved.
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Pole and Piling. Many areas in the Douglas-fir stands would
benefit from a thinning cut at the present time.
These trees which
should be cut are about the optimum size for sale as poles and piling.
Therefore, the removal of these trees by means of a pole operation
would benefit the stand silviculturally and could provide job opportunities and revenue for the Confederated Tribes.

The pole market has been very good in recent years. The nearest
pole yard at The Dalles, Oregon, found it necessary in 1959 to bring
several rail carloads of poles from as far as California in order to
fill their demand.
One problem a pole and piling enterprise would encounter would be
transportation to The Dalles. Premium priced poles are the longer
and larger ones of the type found in the Reservation timber stand.
The
highway to The Dalles, however, has many sharp curves and it would be
very difficult to truck these poles over the highway.
There is a good pole market in Portland and highway 26 to Portland
has fewer sharp curves than does highway 197 to The Dalles. Although it
is believed the additional hauling distance to Portland would offset the
advantages of a better highway, some of the longer poles that might be
impossible to haul to The Dalles could be taken to Portland.
There are two solutions to this problem. First, pole companies
are willing to purchase poles at roadside, the nearest railhead, or
at their plant. As a first step in an enterprise such as this, it
might be wise to sell at roadside. Then, as experience is gained in
the enterprise, the poles could be taken to the railhead at Madras. If
rail connections were to become available on the Reservation the operation
would be greatly simplified since very little highway hauling would be
required.
The number of men involved in this operation could vary from two or
three to six or more. Power saws and a small skidding tractor would be
about the only initial equipment requirements... (See, the following
section on salvage logging for approximate cost of a small skidding cat.)

A foreman would be required for this enterprise who should be familiar
with pole and piling grading rules. He could select trees for good
quality and stand improvement purposes. This suggests that a small log
market should be investigated for this enterprise since all of the trees
removed might not be of a quality suitable for poles and piling.
Profits from this operation would also be variable depending upon
the extent to which the thinning program was undertaken. The primary
benefit from this operation is believed to be the silvicultural improveinent resulting to the stand. The greater growth of the residual stand
would be a definite economic asset to the Warm Springs people for the
future.
(The forest management report discusses these aspects in more
detail.)
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Salvage Logging. As indicated earlier there are several advantages
which should result from a salvage logging operation. First, this
operation could be very small or rather large, thus the interested Warifi
Springs people could gradually get into an enterprise consistent with
their abilities and with their desire to invest a small or moderate
amount of money. Secondly, a salvage logging operation would permit t1e
early salvage of many of the trees which are likely to be killed, infeSted
or very recently killed by insect and fungi attacks. Thirdly, the voltime
secured from extensive operations of this type might enable the planned
pine cut to be decreased somewhat in volume. Finally, the stumpage price
of recently dead trees can be equivalent to green timber, enabling a
significant income to be obtained from timber which is presently lost.:

Salvage logging is very active on the Deschutes National Forest.
Most of these operations are two-man shows operating with a power saw
and a self-loading truck. A good crew can bring in about two truck
loads, or 15 to 16 thousand board feet, per day. A total volume of
around 3 million board feet per year is removed from the Deschutes
National Forest by this method. The Bear Springs ranger district on the
Mt. Hood National Forest just north of the Reservation supports three
salvage logging operations.

The smallest operation of this type would be a two-man operation
Since self-loaders
with a power saw, axes, and a self-loading truck.
cost from $5-12,000 at the present time, the investment for getting such
In much of the logged
a crew started would be around $5,500 to $12,500.
pine area on the Reservation, a crew of this size would suffice, securing
timber near the roadside. For more remote, hilly and not adequately
roaded areas, a skidding cat and more equipment would be required.
As an estimate of income from the operations of such a two-man
crew, assume they could average 10 thousand board feet per day production
If the
and that a stumpage rate of $25.00 per thousand were charged.
loggers were to receive $45.00 per thousand for these logs in the pond
Even
their gross income after deduction for stumpage would be $200.00.
after allowing for adequate payments for capital investments and overhead?
the crew would earn very high wages.
A larger salvage logging operation might employ five to seven men
with profit from the enterprise accruing to the Confederated Tribes.
Such an operation would be adaptable to logging the more inaccessible
and remote areas. The following equipment, with estimated investment
costs, would be required.
Equipment

Cost

Self-loading truck
Small cat (possibly with front
end loader)
Power saws (2 or 3)
Chokers, chains, etc.

$5--l2,000
5--12,000
1,090
1,000
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Therefore, $25,000 would be a fair estimate of the investment required
for this size of operation. If the cat or tractor were equipped with a
front end loader the truck would not need to be self-loading. However,
a tractor so equipped might be more limited in 8kidding ability.

An estimate of profit for this type of operation is presented in
Table 1. One truck averaging 12.5 thousand board feet per day and a fiveman crew were assumed. Approximately a six month or 130 day season was
used. It should be stressed that the profit figure given is an estimate
only.

Table 1.

C.

Estimate of Profit From Salvage Logging

Estimated total investment
$25,000
Estimated annual production
1,625 M*
Expected average selling price
$50/N
Estimated annual sales (B x C)
$81,250
Estimated annual operating costs
Production costs
Stumpage ($25/N)
$40,625
Direct labor ($2.50/hr.)
13,000
Supervision(l0% of d.1.)
1,300
Payroll overhead(16% of d.l.)
2,080
Investment - determined costs
(20% of investment)
5,000
Total all production costs
$62,005
Selling and management costs
(15% of production costs)
9,301
Total all operating costs
$71,306
Net annual profit before income taxes (D-E)
9,944
Profit per invested dollar (F/A)
39.,.
Profit per sales dollar (F/D)
12.27.
Estimated profit per unit produced (Profit margin) (F/B)
$6. 13/N
*The symbol M denotes "one thousand board feet".

Various factors could, of course, upset this relatively favorable
estimate of profit. Poorly used equipment could cause breakdowns and
hence lower the predicted production, and if many major repairs were
necessary, increase the maintenance expenses anticipated. On the other
hand, some aspects of this prediction may be conservative. For example,
a crew of the size suggested might be able to keep two trucks busy.
In
this case an additional truck could be purchased or rented on a temporary
basis should log production fluctuate. It is further believed that the
number of days assumed might be conservative. Obviously, if the logging
season could be extended the profit could be increased.
Probably the Reservation's timber stand could support at least two
operations of the magnitude just illustrated. These operations might be
extended to other stand improvement cutting rather than only recent-dead
pine.
The balance of the cut could be supplied from high risk trees,
infested trees and both pine and Douglas-fir thinning cuts. Stumpage and
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selling price could be adjusted so that the logging return would be
approximately the same ($25/N) as in the example given for green pine.
The following personnel would be required for the operation. The
job titles indicate duties in most cases, and are listed in the order
of skill involved.
Foreman or supervisor. Mark trees, scale logs, see that
slash is properly piled, check equipment maintenance and
repair, keep records.
Cat skinner. Night use a front end loading cat.
Faller and bucker.
Truck driver.

Choker setter, limber, general labor.
It is quite
Managerial skills would be required of the supervisor.
possible that a competent and responsible Tribal member could be trained
for this position in a short period of time.

If it were necessary for the present staff of professional foresters
to mark trees and scale logs for this operation, the added administrative
load could not be handled with the present staff. The Forest Management
report covers administrative and stand improvement aspects of a salvage
logging operation on the Warm Springs Reservation.
The best approach which the Confederated Tribes might take in
salvage logging would be' one operation of the magnitude described, working
in conjunction and cooperation with several small two-man operations. If
the Confederated Tribes are not interested in a venture of this type, it
is recommended that outside salvage logging operators be contacted.
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CHAPTER

IV

LONG-RUN UTILIZATION

The long-run utilization possibilities suggested here are techniques whereby the Confederated Tribes could plan a program toward the
gradual assumption of the responsibilities of managing their forest
resources and the utilization facilities of Reservation timber.
These procedures are suggested as a series of alternative proposals.
There are advantages and disadvantages to any of them. The first
proposal is favored by the writer and therefore is expanded in a following
section. All of the proposals should be carefully considered before any
final decision is rendered.
Agreement with Warm Springs Lumber Company. This proposal involves
entering into some sort of an arrangement with the Warm Springs Lumber
Company.
Once the Schoolie sale is completed, the Warm Springs Lumber
Company could be utilized in some type of phased plan for the development
of the Confederated Tribes. Formation of a corporate structure would
likely be a prerequisite to any plan of this type. But, several possible
methods could be used to work with the Warm Springs Lumber Company.
Some
possibilities follow:
The Warm Springs Lumber Company could be bought as a
Tribal investment and the present manager, or some other
professional manager, be given a percentage of the
profits for managing the operation much as is done at
present. This would merely be a way of obtaining professional management. Since the company now has its own
sales outlets and is an efficient converter of Reservation timber, this step could produce some monetary
advantages to the Confederated Tribes. If it were
preferred that the present manager not be engaged, an
outside professional manager could be employed. The
discussion under the Phase Program section later on
in this report discusses more thoroughly a method for
implementing a training program were this sawmill to be
purchased.

Partially buy into the Warm Springs Lumber Company and
share profits in proportion to the share bought. Under
this proposal the return on conversion profits would be in
proportion to investment the Confederated Tribes have
made. This proposal, of necessity, would leave the
present owner in charge of managerial responsibilities
since he would still be part-owner of the operation.
Lease the Warm Springs Lumber Company for a fixed sum
and pay the present or other professional managers a
salary for operating it. This arrangment would be
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desirable from the standpoint that the rental and
salary outgo sums would be fixed and stable. The ownership of the mill under this proposal would remain as
If this plan were adopted, it would
it is at present.
be wise to include in the lease an option to buy at
some future date.

All of the alternatives suggested above should incorporate a
program to train Tribal members toward greater proficiency in the
skilled mill jobs so that in time they could progress toward more
responsible positions, assuming gradually the decisions and perogatives
of management.
As noted, the possibilities of this type of venture are discussed
in a later section, If the assumptions of this report are valid, it is
recommended the section Additional Utilization be carefully read and
considered.
Large Private Company. The management of the Warm Springs timber
stands and conversion facilities by a large private corporation seems to
Some of these are that the corporation; (1)
have certain advantages.
could provide a good training program, (2) would be concerned with
perpetual existence and could realistically think in terms of planning for
100-150 years in the future, (3) would have competent foresters and
business managers in their organization, (4) would have adequate
capitalization and practice good utilization, (5) would have developed
superior sales organizations and outlets, and (6) would be very much
inteizested in maintaining a favorable attitude of the public toward the
corporation.

One large private corporation was contacted to learn of its interest
in such an arrangement. This corporation presented some preliminary
suggestions which, although tentative, are illustrative of its thinking
and therefore are discussed briefly. The proposals are based primarily
upon the assumption of risk in management of the timber. They are as
follows:

The corporation would
Primary risk with the corporation.
purchase the rights to harvest and cut the timber. For
this right they would pay the Confederated Tribes a fixed
yearly sum.

The risk of timber management split between the private
corporation and the Confederated Tribes. Under this
arrangement an intermediate corporation would be formed
to be owned jointly by the private corporation and the
Confederated Tribes. The majority of the stock would
be retained by the bidder ( a 60-40% ratio of stock
ownership was suggested), The corporation would own
The value of managethe right to manage the timber.
ment rights would be based on net income from log
sales after a fixed annual payment to the Confederated
Tribes over and above sharing of the profits. Provision
would be made for the sale of 20 percent of the stock to
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the Confederated Tribes at some future date, making the
ratio of stock ownership 40-60 percent. Therefore,
controlling interest would pass over to the Confederated
Tribes.
Any processing plants could be owned and
operated by the intermediate corporation.
3.

The Confederated Tribes accept full timber management
risk.
The Confederated Tribes would form a cooperative
or corporation which would then employ an outside firm
to manage the forest resource. Forest management
practices could be according to any agreed upon method.
However, the assumption is that log sales under this
proposal would be made on the open market to local
operators.

With the first two of the above suggestions a reduction in the
growing stock or total timber volume was cited as an objective.
Presumably this would be done over a period of time until the recommended
percentage reduction was accomplished. Such a reduction has merit in
that the growth capacity of the forest would thereby be increased.
However, it is recommended that any sustained reduction in total timber
volume should be carefully planned so that a sudden decrease in annual
cut does not occur at some time in the future.
Some provisions of the private corporation's recommendations which
seem to have some merit are:
An annual escalator adjustment clause in the fixed sum
payment based upor an index of stuinpage prices.
Periodic re-computation of the optimum growing stock
and annual cut.
Provisions for reforestation.

Arbitration machinery to resolve points of difference which might arise.
The advantages of a large corporation managing the Reservation's
timber resources were listed earlier. Some possible shortcomings of
this course of action should be pointed out, especially in light of the
above proposals. These possible shortcomings are:
1.

The cost to the Confederated Tribes of professional
management might be excessive because the total investment on the part of the corporation might be rather
small in terms of the profit received. The net profit
of the proposed corporation could, of course, be limited
to a fixed percentage. However, the important point is
how much should good professional management be worth
to the Confederated Tribes?
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The primary objective of the proposals is to provide
revenue to the Confederated Tribes. However, it is the
conviction of the writer that employment and training
opportunities for Tribal members of any enterprise
they consider should in the short run be as important
as income.
Were a large corporation to undertake complete management of the forest resource and its manufacture,
members of the Confederated Tribes might not clearly
identify their own well-being with that of the corporation, even were it to be a jointly owned venture.
They might, for example, tend to feel they were working
for the private corporation rather than for the Tribal
venture.

Finally, the large corporation would likely tend to
integrate the timber on the Reservation with their
other holdings and conversion facilities. Since its
conversion facilities would not be on the Reservation,
it is questionable that utilization efforts would
offer significant or adequate employment and training
opportunities for the Warm Springs people.
One of the advantages listed earlier could possibly be a disadvanLarge corporations are much concerned with maintaining a good
reputation in the eyes of the public. If a situation should develop
where the publicity would tend to be unfavorable for the private concern,
it is probable that they might exercise escape clause provisions and
withdraw from the venture. Several large corporations contacted by the
Navajo Tribe decided not to consider establishing conversion facilities
on that reservation because of the possibility that disputes would arise
which would damage their reputation in the eyes of the public.
tage.

A further consideration should be faced. If the Bureau of Indian
Affairs were to suddenly and completely withdraw or be removed from the
management of the forest in the near future, there very likely would be
a dangerous vacuum created. The best way to preclude this would be the
provision for a gradual assumption of forest management prerogatives by
the Confederated Tribes and perhaps the formation after a number of years
of a separate corporation for such purposes at a time when the Warm
Springs people are able and willing to assume the management responsibilities themselves. As indicated in a following section,a corporation
could hire professional forest management and key personnel to manage
the stand temporarily and train the Warm Springs people in the final
stages of the assumption by them of management responsibilities.

A final problem a large private company would have to resolve in a
case such as this would be the disposition of the Warm Springs Lumber
Company.
Since the sale of cutting rights to the corporation would
essentially eliminate the mill's log supply, its future would be rather
uncertain.
However, it appears the Warm Springs Lumber Company could
fit into the mode of operation of such a large corporation. For example,
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it could serve as a lumber operating phase of the large private concern.
The various residues, etc. could then be shipped on to converting facilities
of the private corporation.
This of necessity would require the purchase
of the Warm Springs Lumber Company by the corporation.
Large Local Compafly. There appears to be only one local company of
the magnitude and stability necessary for consideration. This particular
company was not contacted regarding their attitude toward such a proposal.
An advantage which such an agreement has is that it probably would fit
very well into this company's present operation. The large block of
Reservation timber would enable this company to invest more heavily in
integrated utilization operations. The Confederated Tribes could make
provisions to profit from these additional and more efficient conversion
units.

However, such an arrangement has shortcomings. Presumably most of
the conversion would take place at the company's plant site rather than
on the Reservation. Also, in the case of this particular company there
seems to be sufficient raw material nearby for their present and anticipated conversion facilities. This company has a small staff of professional foresters and an increase of staff would be necessary before the
Reservation timber could be managed properly, although this requirement
would be eliminated if the Bureau foresters were to remain in charge of
the forest during earlier phases.
Complete Private Take Over. Under this proposal a firm of consulting
foresters could be hired to manage the forest resource. Good forest
management practices and sale appraisal techniques would of necessity be
employed. The timber would be sold to an efficient, large, and possibly
monopolistic operator. The provisions of this agreement would be such
that everyone, namely, the Confederated Tribes, the operator and the
consulting foresters would share in the profits on a percentage basis.
(An example of this arrangement is the relationship between the consulting
firm of Mason, Bruce and Girard, the Willamette Valley Lumber Company
interests and the Hill Foundation, owner of the Hill timber in the Santiam
drainage.) Although provisions could be made for a training program under
such proposal, a possible disadvantage is that too much reliance would be
made on outside interests and hence the development of the Warm Springs
people would be hindered.

Continue on Under the Present System. Under this alternative Bureau
foresters would remain and plan their operations as they have in the past.
The policy of short-term sales would be continued. A system of careful
appraisals and competitive bidding would be employed.

Under this approach a definite effort should be directed toward some
mill studies of all species of Reservation timber in order to obtain more
information on percentage of grade recovery from the various grades of logs.
From these mill studies the exact percentage of lumber grades recovered
from each log grade would be determined for Reservation timber. Such
information would greatly aid in planning timber sale appraisals. A veneer
recovery study from the Douglas-fir logs from the Reservation would be
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especially recommended. At the present time there are no veneer grades for
Douglas-fir on the east side of the summit of the Cascades. A veneer
grade recovery study from the Douglas-fir peeled at Mt. Jefferson Plywood
Company might indicate there should be some veneer log grades for east side
Douglas-fir. Provisions for such mill studies could be written into the
conditions of a timber sale.

If this proposal is
Springs people to become
timber resource by means
pole and piling, salvage

pursued provisions should be made for the Warm
involved gradually in the utilization of their
of some of the lesser enterprises suggested, i.e.,
logging operations, etc.

Under this arrangement the Warm Springs Lumber Company probably would
get most of the timber sales. Since the Warm Springs Lumber Company
undoubtedly has been completely depreciated the owners could be in a position
to cease operations if appraisals become, in their terms, unduly high, or
if competition becomes so great that a sizable profit is not forthcoming.
Until such time as more access roads make the Reservation timber available
to several rather large and stable companies it likely will be wise and
profitable for the Confederated Tribes to keep the Warm Springs Lumber
Company strong, since this mill is in a position to most profitably convert
the pine from the Reservation. Were the Warm Springs Lumber Company to
cease operations at the present time it would mean the loss of a strong
competitor for the Reservation's timber and possibly lead to an inability
to secure a purchaser if the appraisal were felt to be too high. If an
access road from the west-side Clackamas drainage is developed, this
It should be reca1led, however, if a
possibility might be eliminated.
major objective of these proposals is employment opportunities, it would
be wise to have as much of the timber conversion as possible take place on
the Reservation.
The owner of Warm Springs Lumber Company has, stated his willingness
to cooperate with the Warm Springs people on a businesslike relationship.
He has said that he would be willing to remain and operate on such a
basis as long as art'hdequate profit" (hisphrase) were forthcoming.

Perhaps conversion of the timber on the Reservation is more important
in terms of employment opportunities and training to the Warm Springs
people than as income derived from competitive sale of stumpage to outside
companies.
Small log sawmill: A small
Long-Run Utilization Enterprises.
log sawmill can be planned for a time when the Douglas-fir cut becomes
heavier and when it is more practical to make Douglas-fir thinnings in
both the fir and pine types. A small log sawmill would be able to utilize
the small Douglas-fir logs better than would a stud mill alone. The
following advantages of this operation are cited:
1.

Longer dimension items commanding a much higher price
Prices of items do not tend to
could be produced.
fluctuate as much as stud prices in the changing market
situation common to lumber.
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2,

The overrun on a small log sawmill can be large. In
the example which is to follow an overrun of 35 percent is assumed. There is some evidence to indicate
that in the log-gang headrig type of sawmills the overrun
is considerably greater than this, depending on the
character of production.

3.

Such a mill could possibly work in well with the Warm
Springs Lumber Company.
It might be possible for both
mills to use the same planers, dry kilns and shipping
facilities.
Such a consolidation might require changing
some lumber transfer chains, etc., at the Warm Springs
mill, but the resulting versatility would most likely
be worth the effort. In addition, a common barker and
chipping facility could be used for both operations.

Considering the timber stand improvement possibilities on the
Reservation, it is recommended that preliminary planning for this enterprise could be initiated rather soon. The Forest Management report
discusses the availability of raw material for this enterprise and the
effect its removal would have on the timber stand.
The cost of facilities for this type of operation would vary from

$50,000 to $200,000 or more, depending on the capacity, type of machinery,
maximum size of log to be cut, amount of remanufacturing equipment, and
type of headrig.
Probably around $150,000 would be needed for this enterprise even if it were operated in conjunction with the main Warm Springs
enterprise. This figure is less than such a mill would cost if all
planer and remanufacturing facilities were considered.
This estimate
would be for either a log-gang headrig or a small band headrig. Since
either of these types of mills could be built the decision should be
carefully investigated. The quality of logs sawed and variety, quality
and type of products desired would be the determining factors in deciding
which of these types to plan.
The estimate of profit given in Table 2 assumes a daily capacity of
35 M board feet of lumber and operation for 220 days of the year. It is
believed that the annual capacity of almost 6 million board feet log scale
could be sustained from thinning cuts in both the Douglas-fir and pine types
and the small Douglas-fir logs that would develop from a clear-cutting
program in the Douglas-fir type.
Table 2.
A.

Estimate of Profit from Small Log Sawmill

Estimated total plant investment--plant
Equip.

$ 50,000
100,000

$150,000

Estimated annual production
(3514/day for 220 days)

Expected average selling price
Estimated annual sales (B x C)

7,700 14
$65114

$500,500
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E.

Estimated annual operating cost
Production costs
Logs (357. overrun--5,704M @$50/M)
$285,200
7,200
Utilities (600/month)
59,840
Direct operating labor(17 men @ $2.00/hr.)
5,984
Direct supervision(l07./direct labor)
9,534
Payroll overhead(l6% of direct labor)
Investment determined costs(207. of total
cost)
30,000
Total production costs
Selling and management costs (157. of production costs)
59,664
Total all operating costs
Net annual profit before income taxes (D-E)
Profit per invested dollar (F/A)
Profit per sales dollar (F/D)
Estimated profit per unit produced (Profit Nargin)(F/B)

397 ,758

$457,422

$ 43,078
297.

8.67.

$5.60/N

In any estimate such as this many factors could possibly upset the
prediction. For example, it might not always be possible to achieve the
assumed average selling price of $65/N. However, it is believed that the
conservative factors in this estimate will offset oversights. Some of the
factors which could possibly improve from this estimate are:
Increase on estimated overrun. The actual overrun on small log
sawmills seems to be a well-guarded secret. There is some
evidence that the potential overrun in such mills might reach
as high as 50 percent. Although this points to the inadequacies
of present log scaling rules, the best that can be done under
present conditions is to work and plan as well as possible,
utilizing such rules.

The number of men suggested might be reduced. Since this
mill could be run in conjunction with the Warm Springs
Lumber Company, the coordination of activities of these
two enterprises might permit fewer than the 17 men assumed.
Also, the 10 percent of labor cost allowed for direct supervision might have been eliminated since the foreman would
be a working foreman and any additional supervision could be
supplied by the parent Warm Springs Lumber Company.
The log costs considered might be high. The $50 per
thousand board feet assumed for logs might be rather high
if an efficient logging operation were involved. Logging
costs usually average about $12/M and trucking costs the
same if two loads per day are possible with the truck.
Therefore, if trucks could make three or four trips per
day and stumpage were assumed at $25/N, the cost of logs
should be considerably less than $50/N. If the logging
operation were a separate enterprise, however, the
difference noted would accrue to it as profit.
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The following personnel have been assumed for this enterprise.
Personnel for small log sawmill
Pondman
Sawyer
Of fbearer and lineup man
Edge rman
Trimme rtnan

Green chain men (3)
Carrier driver
Yard man

Stacker and Unstacker
Planerman
Dry chain puller
Shipping worker
Car loader
Millwright-filer
Foreman--relief man

As can be seen, this list of personnel assumes coordination with the
Warm Springs Lumber Company, For example, car loaders must work in pairs.
However, the lumber production of this operation is such that the assignment of one loader to its capacity should be sufficient.
Logging Show:
A logging show is something the Warm Springs people
may not want to undertake immediately. As will be seen the investment
involved in only one side is huge. The risks are large and a good operator
must be covered by State Industrial Accident Insurance, the cost of which
is determined by the accident frequency of the operation. Social security,
taxes and depreciation are large expenses.
Furthermore, the responsibilities
and standards of work are such that experienced personnel are required.

In addition logging operations must be highly efficient to make a
good prOfit under present appraisal techniques. Most operators usually
realize profit from "conversion return" rather than from logging operations.
Cascade Eastern Logging Company can be used to illustrate the large
investment needed for a logging operation. This company logs around 350
thousand board feet per day and operates approximately the following equipment--3 bulldozers, 6 tractors, 15 power saws, 2 shovels or loaders, and
24 company trucks. Any additional trucks and equipment are rented as
production schedules demand. Around 100 men are employed in this woods
Operation.

Listed below are average costs for logging equipment at the present
time (1960):

Large logging truck and trailer
Caterpillar D-8 dozer
Caterpillar D-7 skidding cat
Logging arch
Chain saw
Loader

$25,000
45,000
25,000
3,500
400
45,000

The above quotations are new prices. It has been observed that a large amount
of used equipment is available for less than these prices at many timber
supply companies throughout the Willamette valley.
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A preliminary estimate of profits from such a logging show has been
prepared. A 130 day logging season was assumed. Table 3 presents the
estimated profit a logging operation approximately the size of Cascade
Eastern might produce.
Table 3.

Estimate of Profit from Logging Operation

Estimated total investment
Estimated annual production
Expected average selling price
Estimated annual sales (B x C)
Estimated annual operating costs
Production costs
Stumpage ($25/M)
$750,000
Direct labor($2.75/hr-lOOmen)
292,000
Supervision(l0% of d.l.)
29,200
Payroll overhead(l6 of d.1.) 46,720
Investment (20%)
150,000
Total all production costs
$1,267,920
Selling and management costs(15%
of production costs )
190,188
Total all operating costs
Net annual profit before income taxes (D-E)
Profit per invested dollar (F/A)
Profit per sales dollar (F/D)
Estimated profit per unti produced (Profit Margin) (F/B)

$

750,000
30,000M
50/M
1,500,000

1,458,108

41,892
5.6 %
2.79%
$l.40/M

The investment costs given might be somewhat high since new prices were
used for the basic logging equipment and trucks. The net profit would be
reduced by $150,000 or In this case a loss if the stumpage price were
increased by $5.00 per thousand board feet. As can be seen in Table 3, the
profit potential is not too favorable for a logging show operated independently
from a conversion operation using the conditions given..
The composition of the work crew would be approximately as follows;
1
1
6
2
14
2
2
1
5
2
5

logging superintendent
timekeeper
cat skinners
loader operators
truck operators
hook tenders
top loaders
grader operator
roving extras and relief men
brush pilers
road maintenance, powder
monkeys

1 side push
3 bulldozer operators
30 buckers and fallers (snag
fallers)
10 mechanics, oilers, equipment maintenance
6 knot bumpers and landing men
2 water truck operators
1 dozer spotter
5 cooks, maintenance, etc., at
the logging camp
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Since woods work is hazardous and requires special techniques,almost
all of these men must be carefully trained. However, various Warm Springs
people have demonstrated their ability to perform the more skilled jobs
such as cat skinner, dozer operator, fallers, and truck drivers.
The key person in this operation is the logging superintendent. He
must schedule the work, plan roads ahead and spot potentially hazardous
conditions.
This man should be experienced, capable, and able to get
along with the woods crew.
The Warm Springs Lumber Company; The purchase of Warm Springs Lumber
Company according to the previously recommended proposal is assumed in
this discussion. The investment in this company is around $1,500,000. The
cost to replace these facilities would be more than this figure. Since
the mill has undoubtedly been completely depreciated, or almost so, it is
suggested that a group of impartial appraisers be employed to establish a
fair purchase price if this proposal is seriously considered.

It might be possible to arrange a gradual step-plan for acquisition
of this plant. The purchase price could be paid over a period of time
if tax lawyers developed a schedule favorable to the present owner. Such
a procedure might tend to reduce the final selling price of the plant.
A detailed estimate of profit on this operation will not be made in
this report. Any given profit figure would not always remain fixed since
one of the major risks of being in the lumber industry is the fluctuating
market price of this commodity.
At the present time this mill employs around 120 men.
There are six
to ten foremen and many positions require a certain degree of skill.
Listed below are the major job classifications that would be found in this
sawmill. This list is generally in the order of skill required for proper
performance of their work. The only management personnel at the present
time are the manager and sales manager.
Job Classifications at the Warm Springs Lumber Company
Supervisory
Plant superintendent
Foremen
Sawmill
Planer
Shipping
Power plant
Shop (millwright or maintenance)
Dry kilns
Yard

Skilled
Sawyer
Filing room
Head filer
Filers and apprentice filers
Millwrights
Machinists
Welders
Electricians
Pipefitters
Mechanics
Power plant operators
Oilers (apprentice millwrights)
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Semiskilled
Setterman
Edgerman
Trimme rman

Scaler
Re sawyer

Planerman
Molder operator
Graders
Stacker, unstacker and drop
sort stacker operator
Drop sort operators
Carrier operators
Lift truck operators

Unskilled
Dry shed workers
Car loader
Pondman
Dry kiln worker
Air drying yard worker
Lumber line up and spotter
Of f bearer

Clean up man

The categories listed have been arbitrarily selected on the basis of
training, skill and responsibilities involved. The positions in the
unskilled category require some experience but a short training period
It would appear
would suffice for the performance of most of these jobs.
that any concientious Warm Springs person could very quickly fill some of
these positions.
semiskilled jobs could be filled soon after a period of
Some
Once the practices of the
training and some experience is acquired.
company are learned and some knowledge of lumber grades, sizes, etc.,
acquired, any competent and conscientious person could fill these positions.
The skilled positions require more training and effort. Aptitude,
ability and willingness to work hard on the part of the trainee would
determine the speed with which these positions could be filled by Tribal
members.
One problem might arise in a concerted effort on the part of Tribal
Warm Springs
members to fill the skilled positions in the near future.
persons must be trained for these positions by. the men now there. It is
conceivable that the men presently in the skilled jobs would be reluctant
to train another person to eventually take over his position. For
example, it takes several years to properly train a good filer.
This problem need not be insurmountable. Perhaps some arrangement
could be made whereby no new outside hiring would be done and those
persons in positions of skill could remain where they are as long as they
wish, providing they cooperate with the training objectives of the
enterprise.
One advantage an enterprise of this nature would eventually enjoy would
be identification of the workers with the ownership and well-being of the
Also, this situation should permit the use of newer management
operation.
techniques, such as work sampling and job evaluation. Adoption of these
techniques has been resisted in the forest products industry.

The Additional Utilization section discusses ways in which the Warm
Springs Lumber Company can be modified and expanded to offer more employment opportunities and stability to the economy of the Warm Springs Reservation.
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Economic Ranking of Enterprises.
There are several bases possible to
use in ranking economic return from the various suggested enterprises.
They may be rated according to return on invested dollar, total income or
silvicultural and stand improvement benefits to the timber. The following
rankings are on an arbitrary basis of low, average and high for each of
the above listed categories with an over-all rating by the writer.
Table 4.

Economic Ranking of Suggested Enterprises

Enterprise

Income
Investment

Christmas trees
Pole and piling
Salvage logging
Small sawmill
Logging show
Large sawmill

High
High
High
Avg.
Avg-Low
Avg-Low

Total
Income

Low
Avg-Low
Avg.
Avg.
Avg.
High

Employment Total
EmployInvestment
ment

Stand
Improvement

High

Avg.

Avg.
Avg.
High

Low

High
High
High
High

Avg-High
High

Avg.
High
High

High

Avg.
Avg.

Over-all
Low-Avg.
Avg.
High
High
Avg.
Avg-High

Only those enterprises were rated which could be classified as falling
within the short-term, or more immediate future. More involved secondary
conversion enterprises should await the development of a phased program
within the above-mentioned operations. Thus, they were not included in the
above comparison.
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CHAPTER

V

A PHASED PROGRAM

Implementation of the suggested program should take place in a
series of well-defined steps. It might be accomplished in three phases.
It is to be emphasized that these phases should not be considered as
distinct time periods or distinct happenings. One phase will tend to
merge rather unnoticeably into another.
Tribal members would not move through these phases at the same rate.
As in any group, individuals' abilities and motivations will vary.
Undoubtedly there will always be a working class (the majority) and a
smaller number who will be able to and desirous of attaining positions
of leadership.

The three phases can be illustrated in terms of the objectives they
hope to accomplish, as below:
The present--a largely unskilled labor force. Moving
from this phase would require training and education of
Tribal members. However, with the development of incentives
and opportunities on the Reservation, this phase might be
covered in a rather short span of time by a large number
of Warm Springs people.
Next--the development of skilled workers, foremen, and white
collared workers. The skilled worker category would include
mechanics, machinists, millwrights, and specialized skilled
jobs in the sawmill and woods operations. This phase might
develop rather rapidly as the advantages of more highly
trained positions become known. Once a precedent was
established that the prestige and economic rewards are
worth the effort, an adequate number of Warm Springs persons
should be motivated to acquire the training needed to
perform the more skilled jobs.
Following--appearance of management personnel. Various minor
management decisions would have been made by Tribal members in
their role under phase two of this program. With the development of executive skills the door should then become open for
the Warm Springs people to assume the responsibilities for
operation of their own enterprises. This so-called "take
over" itself might be approached on a phased basis.
During the initial phases the Tribal managers would work
very closely with advisors, consultants, board directors,
or whatever instruments would appear most desirable at
that particular time. Complete control of the various
enterprises could be assumed as the advisors, etc. deemed
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they were capable. Presumably the "taking over" of
enterprises would be on a step basis with the Tribal
members being able to operate a pole operation, salvage
logging show, etc. long before they could assume
responsibilities for a completely integrated sawmilling
operation.

As stated, these phases do not have specific periods of time assigned
to them.
Rather, they define objectives which should be met prior to
launching further steps. For example, the first phase will be considered

completed when a significant core of skilled workers and lower management
(foremen, white collar workers, etc.) personnel have been developed from
Tribal members.
Similarly with the second and third phases.
Retention of Bureau Foresters. During the first phase above, the
Bureau of Indian Affairs foresters should remain in complete charge of the
timber resource. Further, it is recommended the present method of
appraisal be continued. It follows U. S. Forest Service techniques and
appears fair.

Although the Bureau foresters are competent and conscientious, it is
recommended that after the Schoolie sale is completed they might study
ways to enhance their operations. For example, the present method (1959) of
having a scaler at each landing in the woods might not be the most efficient use of man power. Some suggested techniques to consider follow:
Mill or truck scaling. If this technique could be
worked out the logs might be scaled at just a few
points by fewer scalers.
Mill scaling would also
permit more accurate deduction for defects since knots
and other surface defects would be more readily
discernible. Since essentially all of the logs from
the Reservation go to the Mt. Jefferson Plywood
Corporation and the Warm Springs Lumber Company, log
scaling might be done at the cut-off saw in the pond
at Mt. Jefferson and the mill deck at the Warm Springs
Lumber Company.
Check scaling. If salvage logging becomes fairly well
developed by Tribal member crews, perhaps only a check scale
would be necessary on their trucks. The scale could be
taken and recorded by the salvage loggers themselves. The
purpose of this check scaling would be to check the
accuracy of the operator's scale and to assure that proper
material was being removed from the woods. This procedure
would most likely have to await the development of a
competent, well trained and responsible Tribal member
foreman.

Some method of streamlining operations along the lines suggested
might eventually make more Bureau of Indian Affairs foresters available
for marking timber for salvage logging and training Tribal members on
techniques of forest management field work. It is doubtful if check
scaling could be undertaken with any initial salvage logging operation.
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Confederated Tribes' Plan Training and Phasing. Later during this
first phase a separate training program could be initiated with the
ultimate objective of having the Warm Springs people take over their
Preferably this should be a cooperative venture between the
forests.
previously mentioned Warm Springs corporation and the Bureau of Indian
Affairs. The initial phases of this program could be started soon,
since capable Tribal members could be taught to select and mark Christmas trees, poles and piling, dying and recent-dead trees to be removed
f or salvage, etc.

At the end of this phase the Bureau could start to formulate plans
to turn the forest over to the Warm Springs people. Very likely there
would not at this time be enough talent developed among the Confederated
Tribes. At this juncture it might be necessary to hire a professional
Optimistically, most of
forest manager and a few other key personnel.
the lower management and field personnel would be Tribal members.
At present time about eight professional foresters are employed to
manage the Warm Springs timber stands. Summer fire crews and other
temporary personnel are composed largely of Tribal members. Therefore,
around 15 permanent staff personnel are now supplied by the Bureau of
If
Indian Affairs to manage the timber resources of the Reservation.
some foresters, mechanics, technicians, and clerical help from the
Confederated Tribes could be trained during the first phase, as indicated
above, very likely they could assume many of the duties for managing
their forest resources at that time. If at the end of the first phase
of this program the Tribal Council should decide the Confederated Tribes
are ready to assume the managerial responsibilities of the forest
resources, then the technique or instrument for accomplishing this
would have to be devised. It might be desired to form a new, separate
corporation charged specifically with managing the forest lands. Or,
this responsibility could be a division of the previously formed corporaIf a separate corporation is established, care should be exercised
tion.
that friction does not develop between the two corporations.
Short and Long-Term Status. On a short-term basis the situation under
which the Warm Springs people will be obliged to exist should be recognized.
The
First, the Bureau of Indian Affairs will in some manner be involved.
value of the service and administrative functions performed by Bureau
personnel should be recognized and the consequences of any sudden decrease
or change of these functions should be carefully considered. These services
should not be stopped suddenly at any time.
In any immediate venture which the Confederated Tribes might undertake,
ultimate responsibility will undoubtedly reside with the Commissioner of
Indian Affairs. This procedure is wise for the immediate future, but it
is doubtful that this should be established as policy. The Warm Springs
people should be permitted to fail on any venture they might undertake if
their actions deserve it, thus gaining the knowledge which comes with
experience.
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Essentially the same situation would prevail in the case of marketing
stumpage and other products from the woods. In this case sale decisions
will still reside with the Bureau of Indian Affairs. A difficulty in the
administrative procedures of large organizations which should be noted is
a tendency to promote inflexibility on the local level.
On the long-term basis some effort should be made to encourage
progress and participation on the part of the Confederated Tribes by
They
allowing them free rein and responsibilities on some enterprises.
thus could suffer the consequences of failure if warranted, or enjoy the
rewards of success. However, on a short-term basis some checks should be
employed whereby they would not suffer untoward failure. It would seem
that participation with responsibility is the appropriate goal if the
Confederated Tribes are to eventually assume management of their resources.
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CHAPTER

VI

ADDITIONAL UTILIZATION

Assumptions. The following suggested expansion possibilities at
the Warm Springs Lumber Company are based on the assumptions that:

The Confederated Tribes become associated with the Warm
Springs Lumber Company on one of the bases suggested
earlier. It is felt by the writer that the best
approach would be to purchase this company as a Tribal
investment and then make the following expansions
gradually. As indicated earlier, this purchase would
not necessarily have to take place immediately.
A railroad is available and new loading and shipping
facilities can be developed on the Spokane, Portand
& Seattle railroad. The significance of thissituation
is more fully discussed in the recommendation section
of this report.
It would be necessary for any large
secondary utilizatthn enterprise to have rail connections
in order to maximize shipping and marketing conditions.
The Warm Springs people are interested in creating job
opportunities as well as in net profit. This does not
necessarily imply that getting involved in secondary
conversion operations will decrease profits. Profits
per invested dollar might well decrease but the added
employment such ventures would create are believed to
more than offset this disadvantage.
An inexpensive source of industrial power is available,
e.g., from Pelton or Round Butte Darn. Without this
source of power the residue assumed available for chips,
particle board, etc. would have to be burned in the
powerhouse to generate electricity for the operation.
Barker and Chipper.* A possibility to investigate under these
conditions would be the installation of a barker and chipper. This would
enable the Warm Springs Lumber Company to sell pulp chips either to the
proposed. pulp mill at Bend or to pulp mills at one of several locations in
Washington.

A rough estimate of the residue created at the Warm Springs Lumber
Company would be around 40 units or between one and two carloads per day.
Approximately one additional carload of residue would be created if a
small log sawmill were added at the Warm Springs Lumber Company. These
chips initially might be shipped to Crown Zellerbach Corporation at Canias,
Washington. The investment costs necessary for such an installation would
be high for a sawmill of the capacity at Warm Springs, however, it is
believed that the added income and benefits from this installation would
justify the investment needed.
*See Appendix D for approximate costs of this and subsequent facilities
suggested as possibilities for expansion.
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As noted in the assumptions, the material used for chips would be
from slabs and edgings which at the present time are either burned in the
waste burner or as fuel in the powerhouse. Under.the present conditions,
it might be uneconomical for this mill to install a barker and chipper
because all of the electricity used in this operation is generated at
the plant site and this sawmill does not have railroad connections.
However, with inexpensive electricity available the material now burned
as fuel would become available as a source of chips,

An additional recommendation to be considered before this installation
is made would be a survey of the actual residue suitable for chips created
by this sawmill. Very few pine mills have barkers and chippers so that
data relative to the fractional unit of chips produced per thousand board
foot of logs cut are rather meager. Another factor to consider might be
the possibility of barging chips on the Columbia River. This procedure
would require an extra reloading operation, however, barging rat-es are
rather low. This might tend to reduce the differential rail rates to the
various pulp mills on the Columbia caused by their distance in miles from
the Reservation. A survey of the market demand and selling price for
chips could also be conducted.
Other benefits often result from the installation of a barker and
A cleaner mill is possible and the absence of bark on the log
enables the sawyer to grade the log quickly and saw more accurately the
highest valued items from it. The cleaner mill and less debris often
leads to a greater rate of production than with barky logs. Also, a
lower insurance rate is often permitted because of the cleaner sawmill
conditions.
chipper.

Cut Stock. A cut stock plant is one which cuts lumber into specialized
items for various users such as prefabricators, furniture, cabinet, window,
door, and toy manufacturers which utilize unique sizes and shapes of wood
components.
Some of these products are known as mouldings. Formerly,
these items were prepared at the manufacturers' plants which are located
primarily in the eastern part of the United States.
In recent years a
large number of cut stock plants have been established in the West at the
source of the lumber. This practice permits a freight saving, since
imperfections have been removed from the lumber. Furthermore, it enables
the furniture manufacturer, etc. to concentrate on his main production
effort and not bother with a supporting enterprise.

Because of the diversity and great number of items manufactured in a
cut stock operation, a rather high investment in machinery and a large
number of employees are needed.
One of the most favorable species for cut stock is ponderosa pine.
Several cut stock operations are located in the Prineville and Bend region.
As indicated previously, for such an operation as this to be successful,
it would be necessary to have rail connections since the major cut stock
market is in the eastern half of the country.
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It is estimated that a cut stock and moulding operation could be
eventually developed of the magnitude of Oregon Trail Box Company in Bend,
Oregon. This plant employs around 60 men per shift. Therefore, if such
a plant was operated on a two shift basis,as many men might be employed
as in the present sawmill operation.

Jobs in this operation would be mostly semiskilled, requiring some
knowledge of lumber grades and the many different items in the cut stock
trade.
This operation would require the usual number of millwrights and
skilled supporting maintenance workers. Many of the semiskilled workers
would operate rather specialized machines such as rip saws, cut-off saws,
double end tenoners, boring machines, etc. Although these machines would
require a certain amount of dexterity and skill, Tribal members could
likely be trained to handle the positions very quickly.
A detailed estimate of profit has not been prepared; however, the
profit per invested dollar would be less than on most primary forest
products converting facilities. In this enterprise labor far exceeds
raw material in operating costs.
The reverse is usually the case in
primary wood converting operations.
The fact that the labor costs are so significant should serve as an
economic stimulus to the Confederated Tribes. The value added to the
cut stock product during the course of manufacture would remain mostly
on the Reservation in the form of take-home pay to Tribal members if they
were to staff such an operation.
End and Edge Gluing. An end and edge gluing operation enables short
and narrow pieces of lumber to be built up into large pieces. This type
of operation permits maximum value recovery from the raw material. End
and edge gluing permits an operator to upgrade his material by removing
downgrading knots or other defects and glue the lumber to length or width
giving a homogenous material of even appearance and strong structural
qualities.

This type of product is tailor-made for special orders. The factory
can furnish lumber to off-standard lengths and widths with little or no
waste, and for only a small premium over conventional sizes.

The investment costs involved with an end and edge gluing operation
would be high. However, such an operation could be integrated with a
cut stock operation quite easily. Under such an integrated program, an
end and edge gluing operation employing about 20 men per shift could be
undertaken.
The skill necessary for the various jobs in this enterprise
would be comparable to that needed in the cut stock operation.
End and edge gluing is quite mechanized and expensive machinery is
used. For example, electronic gluing devices are necessary to cure the
glue used in this operation. Someone trained in the field of electronics

and a person familiar with gluing characteristics and problems of wood
would be required. Initially these positions would probably have to be
filled by outside technicians. However,over a period of time Tribal
members could most likely be trained to take over such technical jobs.
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Knot Plugging.
Ponderosa pine lumber with knots of a given size and
location is downgraded into
ommons" and sells for a nominal price.
If
these knots can be removed and plugged in selected commons, the price
might then be upgraded to "D select" which usually sells for around twice
as much on a per thousand board feet basis.
'

Much effort and research has been directed toward trying to perfect
an economical method of upgrading lumber. The most promising development
has been made by a German machinery manufacturer. They have a few
experimental machines in operation in this country which seem to be
working very well. This machine called the Raimaun Knot Plugger might he
considered at a future date since it promises to promote profitable upgrading of lumber.
This machine is claimed to upgrade at least five thousand board feet
per day. At this rate a significant margin per day before wages and
expenses would be possible and would undoubtedly justify the necessary
investment costs.
If an operation of four such machines were installed, from 12 to 15
men per shift would be required to operate the plant.
Paper Overlay, One problem in the ponderosa pine region is finding
an adequate market for low grade boards which develop from the center of
the log. Usually these boards are sold at a price per thousand that is
less than the log cost per thousand at the mill. This selling price must
then be averaged with the higher priced items to give an average selling
price which will still yield a profit. The net result of this situation
is to reduce the average selling price of ponderosa pine lumber at the
sawmill.

Recently a combination veneer and resin impregnated paper overlay
has been placed on these low grade boards and glued up forming 4 x B
foot panels.
These panels are subsequently ripped to some convenient
width such as 10 inches and bevel-sawed to form bevel-siding which is a
high priced item. By utilizing the low priced boards as core material,
a considerable mark-up results in the final item.
This overlay operation would require a steam hot press or electronic
press for preparation of the panels. This press would be the major item
of expense. This paper overlay enterprise could be housed in the same
building but should be a separate entity from the cut stock and end and
edge gluing operation since low grade boards would be used in total for
the overlay while lumber of a grade which would permit clear cuttings
would be necessary for cut stock and end and edge gluing.
It is believed
around 20 men per shift could be employed.
Another paper overlay product which utilizes low-grade pine boards
is sheet-board, a product developed by the Western Pine Association.
Sheetboard is produced by gluing a paper overlay directly to low..grade pine
boards. A modular size of two feet by eight feet has been selected.
Sheet-board has been developed to compete with plywood and fiber products
for use as roof and wall sheathing in houses.
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Employment Opportunities Created by Recommended Enterprises. As
noted earlier, about 275 jobs are created by timber now removed from the
Reservation. If the recommended short-run utilization enterprises such
as a pole, thinning and salvage logging operation are initiated, it is
estimated that some 50 additional jobs would be created. These,of course,
would be almost wholly woods jobs.
If secondary conversion facilities such as those suggested were
established there should be about twice the present number, or around 500
jobs, created. A large cut stock and molding operation would employ
approximately as many men as does the Warm Springs Lumber Company. Secondary conversion operations are advantageous in that they create a demand
for a large number of skilled and semiskilled jobs. Therefore, not
only are more jobs created by such enterprises but a larger number of the
more desirable jobs become available.
Future Product Development Possibilities. The following suggested
enterprises would be possibilities for some future date. It is believed
that when the Warm Springs people have gained experience in the operation
of their own enterprises and a cadre of skilled workers was available,
then would be an appropriate time to consider these ventures.
Since these proposals all require heavy investment costs, their
undertaking should be deferred until the Warm Springs people have
demonstrated willingness and ability to manage the previously suggested
enterprises. After such demonstration and by using profits from them,
the following suggestions should be considered.
1.

Particle board.
Particle board is produced from wood
residue. One method of producing particle board is to
hammermill or grind planer shavings into fine wood
particles. The distinct wood particles are bonded
together with a synthetic resin or other added binder.
The added resin provides the primary bond and hence
strength in this type of board.
It is interesting to
note that experiments at the Oregon Forest Research
Center indicate that portderosa pine produces a particle
board with excellent strength and dimensional properties.

Particle board is being used in increasing quantities as
core material to be faced with veneers for making furniture
panels and doors. It is being utilized in building construction primarily as an under-layment material for
various floor coverings.
Particle board competes for
the most part with plywood. This product has an advantage over plywood because particle board properties may
be engineered for a specific use by varying the resin
content and particle size.
The investment costs for a particle board plant are high.
Particle board plants are highly automated so the number
of men employed per invested dollar would be small. A
plant producing around 50,000,000 square feet per year
on a 3/8 inch basis should operate with around 15 or less
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men per shift. This number of men illustrates the
degree of automation practiced. The men actually in
production usually operate so-called "button stations"
and must be involved in decision-making with reference to
quality and rate of production of the final product.
These positions require average education and intelligence.
If a particle board venture had been developed successfully,
it could be possible to start a custom manufacturing
division. This division would manufacture peg board,
floor tile, and various kinds of specialities such as
wainscoating, insect repellent board, prefinished
panels, etc. About 40 men might be employed per shift
in a well developed custom manufacturing division.
Custom manufacturing must be developed gradually and
should be carried out in an atmosphere which encourages
product development since the company which originates a
new product usually enjoys a competitive advantage.
As will be pointed out later, a particle board enterprise would create opportunities for college graduates in
the field of business, chemistry, engineering and wood
technology. A conscientious quality control and
product development program are essential for any
successful particle board operation.
2.

Veneer and Plywood. The large Douglas-fir and true
firs at the higher elevations on the Reservation would
be most valuable converted into veneer and plywood.
The best short-range alternative would be to utilize
Mt. Jefferson plywood facilities if only as a means
of obtaining log values for the timber. If it is
possible to work out an arrangement whereby the Confederated Tribes share in the profits of Mt. Jefferson,
then perhaps a veneer plant need not be considered.

In the future, however, if only stumpage or log values
can be had from the large Douglas-fir, then suitable
conversion facilities on the Reservation might beconsidered.
The volume available on the Reservation would
be hardly adequate to justify a complete plywood plant;
however, a green veneer plant might be built at this
time. This would create some additional job opportunities on the Reservation and would allow for additional
conversion returns from Douglas-fir.
Such a plant would employ around 20 men per shift. In
order to maximize the effect of this operation into a
complete plywood operation, it would be necessary to
utilize the timber stand in the manner discussed in the
last section of this report under "Long-Range Status".
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It should be emphasized that at the present time
green veneer plants are quite risky. Most such plants
are either owned by parent plywood companies, are
adding plywood lay-up facilities, or are going out
of business. If this trend continues it might be unwise
to establish a green veneer plant without a firm contract for the output, something very rare in the industry
at present.
In such a case every effort should be
devoted to obtaining as much money as possible for the
large Douglas-fir and true fir logs on the open market.
3.

Molded Pulp Operation. The most economical pulping operation to eventually consider on the Reservation might be
molded pulp. Molded pulp is used to produce egg cartons,
paper plates, fruit holders, and many other coarse fiber
items.
The actual pulp used is a mixture of ground or
semi-chemical and chemical wood pulp.

It is presumed this operation would utilfe the residue
generated from the other enterprises on the Reservation.
This residue would be chipped, briefly chemically
cooked and then mechanically broken down into individual
wood fibers to form the pulp. This process, called
semi-chemical pulping, has the advantage of creating very
little air and water polution.
A molded pulping operation would employ around 20 men
per shift. Most of the jobs would be skilled or semiskilled and rather highly paid.
A project such as this should not be undertaken until
the West coast market develops more. At the present
time the installed capacity is sufficient to supply the
demand. As the per capita rate consumption of pulp and
paper is increasing, this situation could change rather
quickly.

Like the particle board operation, a molded pulp plant
would require a good technical department and control
laboratory. This would create opportunities for better
educated and technically trained Tribal members.
Products in Research and Development. Two products at present in
the research and development stage show promise for future development.
They are molded wood products and bark products. Molded wood products
are various curved items very similar to plastic items in appearance.
Initial research and pilot plant studies indicate that on a weight basis
molded wood products are more economical to produce than comparable
plastic items.
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Molded Wood Products. The future looks good for wood base
material in molded products. Examples of molded products
would be simple bowls, hamper tops, toilet seats, etc.
The wood used would be in either fibrous or minute particle
form These particles are mixed with a resin binder and
pressed to form in a press mold.
This venture would be a
method of utilizing residue produced from the primary
converting facilities.
Bark Products. At least 10 percent of the volume of old
growth logs is bark. Therefore, a plant the size of the
Warm Springs Lumber Company would produce several carloads of bark per day if a barker was installed. If
no method of utilizing this bark for fuel was available
it would have to be burned in the refuse burner.

Recent research at the Oregon Forest Research Center has
developed techniques for producing good quality cork tile
from the cork fraction in Douglas-fir bark. This tile in
many ways is comparable to tile produced from regular
cork oak. Preliminary economic consideration of production facilities for a cork tile installation show that a
good rate of return could be expected if properly designed
press and equipment were employed.
Some experimental particle board has been produced from Douglas-fir bark at the Oregon Forest Products Research Center.
Such a particle board would be closely related to a cork
tile operation since the same equipment could be used to
produce both items.

A bark product which could be produced from the pine bark
would be a soil amendment and fertilizer. To make this
product the ground bark is treated with a nitrogen compound and aged for a period of time under controlled
conditions. The final product causes the soil to have
more desirable properties and releases the nitrogen slowly
for growing plants. A high investment would not be
necessary to initiate production of this item.
Research and Development at Warm Syrings. The possibilities of a
research program at the Warm Springs enterprise should be considered.
Leading companies in the forest products industry all have research and
development programs. Some of the largest companies have extensive staffs
and laboratory facilities.
These members of the industry traditionally
lead all others in product development, profits, and in developing a
good reputation with the public. The competitive situation in the forest
products industry is such that even the smaller companies are becoming
more dependent upon research. In other words, any company that plans to
operate over a long period of time must devote some effort to research and
development.
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Therefore, this enterprise should consider the potential benefits
of a research program if only from the competitive standpoint. A more
significant aspect of such a program would be the creation of opportunities for Tribal members with college degrees in various specialized
areas.
The technical and fundamental aspects of a research program would
find use for chemists, engineers and wood technologists. Specially
trained personnel could be assigned to fundamental or applied research
projects according to their individual interests.
Tribal members with degrees in areas of commerce or business could
find opportunity in this program since economists, accountants, marketing
specialists, etc. would be needed in a well-rounded research, product
development and marketing research program.
Finally, as this program got under way, opportunitieè would be
created for any Tribal member who might wish to obtain an advanced degree
in any of the above mentioned areas. These built-in opportunities on the
Reservation should tend to create more interest in higher education on
the part of the younger Tribal members.
Marketing Recommendation. As indicated earlier, lumber suffers a
much higher price fluctuation than any other major commodity. The present
method of selling lumber, which is essentially a barter basis, adds to
this fluctuation.
It would be helpful if a large lumber company could
establish the precedent of guaranteeing a stable price of its product to
several large customers over a given period of time. Some variation of
this procedure would reduce greatly the risk involved in lumber production.
Unfortunately, it is doubtful that one company could get very far on an
individual basis with such a program.
In the previous section a marketing research program was mentioned.
The only recommendation to make here would be in approach.
In the forest
products industry at present, the tendency is to develop a product and
then try to merchandise the item.
It has been demonstrated that the most
successful way to merchandise is to study the need for a product and then
try to develop a product to fulfill that need. It would be refreshing and
undoubtedly profitable to emphasize marketing research from this standpoint.
This approach would require a very conscientious effort to
determine product needs and then research efforts to develop the products
to fulfill those needs.
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CHAPTER

VII

RECOMMENDATIONS

The following specific recommendations are made in light of responsibilities to both the Confederated Tribes and the established milling
capacity in the vicinity of the Reservation. It is believed that the
welfare of the people, the utilization of the timber and the management
of the timber stand will be promoted by these proposals.
No Sudden Increase or Decrease in Volume Cut. It is recommended
that no sudden increase or decrease of total volume or species cut should
be made in the near future. It appears that a sudden over-cutting of
pine stands would be desirable from the silvicultural standpoint since
there is a considerable volume susceptible to insect attack and diseases.
However, it is generally believed that the adjustment in cutting which
would eventually be necessary in the future would be more difficult
than the temporary immediate advantages.
Furthermore, some of the
following suggestions might tend to reduce the insect and fungi damage.

Undertake Access Road Program. It is recommended that a program of
access road development be undertaken into areas to make possible light
sanitation-salvage cuttings. Many areas in the pine stands are already
accessible for such light cuts at the present time. Other areas will
require secondary roads to reach the high risk timber but these inexpensive roads could be built by the purchaser of such timber in connection
with their logging operations. It appears unlikely that sales of large
volumes of ponderosa pine will be necessary to reduce the beetle hazard
and to salvage the pine timber likely to die.
Prolong Pine Cut.
These proposals are made with the objective of
spreading the pine cut out over as long a period as possible. This is
felt advisable for several reasons. First, the capacity of the Warm
Springs Lumber Company is geared to cut about 35 million board feet of
pine per year. If planning is started now it is believed that it should be
able to cut about that much pine from the Reservation for the next decade
or so. This, of course, would include salvage logging volume which could
reach a considerable volume.

Various methods of spreading the pine cut out over a longer period of
time might be investigated. For example, it might be desirable to go
up into the higher areas and start thinning and some clear cuts in the
Douglas-fir areas sooner than anticipated. Some of the advanced utilization and management practices presently being employed on private and
federal land on the west side of the Cascades might be incorporated into
the forest management practices in the Douglas-fir forest type on the
Reservation. Reference is made to the Forest Management report for a
more complete discussion in this area.
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Salvage Logging Recommended, As previously implied, a greater
salvage logging effort should improve the management and utilization
efficiency of the Reservation timber. This would permit volume which
at present is lost to be utilized as saw timber. Furthermore, as
discussed in the Short-jun Utilization section, much, if not all of
this type of logging might be done by the Warm Springs people themPractically all of the recent-dead timber would be pine and
selves.
for appraisal purposes it is considered comparable to green timber. A
good road system is a requisite for an extensive salvage logging effort.
Fortunately, most of the pine region is fairly well covered with a road
system. Maximum effort in this area might require some road work to be
done on adjacent or outlying areas.

Although it is believed that salvage logging offers opportunity on
the Reservation, it is further believed that salvage logging should not
be considered solely as an end in itself, but also as a means to a more
basic goal, namely, better management and utilization of the timber
resource.
This procedure should be most beneficial to the Warm Springs
people for annual income and to sustain the present installed mill
capacity as well as promoting good utilization of their forest resource.
This recommendation, in short, tends toward promoting a more stabilized
situation.
Mill Studies. More information should be obtained about Reservation
timber by means of mill studies. AC the present time little is known
about the lumber grade recovery and overrun from the grades of logs sold
from the Reservation. As indicated earlier, mill studies would enable
the foresters to appraise future timber sales more accurately. Likewise
it is recommended that a study of the veneer recovery from the large
Douglas-fir cut on the reservation be made. Provisions for such mill
studies could be assured by specifying that they be made as a requirement
of the timber sale contract.

Continue Use of Mt. Jefferson Plywood Company. As a temporary expedient for the conversion of large Douglas-fir it is recommended that such logs
If it
continue to be utilized by the Mt. Jefferson Plywood Company.
were possible for the Warm Springs people to buy a 50 percent interest in
Mt. Jefferson, the profits from this enterprise could also be appreciated.
For the long run, however, it appears that a more efficient technique of
conversion than only plywood and studs from the Douglas-fir might be
desirable.
Some form of long-log mill should eventually be considered to
enable the manufacture of long dimension material since such material
commands premium prices. A small log-gang or band type of headrig sawmill
might be added for the best conversion of the Douglas-fir.
Suggested Youth Program in Forestry. A youth participation program
in forestry is recommended. This effort could be patterned after, or
coordinated with, the 4-H demonstration and participation programs. The
Warm Springs program could include tree planting, brush control and
participation in stand improvement practices such as thinning and pruning
young stands of trees.
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This participation program might include financial return if a
suitable pulpwood or small log market could be found for the thinning
cuts or a nominal wage rate might be established.
In operations considered beneficial to the stand but too hazardous for participation of
the youth demonstrations could be arranged.
One of the most successful 4-H projects has been the development of
school forests by means of planting cut-over lands. Perhaps a Warm
Springs youth forest patterned after school forests could be established.
One of the most satisfying aspects to youth on these projects has been
the planting of trees. It seems to accomplish several purposes.
First,
it develops an interest in conservation. A youth who has planted trees
and watched them grow will usually have a constructive attitude toward
conservation as an adult.
Second, tree planting shows the utilization of
otherwise idle land. Keeping land in a productive condition is one of
the basic problems in land use programs. Demonstrations through tree plantings are an important phase of proper land use and aids in showing this.
Last, an intangible inspiration comes from group tree planting.
Part of
it is "doing a task together", an example of community effort, and part
of it is the simple satisfaction for doing a task in an unselfish manner.

Adults and older youth often enjoy returning and looking at the
trees "we planted".
It is believed a well planned tree planting program
spread out over several years would be extremely valuable in developing
proper attitudes and habits through the experience and training this
program would afford.
It is believed a forest activity such as this
would foster a sense of value of trees in Warm Springs youth.
A nature and conservation club also could be established with the
objective of better understanding natures ways and to appreciate
conservation problems. A well planned program of education trips,
hikes, camping, studying animals and making nature trails are just a
few undertakings such a club might engage in. Participants in this
type of club soon learn that in the outdoors they can find their greatest
pleasures. Obviously, they will develop a great interest and appreciation
for the forest in general. Such a program would aid the Warm Springs
people to phase into forest management responsibilities.
Utilization Enterprise Consideration. The general considerations and
recommendations which follow are based on the assumption that the Confederated Tribes are eventually going to enter into some form of activity in
the utilization of their forest resources. The specific form of activity
would presumably be along one of the lines suggested in the Long Run
Utilization section. However, the recommendations in this section assume
that some form of the first proposal mentioned under that section will
be selected, namely an arrangement using the Warm Springs Lumber Company
facilities.
There are several reasons why this proposal seems sound. The Warm
Springs Lumber Company appears to fit into any proposal for the future
simply because of its physical location, capacity, and unique design.
This
mill is in a good position to efficiently convert the pine from the Reservation. Details of this proposal are discussed in the following paragraphs.
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Form Corporation.
If the Warm Springs Lumber
Company is taken over by the Confederated Tribes
the procedure for doing so and method of subsequent
operation should be very carefully investigated.
One way might be to form a corporation somewhat
similar to the Navajo venture. The structure of
such a corporation should be very carefully planned.

As in the case of the Navajo's corporation, the
desire to have the professional manager avoid involvement in Tribal politics is to be recommended. This
has been done by having a board of directors responsible to the Tribal Council. The manager is then
responsible to the board of directors. In any event,
despite this effort to shield the manager from
political involvement, it appears that any manager
selected should be aware of the Tribal Council's feelings
and cater to a degree to their suggestions and
wishes. In short, the manager will of necessity
become somewhat involved in Tribal affairs and
should be selected, partly at least, on the basis
of his abilities in this respect.
The board of directors, consultants, legal counsel
and advisors to this corporation should be carefully
selected.
Particular attention should be focused
on their capabilities, experience and lack of conflict of interests. The board of directors should
have both Tribal and non-Tribal members. The
selection and proportionxnent of members could be
decided at a later date.
Every Tribal member could be a member of the proposed
corporation, and each would then benefit from the
profit such an enterprise might make. Each Tribal
member would be personally identified with the
proposed corporation and therefore would be concerned
with its well-being and efforts to make a profit.
Investigate Tax Situation. Before a Tribal enterprise
of any significance is consummated, a thorough investigation of the local, state and federal taxation
situation should be undertaken. Since the likelihood
of special federal tax concessions would seem to
offer economic advantages to such a tribal enterprise,
this possibility should be thoroughly explored. With
such an economic advantage the enterprise might be able
to support certain marginal facilities (fabrication,
glulam, etc.) primarily to create job and training
opportunities for the Warm Springs people (if such
conditions appeared desirable).
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3.

Investigate resirability of Being on a Railroad. It
appears that many advantages would accrue to any
enterprise on the Reservation if access to a railroad were available. First, a chip outlet would be
far easier to establish and more profit from this
source would be forthcoming. Therefore, the investment necessary for a barker and chipper at the Warm
Springs Lumber Company would be more readily justified. Another advantage would be the elimination
of the present lumber rehandling practices whereby
the lumber is trucked to Madras and then reloaded on
the railroad. A railroad outlet would also be more
convenient for shipping poles and piling since prices
often quoted for these items are at the railhead.
The feasibility of getting a railroad outlet looks
favorable because there is a railroad grade in to
Mecca which is only about one and one-half miles
from the Warm Springs Lumber Company sawmill. The
expense of putting in the railroad would be considerable
since bridges must be built and the additional mile or
80 of grade necessary to construct in order to reach
the mill would be expensive. The investment necessary
to bring the railroad to the Reservation would indicate
that large permanent production facilities must be
planned to justify such an expenditure.
The railroad connection in this case would be the
Spokane, Portland and Seattle. Since this railroad
is jointly owned by the Union Pacific, Northern
Pacific and Southern Pacific railroads, there are
advantages to being located on its lines over any of
the parent companies. All of the owners tend to favor
S.P. & S. so that any outlet on this line enjoys the
privileges essentially available on each of the major
lines. Hence, a company on the S.P. & S. line has
better car service, more routing variations and wider
milling and transit possibilities than it would have
if located only on the Southern Pacific, Union Pacific,
or Northern Pacific.
Further advantages of being located on a railroad would
be superior shipping and marketing facilities which
should permit more economical handling and marketing
procedures of the products produced. These conditions
would help to justify the investment cost necessary for
secondary conversion facilities.
Since the products
manufactured by these processes are often quite valuable,
and in the case of cut stock could require large shipments of both raw materials and finished products, a
railroad would be almost a prerequisite for such an
operation.
This is especially significant when it is
realized that most of the markets for such items are in
the Midwest and East.
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Secure Power. The Warm Springs people are in a unique
bargaining position relative to a source of power for
enterprises on the Reservation. It is recommended that
a large block of usable (low voltage) power be negotiated from Pelton Dam or from the proposed Round Butte
Dam as a requirement for its installation. Such a
provision would enable the Warm Springs enterprise to
eliminate its present large power plant. The large
quantities of fuel now consumed would become available
for residue utilization potentials such as chips,
particle board, etc.

Elimination of the power plant would decrease the
investment necessary for the Warm Springs enterprise.
Any small power plant like the one Warm Springs
Lumber Company now operates is expensive, inefficient
and costly to operate and maintain. The steam necessary for the operation of the dry kilns, etc. could be
produced with some of the new high-pressure unattended
steam generators.
Develop Incentive, Even before this enterprise is
consummated, some planning should be made to emphasize
the importance of personal incentive. Private enterprises are usually more efficient than comparable
publicly owned or monopolistic operations. Therefore,
some efforts should be made to inspire incentive on
the part of the large numbers of Tribal members who
presumably would be in the wo'k fQrce. Some suggestions which might encourage incentive follow.

Employees of the enterprise could be considered as
additional stockholders with all profits above a
certain percentage or point to be shared between the
Tribes and employees. It is further recommended that
a special bonus arrangement be initiated for nonabsentee workers among the Tribes.
It should be recognized that some friction may develop
if the regular white workers get only hourly wages and
must work beside a Tribal member who is receiving the
recommended special considerations.

A further possibility to encourage incentive is in the
area of housing. Perhaps this enterprise could build
some inexpensive but adequate housing for their Tribal
This housing could be leased at a low
employees.
rental rate; however, for those who wished to do so,
an option to buy could be given and the workers could
use their rental payments to apply on the purchase
price of their house. A further incentive could be
to require the worker to repay only the principal
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used to build the house--hence, an interest free
loan--or perhaps the profits of the corporation
could be used to pay the interest on the money used
for the housing project. Such a housing program as
this might serve two additional purposes--it would
make good housing available to Tribal members who do
not now have it and enable them to become accustomed
to some of the common conveniences and luxuries of a
higher standard of living.
Long-Range Status. The following comments are more in the nature
of observations than of recommendations. The timber stand on the Warm
Springs Indian Reservation is the largest single block of private
timber in Central Oregon. This block of timber represents a huge
capital or value which in essence has been inherited by the present
Warm Springs people.

If this block of timber were owned by a private forest products
concern, it would be utilized as a buffer or to back up integrated
utilization facilities of a capacity in excess of the sustained yield
capacity of the stand. The excess capacity of the utilization facilities
would be supplied by purchasing high priced stumpage from surrounding
national forest stands.
The high value stumpage could then be balanced
with low cost stumpage from the Reservation.
Therefore, if the Confederated Tribes should so wish at some time
in the future, the capacity of the Warm Springs facilities could be made
to exceed the allowable cut on the Reservation and the difference could
be supplied from such areas as the Ochoco, Deschutes or Mt. Hood National
Forests. These expansion possibilities and the backlog of timber the
Reservation would supply should lead to a more stabilized existence than
most private operations of similar nature enjoy.
However, if special federal tax considerations are granted to the
Warm Springs enterprise, this course of action should be very cautiously
considered.
This procedure would involve competition with established
private concerns and such action by a tax favored corporation would
undoubtedly provoke strong opposition, perhaps to the extent of political
involvement and loss of tax privileges.
Conclusions. The writer believes that progress can be made by the
Warm Springs people through greater participation in the development of
their resources. No utopian claims are made that ideal forest utilization
enterprises will be built.. It is believed that no suggestion accepted
will be without problems. However, the difficulties arising should and
can be overcome by hard work.
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CHAPTER

VIII

SUMMARY

Current forest utilization practices on the Warm Springs Indian
Reservation are analyzed and various utilization possibilities and
alternatives which the Confederated Tribes could adopt are listed.
Although present practices are good, it is suggested that utilization of the timber stands on the Reservation could be improved in
various ways. In addition to the Christmas tree operation already
underway, a pole and piling operation and a salvage logging show are
suggested. Approximate investment costs, number of personnel needed,
costs of operation and estimated profits are presented and some advantages which would accrue to the timber stand from such enterprises are
cited. Operations such as these are classified as short-run utilization
possibilities and are of such a nature that they could be either Tribal
or private enterprises at the present time.

More permanent and long-range goals are suggested in terms of longrun utilization possibilities. These proposals may be sunznarized as
follows:

Enter into an agreement or arrangement with the Warm
Springs Lumber Company. Alternatives suggested range
from outright purchase of the company to leasing from
or sharing profits with the present owner.
Invite a large, private corporation to manage the forest
resources and operate the utilization facilities. Such
a corporation was contacted and their preliminary proposals
are presented. Briefly, these suggest alternatives in
terms of whether the primary risk of timber management
would reside with the corporation or Confederated Tribes.
Some advantages and disadvantages of these proposals are
presented.
Arrange instead for a large local company to manage Reservation forest resources.
Some advantages and disadvantages
of this possibility are presented although no such company
was contacted.
Hire consultants to manage the forest and utilization
facilities. An example is cited where this procedure
has worked quite successfully. A disadvantage of this
proposal is that it would not greatly aid the development
of the Warm Springs people.
Continue on as at present. Some recommendations are
presented which should be considered if this course of
action is adopted. Specifically, mill studies should be
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planned and serious consideration given to the relationship
and responsibilities of the Warm Springs forest resources
to the forest products conversion facilities in the area.
Several long-run utilization possibilities or enterprises are listed
as potential Tribal enterprises for some time in the future. Approximate
investment costs, operating expenses, profits and employment opportunities
of each enterprise are presented. The various enterprises suggested are:
Small log sawmill. It would be operated in conjunction
with the Warm Springs Lumber Company. Also, it would
allow for more efficient utilization of the smaller
Douglas-fir logs from thinning cuts and clear-cut areas
in the fir stands.
Logging show. Various disadvantages of this enterprise
are cited; however, the employment opportunities and
management training potential of a logging show should
justify it when the Confederated Tribes feel they are
ready to undertake it.
Large sawmill facilities.
This proposal assumes the
purchase of the Warm Springs Lumber Company. The
gradual process of assumption of management duties and
responsibilities are discussed. Some advantages of this
enterprise are also listed.

A phase program is recommended for implementation of the suggested
enterprises. These phases which have no specific time limit or sharp
demarcation are based on the development of the Warm Springs people
themselves. The suggested phase program is in three parts, as follows:
1.

The present, represented by a preponderance of largely
unskilled workers.
The development of skilled workers, foremen and white
collar workers.
The development of individuals capable of assuming
managerial and professional responsibilities.

During the first phase of this developmental program it is recommended
that the Bureau of Indian Affairs foresters remain in charge of the
forest resources. Some techniques which might enhance the carrying-out
of Bureau foresters' responsibilities are presented. They are:
Miii or truck scaling.
Check scaling of proposed salvage logging operations.

A training program is recommended with the objective of an orderly
assumption of management responsibilities. Participation with responsibility is suggested as a goal for the Warm Springs people in the management of the forest. This includes the always present possibility of failure.
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Additional long-range utilization possibilities which could be
undertaken at some future date are presented. They include expanded
facilities at the Warm Springs Lumber Company and products which could
be developed and produced in the future.
Installation costs, employment opportunities and approximate estimates
of profit are presented for these suggestions. The following possibilities
are cited for the Warm Springs Lumber Company.
Installation of a barker and chipper. Advantages of
selling material now burned are given.

Manufacture of cut stock. Such plants are increasing
in number and create excellent employment opportunities.
End and edge gluing operation. This facility would
help to utilize and upgrade the lumber products.
Knot plugging operation. Experiments show good
promise in upgrading lumber and increasing profit.
Paper overlay operation. Some new high quality products
with surface qualities better than wood which are now
receiving customer acceptance.

Future product development enterprises listed are as follows:
Particle board plant. This enterprise requires high
investment costs but the profit potential should be
good on a board produced from ponderosa pine.
Veneer and plywood. This operation would be undertaken
only if the Douglas-fir veneer logs could not be sold for
adequate prices on the local market. If part ownership
could be secured in Mt. Jefferson Plywood Company this
enterprise would not need to be considered.

Molded pulp operation. When the West Coast market
becomes larger there might be room for a molded pulp
This enterprise would require high investment
operation.
costs but would aid in utilization of the forest resources
and yield a significant profit.
Two products now in the research and development stage are listed.
They are bark and molded products both of which show promise for profitable production before long.

Finally, a research and development program is suggested for the
time when production facilities on the Reservation are enlarged and Tribal
members with specialized college degrees and skills become available.
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APPENDIX

A

FOREST UTILIZATION ON THE WARN SPRINGS INDIAN RESERVATION

Introduction. Areas contiguous to the Reservation were studied to
observe utilization techniques practiced in the woods and mills. Plants
using the Reservation timber were visited as were nearby competing mills.
Likewise, mills in other areas of the state were observed in order to
compare utilization possibilities under different competitive conditions
and timber types.

Some of the areas visited were practicing better utilization techniques than those found on the Reservation. This is not, certainly, an
indictment of those responsible for Reservation timber. These utilization practices are reported herein to suggest what might be achieved
on the Reservation.
In this report frequent reference is made to "east side" and "west
side" cutting practices, log grading and utilization, These refer to
the areas of Oregon on the east and west sides of the summit of the
Cascade mountains.
Utilization on the Reservation.
Utilization of the timber resource
on the Reservation is comparable to that found generally on the east
side.
Two methods of closer utilization might be initiated at the
present time, however. First, a salvage logging operation of dead and
dying trees caused by insects and disease could be started. Secondly,
a relogging operation of low grade and cull logs which loggers at
present leave in the woods.
These techniques are being practiced successfully in the Mount Hood National Forest. Salvage logging is
practiced in the Deschutes National Forest.

Sanitation-salvage sales have been made on the Reservation but these
are not comparable to salvage cutting since considerable low-risk green
timber volume is added to these sales in order to make them profitable
to a large operator.
Relogging operations have not been initiated on the Reservation. One
reason is the lack of small mills within hauling distance which would be
willing to accept the quality of logs such an operation would produce.
Green and sound logs from a salvage logging operation should find a ready
market. However, it is doubtful that east side mills would be willing to
accept trees which are still sound but which have been checked or infected
extensively with blue stain.
Mills using Reservation timber generally practice good utilization.
Generally, good quality logs are sawed and a good product is produced.
Information about percentage of overrun and grade recovery could not be
obtained. Mills utilizing Reservation timber have not been inclined to
volunteer mill study data. This is not an unusual attitude. Overrun
and grade recoveries are often carefully guarded secrets, especially by
the more efficient mills since they obtain a higher margin of profit in
a given log market.
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Over-all, there has been little competition for sales of Reservation
As a result the timber has sold for approximately appraised
This situation exists also in the portion of the Deschutes
National Forest which is to the south of the Reservation.
In an area
where installed milling capacity is in excess of allowable sustained
yield cut of federal timber, such practices suggest that operators may
agree in advance of a salewhich bidder is to get the sale, usually
after only a token raise. These so-called agreements usually occur
where there are only a few operators.
timber.
prices.

Utilization on Comparable Forests near Reservation. The east side
of the Mt. Hood National Forest adjoins the north boundary of the
Reservation.
It is, however, more accessible to the Willamette Valley
than the Reservation because of the Mt. Hood highway. This situation
creates greater competition for timber in this forest than on the
Reservation. Timber sales here frequently sell for prices considerably
above appraised prices. Mills alQng the Columbia River toward Portland
are the source of competition in this area although most of the sales
have been going to an east side mill--Mt. Hood Lumber Company at Maupin,
Oregon.

Similarly, relogging and salvage logging operations are underway
in this portion of the Mt. Hood. These operations are removing considerable material which otherwise would have been left in the woods.
Although these operators (they usually have their own logging equipment
and a small sawmill) are improving utilization of the timber from the
forest, there is still room for several more operators of similar capacity.
Thus, by comparison the Mt. Hood National Forest likely obtains
better return from the timber than do Reservation sales.
The stumpage
often sells for a higher price in the first place, and salvage and
relogging operations improve the stand silviculturally.
This higher
stumpage price appears to be due to the outside competition (Willamette
Valley).

Onthè west ith the Reservation is also bordered by the Mt. Hood
National Forest. This portion of the Mt. Hood National Forest lies on
the west side of the summit of the Cascades and the timber is utilized
in plants located in the Willamette Valley
There is great competition for sales in this area, many sales have
been bid and sold to almost double their appraised prices. This intense
competition tends to bring in much higher revenues than would otherwise
be the case. However, the prices paid in many cases are so high only
those companies owning a significant volume of timber can afford to
purchase such timber and subsequently write off the high stumpage price
as a tax loss. Also, when a company pays a very high stumpage price,
the tendency is to slight road and development costs if possible.
Such
practices tend to make the sale administration more difficult and require
more careful checking.
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This portion of the Mt. Hood has active relogging operations but
the silvicultural condition of the timber does not require extensive
salvage logging. The timbered area of the Reservation at the higher
elevations is similar to the Mt. Hood timber at the high elevations.
Accompanying the highly competitive bidding on the west side of Mt.
Hood are specialty utilization units. These units are geared to operate
on one type of log. Two such plants in this area of the Mt. Hood were
an all-hemlock dimension mill and a green veneer or peeler plant.
Since
the hemlock mill chipped their residue the income from sale of chips was
quite significant. Hemlock chips can be used in sulfite pulping and
bring a higher price than do Douglas-fir chips.

An interesting factor was observed relative to the trucking distances
involved on most of the upper Mt. Hood sales in timber equivalent to that
found on the Reservation at the higher elevations
The trucking costs in
the appraisals were calculated to Oregon City, Oregon, a minimum of 80
miles from the sale area. Many purchasers of the timber sales were farther
away than Oregon City which meant a truck haul of greater than 80 miles.
A few years ago there was intense competition fQr timber from the
Deschutes National Forest. During this period the timber sales often
sold for much more than appraised price. Recently, however, stumpage has
been been selling for only token raises beyond appraised prices, and
An
possibly on a prior agreement basis by the companies purchasing it.
exception to this practice is found in the southern Deschutes where
operators from Klamath Falls have been bidding on the timber.
There is no active relogging operation underway on the area of the
Deschutes observed (Metolious ranger district). Salvage logging is being
carried out rather extensively with pine. The Douglas-fir and minor
species utilization is quite similar to that on the Reservation.
Since
the east side utilization of Douglas-fir and minor species is not
comparable to west side utilization, the material left in the woods is
generally of a better quality than would be found in the Willamette Valley.
Willamette Valley Utilization. The Willamette Valley area is characterized by very intensive competitive bids on timber sales because there
are so many mills in great need of timber. Installed milling capacity
far exceeds the allowable annual cut which suggests that some adjustment
may eventually be made.
It should be observed that timber sales selling for above appraised
values may not always be healthy, from the standpoint of both the federal
seller and industrial purchaser. As indicated earlier, a purchaser may
try to cut corners on road building and other development costs which
makes sale administration more difficult. Frequently mills will purchase
timber at such a high price that it is impossible for them to make a
profit. However, the mill would probably lose more money if it were idle,
hence the prevalence of large stumpage prices and operations running at a
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loss.
In the long run this situation probably cannot continue. Likely
mergers and consolidations will result in fewer, but larger, operators.
If the number of operations are reduced., it is possible they could agree
on which companies would get the various sales. The present intense
competition would thereby be reduced.

the Willamette Valley has intensive relogging and salvage operations.
Particularly significant are the relogging operations where completely
cull logs are used. Most of these cull logs are peeled to produce low
grade and pecky veneer which is used in low grade plywood.
Small sawmills are established and set up primarily to cut only
peeler cores, lathe break and similar material. There seems to be
intense competition for peeler cores in the Eugene-Springfield area of
Oregon.
One aspect of the close utilization tn this area is that all of
the larger and some of the small mills have chippers. These give a direct
return from material which only a few years ago was burned in waste burners.
The pole and piling industry has been active in the Willamette Valley.
In the future this outlet for young timber should aid in thinning cuts
and silvicultural improvement techniques.
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APPENDIX

C

Many forest products converting facilities, woods operations, and
individuals in forestry and the forest industries were visited during
the field work on this project.
The following chronology of visitations is presented in order to
give some background for the recommendations made in the report proper.
Appendix A presents some results from these trips.
During the summer of 1959 many trips were made to the Reservation
to gain familiarity with the area, its timber, utilization techniques,
and management practices. Many trips to the field were made with the
forest manager and other Bureau of Indian Affairs personnel. A few
trips to the woods were made without Bureau personnel in order to explore
various problems independently. Some time was also spent during this
summer studying the preliminary forest management plan for the Reservation's timber stand.
The trips to woods operations and manufacturing facilities for the
summer of 1959 are summarized below.
Mt. Jefferson Plywood Company: To observe the quality of
veneer peeled from Reservation timber and to note the
effectiveness of forest utilization a plywood plant and
stud mill provides.

Mr. Overbay, in charge of timber management on the Deschutes NationalForest: To discuss salvage logging,
appraisals, competition and utilization on the Deschutes.
Mr. Lund, in charge of timber management for Region Six
of the U. S. Forest Service: To discuss appraisals and
competitive bidding on the various National Forests.
Mr. Cook, in charge of timber management on the Mt. Hood
National Forest: To discuss the timber situation on the
Mt. Hood immediately adjacent to the Warm Springs Reservation.
Several timber sale areas on the Bear Springs Ranger
District immediately to the north of the Reservation. The
defective hemlock problem at the higher elevations was
observed. A field trip was made with Mr. Finch, assistant
ranger. Lookouts adjoining the Reservation were visited
and regeneration experiments with ponderosa pine in the
high country were observed.
Dahl Pine sawmill on the Reservation: To observe method of
manufacture, logs sawed and general condition of plant.
Mt. Hood Lumber Company:
To observe this large east side
Douglas-fir sawmill. This mill is unique in that it was
designed and built to saw east side Douglas-fir exclusively.
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Tite Knot Lumber Company, Redmond:
To observe the size of
operation, quality of products and general efficiency of
utilization.

Ponderosa Pine Moulding Company, Redmond:
specialty manufacturing operation.

To observe a

Mr. Worthington, district ranger at the Ripplebrook Ranger
Station:
To discuss access road possibilities to the
Reservation from the Mt. Rood National Forest.
Diamond Lumber Company, green veneer peeler plant near
Molalla: This plant produced green veneer from Douglasfir logs near the source of log supply and shipped green
veneer to the parent plywood plant at Tillamook.
Several timber sale layouts in the high country near the
Warm Springs Reservation in the Ripplebrook Ranger
District: Appraisals and competition in this region were
observed; field trip was with Mr. Krieger the assistant
ranger.

Avison Lumber Company, Molalla: This is a specialized
mill in that nothing but hemlock is cut; about 40 units
of chips per day are produced. Since hemlock chips
sell for about twice as much as Douglas-fir this operation
may be appropriate for the Reservation.
Tygh Valley Lumber Company: To observe the utilization
efficiency and general layout of a large sawmill similar to
Tite Knot Lumber Company in Redmond,. Mr. Galbrath, manager,
showed us through and was very frank regarding the future
of this operation since they had cut virtually all of their
own timber.

Warm Springs Lumber Company: To observe the utilization
efficiency and other features. This mill was visited both
while in operation and while down so that greater freedom
of movement and observation was permitted.
To
Mr. Clark, Supervisor of the Ochoco National Forest:
discuss appraisals, competition, installed milling capacity
vs. allowable cut and various problems on the Ochoco which
would be similar to those on Reservation timber.

Robin Lumber Company, Philomath, Oregon: To observe a
small log-gang sawmill. These mills have low investment
costs and high overrun.
Mr. Robin, manager, was reluctant to discuss these items.
Olinger Company: To observe the specially designed small
log sawmill developed by Mr. Olinger. Mr. Olinger had
formerly operated small log sawmills and was familiar
with possible overrun based on present log rules.
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Hal Andreus Lumber Company, Springfield: To observe a
small sawmill that survives on scrap material. Veneer
cores, lathe break up, salvage and relogged logs are
used entirely by this mill in order to avoid paying high
costs for better logs.
Pacific Northwest Forest and Range Experiment Station:
To confer with Mr. Granthain, director of the forest
utilization section. This conference was concerned
with the problem of obtaining adequate lumber grade
vs. log grade recovery and mill study information.
This agency had difficulty in securing permission from
various sawmills to make mill studies.
Lane Veneer Company, Eugene: To observe a peeler plant
that peeled only cull veneer logs formerly left in the
woods. This operation seems to illustrate some shortcomings in present log-grading rules.
J. H. Baxter Company, Eugene: To observe a pole treating
yard in the center of the Douglas-fir region. Conferred
with Mr. Spies the manager regarding his problem of
inadequate pole supplies.

Franks Lumber Company, Mill City: To observe a doublegang headrig in operation. This sawmill is about the
optimum possible with small logs. A double-gang arrangement permits the overrun of a gang and cuts better
quality lumber than a single-gang.
J. H. Baxter Company, The Dalles: To discuss marketing
potential for poles from the Reservation. Mr. Fallon,
their chief buyer, indicated that for two years he had
been unable to purchase enough poles nearby to supply
this wood treating plant.

Mr. Joiner, a promoter of the proposed particle board
plant in Redmond: This gave some insight into particle
board possibilities and development.
Oregon Forest Products Research Center: To discuss the
results of their mill studies. Conferred with Mr. Espenas
director, and obtained some unpublished reports on this
subject.

Most of the summer of 1960 was spent in Corvallis reading background
literature and writing the report. Several additional trips were made to
the Reservation to confer with the new forest manager and to obtain further
information about the Warm Springs forest resources.
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The Mt. Jefferson Plywood Company and Warm Springs Lumber Company
were visited again. Some additional meetings should be summarized as
before. During 1959-1960 we met with:
Mr. Wilson, owner of the Warm Springs Lumber Company,
regarding his present and possible future status.

Messrs. Johnson, Barclay and Dahl regarding their
attitude toward the Warm Springs forest resources and
what future developments they saw for the Reservation
timber.

Mr. Rambo, a consulting engineer in Portland, who
prepared a forest utilization report for the Navajo
Indian Reservation. Some insight was gained regarding
forest utilization problems on this Reservation, some
of which were similar to Warm Springs.
Messrs. Richen, Schroeder, and Meade of Crown Zellerbach Corporation to discuss the ramifications of a
large corporation's potential role in a situation
such as that found at Warm Springs.

Mr. Gervais, who serves on the board of directors of
the Navajo forest utilization enterprise to discuss
some background information on that operation.
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APPENDIX

D

APPROXIMATE COSTS FOR SELECTED EXPANS ION POSSIBILITIES

Approximate investment costs as of mid - 1960. Specific investments would vary with capacity, type of machinery, degree of automation,
type of building desired, etc. These figures, however, may be used as guide
lines for planning future production possibilities in forest utilization.

Expansion Possibilities at Warm Springs*
Barker and Chipper (including conveyors, etc.)

$

150,000

Cut Stock

300 ,000

Knot Plugging

200,000

Paper Overlay

200,000

Future Product Development
Particle Board

Green Veneer Plant

1,500,000
150,000

Plywood Plant

1,150,000

Molded Pulp Operation

3,500,000

Exclusive of Short-Run Utilization suggestions considered.
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PROTECTION AND MANAGEMENT OF THE FOREST RESOURCES
OF THE WARM SPRINGS INDIAN RESERVATION
by
A. J. Jaenicke, B.S.

INTRODUCTION
Purposes of the Study.

To make a field study and an analysis of the timber resource.

To make recommendations to the Confederated Tribes regarding
the effective protection and growing of the Reservation's
forests,

To suggest ways in which the Warm Springs people can participate in the protection and growing of their forests.

Methods of the Study.

Full use of the forestry records in the Forestry office at
the Warm Springs Agency, including the forest
inventory
report prepared by the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
Field work on the Reservation with other members of Oregon
State College and with the Agency foresters.
Study in the woods of the adjoining portions of the Deschutes
and Mt. Hood National Forests with foresters of the U. S.
Forest Service to see how problems similar to those on the
Reservation were being handled.

Consultation with members of the Pacific Northwest Forest
and Range Experiment Station in Portland and its research
center at Bend on matters related to insect losses, cutting
methods, growth and stand improvements in stands of timber
similar to those on the Reservation.
Frequent consultation with the director and other members of
the project.

Consultation with Dr. M. D. McKimmy with whom I worked
closely in my field and office work,
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TIlE FOREST RESOURCES

The first complete cruise of the Reservation was made between 1920
and 1925. Since then there have been heavy losses by fire and insects.
Large scale logging operations have taken place.
There have been radical
changes in utilization standards. Because of all this, the old inventory
of the twenties has long since been hopelessly' out of date. Primarily to
serve as the basis for a plan of management for the Reservation, a new
cruise was made in 1958 and 1959 in accordance with approved methods.
The
data were made available in an inventory report which gave the timber volumes as of January 1, 1959.
In the timber inventory the following three general forest types
were recognized:
(1) the uncut pine type; (2) the cut-over pine type; and,
(3) the fir type.
Permanent sample plots were laid out in the uncut and
cut-over pine areas. These plots yield valuable information on volumes,
growth, mortality, etc. The annual cruising of old 320 acre pine beetle
plots will continue to give data on insect losses in the pine type.
In the fir type, the plot cruising was done by use of temporary plots.
In the fir type, therefore, growth and mortality information will have to
wait until plots similar to those now existing in the pine type can be
established.

It should be made clear that this general inventory of the Reservation
does not replace the detailed cruises of the logging units which must
always precede each sale as a basis for appraisals and advertisements.
Table 1 shows the timbered acreages and volumes on the Reservation.
It should be noted from the Table 1 figures that:
In the pine type more than one-half of tbe acreage has
been cut over.

Except for 500 acres of clear-cuts there has been no
cutting in the fir type.
On the Reservation there are over three and one-half
billion feet of merchantable timber. Approximately
60 percent of this volume consists of Douglas-fir and
white fir. Nearly all of the balance is ponderosa
pine.
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In the pine type about 40 percent of the volume is
Douglas-fir and white fir. This is significant as
these two species are so aggressive that they could
easily crowd out ponderosa pine when they occur on the
same areas as the pine.

In the uncut pine type the average stand is about 14M
board feet per acre and in the cut-over areas the average
is about 8M board feet per acre,
The areas and volumes which were cut in the pine type
in 1959 and 1960 are not included in the table. During
these two years 139 million feet of all species were
cut on 19,000 acres. These figures are not included in
the table because it is not possible to estimate how
much of the cut volume has been replaced by growth in
the remaining timber on the 1.9,000 acres.

THE TIMBER SITUATION IN THE FIR TYPE
The fir type on the Reservation is still intact except for the 500
acres of clear-cuts in Badger Creek which were made in 1957 and 1958 to
determine the quality of the Douglas-fir, hemlock and white fir in these
mixed stands, the nature of the logging problems, and the natural regeneration which could be expected in future clear-cuts in this type.
In Table 1 and Table 2 the timber resource statistics of the fir
type are given.
Before plans for cutting in this type can proceed, it
will be necessary for foresters to get more information on age, thrift,
growth capacity, merchantability and other related matters. Since there
is practically no road development in this type, priority of cutting in
these stands will have to be determined before road construction and
clear cutting in old growth or thinning of second growth stands can be
planned. Present information is inadequate for the management of the
fir type.
The following comments have reference to the information on the timber statistics in the fir type as given in Tables 1 and 2:
More than one-half of the timber volume is in Douglas-fir,
or 669 million board feet out of a total volume of 1,233
million board feet.
About 40 percent of the volume is in stt-ds made up quite
largely of trees less than 22 inches in diameter. This
indicates that the 36,000 acres which contain such stands
are mostly in the immature category. When these stands
are made accessible by roads and wherever the topography
is not too steep, there is a good chance that probitable
thinning can be made with light equipment. This is an
activity which members of the Confederated Tribes may find

*

179,590

13,420

1667170

6%

113,610

113,610

500

113,110

Cut

Subject to a sarpling error of plus or minus

Grand Totals

(Inaccessible stands)

Canyon Timber

Totals (Accessible stands)

Fir Type
Douglas fir
Western hemlock
White fir
Ponderosa pine
Other species
66,960

99,210

Pine Type
Ponderosa pine
Douglas
White fir
Other species

ftr

Uncut

Forest Type & Species

ACREAGE

2,809

186

2,623

66

3,692

186

3,506

126
242
130
66

126

242
130

709
116
23

2,273
1,425

Total

1,233
669

883
522
296
61
4

Cut

1,233
669

55
19

1,390
903
413

Uncut

VOLUME*
(million board feet)

for the volumes in the pine type.

293,000

13,420

279,780

67,460

212,320

Total

ACREAGE AND VOLUME OF FOREST STANDS
(January 1, 1959)

Table 1
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attractive. There are 484 million board feet on the
above-mentioned 36,000 acres of these stands of smallersized timber, some of which may be suitable for thinning
and which would benefit from such treatment.

Over 10 percent of the volume, or 130 million board feet,
is in ponderosa pine. This indicates the suitability for
planting of this species in at least part of the fir type
on the warmer south and west slopes of future clear-cuts.
There is evidently such a wide variety of ages and mixtures of species in the fir type that careful field work
is needed to outline the boundaries of these many areas.
Without this information, adequate planning for clearcuts and thinnings cannot be undertaken.

Table 2
FIR TYPE
MERCHANTABLE VOLUMES AND ACREAGES BY TREE SIZE*

Species and Size

Volumes
(million board feet)

Acreages

Douglas-fir: large

534

23,390

Douglas-fir: small

197

13,860

Other Species: large

215

7,680

Otier Species: small

287

22,030

1,233

66,960

Total

* Trees 22 inches and over diameter are designated as large saw logs;
under 22 inches as small saw logs.

PAST CUTTING ON THE RESERVATION
Table 3 gives a suimnary of the acreages, volumes and timber receipts
involved in the timber sales since the beginning of large-scale sales in
The important part which ponderosa pine stumpage has played in the
1942.
The volumes of timber cut
sales program is evident from this tabulation.
in 1959 and in 1960 were by far the greatest annual cuts ever made on the
Reservation and probably far exceed the present growth capacity of the
timber stands as will be brought out later in the report.

During the 17 year period 1942-1958 inclusive the timber sole receipts
averaged about $600,000 annually as compared with $1,744,000 in 1959 and
approximately $2,000,000 n 1960.
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TIMBER VALUES

In Table 1 the timber volumes in the pine and fir types as of January 1, 1959 are given. The question is often asked What is the dollar value of this merchantable timber?
In making this estimate, the ability of
the land to produce future crops of timber, the agricultural, watershed,
recreation and grazing values, must not be overlooked.
On the basis of
current stumpage prices ($30 for pine, $20 for Douglas-fir, and $10 for
the other species) the stumpage value of the timber on the Reser:ation
is as follows, using January 1, 1959 volumes as a basis:
1,555
1,378
573
Total

million feet
million feet
million feet
value of saw

ponderosa pine
Douglas-fir
other species
timber

$46,650,000
27,560,000

,7399OO
$79,940,000

During 1959 and 1960, timber to the value of $3,744,000 was cut.
This then leaves a present timber value of approximately 76 million dollars.
It must be kept in mind, however; (1) that this does not include
volumes of trees below merchantable size which will grow into marketable
timber; (2) trees that are included in the above volume are growing;
(3) by proper cutting methods and protection the growing capacity of the
timber already of merchantable size can be increased. Also, the prices
used above would obtain in sales of a size approximating those now being
made on the Reservation,

PROTECTION
Fire.

The high fire hazard on the Reservation is well understood. The
serious beetle epidemics which took place in the pine type during the
period 1930-1940 are estimated to have killed 340 million feet of ponderosa
pine.
This is equivalent to more than 500,000 dead trees, most of which
are now on the ground and add considerably to the danger of disastrous
fires. New snags are resulting from further but presently less severe
beetle activity.
Thousands of acres of heavy thickets of ponderosa pine
and Douglas-fir do much to add to the danger of destructive fires in the
pine type. Fortunately,in the pine type there is a good network of roads.
Care should be taken to maintain those roads since they are such an important aid to fire protection.
In the fir type, the almost complete absence of roads is a problem
which needs special consideration in connection with the fire problem.
The lack of roads makes quick and effective action on most of the fires
in the fir forests difficult. The forests in the fir type on the Reservation show evidence of destructive fires at irregular intervals. Even though
such fires have not occurred recently, experience has shown that both
lightning and man-caused fires can take place when low himidity and heavy
winds prevail in the heavy fuels which are characteristic of the fir type.

633

6
2

White fir

Other species

105

8,830

1942-58

Douglas-fir

10,552

1960

520

99,710

All species

1959

Volume Cut

1.9

21.8

43 9

67.6

1959

2.2

34.5

34 8

71.5

1960

(millio-t board feet)

Ponderosa pine

1942-58

Species

Acreage Cut

(1942-1960)

VOLUME AND VALUES OF TIMBER HARVESTS

Table 3

10,128

1942-58

1,744

1959

2,000

1960

Stumpage Receipts
(thousand dollars)

0
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Even at best, such fires are difficult to control.
This makes it all the
more necessary that the fir type be made accessible by roads as soon as
possible so that fires can be reached more. promptly than is now the case.
It is realized that road construction in the fir type is expensive.
For
that reason any road program should be developed with the dual purpose of
serving both fire and logging needs. In addition, it is highly desirable
to maintain the trails that already exist in this type and to construct
new ones into areas which are not likely to be opened by roads in the near
future. Only by providing road and trail access can men and equipment
reach fires before they get completely out of hand.

A road which would be of assistance in the fire protection of the
Reservation and which would be of immeasurable value as a timber access
road in the fir type is one which would connect Warm Springs Meadows or
the Clackamas and Highway 26. Such a road has been given some thought by
both the U. S. Forest Service and the Bureau of Indian Affairs. In addition
to protection and timber access, such a road is likely to make it possible
for timber operators in the Clackamas drainage to bid for timber in the
fir type on the Reservation.
Probably the weakest link in the present fire protection plan on the
Reservation is the lack of an adequate lookout system for fire detection
purposes. What additional lookouts are needed and what towers and other
improvements are required to place fire detection on a satisfactory basis
will require careful field study and analysis. Two lookouts are in use on
the Reservation. These are Shitike and Eagle Butte
On the Mt. Hood N.F.,
Mt. Wilson and Beaver Butte are in operation. Four lookouts on the Deschutes N. F., and one lookout on State land can and do help to locate
some Reservation fires. However, there are extensive Reservation areas
which cannot be seen from any of these lookouts. For this reason, it is
recommended that the possibility of developing lookouts on Sidwalder,
Bald Peter, Lookout Butte and Mutton Mountains receive special attention.
In the pine type, 100 percent piling and burning of slash resulting
from logging operations has been practiced. This has been done to reduce
the fire hazard, Much of the cutting has removed more than one-half of
the timber volume and in many cases has taken place in the mixed pine and
fir stands.
In such instances the need for complete slash burning is evident.
Lighter cutting in the pine type is now planned.
At the end of
1962 the 60 percent cut on the Schoolie unit will be completed. With much
lighter cuts in the future and the consequent decrease in logging debris,
there is a need to a.ialyze the slash disposal problem to determine when
and where present slash methods can be modified.
Besides being expensive,
possibly $l,00 per.M board feet of timber cut, piling with heavy equipment destroys much young growth, moves large quantities of soil and injures
some merchantable trees left for future cutting.
On the other hand, the
need for general broadcast burning, or complete piling and burning in
clear-cuts in the fir type is generally recognized and practiced throughout Oregon.
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Insects.

The Reservation has been plagued with beetle epidemics in the pine
stands for many years. Beetle losses of low severity are constantly in
progress but these lighter infestations can blossom into destructive outbreaks without warning.
One of the conditions which adds to the beetle
danger in the pine forests is the increase in moisture competition of
Douglas-fir, white fir, and ponderosa pine thickets with the overstory of
merchantable ponderosa pine. Another dry year such as was experienced in
Such
1960 could easily result in large increases in beetle losses.
outbreaks are apt to cover such large areas at the same time that control
is impossible. The need for early removal of high risk ponderosa pine is
therefore obvious.
It is in such pine trees that the beetles maintain
themselves from year to year and then increase to epidemic proportions when
the general thrift of the pine timber is reduced by competition, drought
or fires
At such times, the beetles successfully attack even healthy
ponderosa pine trees as eas1y as the less vigorous trees
How destructive
such epidemics can be is indicated by the fact that during the ten-year
period 1931-1940 the western pine beetle is reliably estimated to have
killed more than 20 percent of the pine timber on the Reservation.
In the fir type, the spruce budworm threatened the Douglas-fir and
associated species about ten years ago.
By aerial spraying this menace
was eliminated for the time being
The continuation of annual, aerial insect surveys of the entire Reservation is strongly reconnended as a means of prompt discovery of trouble
spots.
In the pine type the resumption of the annual cruises of beetle
losses in the established half-section plots is urged as a means of giving
quick warning of increases of beetle activity in ponderosa pine.
The mountain pine beetle has been giving an increasing amount of
trouble in ponderosa pine pole stands from five to eleven inches in diameter
and somewhat larger trees
This insect thrives in these dense pole stands.
Since these young trees form the basis for future cuts, this is a serious
problem. No known control measures are satisfactory.
The only solution
is the thinning of the pole stands so that the trees which are left will
increase in growth rate and vigor and will he able to resist beetle attacks.
This problem will be discussed later in the report
The Douglas-fir in both the pine type and the fir type suffers from
time to time from the Douglas-fir beetle. Special care will be needed to
promptly cut the beetle-infested trees which frequently appear around the
edges of clear-cuts in the fir type because the Douglas-fir beetle kills
easily those trees which have been weakened by sudden exposure to increased
light and winds. The beetles then move on to nearby thrifty Douglas-fir.
In the case of the western pine beetle in the pine stands and the
Douglas-fir beetle attacks in the pine type, serious trouble can often be
prevented by what is known as sanitation salvage cutting. This is the
removal by light cuts of those poor thrift trees which are likely to be
attacked by bark beetles.
The cutting of such scattered poor thrift trees
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not only makes it possible for these trees to be utilized before they
deteriorate but it greatly reduces the likelihood of extremely severe
beetle epidemics.
How destructive the western pine beetle can be and still is on the
Reservation has been ascertained from annual cruises of sample plots and
aerial cruises during the past 30 years. The results of these surveys are
given in the following table. These loss estimates are believed to be
conservative by the entomologists who guided the annual cruises.

Table 4
PINE BEETLE LOSSES

Decade
1931-1940
1941-1950
1951-1960
30 year loss

Volume of pine killed
(million board feet)
340
195
100
635

Value
(at $30 per MBF)

$10,200,000
5,850,000
3,0O9,00O
$19,050,000

The urgent need for sanitation salvage cuts on the Reservation is
indicated by these losses. Should a severe drought occur or a large fire
take place, there is apt to be a repetition of the epidemic outbreaks which
have occurred before. Present beetle killing, even though much lighter,
result in considerable destruction of timber as the above figures for the
decade 1951-1960 indicate. The increasing competition for moisture between
the pine overstory and the pine and Douglas-fir understory makes even more
likely the occurrence of heavier beetle losses unless the weaker trees
in the uncut pine type are logged out within the next several years. Even
in the cut-over areas there may be enough weak timber to justify its removal.
No accurate figures are available for insect losses during 1959 and
1960 in the pine type, but it is likely that they amounted to approximately
10 million feet each year. These losses were probably replaced by growth.
These losses are a part of the 1951-1960 decade figures in Table 8.

Diseases.

There are two major disease problems both of which occur in the pine
In the uncut and cut-over portions of the pine type, there is a
Douglas-fir volume estimated at 709 million board feet as of January 1,
1959. Much of this sawtimber as well as the intermingled Douglas-fir
young growth is infected with mistletoe. The effect of this parasite is
to reduce growth and eventually so weaken the trees that they die.
In
the case of the larger trees, the infected Douglas-fir is often so reduced
in vigor that it is easily attacked and quickly killed by the Douglas-fir
beetle.
This species of mistletoe attacks only Douglas-fir and therefore
type.
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does not spread. from Douglas-fir to any other tree species.
The discouraging thing about this probjem is that there is yet no effective method of
control.
This means that whenever any Douglas-fir tree shows serious
weakening from mistletoe attacks
it should be cut.
The gradual and certain
increase of Douglas-fir in the pine type adds to the gravity of this situation.
It makes it all the more important to encourage ponderosa pine
reproduction and survival wherever possible.

The second major disease problem is that of top-killing of ponderosa
pine by a rust, The exact importance of this rust has not been determined
yet by pathologists but evidently this rust and another similar one which
kills branches and young growth, are involved. There is a possibility
that root rots may also be affecting the thrift of the larger trees infected
by these rusts. There is no known control, but in the case of the merchantable trees which are badly weakened by the rusts and possibly by root rots
too, early cutting in a sanitation-salvage cut is the only solution, especially since these trees are likely to be attacked eventually by the western
pine beetle.
In the fir type there is an estimated 126 million board feet of hemIt is likely that a great deal of this hem3ock has so much heart rot
that its value for saw timber is doubtful, For this reason, stands which
contain much hemlock may have to have cutting postponed until a pulp
market for this species is available. Clear-cutting in the Badger Creek
area in 1957 and 1958 showed that in this drainage, hemlock had so much
heart rot that its value for saw logs was very low
This defectiveness
of hemlock is thought to be general throughout the fir type.
lock,

THE HIGH RISK TIMBER IN THE PINE TYPE
The high risk ponderosa pine in the uncut portions of the pine type
is a real threat to tne present security of the pine against beetle epidemics
The early cutting of this element of the stand is therefore an
urgent necessity
There is the added incentive for cutting this high risk
pine timber while it is still alive because it deteriorates almost completely within two or three years after killing by the western pine beetle

It is estimated that as of January 1, 1960, the following volumes of
poor thrift ponderosa pine which should be removed within the next several
years, were present in the uncut pine areas.
High risk pine

76 million board feet

Spike top pine (approaching high risk

42

1

1*

U

U

P1

II

"

Pt

PP

status)

Class D pine (nearing high risk status)
Total

5

123
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Additional pine volumes in the uncut pine type became either high
risk, spike top or Class D trees since January 1, 1960.
However, it is
likely that the cutting during 1960 reduced the over-all volume of poor
thrift pine. It is estimated that roughly 110 million board feet of pine
in the uncut areas is still in need of early logging to reduce further
timber losses and to reduce the threat of more destructive beetle outbreaks.
In addition, there are undetermined amounts of poor thrift Douglas-fir
which are badly in need of cutting in the same areas in which the pine is
to be logged,
In the pine areas already logged over, there are 1sser
volumes per acre of pine and Douglas-fir trees which are in very poor
health which should be cut soon. No estimates as to their volume are available.
Some field study of this situation is recommended to determ1ne whether
there is enough timber in poor health in the cut-over areas to make profitable logging operations possible.
The recommendations for including these poor thrift volumes in the
uncut pine type in the cut of the five year period 1961-1965 will be discussed in a later section of the report.

THE SUSTAINED YIELD PROBLEM
It is only when the annual or periodic cut from a forest property does
not exceed its full replacement by growth that a reasonably stable annual
cut can be maintained, There are various ways in which this replacement
by growth can be accomplished. Gradual replacement of over-mature timber
by younger and more rapidly growing trees is a common way to increase growth
and l:hereby raise the annual or periodic volume of timber which can be cut
indefinitely. This permissible volume of cut is not a fixed figure.
It
will vary from time to time depending on more accurate growth computations,
changes in utilization standards, the occurrence of fire or insect losses
which need to be salvaged, the increase of the growth capacity of the
forest by removal of the slow growing trees, by thinning and by stand
improvement.
In the case of those ponderosa pine forests in which much
timber is being lost through beetle attack and especially where there is
a threat of even more severe destruction, there can be little thought of
restricting the annual cut to the volume of timber which is currently replaced by growth until the high risk volume has been removed. This is the
situation in the pine type on the Reservation and it is for this reason
that such stress is laid on the early removal of those portions of the
pine timber which nre in special danger from beetle attack. In order to
accomplish this, the maintenance of a balance between cut and growth must
be temporarily postponed.
As soon as the high risk timber has been removed from the uncut pine
type, and the required volumes have been cut from the Schoolie sale area
in 1961 and 1962 under the terms of the contract with the Warm Springs
Lumber Company, serious attention must be given to maintaining a balance
between the annual cut and the annual replacement by growth. High level
and permanent production of timber depends on the maintenance of this balThe question arises immediately as to what this growth amounts to
ance,
The permanent continuous inventory plots estabin terms of board feet.
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lished in 1957 in the pine type as a part of the recent timber cruise of
the Reservation, will not furnish this data soon enough to meet present
needs because several five year remeasurements ae needed.

However, several years ago a technique was developed on the Kiamath
Indian Reservation for the quick and tentative determination of the volume
of timber which could be cut annually under a sustained yield program.
By means of increment in trees on a large number of one-half acre temporary
plots, it was possible to arrive at growth estimates for approximately
450,000 acres at a cost of almost $15,000.
In addition to growth figures,
much information on timber volumes, age classes of the trees in the area
and other data valuable for the management of the forest, were secured.
Although the Klamath study was largely confined to the older cut-over areas,
the analysis has much merit when applied to the more recent cuttings and
to the virgin pine stands on the Warm Springs Reservation. It seems evident that such an analysis could be completed in a single year on this
Reservation at a cost of about $10,000 for the complete coverage of the
212,000 acres in the pine type.
It is urgently recommended that such a
project be completed during the 1961 field season. The field data can
easily be collected in such a way as to permit rapid computations by use
of IBM equipment
This analysis will not give adequate information on the
extent of the recent beetle losses which must be known to arrive at a net
growth figure. For this reason, the resumption in 1961 of the annual cruise
of the 320 acre pine beetle plots is especially important.
Seventeen
of these plots have already been established, A crew of three men can
cruise such a plot in one day.
The value for growth prediction purposes of the permanent continuous
inventory plots established in 1957 and which are to be remeasured again
in August, 1962, after the lapse of five years, is unquestioned. However,
the accumulation of growth data by this method is much too slow to answer
the sustained yield questions which require prompt attention. Eventually
they will yield growth information which i\s much more dependable than the
method proposed for use to meet more promply the urgent need for more
prompt information in 1961 on the Warm Springs Reservation. The chief disadvantage of the permanent plot method is that adequate growth data will
result only after several remeasurements at five year intervals,
So, there is at present no dependable basis for determining the volume
of cut which can be indefinitely maintained after the removal of the high
risk pine. However, there is at least one rather general indicator of what
this volume is likely to be. On many of the large pine areas in the national
forests of eastern Oregon, considerable data on stand structure, growth
and mortality are available which have been used to compute allowable cuts.
Table 5 presents a tabulation which covers seven such areas totalling
five million acres and a volume of 55 billion board feet. It will be noted
that the figures show that the allowable cut is equivalent to 1,0 percent
to 1.3 percent of the total volume of all species.
The pine areas in
this table, including both uncut and cut-over areas, are sufficiently
comparable to the pine type on the Reservation from an overall standpoint
to make the broad assumption that 1.2 percent of the total volume will
probably be a reasonably safe allowable cut on the pine areas on the
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Table 5

ALLOWABLE CUTS ON PORTIONS OF NATIONAL FORESTS IN EASTERN OREGON, 1960
(All species and both uncut and cut-over areas are included)

Acres of
Cotmnerc ia].

National Forest

Forest Land

Total
Volume in
Millions of
Board Feet

Allowable
Cut in
Millions of
Board Feet

Ratio between
Total Volume
and Allowable Cut

Mt. Hood
(East side)

Rogue River
(Rogue Basin)

237,000

4,873

48

1.0 percent

528,000

11,673

140

1.2 percent

952,000

9,647

100

1.0 percent

1,335,000

11,984

140

12 percent

340,000

4,242

53

1.3 percent

589,000

5,038

55

1.1 percent

1,224,000

11,143

120

1.1 percent

Umati 1 la

(2 working circles)

Deschutes
Fremon t

(lakeview W. C.)

Fremont
(East Klamath)

Maiheur

ALLOWABLE CUT ON MT. HOOD NATIONAL FOREST IN FIR TYPE NEAR RESERVATION

Clackamas and Sandy

531,000

18,274

227

1.3 percent
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Reservation after the removal of the high risk volumes. A straightforward
application of this figure to the entire pine type on the Reservation indicates an annual cut of 27 million feet.
It is to be noted, however that
upon the completion of the forest inventory, Agency foresters estimated
32 million feet as the annual net growth for the pine type. These foresters
used general growth data published by research foresters in the U. S. Forest
Service.
It is possible that the 32 million board feet estimate of the
foresters at the Agency is just as dependable as the 27 million board feet
figure derived from Table 5.
The timber in the fir type on the Reservation does not grow as rapidly
nor are the stands as heavy as those fir stands growing under west side
conditions,
At the bottom of Table 5 is shown the allowable cut situation
in the Clackamas-Sandy working circle on the Mt. Hood National Forest.
The allowable cut amounts to 1.3 percent of the total volume and covers
considerable acreages of young and rapidly growing young stands.
It is
felt that 1,3 percent is somewhat greater than would be the case with the
fir type on the Reservation because of greater maturity arid poorer growing
conditions in the fir stands on the Reservation.
For these reasons an
allowable cut of 1.0 percent of the total volume would seem to be more
realistic, This would corresporki to 12.3 million board feet, which is
greater than the 11 4 million board feet estimated by the Agency foresters
It must be kept in mind, however, that allowable cuts are never determined on the basis of a percentage of the total volume. They are based on
growth and mortality data. In the absence of dependable growth and mortality
information for the Reservation's timber, the percentages given in the last
column of Table 5 are only indicative.

Thus, in advance of the growth observations in the pine type which
are recommended for 1961, the above estimates are believed to be as realistic as can now be made. It is interesting to note that one recent estimate made by Agency foresters was a total annual cut figure of 44 million
feet, exclusive of the canyon areas. They used data and procedures in
arriving at their figures which may be just as defensible as those used in
this report.
The difference between the estimate of 39 million feet
(exclusive of the canyon areas) and the 44 million feet estimated by the
Agency foresters indicates that a more accurate figure after growth observations have been completed for the Reservation, will probably not vary
widely from either of these two computations
Even aftei the proposed growth measurements have been completed and
a dependable annual cut figure has been made, a gradual increase in growth
due to planting, thinning, and removal of high risk trees, as well as
improved utilization, will take place. This in turn will gradually increase
the allowable annual cuts which can be fully justified from a permanent
sustained yield standpoint.
But, before the forest can
high-risk elements in the uncut
should be removed. The urgency
already been stressed. However

be put on a sustained yield basis the
pine type which were discussed earlier
for early removal of this timber has
caution is recommended in deciding upon
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the actual number of years over which it should be accomplished. On one
hand the capacity of operators to absorb the volume of cut which is involved
within the framework of the present policy, of small sales should be considered,
On the other hand the capability of the Agency forestry staff to
adequately supervise sales must be accounted for.
At the time of writing
a five-year period (1961-1965) would appear reasonable.
But, this timber
could be cut over a longer period of time to ease the transition from current far cuts to those which will occur under sustained yield cutting.

Assuming this is to be done during the next five years, the following
would then come into consideration:
The logging of almost 110 million board feet of poorthrift pine in the uncut portions (approximately 80,000
acres) of the pine type and some intermingled poor-thrift
Douglas-fir.
The cut of such additional intermingled pine and Douglasfir volumes in the pine type as would he necessary to
supplement the poor thrift pine which averages less than
1500 board feet per acre, in order to maintain present
appraised prices which were based on cuts of 6,000 board
feet per acre during 1959 and 1960. Additional pine and
fir volumes estimated at 116 million feet would be included
in this category, exclusive of timber to be cut on. the
Schoolie sale in 1961 and 1962.
The obligation to provide for the cut of approximately
37 million feet in 1961 and 37 million feet in 1962 in
the Schoolie Unit under a 60 percent cut by the terms of
the timber sale contract with the Warm Springs Lumber
Company which expires early in 1963. Not that probably
about 10 million feet of the 110 million 'feet of high risk
pine cited in number 1 above will be included in the
74 million feet to be cut by the Warm Springs Lumber
Company in 1961 and 1962.
Thus, there would be a total cut of 290 million board feet during the
five-year period, an average of 58 million board feet per year. This would
compare with a cut of 67 million feet in 1959, 71 million feet in 1960.
The cutting program in the pine type should he planned so that the
areas of greatest beetle hazard will be cut first. Some information is already available but it is inadequate for the careful planning that is
necessary for this purpose. Considerable additional field work need to
be done on the analysis of this hazard.
Following the removal of the high-rish timber, and once the forest
is on a sustained yield basis a considerable drop in cut, probably to the
neighborhood of the estimates discussed earlier shoUld be anticipated and
planned for unless growth information for both the pine type and fir type
secured in the meantime justifies a somewhat higher cut.
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ADDITIONAL MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS
Except for 500 acres in Badger Creek, all logging has thus far been
confined to the pine type. By early 1966 large.-scale logging in the fir
type should be in progress. By this time, some main access roads should
he. completed.
In addition, a thorough knowledge will have been acquired
of those characteristics of the fir type which will make possible the preparation of a long-range plan for clear-cutting and commercial thinnings.

When the first cutting of the pine type is completed in 1965, there
will remain considerable volumes of over-mature ponderosa pine in need of
early logging. It is possible, too, that pine areas which have been cut
more than ten years ago may contain sufficient poor thrift timber to justify
small-scale logging, especially since the roads which have been constructed
during the previous logging operations have made these stands very accessible,

The character and order of cutting in the pine type, after it has
been covered once by logging operations, will depend largely on the proportion of the various Keen tree classes which are in the reserve timber
and what further cutting will result in maximum net growth in trees desirable for ultimate marketing. Some stands need early cutting because of
their over maturity. Other areas contain younger stands which need less
attention. Some information on these tree classes was secured by the recent
inventory but much more is needed for the following major purposes:
To determine the location of areas most in need of a
second cut.
To make decisions as to what kind of a reserve stand will
be most desirable for maximum growth in trees best suited
to meet market demands.
To locate areas in greatest need of thinning for poles
and other thinning, areas in need of other thinning and
for pruning, planting and other stand improvement measures.
To give a basis for planning a road system designed to
best meet the needs of the second and subsequent logging
of the pine areas,
On the appraisals of Douglas-fir for sale purposes, one of the difficult problems is to determine the quality of the standing trees. In the
case of ponderosa pine, a log-grading system for the standing trees has
long been in use on the Reservation, as well as elsewhere in the Pacific
Northwest. No such log-grading system is available yet for Douglas-fir
in eastern Oregon. This makes accurate value determination difficult
for the timber appraiser.
In the absence of such a system, he must depend
in part on what the local mills get out of Douglas-fir logs which come
from the Reservation and elsewhere in central Oregon, a procedure which
is not a satisfactory one. The importance of Douglas-fir on the Reservation is evidenced by the fact that almost 40 percent of the timber
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volume consists of Douglas-fir and that considerable Douglas-fir is being
cut in the sales in the pine type.
In recognition of the urgent need for the development of log grades
for the so-called inland Douglas-fir, the Pacific Northwest Forest and
Range Experiment Stations began such a study in July, 1960. The results of
this study will be of great interest to the Confederated Tribes because
they will make possible a more accurate timber sale appraisals which involve Douglas-fir. It is possible that helpful data will be made available
on these log-grades and the recovery values even before the completion of
the study.

IMPROVEMENT OF FORESTS BY TRIBAL PARTICIPATION
Sanitation-Salvage Cutting.

As has been brought out in this report, there are many millions of
feet of poor-thrift pine which will die within a period of ten years or so.
These trees are just as large and of as high quality as the remaining
healthier trees. As is pointed out in Dr. McKimmy's report, the logging
of these scattered trees with light equipment presents considerable opportunities for profitable employment by small crews interested in woods work.
Until members of the Confederated Tribes are trained in marking these trees,
the timber to be cut will have to be designated in advance by foresters.
The marking of poor-thrift trees takes even more training and skill than
is required for regular pine timber sales. Although most of the poor-thrift
pine in the uncutpine stands is planned for cutting by regular logging
companies, there will always be desirable Opportunities for small-scale
cutting of poor-thrift pine in the more accessible portions of the pine
type.
Besides bringing wages to these crews and revenue to the Confederated
Tribes, such cutting helps to protect the forests from severe beetle outbreaks.

Christmas Tree Cutting.
This
This subject has been discussed also in Dr. McKimmy's report.
project can be carried out without harm to the future of the forest; but
thorough understanding of the tree grading requirements is necessary to
It would
avoid cutting trees which will not be accepted by the dealers.
be well to locate, well in advance of cutting, the most desirable places
for cutting of Christmas trees. This will reduce labor and transportation
costs.

Cutting of Poles.

The demand for Douglas-fir poles which meet market standards is always high.
In the pine type, especially in the accessible cut-over areas,
there are many poles within easy reach of roads. With care these poles
can be cut and brought to the roadsides without undue damage to the
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remaining timber. Full familiarity with pole specifications which pole
dealers use, is necessary.
This project again requires only light equipment and small crews of men. Equipment costs and crew organization for
the pole work are described in Dr. McKimmys report.

Planting.

Experience elsewhere has demonstrated that young people become enthusiastic about forestry by the actual planting of trees.
It is suggested
that planting of ponderosa pine be undertaken in places in the cut-over pine
type where growth conditions are good and where the plantations can be
easily reached and observed by the youngsters who did the planting. The
trees for this purpose can undoubtedly be secured from the Forest Service
nursery by application to the forest supervisor at Bend. Some of this
nursery stock is raised each year from seed collected in the northern portion of the Deschutes and is therefore quite suitable for planting on the
Reservation. The foresters at the Agency are fully familiar with the
planting methods in general use.
It is anticipated that small plantations
will serve to interest the school children in the welfare of their forests.
Eventually large-scale planting will be required on the clear-cuts in
the fir type. This will involve provisions for large planting crews by
adult workers.

Collection of Seed.

When clear-cutting begins in the fir type, there will be need for
considerable quantities of both Douglas-fir and ponderosa pine seed for
raising planting stock. Since these species have abundant seed crops only
every four or five years, it would be well to take advantage of good
crops, when they do occur. It has been proven many times that it is essential to collect this seed from areas similar to those which are to be
planted.
Investigations may show that seed from portions of the Schoolie
sale area will be suitable for this purpose if there are good crops while
this sale is in progress.
Cones can be easily collected from trees logged
at seed ripening time tn the early fall. Arrangement can probably be made
with the Deschutes nursery for extracting the seed from the cones and for
storing the seed until planting in the nursery two years in advance of
the need for planting stock on the clear-cuts in the fir type.
Seed can
be stored successfully for five or more years under the special storage
rooms available at the nursery.
The collection of cones is a project in
which members of the Confederated Tribes can easily participate for a
few weeks in the early fall. Study of the better sites in the cut-over
area in the pine type may reveal places where ponderosa pine should be
planted in order to maintain this species, especially where Douglas-fir or
white fir would otherwise take over.
If this is the case, then pine cones
should be collected from suitable places whenever there is an adequate
crop.
In eastern Oregon, plantations of ponderosa pine have usually been
successful only in the best sites.
Pine areas in need of planting are
usually small and not common.
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Stand Improvement.

In the cut-over areas in the pine type there are three kinds of work
which are badly needed to improve the young pine stands. This work will
insure a better and larger, future crop of timber on the Reservation.
If
done on a sufficiently large scale, it will result in an increase in the
amount of timber which can be cut each year.
It requires a very small
expenditure for equipment, and can be done whenever the roads into the
areas are open for travel0 The effectiveness of this work depends largely
on the training of the foremen since considerable judgement is needed in
directing the men who handle the tools, especially in the selection of
the areas and trees to be treated.
Stand improvement can be expanded into a large scale activity by the
Confederated Tribes as rapidly as the experience of the foremen and the
availability of labor permit. The methods for carrying on stand improvement work in ponderosa pine have been developed and improved after more
than 25 years of experience in the national forests of eastern Oregon.
The work is financed on the national forests by money set aside for this
purpose from timber sale receipts.
Special attention has been given by
the Forests to the results of this stand improvement to determine whether
the results of the work justify the expenditures.
The findings justify
even larger expenditures by the Forest Service.
In the pine type the three kinds of stand improvement commonly practiced are as follows:

Releasing desirable young growth from excessive competion.
In some cases, this is giving more space to thrifty pónderosa pine.
In other cases it may be the cutting of
Douglas-fir or white fir reproduction to enable intermingled
ponderosa pine to develop and grow.
Thinning dense stands of ponderosa pine poles still
too small to be merchantable.
These poles are usually
from four to eleven inches in diameter. Unless thinning
is done, these poles will either put on very little
growth for many years or be killed by the mountain pine
beetle and engraver beetle.
Pruning of straight,
first 17 feet of the
which appear certain
develop into saw log

thrifty young pine trees for the
trunk. These are only such trees
to continue to grow rapidly and
size.

On the national forests in eastern Oregon as much as two or three dollars per M feet are provided in the appraisal by the Forest Service for
this stand improvement work in the pine type. It is recommended that at
least one dollar per thousand board feet of timber cut, be set aside to
begin a stand improvement program on the Reservation. This would provide
an annual fund of around $50,000 for equipment, Tribal supervision and
about 1500 man days of labor. Before this work can be undertaken o,n any
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large scale, a careful analysis must be made of the cut-over areas in the
pine type to determine where the release, thinning and pruning work is
most urgently needed. Training of the foremen is a necessary part of this
program. The regional office of the U. S. Forest Service in Portland has
published material on the methods and results of the stand improvement projects in Eastern Oregon.

Prior to an analysis of the cut-over pine areas, no estimates can be
made of the amount of stand improvement work which will be eventually
desirable to undertake. However, a few months of field work by an experi-

enced forester will give a general idea of the needs and will result in
the location of young growth and small poles which should be given first
attention.
Commercial Thinnings in the Fir Type.

The recent inventory shows that there are about 14,000 acres of
second-growth Douglas-fir in the fir type and an additional 22,000 acres
of second-growth of other species. It is likely that these stands occur
in many places in the fir type. Not until the foresters at the Agency
complete a field survey of this type, can the exact location of these
young stands be fixed. Based on the experience elsewhere in such stands,
commercial thinnings can be profitably made which will salvage trees which
would otherwise die. This will increase the growth of the more valuable
trees which need more room. These stands average about 14 thousand board
feet per acr.e and the thinnings would remove 3 or 4 thousand board feet
per acre in trees which are usually less than 22 inches in diameter.
Thinnings must be confined to young timber located in areas where small
"cats's can be used and stands which have been made accessible by roads.
Special care will have to be used not to injure the trees which are to be
left since young stands are quite dense. Table 7 of this report gives
the acreage and volume data on this timber. In the table jt js designated
as small.
Dr. McKimmy's report describes the equipment and size of crews which

are suited for sanitation-salvage cutting in the pine type. In a general
way, the same equipment and labor requirements apply to the commercial
thinnings in the second-growth Douglas-fir. The average size of the logs

will be much smaller, the slopes will be steeper, and the removal of almost 25 percent of the volume in the dense stands presents a more difficult
skidding problem than in the pine type. Using McKimmy's report as a basis.,
the equipment costs for this coininerical thinning will be about as follows:
Power saws (2 or 3)

Chokers, chains, etc.
Small skidding cat
Self-loading truck

$1,000
1,000

5,000 to $12,000
5,000 to 10,000

On this cost basis, the equipment for the proposed thinning operation in

Douglas-fir would cost from $12,000 to $24,000. Since similar thinnings
are in progress in the adjoining Lakes Ranger District of the Mt. Hood
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National Forest, it is recommended that they be studied before such work
is undertaken on the Reservation. Of special importance is the proper
selection of the trees to be cut and the avoidance of excessive damage to
the trees which are to be left.

Additional Forester Needed.

The work recommended for participation by the Confederated Tribes
such as sanitation-salvage cutting in ponderosa pine and the stand improvement program, w:i.11 require the additional services of at least one professional forester to work under the direction of the forestry staff and/or
the Tribal Council, The present staff of foresters cannot possibly give
adequate attention to theprojects recommended in this report.

THE NEEDED RESEARCH PROJECTS
In order to manage and develop the forest resources on the Reservation, there are certain problems which are urgently in need of study. In
some cases, attention has already been given to them but the forestry staff
is so pressed for time in the protection and timber sale administration
that only by additional professional assistance and help can these problems receive the consideration they deserve. How much help is needed,
depends entirely on the amount of work which is to be undertaken.
The
following studies are recommended for the consideration of the Confederated
Tribes and for iiiethods of financing the research program.

Growth Studies in the Fir Type,

The stands in this type vary a great deal in age and species, as
well as to their ability to grow.
Not enough information is available on
the location of these stands and their growth capacity on which to make
growth predictions and to determine the permissible volume of annual cuts.
No permanent sample plots have been established in the fir type. This
further stresses the crucial need for an analysis and study of the timber
in the fir type
This project should be far enough along within the next
few years so that priorities of cutting can be set up, road locations can
be determined, and the desirable annual cut computed on good growth data.

The Incense Cedar Situation,

On many thousands of acres this worthless species has established
itself in the pine type and will prevent satisfactory pine reproduction,
The recent inventory of the pine type showed that there are over 500,000
incense cedar trees which are five inches and over in diameter. These
trees throw a tremendous amount of seed and crowd out ponderosa pine.
Presdnt timber sale contracts provide for the cutting of these trees but
this is not a satisfactory solution. Some experimental burning has been
done to kill the very young trees without much success. A similar prob-
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lem exists on the Deschutes National Forest on a large scale, and the efforts there to handle the situation have been rather expensive. It is
recommended that the problem on the Reservation be studied more aggressively
to avoid almost complete elimination of ponderosa pine as the next timber
crop on many thousands of acres.

The Western Pine Beetle Problem.

On the Reservation there are six sample pine beetle plots of 320
acres each in the uncut portions of the pine type. These plots were established many years ago to follow the increase and decline of western pine
beetle losses in ponderosa pine. Their value is to give advance warning
of even slight increases in beetle losses.
A three-man crew can mark and
tally the beetle losses on one of these plots in one day. Because of pressure of other work, the annual cruise of these plots was omitted in 1959
and 1960
These plots and others which were established on areas now cut
over as early as 1932, have proven their value for protection purposes
many times.
It is recommended that the plots again be cruised annually
beginning with the late summer of 1961.

Prescribed Burning.

Primarily through the enthusiasm and persistetice of Mt. HarQldWaver,
who is a BIA forester, the desirability of planned burning in the pine
type has been studied on various Indian reservations in the West. There
is evidence that under some conditions, prescribed burning may help in the
thinning of dense reproduction and in increasing the growth rate of trees
of merchantable size because of reducing the competition for moisture
between the understory and the merchantable trees. To date, Weaver has
published eight articles on this subject. However, there is still much
to be learned about prescribed burning and its value for other than reducing fire hazard. It is recommended that some experimental burning in
the pine type continue to be undertaken in order to increase the available
information on the usefulness of the method and to assess its applicability
to this Reservation.

Outside Assistance.

It is recommended that the Pacific Northwest Forest and Range Experiment Station in Portland and its research center in Bend be asked to
render advice for designing studies on the Reservation and to make available unpublished data on the research problems approved for study by the
Confederated Tribes

Additional Help.

Little of the proposed research can be carried out without additional
professional and non-technical help.
It is recommended that the Confederated Tribes consider ways and means of providing personnel and money for
this work.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The following statements summarize the recommendations most pressing
made for the attention of the Confederated Tribes:
That a growth study for the pine type, similar to the
Klainath growth study, be made in order to give a better
basis for determination of the volumes which can be cut
annually than is now available, and that an effort be
made to complete this project not later than the end
of 1962. It is estimated that this will cost $10,000.
That field work be done in the fir type to define the
boundaries of the various logging units and to secure
growth data on how much timber can be cut annually
under a sustained yield basis.
That plans be laid for road development in the fir
type, and that contact be made with the Forest Service
as to the possibility of cooperative construction of a
first class access road between Warm Springs Meadows
or the Clackamas and Highway 26.
That plans be considered for participation by the
Confederated Tribes in the logging of some of the more
accessible high risk timber in the pine type.
That the feasibility of taking out Douglas-fir poles
by the Confederated Tribes be considered.
That the possibility of doing thinning of young stands
for profit in the fir type be given attention even in
advance of the necessary road construction to reach
suitable thinning areas.
That the desirability of undertaking large scale stand
improvement work (release, thinning and pruning) in
the pine type by the Confederated Tribes be considered
through financing with Tribal funds. It is suggested
that $1.00 per N feet cut be set aside for this purpose.
That the collection of considerable Douglas-fir and
ponderosa pine seed be initiated during years of good
seed crops.
That small-scale planting of pine by school children
be given attention.
That ways and means of doing large-scale planting on
present and future clear-cuts in the fir type be considered.
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That additional professional foresters be secured to
assist the Warm Springs people to participate in these
projects which have the approval of the Confederated
Tribes.

That an analysis be made of the need for developing
lookouts on Sidwalter, Bald Peter, Lookout Butte and
Mutton Mountains to strengthen fire detection in areas
not now visible from existing lookouts.
That every effort be made to harmonize timber production
and logging on the Reservation with such other values
as forage, water, soil and wildlife and such other uses
as agriculture, grazing and recreation.
That the necessary field information be secured in 1961
for determination of the order of the five year cutting of
high risk areas during the period 1961-1965.
That data be collected on the character of the reserve
stands in the pine type which are to be cut, probably
after 1965, as a basis for marking guides, order of cutting,
location of stand improvement work, and the needed road
construction program to best serve the logging of the timber.
160

That the projects listed for research be given study as
to their desirability.

OUTSIDE CONTACTS

In the course of the study of the protection and forest management
problems of the Reservation during the summers of 1959 and 1960, portions
of the Mt. Hood and Deschutes National Forests were visited where similar situations were being met. In addition, discussions were held with
Forest Service men in various ranger offices on the Mt. Hood and Deschutes;
in supervisor's offices in Portland, Prineville and Bend; in the regional
offices and in experiment station headquarters in Portland and Bend.
This field work and contacts have been helpful in the preparation of this
report.

Because it may be of assistance to the Tribal Council in its own
analysis of the Reservation problems, the following list of Forest Service offices and personnel is presented. It includes the more important
discussions which were had in 1959 and 1960, exclusive of BIA foresters,
on the specific matters stated in the list.
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Protection problems.
Insects.
R. L. Furniss, W. J. Buckhorn, and K, H. Wright,
all of Pacific Northwest Forest Experiment Station,
809 N E. Sixth Avenue, Portland.

Diseases.

T. W. Childs.

Same address as above.

Cutting methods in pine and Dou las-fir forests on Deschutes National Forest.
Charles Overbay,
Bend, Oregon.

do

Forest Supervisor, Post Office Building,

Growth in ponderosa pine.

Carl M, Berntsen and E. L. Mowat, Research Center, U. S. Forest
Service, 115 Oregon Street, Bend, Oregon.
Timber inventoriesL allowable cuts and management plans.

Walter H. Lund and Vernon E. Hicks, Regional Office, U. S. Forest
Service, 729 N. E. Oregon Street, Portland, Oregon
Timber access roads (from Clackamas to Highway 26).

Wilton F. Roberts Mt. Hood National Forest, 340 N. E. 122nd Aye.nue, Portland, Oregon; H. F. Erickson, Division of Engineering,
Regional Office, U. S. Forest Service, 809 N. E. Sixth Avenue,
Portland, Oregon; R. E. Worthington, Lakes Ranger Statiort,
Mt. Hood National Forest, Estacada, Oregon.
Stand improvement and planting in pine and Douglas-fir.

Charles A. Rindt, Regional Office, U. S. Forest Service, 729
N. E. Oregon Street, Portland, Oregon.

ADDITIONAL DATA
It is likely that the Confederated Tribes will be interested in more
detailed information on matters which are closely related to the forest
protection and management problems on the Reservation.
For this reason
one copy of each of the following publications is being furnished for the
permanent files of the Tribal Council.
1.

Insect Enemies of Western Forests by F. P. Keen, formerly
of the California Forest and Range Experiment Station
Pages 5-17, pages 129-133 and pages 135-139 will be of
special interest because they deal with insect problems which occur on the Reservation, The westetn pine
beetle and the mountain pine beetle in ponderosa pine
and the Douglas-fir beetle in Douglas-fir, as well as
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more general forest insect matters, are covered in
these pages. This bulletin is known as Miscellaneous
Publication #273 of the U. S. Department of Agriculture and appeared in 1952.
A Sanitation-Salvage Cutting in Ponderosa Pine by James
E. Sowder, formerly with the Pacific Northwest Forest
and Range Experiment Station. It is of special importance because it discusses the purposes of this method
of cutting, the recognition of high-risk trees, and the
logging of high-risk trees in central Oregon. This
mimeographed ublication is known as Research Paper
No, 2 and was issued in 1951 by the Pacific Northwest
Forest Experiment Station.
The Application of Unit Area Control by William E.
Hallin of the California Forest and Range Experiment
Station. This recent bulletin deals with sanitationsalvage cutting in ponderosa pine, regeneration,
planting, growth, and the characteristics of high-risk
trees. Although written for California conditions, the
bulletin deals with general principles which apply quite
well to the Reservation. This bulletin appeared in 1959
and is known as Technical Bulletin No. 1191 of the U. S.
Department of Agriculture.

Commercial Thinning of Douglas-Fir in the Pacific Northwest by N. P. Worthington and George R. Staebler of the
Pacific Northwest Forest and Range Experiment Station
This newly published Forest Service bulletin has special
value in the consideration of thinning in the fir type on
the Reservation. The bulletin covers such practical
matters as the purpose of thinning, methods of thinning,
the cost of thinning, the benefits of thinning, and the
equipment best suited for thinning. It is an excellent
guide for all aspects of thinning. It was issued by the
U. S. Department of Agriculture as Technical Bulletin
No. 1230.
It appeared in January, 1961.
Guides for Planting and Stand Improvement Work on the
National Forests of Oregp and Washington. These instructions were issued by the Regional Office:of the U. S.
Forest Service in Portland. They cover both the pine
and fir types and are based on many years of experience.
This material will give the Confederated Tribes a more
adequate basis on which to make its decisions on what
work it wishes to undertake.
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MINERAL RESOURCES OF THE WARM SPRINGS RESERVATION

by

W0 0. Wilkinson, Ph.D.
Department of Geology
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MINERAL RESOURCES OF THE WARM SPRINGS RESERVATION
by

W. D. Wilkinson, Ph.D.

The rocks exposed within the boundaries of the Warm Springs
Reservation are of volcanic origin.
The formations represented are those found throughout the entire
north-central Oregon region. Specifically tuffs and rhyolite of the
John Day formation, basalt of the Columbia River basalt formation,
basalts and sediments of the Madras formation, and relatively recent
volcanics of the high Cascade8.
No significant mineralization has been reported from the
immediate area or regions adjacent to the Reservation so it is reasonable to assume that at present there is little or no likelihood that
any metallic deposits of significance are apt to be discovered.
No non-metallic deposits are being worked at the present time.
However, road metal for local use is available throughout the area.
Also, in the past perlite has been mined and treated but this proved
to. be unprofitable and the operation was closed down. There are no
non-metallic deposits of significance other than local quarries for
road metal.

Insummary, the mineral resources of the Warm Springs Reservation
are Of no economic significance at the present time and there is little
or no indication that important development can be expected in the
future.

